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PREFACE

P.

The seriesSoviet,Studies in theiPsYchology of Learning and Teadhing
A -
Mathematics is a cotlection of translations from the extensive'Soviet'

3 t.

, literature of the past twenty-five years on research in the psychology
,

of mathematical instruction. It also includes works on methods of

teaching mathematics directly influ enced by the psychological research.

The series is ehe result of a joint effort by the School-Mathematics

Stddi Group at Stanford University, the Department of Mathematics
mar

Education at the University of Georgia, and the Survey of Recent EAst

European Mathematical Literature dt,thb Universtty of Chicago. Selectea .

papers and books cdhsidered to be of-value to the American mathematics

educator have been translated from the'Russian and appear in this

series for the first time in English.

. Research achievements.in psychology in the United States are

outstandinig indeed. EdUcational psychology, howevr, occupies, only a .

small fraction of the field, and until recently little attention has

.been eiven.to research in the *bsychology of learning and teaching

pdtticular school,subjects.

The 'sitaation has been qUite different in the Slpiet Vnion. In

view of the reigning,sicial add political do9trines, several branches

of ,psychology lhat are higlly deveroped in the U.S. have scarcely loeen

investigated in'the Soviet Union.' 'On the other hand, because of the

Soviet emphasis on education and its function In the state, research in

educational psychology has been given considerable moral and financial

support. Consequently, i t has,attracted, many creative and talented

scholars whose contributions have beep remarkable.
/

Even prior to World War II, the Russians had made great strides in

educational psychologY. The creation in 1943 of the Academy of Peda- .

gogical'Sciences helped Eo inteusify the research efforts and programs :

.t in this field. Since then! the Academy has become the chief educational

research and development center for the Soviet Union. One of the main

aims of the-Academy is to conduct regearch and to train research scholars

A study Idicates that 37.5%,of all materials in Soviet psychology
published' in one year%was devoted to education and child psychology. Sea
,Contemporar_I Soviet Psychology by Josef Brozek (Chapter 7 of Present-Day

Russian E2ycho1ogy, Pergamon Press, 1g66).



*in general and specialized educatioq, inre!ducational psi.chtalogy,"and

in methods of teaching various school subjecta.r

The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of the USSR comprises ten

research institutes in Moscau.and Leningrad. Many of the studies

repo'rted'in this series were conducted at te.toicademy's Institute of

General and PolytechniealCducation, Institute of Psychology, and

Institute of Defectology, the rast of which is concerned with the ,

special psyckology eld educational techniqtØs for handicapped children.

The ACademy of Pedagogical Sciences as.31 iembers and 64

associate thembefs, Chosen from among,distinguished Sov,iet scholars,'

scientists, and educators. Its permanent staff includes more than

650 research associates, who receive advice and cooperation.from an

additioll 1;000 scholars and teachers. Me research institutes of ,

therAcademy have aNlailable 100 "base" or laboratory schools and many

other schools in whilexperiments are conducted. Developments in

foreign coun'tries areclosely followed by the Bureau for the StudK:f

Foreign Educational Experience and Information.

The Academy hasAtS own publishing house,'which isues hundreds of

books each year and publishes the collections ._Iz.yetya_.Akademii

Pedagogicheskikh Nauk RSFSR [Proceedings of the Academy of Pedagogical

Sciences of the RSFSRi, the monthly Sovetskaya.Pedagogika [Soviet
.1)

k,

Pedagogy]; and the bimonthly Vorrosy Psihologii [Questions of Psychology].
A

Since 193, the Academy has been isguing'collec'tions entitled Novye

Issledovaniya v PedagoRicheAtkh Naukdkh [New Research,in the Pedagogical '

Sciences] in order io disseminate information on current research.

major difference between the Soviet and Amerian conception ol

educational Yesearch is that Russian psycholOgists often use qualitative

rathet than quantitative triethods of research in instructional psychOlog/

in accordance with the prevailing European"tradition. American readers,

may thus find.that some of the'earlier Russian papdrs do not comply

exactly t U.S. Standards of design, analysis, and reporting. By using

qualitative methods and by working with small'groups, however, the Sovieti

a

I

have,been able to penetrate into the child's thoughts and to analyze his

mental processes. To this end they have also designed classroom tasks

.and seVIngs fer,research and have emphasized.Zong-term, geietiC studie,s

of learning.r
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Russian psychologists have concerned themaelves wigth the ynamics.

ef mental activity and with the aim, of arriving at the principl s of the

'learning procesa itself. They have inveOtgated such areas as: .the.

7.deyelopment of mental dperations; the nature And development of thought;

'the formation of mathematical:concepts and-the related questions of/
-

generalizatior4 abstraction, and concretization; the mental operations

of analysis and synthesis; the development of spatial-perception; the

relation between memory and thought; the development of logic4 reasoning;

thenatere of mathemfatical skills; and the structure and special features

of mathematical abilities.

In new approaches to ed ational research, some Russian psythologists

have developed cybernetic And statistical models and techniques, and 1ave

made use of algotithms, mathematical logic and information sciences'.

Much attention'hae also been given ty programmed instruction 'and...to an

examination of its psycholnical problems and4 lots applicatien for

greater individualization in learning.

The interrelationshii between instruction-and child eve ment is

a source of.sharp disaveement between the Geneva School of pc logists

led by Piaget, and the Soviet-psychologists. The Swiss psYholoiists

ascribe'limited signifiaance to the role of instruction in the develop-

ment-of a cIdid. According-to them, instruction is subordinate to the

specific stages in the development of the child's thinkingstages

manifested at certain'age,levels anYl relatively independent of the
0

cOnditions of instruction.

As representatives of the materialistic-evolution theory-of the

mind, Soviet psychologists ascribe a leading,role to inruction.1 They

assert that instruction broadens the potential of development, may

accelerate it, and may exercise influence dot only upon the sequence of

the stages of development of he child's thought but even upon the very

character of he stages. Me Russians Andy development in the changing

conditibns of instruction, and by varying these conditions,.they,d,emonstrate

how the nature of the child's development changes in the pr6cess. As a

result, they are also investigating teats of giftedness dhd are usi

elaborate dynaq4c, rather than static, indicT.

See The Problem of Instruction and Development at the.18th I4ernational
r
Congress o s chology.by N. A. Menchinskaya and G. G. Saburova, Sovetskaya
Pedagoa, 1967, No. 1. .(English translation in Soviet Education, July
1967, Vol. 9, No; 910)



Psycholpgical research has had a considerable effect on the

recent Soviet literature on methods of teaching mathematics. Experi-.

ments have shown the student's.mathematical potential to be.gster

,. than. had been previously assumed. Consequently, Russtan psychologAsts

7
have advocated the necesspity of vaqoub changes in the content and

mehods of mathematithil instruction and have participated tn designing

the new Soviet pasthem:atic's curriculum which has been introduced during

the 1967-6SacademIC year.

The aim of this series is to acquaint mathematics educators and

' tftcheOs with directions, ideas, and 4ccomp1ishments in the psychology

Qf mathematical instruction in the Soviee Union. This series shonld

.assist in opening.up avenues of investigation to those*whivare interested .

: .

in brOadening the foundations of their, profession, for itlis generally

recognized that exkeriment and research 4re Indispensable for improving

content and methods of school mathematics.

We hope that the volumes in this series will'be uSed for,study,

'discussion, and critical analysis in coursen or seminars In teacher- 44'

training programs or in institutes for in=service teaehers'at various

'levels.
.

At present, materials have been'kepared for ftfteen volumes. Each
,

book containsone or more articles under a generakbeading such as The

Learning-of Mathematical ONeepts, The Structure.of'Mathematie:al Abilities

and Problem Solving in Ge6m7etry. The'introduction to each volume is
A

intended to provide some background and guidance to its content.

. e the D partmene of Mathematics Education at the University of Georgia'

Cunder ook to -asist in the editing of'the remaining volumes. We express
,

ui
our appreciation to the Founcatiorkand to the. man people and organizations

who contributed to the estAlishment and contin tion of the series.
*

.

7

,
I

'

' Volumes.1 to VI were prepared jointl y the School Mai ematiCs

Study,Croup- and the Survey of Recent East urop'ean Matlivati al Literature,

both conducted under greets from the National Science Eoundation. When

the activities of the SLhool Mathylatics Study Group endid in Augtk, 1972,

I.
("C?

Jeremy Kilpatrick

Izaak
*
WirAzup

Edward C. Begle

James W. Wilson
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1. -Bracketed'numerals in the text refer to the nutbered

references'ai the end 'of each paper. Where/there are two flgures,-

5:123], the second is.a pagelreference.- All references are

to Russian,editions; althougb titles have heen translated and

./ aut4prs' names transliterated. )
n'

2. The twsliteration schemp used is that.of the Library
,

df Congress, with diacritical marks omi ted,'except'that HD and

are-rehdered as "yu" gnd "ia" instead o "iu" and "ie.*/

3. Numbered footnotes are those in the original paper,

'''.4starredIfootnotes are us for editors' or transfittoes comments.

i .0 *
A

%..
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INTRODUCTIQN 5s1.

Leslie P..Steffe '

o

Mathematics education lacks systematic experimental investigations .

A
of mathematics leit4!tg:and teachiAgo\that are.based on theory. Begle

,

(11 has expressed the opiniOn that further substantive improvement An .

mathematics educationioill not take place until mathematics ehcation / A

is turned into an experimental:science. Piaget [5] observed thgeno

more was known in 1965 than was known in 1935 concernng wat
,

i h
iL

remains of.the knowledge acquireid in primary and secondary schools

afteitime iniervalko.lmq, of five, ten, or twenty years' Piaget's

obsefvation is. consistent with Begle'es. Both are comments on the
P

lak of theory-based experimental investigations of mathematics
4

learning and teaching. The work of.El'konin,.Davydov and Minskaya

reported-in this volume,represents a start towird the alleviation of

this condition. The experimental curriculum posited by these authors

was generated by.a thofoughtheoret.ical analysis and synthesis of the

cognitive development of children, fundamental matheiatical structures,

and fhe content of mapematics
,

The empirical results obta ned

of this an alysis-and synth sis

on1 to mathematics'educati

as well.

instruction in the early school years.

are particularly noteworthy in ligpt

and are potentially applicable not

no but to the psychology oitchildhood
,

r

In the introduetory chapter, El'konin and Davydov outline their

position concerning the relation of instruction to the intellectual

development Of children,-a position considerably elaborated in later

chapters. Following Vygotskii they view a child's mental development

as being ultimately-determined by the content of.the knowledge studied.
.

1 Reseawhers (no,tably Piaget) who study the deveiopment of. mental

operations geherally.concentrate on those mental operations whch are

maximally independenNof specific subject ma er.. lEl'konAn and Davydov

criticize this'approack beCause it leads to a ew that the sources

,o* mental development ie in theoindividual Illmse Co independeat of

specific hi;3'toricarC nditidns of existence (including, eduaition), andl

because it leads to an absolute waY of char4terizing featuresof-tbe
; /

"r.),

.71

II

-t
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chlld's mind According to age level. Conlquenlly, t/ hey-believe that

existing intel1ectua14:)'abiltties can be ?tudied only by making-
, . .

wchanges in the cOhtput-OfAlhat plildren learn at schopl. In fact, the

main task of. their researc1 14484ti\atudy ways of designing academic

subjects,and 14,Tork ao that much of it be'coMes

It accessible" tothg.stadent /El'kos.16 and'Davydov do not linytheir.

work to Bruner's'iamous hypothesis thit "any subject can be.taught

effectively in som*InAtifie8tU41,ly_honesc 'form to any child at any'

stagelnf development [2:331."'l The particular weakness theySeg in

Bruner's hypothesis is that 1,t Makes reference to abstract, fa.=

teaching the fundamentals cf,!f Any subject.to.a child Of 'any.aga. It

is not possible to characterize capabilities for learning with regard

to gge level in the abstract -- forms of instruction must be found

that are suitable for each specific piece of content and given age

level. They contend that Bruner was correct, however, in challenging

the traditional absolute way 6! characterizing features of the child's,

hind according to age level. 7

Ohe wonders, however, about the degree of diveriente Setween the

views of El'kOnin andlOavydojh the on,e hand and.the Genevand; on th

other. First, Piaget [5:21) has clearly differentiated experimental

pedaiogyAnd psychology: experimental pedagogy is concerned lees with

the general and spontaneous characterisics_of the child than with

their modification through pedagogic processes. Second, in commenting

on the value'of development stages in educational sciencei.Piaget

[5:04 rejects Oe notion ot inflexible stages characterized

in'Variable chmonological age limits and permanent thought content.

As an intecactionist,

structural maturatian

considered as factors.

piaget [5:172,.73) advoc:ates that the mind's_

and the child:s individual experience each be

in intellectual develcipment.': Third, Piaget

[4:16] has commented that mathematical strUctures can be learned

if the structure you 'Want to.teach can be supported by simpler, mo

elementary structul-es.* These three considerations are nbt dompletely

inconsistent with El'konin and Dwydov/s basic position c cerning

development. Certainly, the Genevans' work has n&t bee
,

peaagogy but rather has dealt with the development of he child in the

in experimental

4

xii
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, p

,-.. most generalways. But Oxperimental pedagogy does got btand in .. -
. ,

.. 4 . 4s
-

.
opposition. cto,5gnitive.developmep,t 2sychology. Raeher,sexperimearal

peaagdgri qapiement.ary to*, With-the potential.of contributingAir
4

,
knawleptge'to deirelopmental processes. %One of the mpst fecund areas.

1 " tillW
'Ifor such-potential dritribtition 4es in the formation of mental !-

.

-.....

olierations (which may or play 'not have been studik by the aenevan .

..

.
.

* ,

.
,

school) 7""4 that.#1, in usderstandinglthecontribution o", instruction
.

,,

. .

Li school mathematics to the formatiottof mental Operatfoni. .

... .
,

In the 'second chapter, El'konia-elaboiates-on the 'point6 m4de in.
. .

..t1;e-imtrodu&torST chalitei....'ilirough analyses .-of.he writings o,f Pink,. :
. ..'. . ,. , .

"Blogski.i,!Zankov, and vygAppki*, El'keinin forimilates a,bAsic.bypothesis 4s.:

that a change'in the-content of instrucLoA coupled with a corresponding
. .

_

, .
.

4

. .

',change in the 'type,of teilchiniewill influence- the.chronological outline

oflthe develOpment o'theohiles intellect. Tbe folloWing are among

the various basic its that lead to formulating-this hypothesis.

f A central,issue is- whetliet to char'acterized given,age level

in terms of the processes for which development is concluded at the&.0,..

level or in terms of the processes for whic4t dvelopment is'

.ivinning at that age level. Jfff. the.former,point of view is'adoptedli

then one is led to a conception of iatellgctual developmgnt as being

inviolable and independAt of the content, and methodirof presentation

of subject matter. This point of view leads to exercises being

presented to the children that demand only previously formed intellectual

processes for solution. However, if the latter point of view is

adilpted (and it is by El'konig) then the content of instruction

becomes exceedingly importanollowing VYgotskii, El'konin believes

thatthe development,of the psycpological processes for learning
0

mathematics do not precede, instruction in mathematics, but thdt the,

characteristics for ftarning,ne content-are formed in the prlocess

of learning it. The emphasis, however, is not placed on the method A.

instruction (here is where the author diverges from Bruner s hypot.hesis)

but on the cont nt of instruction. The teaching methods are to be

.organically connected with the,coneent and are to cre.ate a bond between

the child and Societywhere the teacher represents the knowledge

accumulated, by society and is not merely the child's .colleague.

r

%.
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In the. thirechapterr,,Davytiov-outlines-the three bgasic.structures-0 .

f'the Bourbak4 -- algebraic strucuresi, Structures:of orcter;:iend,, ,.. .---. , f
topoloiicar sitructeres ,- as a.basis for srueturiag.tchoor.mathdMatics

. .

,

from the beginning. Davy-dov ie well w4are of the'role Sf these three.
,

. .
..

basic structurei in cognitive development theortespoused vis-a:-vis
a

Piaget,.. In fact, it i417,.hersit that he genuinkly us.fq the results 'of \

:psychOlogical resear ch in sOsicturing the uperimental curiiCula: .,

-

.1;le,does so, however, in fuly awarnk.ss of th difficulty of 'determining
%

, explicitly .how matheftaticil stpdttirds and genetic amtructAresofs
,

thought are relatea. In what way ae Mathematical structures a '

continnation of previouely fotmed ganeeid str4ctirp? Weverthelees,
-

.

curricula designed,on the basis of initi4 tathemaicaistructures are
. .

. .-

".,support by Piaget.'s ,theory. If' the aspumptipii 'is made that. the
,

thematicaA thought'developq:within the'vety process of the
.

formatfon of 'concrete operations, then because -conerete Operatioils

.lare to be consi!dered as operaçi.ve strUctures cu rricula.based,on

Mathematical structure's can

period of concrete dperations.

onset of fotmal operations ian

. ,

Introduced at 'telie 'begins:ring pf the-

The poseibi:ility then exists that the , .-':

be hasteliepi through st4 'Of mathematical

structUre. Experimental pedagogy and psychological theory merged

naturally in Davydov's sinalysis,-bu

(or at least not completely marri

studied. Thin use of knowledge and
.

Ali!ertheless remained distinct
. .. .

1r4ftue of:the problems being
IF ,

thenry'gained through psychological

research is a welcome ielief from harsh.rejections, sudh as Menchinskaya's

[3:78].

'At the beginning of he fourth ch4)ter, Davyilov discusses a myriadt

of issues cotkcerned with t e traditional mathematics course in Soviet

schools, issues brought ab ut in part through viewing mathematics from

a structural standpoint. T rough discussion of these issuas,,Davydov

.
concludes that the concept o quantity needs analysis in tfie search for

the "common root of the branching tree of mathematics." A quantity is
,

defined as any.set of elements for which criteria of comparison have

%been established satisfying eight postulates of comparison, Quantity,
t.

then, is a particular instance of:the strudture of order. Kolmogorov,

however, restricts the notion of quantity so that the real numbers

become quantities. Starting from this more restricted notion Of

quantity, Davydov gives a aetailed description i. of the content of his

experiMehtal curriculum for four months of the first grade (seven year

xiv
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oldS) and the organizatie.of idstructiong.ln.that'curriculum.

curriculum pertaining to the concuot of pantity is organized around

eiallt topics, among which 4re.the properties of euellty'a d inequality.,

(Topic,II.I).: 'The experimental methodology.employMin. udes

teaching the.6aterial in experimental classrooms. The resats'reparted.
4

are largely.anecdotal and are reported on the most characteristic'.

features of the teaching process and its Alta, the features which

kire typical of the various classes:. Objective data are given,

.,//however, on variousplilaLems given'to Ichildreq at the.end,of-indtriiction.

-Generally, the data reported (anecdotal.and objective) were very favorable.

In the tinal chapter, Minskaya describes the experimentaion on

- the concept bfnumber. Number is sttidied, using 'the previous material

'as a foundation, where major attention is given to studying numbir as

a relationship of a giVen quantity, to a unit of measurement. The resUlts

reported are also quite favorable, consisting of'anecdotal data and

objective &gee from the administration of4arious problems.

As highly provocative as the volume is, 'there are shortcomings.

What evidence should one accept that children have learfted'operaeiopal

structures? Piaget [4:17-18) has identified three criteria -- (a) Is

tlie learning lasting? (b). How much generalization is possible? (c) In

the case of each learning experience,.what was th7 operational level of

the subject before the experience and what more complex structures los

this learning succeeded in achieving? A fourth piece of evidence, which

seems necessary, concerns the piganization of the-aearnee structure

in the child's mind.

No data are presented with regard to the third criterion. While the'
,

authors assumed concrete.operations, the age level of the children would

suggest variability of stage level* Moreover, the system of problems

that were used in the experiments and .tle experimental methodology are

highly disputable.with regard to each of the above general criteria: In

the face of such disputation, one can only conjecture as.td the .substantive

contribution of the instruction to the chi1dren'a mental development.

Here, it must be noted that Talyzina r6:22J considers the instructional

program not beyond the powers of childrr in the first grade and that

it was mastered fully by the majority of pupilia

6
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There has-been much' discussion in recent years, both here and

:abroai, concerning methods-of improving contepx of grsde school'
, . - .

/ educa;ion. In the discussion, attenti n has been centered'on findirw'
. i 1 .

7
,, I

4 ...ways of bridging'the--kap between:school Clirri&ila and mpdern
,

-1 botientific knowledge. Elementary instruction, with its resources
1 5 .

4or broadening and deepening eduCatiOn ad a whdle, is an important'
...e*

-instrument to be used in solving the.coMiSlex problems in bridging
P. '

this gapi .Up to now, howeverr the resources of elemqntary.inetruction
..

4)

LEARNING CAPACITILAND.AGE LEVEL: INTRODUCTION

D B.-Erkonin and-N.T.y. DaiVyddv

(

, have not been used to their full extent'. Furthëtiore, -.attempts

16ich have beet made to substantially alter 40ementary instruction

- have met with a number ok serious objections. One particular

objection has to do with the traditional conception of aat level'as

a factoran the mental activity of primary school children. Age

level supposedly radically limits the range of information and

concepts which grade school children can learn.

For several years, the research group at tle. laboratory for the

psychology of the primary school child at the Institute of Psychology

of\the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences been s'tudying age level

as a factor in the intellect of primary school children. Issues

confrontini this research group are: Does age level in fact

drastically limit curriculum content and the ways it can be altered% .

Are there capabilities for intellectual development at the primary

grades which remain undetected? How are these assumed capabilities

re3aated to ways of designing academic subjects?

'From LearninK Capacity and Age Level: Primary Grades, edited
lby D. B. El'konin and V. V. Davydoy, Moscow, Pqsveshchenie, 1966,
pp. 3-12. Translated by Anne BigeloW.

1
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//In this hook,,we outline our approach to these issues and set :-

th some specifiCresults of'our attempts to resolve them. Our ,

dsearch has been guided'by the theoretical statements formulated

A
_as )eng ago as the i930's 'by t410Saviet psychologist,L. S. Vygotskii

Which, in our view, revear,the.basid long-term course of development

of educafional and child psychology. Vggotskii's statements are#
. , . .

. *
being corroborated and developed further in iontemporary.theoretical

,
. .

and experimental psychological reseArch (A.. No; Leoneev En; r -

. 7
E. Ya. Galrperin, A. V':. Zaporozheta, and D. .B. El'icontnr61; and '

, /

i 7 others). FOr tZs tiie key staiement was Zhat'in ALie flnal/analys.
,

....

a pup?i's mental development is determined. bx-the con nt of what he i
...1...

4

is learning.. Existing intellectual capabilities mu therefore be

studied piimarily by'making certain'changes in wh4 caildren learn

4

When ihvestigating mental developrnent,pscholo.gisti tend to

study certain menpal operations which are maximally ind4pendent of

specific subject matter (ali; is essentially the approach-taken b);

psychologists of the school of J. Piaget). Vygotskii was critical

of this research methOd:

ai school.

The attempt,to analyze the mental development
of the child by making a careful 4ivision between
what comes from development and'what comes.from
learning, and then taking the results of both these

processessin their pure andllsolated form is typical
of this approach. Since.not a single researcher has

-yet been able to do this, imperfections in e

methodological procedures being used are u ly

.
cited-* the cause, and an attempt is made.to
compeicsate for their shortcomings by usAg abstraction
to divide the child's intellectual characteristics into

thog'6\drising from development and those resulting frtm

.learning [9:252].

We are.in agreement with'Vygotskii that attempts at such a

"division" not only are impracticable, but hinder fruitful study of

the actual conditions and principles governing the child's mental

1\

:development. The very fagt that a child haa mastered certain material
-

is the most important.index of his intellectual capabilities and thus

of the next zone of development of fiis mind. Of course .these capa-
i

.

bilities need first df all to.be brought to light and established

2
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and then drilld and converted frow"the next zone of dev2opmene'
-

(to use Vygotskii's'words)-into'actua) mental skills. Teachers

freqLntly%ari unable to do thts ip actual practice. 'But this

inability is no reason tp adc3pt the theoretical.vieif that'mental

.development is 'independent" of spec4fic egntent and the actual,,,s,
0 A

learning process. On eh'e contrary, one of the basic problems of

educational and Child psychology is to make this dependency known

by no.means'dlredt, simple,.or unaMbiguous). S.
,

.In this book several asneets of.this dependehcy are anaplyzed
!.

and certaincmethods of "groping" ferit-are described.. 'major

attention is devote4 to children's mastery andluse of knowledge, and

concepts which seem "unnaturill" and "super-difficult" w4hin the 4

4 . 4 1

Iramewo'rk ofiraditional understanding of their int4llectual
A #

capabilities as releted to age level,. The main task of the research

is to sltudy ways of designing academic subjects and children
,

s

school work so that much of it becomes "natural" and "accessible"

As

to theM. V
But it must be.definitively stated that such a positiontis not

toil:le-identified with the assertion one meets that "the fundamentals

.
of any subject can be taught in some form at any age" [1:16]. This

assertion by J. S. Bruner is of positive valUe in that he challenges

the traditional absolute way of characterizing features of the

child's mind according to his age level. In itself, the conviction

that<the child possesOreb great reserves for intelfe-ctual development

s correct. A .'

It would 'not be correct, however, to make these reserves and

capabilities absolute. The reason for not making them abbolutd'is

Aint because they'are small or becSuae we already see their limits,
, lk

but rather because,weunderstand theAources and conditions under

Awhich.thipind and its capacity for cognition are shaped during

learning. No matter how strikingly great this capacity for cognition
.

is abstractly, in each 'karticular instance it is the product of

many non-psychological factors. First and foremost among such

factors are the social demands made on the general intellectual

development of the person as he participates in a particular

3
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his,torical form of prodation. In the end social demands are

pre'cisely what set the "ldmits"'for the education of the masses
.

and, by the sam e-token, for the extent of their actual men^tal
.

,
1

*development as well. The type, of ,lagic an4 means of conveyin&

knawledge inherent.in particular:society Jae°
,

pla7 a lareie role-
.

. ,in inZellectual aevelopm nt. Means of Conveying knowledge determine
tlia

4-

the ways st*ed kreowledge-and.the "nottas" for learnf.ng at vaeious.

'*stages ('!agelevel") oi Mental development are hand d down.-
: ,. . .

In our view, it ts 'quittl important to havg specific knaielecige, ..

,

,

of.vailous*social aourc i and'condl.tionli. of m&it--al dAe47eloiment r-V -N-
, A ordet to "char4he cdurse" of the intellect at any

, 0

level. Close cooperation wi,th mbdern sociology,with Qieory of .

'knowledge, and wilpLlogic is indispensable for acquiring 7nch

.""specifia knowledge'. These disciplinei in particular will help ,

overcome the idea, still current'among many psychologists and

teachers, that the sources and motivation of mental developtent
;

lie in the indivictual himself, that is, in his "natuie" (soneetipes

understood to.he physical dt organic) and in the !anner laws"

of his intellectual development (supposedly inherent) independent

cf the spedific historical .conditions

(in the 'broad sense.of the word).1

of his existence and education

SometimOpk!dvocates of a "naturalistic" point pf view claim:they..

are advocating the "specific character".of psychological principles

and are preserving psycholoOcal analysis from "flat sociologizaiion."

Of course it is necesLary to defend the specific character of
,-

psychological'analysis Ad to investigate paycpological principles

praper. But it is important how psychological principles are

- inlrestigated, how they are understood, and in what .rail they are found .

to be connected with the social conditions of human develoRment:

1
This is the way the "naturalistic" theory interprets the

sources of human intellectual development. It does not refuse
to-admit the influence of "social" factors on this development,
but Its "inner laws" are what it makes absolute. A detailed
criticism of this theory is given in the work of A. N. Leoneev [7].

4
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If one knows theb.parilelar history and structure of socita

conditions of,jauman development, then one kndws llamy nature slt the

'social individual. The'principles bn:which the Individual appro-

Priates thA nature are the very psychological laws by which he

becomes,s personility--a per:sr,. 424.laws afhajsychic

./dveropn4nt. Sociology, philosolh ,,and logic &in show how the
,

naturLof the sociaP. individn'al Is'spructiAr l! and how it.functions

in. sdhieEy. They,do not, how ever,reveaI thespecific wayT, me4ns,

it.. .and ls.rty whkch a particulAjndividual appropriates his socially,'
. .....:

kiyen nature. This 1.73 A plattki for plctology, buf for. psyChoIpgY
- . .

.

a the gort throufh which one .can regard man's "norganic" pature
.,

aorrectly and can turn.knowl.edge of it into a tool ior studying the

procesSes of' indfiridual_psychi developm6nt..

. Karl Marx, in his book bequeathed to psycholo0 said that:

the history of industry and the Rhysical reality of industr5n

as It has come to be are an oPep4..book of essential human forces,

hurTn psxchology ?resented to uPtensually . -The.kind of

pa54hology'to which this book, i.e.-,sensually the-most tangible,

accessitile part of history, is closed cannot become a really
,

significat or practicable science" [8: 594-595]. The "history

klk of industry" is, of'course, the maximum and final expression of the

"essential forcesl of human nature. Biat the i'essential forces"

and their dérivat ves (the structure of material and.spiritual

culture) are precidely what need to be knoWn(by the "practical"

rychologist called upon to stud§' the developmenti of the human

psych'e, as this development occurs in part through socially organized

44114firrms,of instruction.

In Chapter One,* auspecific psychological and psycho-pedagogical

analysis of this problem is given

) be 'eLl learning and development).

gi en, though, it is important to

(in particular, the correlations

Before the s'pecific analysis is

explain the g'eneral. theoretical

backsround against which psychological research on the formation off,/,

.
the child's intellect,including itg features and capabilities as

they relate to ige levelcan be carried out.

The next article in this volumeqEd.).

IX;
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Even though(we are firmly convinced that the potential of the'

human mind is at present difficult eVen to'-estimate, it is'so great

that it!I determination ia malnly a matter of 'studying and discovering

"the becrets of lear1404." _At-the same time:it is'most tniSortadt

in eadh period -- inCluding the presenti-- to study dRetific,' .

9

- practical (oi realizable inkthefor6eeable future)-methods for
) (

.
raising the.coefficient of Useful learning activity.and railIA.ng the

level'of,children's intellectual ciVeloument.
-

It is impossible to.Characterize capabilities for ,learaing

. (pa);ticu$ larly'with regard te age revel) in the Abstract. The

aveakneeis of Bruner's formufation (the formulation itself but.not

the actual thought) is that it makes reference to 1:certain" absd'act

"forms" of teaching "the fundamentala of-any limbject" to a'Child

"of any age.
n The whole problem, really, is to find forMs ot instruction

which are suitable. for each specific instance and given age level.

And these are not something which can be devised and made lany way

you want*,' r as the lOgic by which these very forms develop is an '

obdective logic determine4as we mentioned above, y many general

social factors. If one gropes for the logic behind the development

ot these.forms, the specific phase'or step at which the foims and

means of learning are chaging now, one is really inVestigating

specific new capabilities or learning and their manifestation at

various age levels.

Al first glance-the above atatements appear to be only theoretical.

But they do, in fact, bear adirect relationahlp to tfle methodology

and tactics of Psycho-1;edagogical research into streamlining what is

being taught. It is advisable to study the capabilities for lea'rning

.at various ages by rejecting and departing from the.accepted and

.socially established curriculum (of the elementary, school in particular).

2Wes agree with the writer and scholar I. Efremov.in his

evaluation of the great capabilities for learning which "the aver4e

individual" possesses and the role of genuine "stuidv" in bringing.

'these out, asAle has characterized this vividly [2].

6
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Int4risifying particulavsections of curricula, showing that'

children-can leant new content, and sh6ing that the changed

curriculum both intensifies further instruction and affects the

child's-intellect (ai first, of.couise, in gxperimetal conditions)
- 4 .

are practical ptena from &Ir point of view in studying nw learn4g

capabilities. '

A

'-
The following facts are therefofe important to us. 'As our

..

experiment investiptio4 shows .6es Chapte sTwo*), a, early as .4\e . ,

the first gra e chilaren cala be introduced-to certain biSic.relation-*,

sips,between qulantities, a ckascriptiml of their Properties in a

system of formulas usin:Eletters, and way's of using.these

in the mathematical analysis of one aspect or another,of quantities.

After these iundamentals haVe been lt.arned successfull;'by "ordinary"

first-grade children, the concept of number as a form of repreSenting

a particular relationship between quantities may(be introduced, a

very farsighted move for the. further study 'of numbers (fractions-, in

particular)- Moreover, first-graders are capable of handling such

.a problem/ap followa. Given the.formulas

4 and
m

children can find lhat n > m. That is,they,are guided by the complex

dependencies existing among.the objective 'facts of dimension, measiire,

and-number.

The work reported in this book is focusaed on a greater I).

broadening and deepening of intellectual skills than is. traditionally
I.

dalled for, capabilities of the child's mind which are notcordinarilpN,

taken into account nor especially "cultivated." Second-graders who

follow the experimental Russian language curriculum (see Chapter

Three) are able systematically to isolate, analyze, and describe

the grammatical forms of an artificiallangliege on their own which

The last three 4articlea it this volume4(Ed.).

Nr.

'"ole

4
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f
.x,is concrete evidence that.thess children have begun to'dilnkabout

the coulp1ex.innerre1at1ona_:4E en the form of a wor4 and ,what' it

communicates. If this is the kind.of knowledge that the. 411Ildp

i4 able to begin to ponder,khot the whole subsetuent.coiurse of

.study of his nativa,languaie can be made moreltnteresting, more
A .

:serious, and, most important, more intellectually challerigingthan

withIttaditiftal grammar., .

The material presented in thin book shows that the 4nte1le4tu
#

capacity of children in the pritiArAkrades is Considerably more

exten&ive and mere varied than that toward which the accepted-,

traditional content of elementary instruction is oriented.,. We

l'believe .this to be a prOven fact [3,5].

The results were obtained while teaching experimental curricula
-

especially designed to'ascertain certain "broader" intellectual.

potential in pri'mary school children. Therefore, it uls not'claimed

either _that they are complete or that they can beinstitaed in

*schools Jen a mass 'scale in the form in which they were Apvised'for

' experimental purposes. We are, in fact, becoming more and more

convinced that if the curricula are .elaborated somewhat' -- primarily'

in teaching methods -- fhey are ready to be tested on a much broader

scale than the demands of'"pure" psychological f4xperimentation

'dictate.

Devising ekperimental curricula (in mathematics, Russian

language, and manualstraining) and using them in teaching are thus

the particular methb.d used to investigate capabilities for'learning

based on age level [5]. Of course, as such investigations are

carkied out, a number,of issues.are encountered concerning the*

general ways of structuring academic subjects which in turn leads to

e the necessity for considering certain specific.methodological

problems. And the 'latter cannot be analyzed without "involvement"

in the subject matter -- mathematics, linguistics, and so forth.

Academic subjects actually need to be structured jointly by

representatives of various disciplines. flut.since such teamwork
,

has nqt yet been wbrked out as well as'it should, psychologists by

necessity must make excursions into the various disciplines. True,



,

,

4

ofily what per directly tc(Setting up en academic_sublect
,

iriteS.ests'the pskatiolaga ts., TheAlkfrissues queer* the natu5e

abstraction, thErgen c cohtleaion between ebncegs, mews of .

e.xpressing c43hcepts in thyrnboli, an4"so forth. But if the fundaMentals

k

(

r

r.

of the experimental .curr'icula are n4!t'121plained in detail it',w1411.4....b4e!.
- 0 or . '4

dlfficu1t7r,Aat the pr'sent stage o&fwork, in-:atry case to 4escrt.,e
,

the actual instrqction process which leads to the disbovery of new

a&Ing. Consi(lerabie space, then, is devdted to
. ,

capabilities

-an analysis
t '. f L

mathematical and Ungthsticiiksues tbut only from
' v. r

the standpo nt of educational psychology),? .
'411. le,

4 For a partic4ar purpose,'research inte-orie aspect of the so- .

,,
, . ..A.;

dalled "forkaal4intellect" the inter Nental) level of cp ationkr.

b, .4

(see Chapter Five)-- watt. ion idered in our work. But the data ,

obtained are significant only in the contexrof a total investigatiOn,y
of the-child.'s inteltectual capabilities..

As said before, designing Axperimetital curricula web our method

of working. One must keep in)Lnd, however, that setting up and
. , .

providing for such work is exceedingly 'comnlicated, trine-consuming',

and crucial because it has to do with the actUal learning processA

in real schools.' MUch/df the .burden here fal.l.s ,those who

actually implement all the experimental notions the teachers and

school administrators. These people have en a constant sourc.e. of 4

help, support, andtbusinesalike critical appraisals of./all our

work which are so necessary in a new, and,complicated'matter. Our

research group takes this oppoAunity to'express its sincve

appreciation to all the teachers who used our cuticula and to-the

administratioki.of Schools No.. 91 and 786 in Moscow, School No.

11 in Tula, and the village school at Mednoe, Kalinin provincelt

for their help in organizing the research.

This book is arranged as follows.* The intnoduction (by D. B.

:El'konin and V. V. DaVydov).and Chapter One (by El'konin) state

the theoretical bases for the experimental work and define our

approach to the study of primary school chi1dren°6 capabilities for

learning based on their age level, Chapter Two (sections one and two

by Devydov, and section three by G. I. Minskaya) characterizZ the

*Only chapters 1 and 2 of Che original work are reprinted in
this volume (Ed.).

4,
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capabilities as they 'aiply to the study of mathematics 'In first grade.

Chaptv Three (seQuoné by L. I. Aidarova and sectien two by
4

A. K.. Markova) deals with the iapabilities as they:apply to the

Study of the Russian'langpage in graderi tw through four. Chapter

Fouriby E. A. *F.araponova) deals with the capdbilichies avithey

- apply to manual.tralning In first grAde. .Chaptex Five (by Ya. A.

Ponomarev) contains)matrial stun:Ling the connec4on betwgen instruction

saccording to experimental curvicula and aspects of the inter,nal

level of operations.-

We have been ablh to set forth only some Of the material we

have obtained since 'the first collection of our iapeis [If] came out...

The'research is9oontinuing, and,new problems and tasks arq.appparing#

.stiii, it is hoped that by.reading this book eduCationai'theoxists,

.methedologistsi child psychol ists, and thoughtful teachers will

, be convinced that the untapped capabilities of children are great
.

and that much remains to beZnp to improve school instruction, .what

./ the children are learning, and the tempo and level of the / mental

development

6
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PRIMARY SCHOOLCHILDREN'S INTELLECTUAL CAPABILITIES

AND THE CONTPiNT OF INSTRUCTION*

D. B. El'konin
.0

,

The advent of universal compulsory eighthgrade education and,

in heear future, tenth-grade education-in our countr broadens

,.the opportunities for significantly improving the structu content,

,and -Methods of academic instruction, which, in turn, is inv lved

-with our ever-growing interest in problems of the child's mental

and personal development.44'In ordeo benefit from these oppor-

tunities.and to avoid haphazard and_Premature solutiont to the

-ptwtical'problema,facing public education, a number of complex

scientific' issues needi-to be worked out ahead of t*e.
k
Important

conditions for a scientific approach to these taskeis an 'improvement

in the level of theoretical and experimental investigation into the

mental development of schoolchildren and, in particular, increased

attention to an analysis of_the theoret>L1 views Ili Soiet education

and psychology-,on these problems. Aethe same time, of courae,

a special exaMination of the history of the' connectIon between
-

instruction and pupils' mental delopment needs to bedone.

The problem of this' conneCt n confronted child psrchology as'

faf back as the 1930's, when a significant change occurred in the

educational system--- the transition from comprehensive instruction
ct

to instruction 12.1 subjects. Thirty -years ago two books devoted to ,

issues in the mental development.of schoolchildren Came out, each:

written by an outstanding Soviet psychologist -- P. P. Blonskii [2].
4

and L. S. Vygotskii

From Learning Capacity-and AgELevel: Primary Grades, edited
by D. B.-El'konin cend V. V. DaVydov,Mascow, Prosveshchenie, 1966,

pp. 13-53. Translated by Anne;Bigelow.
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Blonskii, relying on analysis of curriculUm content, attempted
,

"t
to ch acterize the thought process at each stagd in the school

yea s and the conditiRzfor the.chiles transition from one form --

of thinking tO another. Rewrote: *

In teaching children, the school inevitably must_
consider the extent to which their thinking is
developed. We my therefore confidently assume that .

to some &tent curricula reflec i. the general course
of development of the pupils' thinking-.

Rather than analyzing any specific curriculum,
it would be more expedient to take the content that

-,:themost authoritative curricula all have in cpmmon
and:that to which there are la weighty objectii4ns
frotii anyone. On this basis Oe can assume that the'
part of the curriculum on which the ,teachers completely
agree actually gives a true picture of the development
of a child's thinking.

But it does so, of course, only in its general;
approximate features, and from these.curricula we can
hope to obtain oply the most general picture'of the
tevelopment of the child's thought process, sactisfacorp
only at the'beginning of the investigation, as a point..:)
of departure for it [2:158].

,
414

Bloriskii divided the school years into three stages: early,

pr uberal childhood (ages 7 to 10), late prepuberal childhood

ages.10 to 12 or 13), and pubescence (ages 13 to 16).1 As a '

summation of his curriculum analysis Blonskii outlined the general

course of development of the thought process as follows. Early
_

land late childhood is characterized by thinking according to rules

and by striving for detail; pubescence is char cterized by proof-
.

seeking, including skill in,mental detail. Ea, y prepuberal childhood

is the period of concrete thinking, late prep'uberal childhood 10,

the period of thinking in rela,tionships,, and pubescence ia the,

:Perrodtof abstract thinking 12:169-1701.

1
We shall notecollsider the principles Blonskii used to divide

the school years into periods.
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Whe method of analysis which konskii used may be exemplified
. .

moat clearly by his discussion of the mathematics curriculum.

In almost allAthe curricula, erithmetic is to be
studied in the lower grades, and algebra in early
adolescnce. The psychologfcal difference between,
arithmetic and algebra is that,in the former, when
one operates With numbers (figures), one is thinking
in particular empirical numbera, whereas in the t
latter, when one operates with letters, one takes
them to mean any numbers of a given type. Abstract
thought reaches its.culmination in algebiat In it,

thought, is abstractet-even from empirical mini:era.
.

.

Bianalyzing mathematics clIrricula onecan chart
the important landmarks in the deyelopment of abstract/

.

thought in schoolchildren in so far,as the study of .6u9 7
.
a maximally abatract subject'as mathematics is a:good

. indicator of the maximum level which Children's abstr
thought will reap at various ages.- Arithmetic and .

- algebra -- first being where the qualitative distinc ons ,
A

of objects are abstracted,' so that only the fact tha .

they are objects, .that is, Only their distinctness . .

.(only number) remains, and the second Tieing where e en
the specific.numerical values of objects are . abstr cted --.

, these are the two basic stages.

*

The achool arithmetic course breaks down cle ly into

two parts 7- whole numbers and fractions, where oncrete
numbers usually form fhe transition fraa the fi st part to
the second. Whole numbers are studied in youn r (ages
7 to 10), and fractions in older prepuberal ch ldhood.
Through the study,of whole numbers lyounger repubera

childhood, the chfld will reach the atage at hich the
'qualitative attrill6tes qf an object are abstr cted, the stage.

of quantity And value. Through the study of fractions, the

child will reach a second "'stage -- the stag of quantitative

relationship. This latter stage is the stage of abstract *

thinking about the celations of objects,devbid of all-
qualities. The stage.of thinking in abstract relqions
thus follows the stage of thinking in qualitative abstraction

[2:161-162].

The thinking process develops further in early adolescende as

the child studies algebra, and in particular, as,he solves equations.

Blonskii wrote:

( 15
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At this age the ch4d'learns tooperate with abstract
general nudbers instead of specific empirical numbers, and
to establish mAximally general and abstract laws about

numbers. Ihis, after all, is,essentially what constitutes
the unit on:proportion and the solution of equations based
on ii [2:162j.

Summariing'his analysis of the deVelopment of the thought

process in ihe study of mathematics, Blonskii commented that:

The fundamental stages of development of asbtraet
thought in pupils can be perceived in mathematica
curricula. They are:, 1) the stage where qualitative
attributes of objects are abstracted so that only
particular empirical numbers and relations between
numbers remain; 2) the stage,of general abstract
nudbersil and 3) the stage of absticact quantitative
law [22163j.

particular research which Blonskii and his associates

interp4eted in the-book we are discussing2 basically corroborated

,the general picture of the developdent of children's thinking they

obtained throughNcurriculum analysis. Of course, the researdh

added detail to the geeneral picture, intensified it, and posed a

number of problema'Cd4Orning the connection between the development

of thinking and thaA0relopment of perception, memory, and speech.

In his final chaiter, Blonskii returned to a general outline

of the development of,the thoughi process and examined it as it

relates to ipprovemeni in perception and memory4ut this time frorkl,

a genetic standpoint.

Earq prepuberal childhood is the age of very intensive
development of purposive ttention, and late prepuberal
childhood is the again which the mnemonic function achieves
its_maximum development, while adolescence is the age f

problems, reasoning, and arguments. The function w is

maturing at the ireatest rate--thinkAng--begins to man fest
itself with great energy, and it plays a tremendous role
ins the life of an adolescent and young adult [2:278].

(italics ours--D. E.).

2
See Chapter III, "The.Development of Concepts at the Grade

School Level"; Chapter IV, "Understanding, Keenness of Observation,
and Explanation at the Grade School Level"; Chapter V,'"Learning
and Thought"; and Chapter VI, "Rational Thinking" [2j (it is not .

our task to analyze the methodology.of this research or the results
--D. E.).

16
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Thinking is one of the functions Which in both
ontogenesis and phylogenesis develops later than many
others. Because we'do not wish to disparage or under-
rate children, we should not disparage the t ing
process by ascribing au linnecessarily great rcity
for it olmost to babes in arms. The,thoughf process
develops on the basis of the most elementary intellectual

"functions, and ip order to be capable of reasoning, one -.
must already be observant, have sufficiept.practical
experience and knowledge, and possess sufficiently
developed speech. [2:279].

a 4

Blonskii thua.finda that perfection of the most elementary

'functions of perceptien and memory,is prerequisite to the deVelopmdnt

of the Ability toethink. This thesis la inTortant, because it

necessitates a return to the,principles for designing curricula..

Actually; since teaching is supposed to assist intb.lectual

development, and silica the development of the ability to think'et

the early stages of school is deterMined by the development of

perception, then it is natural that the use of visual methods.'---

not only as a dida4ic principle but also.as a principle for the'

selection of material -- should be.basic to designing curricula

forthe primary grades.. Blonskii considered it proper that."curricula

for the early grades are constantly emphasizing the development

of the child's powers of observation, while methodoldgy reiterates

the importance of visual methods in teaching primary school childree

[41275].

His approach to the d velopment of pmory was analogous.

BLause memory develops m st intensively in older prepuberal childhood

Oges 9 to 12) and verbal memory attains its maximum development at
k ,

this age, then "it is understandable why the memorizing of poems,
-

of the Aultiplication tables-(and of tables of addition, sul;traction,

end division, in fact), and of all kinds of rules, geographical names,

and so forth, occurs in the primary and midq.e grades" [2:245].

Thus Blon-lkii.first analyzed the currl.cula and inferred from

them the general developmental characteristics of. the child's

thinking process, and then'proceeding from more detailed research,

substantiated the cOntent of these very curricula by making references

to the "characterisfIcs" of the development of the thinking.process.
. .
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As a result it appears to be corect to assert that these curricula

correspond to the logic of the ehibk's mental*delidlopment and,

moreover, that they have been 'Substantiated by psychology., Naturally,
\.

while these'curricula might be improvekin details, they cannot be

altered in any substantial way, for thiEr.NoUld contradict the laws'

of the child's mental development._
-rs ,

N.k:

Thirty years have paiailed sinCe BlonskiOS')ok came,out. A

great deal Of research has been done since the4 ttlithe child's

thought processes. All of it hap basically corfeb.Oreted the

characterization of the.thought,process made by Blonsk through

analyzing curriculum content and the logic of its ddaign. It is

interesting that he acquired his data gy investigating.concepts

which were formed outside the formal instruction procest,aa well

as those which were a part of what was being, taught.

Blonskii's study has been discussed in detail becausOtt

demonstrates most sharply flaws of research into the mental'

development offhildren and because it permits a number of quedti.ons'

to be posed about children's mental development. But first the

origins of the conceptions of children's mental development towhich

the curricula are oriented must be looked into, as well as the

princii4ds by which the curricula were designed.

Formal-instruction;,schools, And curricula have a very long

history -- considerably loriger than that of scientific child

psychology. Scientific child psychology appeared in thd nineteenth ,

century, while instruction reaches far back in time. Of course,

teachers and curriculum designers in the past have had certain
4

empirical notions about the child's mind. But what deiermined the

choice of curriculum content was not so much empirical notions as the

tasks society demanded-of the training and instruction of the younger

generation. In a class society these tasks were different for

children of each-social class -- for children of peasants, worketp,

tradesmen, landowners, and capitalists.

:,One needs but to recall the school system in prerevolutionary

Russia (the parish school, the district elementary school, the city

.
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elementary school, the city academy, the progymnasium, and the '

gymnasium) to clearly imagine the degree of differentiation of-

ins,truction which then existed.depending on the arms of the ruling

classes in the realm of education and to imagine the limitation on

the tasks for instruction in the schools for thoe at the'"bottom.'!
,

The system of differentiated i .struction, intended for various

classes (and layers) of society, was tructured according to the

principle of closed concenters of knoWledge.and skills. Historically,

concentrism ad a principle tor organizing curricular material grew,

in our view, out of a mechanical process of axtranging the types of

schools one on top of another. There were f4r. such Closed

Concenters in Russia's prerevolut nary schools: (a)"the grammar

school in which only the skills of _eading and writing were taught

(chiefly Church §lavonic); (b) the so-called public elementary school,

in which practical skills in reading, writing, and counting, and a

range of elemgntary informed:on aboUt natural phenomena were provided;

(c) the city academy and the progymnasium, in which a summation pf

empirical knowledge from various disci lines (geography; history, 6

natural sciences) was provided; and f nally (d) the gymnasium (or

a comparable educational institution), in which a strictly theoretical
_

. _

edu9ation was prOvided (in the classical humanitiesvor the sciences).
) .

Certain of these closed concenters were dead ends of'e sort.

Transferring from a lower type of school to a higher one was inpeded

not only by direct political and economic obstacles but also by the

limited instruction in the lower concenters as compared with the
,

,

higher ones. .

i / ,.

,

Although historians of the schools (but notz just historians of
.,-

educational ideas) need to analyze the particular types 4 schools

and the historical conditions which determined their risei, the only

hisvirical lact of importance here is that the elementary school

began long before children's mental development was studied scien-

tifically. The content of instruction in the elementary school was

dictated first and foremost by the tasks set for It by the government, .

which was the mouthpiece for the capitalistic society. ,

19



A striking example of how the ruling claps in the person of the

tsarist government limited changes in the content ofelementary

instruction in every possible way is the debate 6ver the books

tit
by K. p. Ushinskii, Our Mother Tongue (Parts I and III, which

'appeere4 in 1864, soon after the emancipation of th serfs. e

Ushinskii championed the, iciea of instruction as development. He

understood that mental development is organically connected with the

content of instruction. However, even the very limited and, it

would seam, politically neutral changes Ushinskii`tried to intrOduce

aroused stormy protest among the bureaucrats of the tsarist government.

rtven the pnilosopherd and teachers who were Ehe most progressive

of their time (Comenius, RousSeau, rhesterweg, Ushinskiii and others)

were always limited in their attempts to formulate principles of
4ti

instruction'(didactics) by..tkeztasks ti1e ruling classes of society

set for the s9loo1. It might be asked'whether the didactic principles-.

formulated by teachers of the past are an ideological expressions

of sorts, of the limits which society placed on the educatien of the

masses. We are inclined to think that they are. If.some of these

principles .are examineil, such as ihe use of visual'aids,-the principle

of comprehensibility, and others, it can readily be seen that each.

contains both progressive and conservative elements. The progressive

element was aimed against the schASStiL schdol and against the idea

that knowledge is kncomprehensible to the mass of children And,the

conservative element was aimed at limiting the content of eduCation.

The progressive element of the principles had significance at the

very beginning of the struggle within bourgeois society for the

education.of the children of the, masses. It was proof that such

educationwaa possible, and it showed the conditions under which it

could take place. But as the schools developed, the significance

of the progressive element dwindled, while that of the conservaqve

element, which limited the content of instruction, increased. Still,

the didactic principles governing teaching technique and the

selection of,content., at the time the public elementary school was

C.
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being set up, were an expression of the curriculum designers' views

About the processes of mental developitent and their relationship to

teaching. Even the most progressive teachers from the seventeenth'

to the nineteenth centuries (at leaS1 before the fime of Marx, and

the majority until this century) viewed the mental development
$

child as a maturing process. This naturalistic approach to mental

development gained even more support after Darwin. Development

was vieWed as gradual maturation, a natural process which follows the

,inner logic of natural laws'in the same way as embryonic development

does. This point of view is still held. by certain foreign investi-

gators of children's mental development.

Quite naturally, so long as this view of mental development

prevailed, instructlen was only able to follow thiS nAtUrally

unfolding developmea and make-_uSe only of its finished products.

Vygotskii described this approach in the following Way:

The view of the relationship between instruction
ININK development held first and most widely here up
to now has been that instruction and development
IlLa thought of as two independent processes. Child.

levelopMent is represented as a process which obeys
laws and is a kind maturation, while

instruction is understood as purely external use
of the opportunities

3
which ari e in 'the developmental

of the

process [9:251-252].

One thing is cerLain, During the struggle to establish the public .

elementfiry school in Russia in the mid-nineteenth century, the point

of view that curriculum designers took was naturalistic. Like any

curricula, the elementary school curricula of that time embodied

.7.materia1ly the tasks assigned to instruction and the views of mental

development which their designers took. Didactic principles are only

their concret4i,expression.

3
Note that Vygotskii indi

widely held here, that is, in So
of the thirties. Infortunately
of these views, Arhaps he was
widely held.

es that tlais viewpoint was very
iet education and child psychology

h does not name specific proponents
unable to because the view was so

11.
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We.know that elementary school iprricula have undergone no

essential,changes up to the pfesent. The Soviet mathematician and

teaCherAla. Khinchin, indicating that our mathematics curriculum

is a poor,copy of prerevolutionarycurricula, wrote: "In our

654-ntry, where every worker is a conscientious participant inNY

production, school Mathematics should nof TA restricted to the .

bourgeois inculcation of bare recipes and narraw practical skills
4

which open no scientific perspectives" [5:19g (italics our -- D. E.).

The same is true of the Russian language curriculum and of .

others as well, even though the.elementary school underwent radical

reforms immediately after the October revolution. It is not simply

that elementary education became universal and compulsory. Funda-

mentally, the school was assigned necetasks, and the content 0

instruction was reexamined. Scientific materialistic knaWledge

about nature and society penetrated thinking concerning the elementary

school, a reformation which resu ted in a radical difference between

the post-revolUtionary eleinenta4 school and the prerevolutionary,
A

"public" elementary school.

But in spite of the fund

elementary instrUction, the

ental change in the content of

ays in which it is organized have

remained-as they were Wore. The elem tary school has remained

a,closed concenter of skills and elementary ideas and'the content

(even though it4s new) has been organized op the basis of didactic

principles.which limit ybling pupils' opportunities -,..- such principles

as the use of vis l aids, coicreteness, and compreliensibility.

The causes of is sitSet4en, while varied, are primarily

histoi-ical and socio economiC. While it is the task of historians

of the Soviet school to analyze such causes, one cause is of interest

and is indicated. The basic approach to mental'development and

inlatruction was carried over along with th,r,.cyrricula, which are
4

new in content but old in the principles of their design.

One begins to understand why. Vygotskii regirded the view that,

instruction is a purely external use of opportunities arising in

.the developmental l'iiiaturation) process as the one most widely held

a
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views. However, not only did Blonskii justify the existing elementary

'curricula; he substantiated ityith data from psychology. At the

same pime, he pointed repeatedly tO the influence orthe school bn

mental development.

My varied investigations, described in thp preceding .
chapters, have convinced me that the schools' influence
on the thinking process, beginning from the day the child
starts school, becomeS particularly clear in adolescence.
In particular, the enormous influence of such a public
institution as the school on the d'evelopment of the thought
process has become evident in all'of our research, in both
particular and general conclusions" [2i281-282].

Blonskii, in recognizing the influence of' the school on mental

development, was glarded. The reason the school's influence an

the development of the thinking process "becomes particularly

clear ila.1.esivarvae" has been answered by certain researchers.
--

As 'they see it, the maturation process is coming to an and by

adolescende and, for this very reason, instruction begins to exert

Its decisive influencd: But instruction is not influencing development

in the proper sense of the word, nor is it influencing the appearance

of new forms of mental activity as these forma have already developed

fully by this time. Ifistruction exerts its influence not op the

appearance or initiation of forms of mental activity, laut only on

the level to hich they are developed--it only exercises them.

Vygotskii noted this connection between the theory that mental

development is maturation and the.view fgat instruction is exercise

when he wrote that:

The child's memory, 4ttention span, and Ehinking process
have developed to the degl-ee thai he can be taught reading,
writing, and arithmetic; but if we teach him these, will his
memory, attention span, and thinkirig process change or not?'

The old psychology answered the question this way: The5; will

chaInge to the extent that we exercise themo but nothing in
thit course of their development will change. Nothing new

has occurred in the child's mental development because we'
have taught him to read and write. He will be the same

<1,
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child, only literate. This view, which epitomizes-the old .

educational psychology, including'Mieman's famous work,

is brought to its logical limit in Piaget's theory

(9:253-254).4

Blonskii's conclusion that instruction exerts.its decisive influence

.on the development of the thinking process only in adolescence indica ee:

a very significant defect in the curricula and in all the content of

instruction in the elementary school. Curricula are oriented toward

the already developed facets of child's mental activity and provide

nothing but practiCe material foz t em. The theory that mental develop-.
4

ment is maturation 1.2.1._.o4,t21.1. necessitates the.theory: of instruction as.

exercise. It is no coincidence, therefore, that one of the central

methodological problems has long been that of exercises -- how many,,

what kind, how fist to increase their difficulty, and so forth.

At the game time, Blonskii's observation concerning school instruc-

tion and maturation raises anoisher issue as well. Why does the school

not exert an influence on mental development in the elementary grades

as it does at the adolescent stage? This issue has been noted in more

recent investigations. B. G. Anan'ev, who made a spec4a1 study of -

elementary school instruction, came tip the following conclusion:

In comparison *With the other stages in elementary

instruction, the grpatest advance in the child's development

actually occurs in the first year of instruction. After

this the rate of mintal growth slows down somewhat, as a

result of insufficient attention to the developmental aspect

of instruction. Paradoxical phenomena appear: As the sum of

knowledge and skills acquired increases, the child's mental

powers and capabilities, especially for generalization and

practical application of this knowledge, increase relatively

more slowly. Progress through the material the child is

4 taught does not bring an automatic increase in what he can

be taught. This phenomenon deserves careful study, inasmuch

as it.is evidence that many possible educational influences

on child development, on the formation of the child's
persdhality, and on his endowments have not been used in

adual elementary instruction, and the inconsistencieg

between instruction and development have not beee fully

overcome EI:24].

471

4
Ws, cannot agree with Vygotskii that this is an old view. After

all, it is being developed by the contemporary pSychologist Piaget,

it is presented in Blonskii's work, and it persists in curricula.

It is "old" in the sense of when it was originated, but unfortunately

it Is not yet out of date.
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L. V. Zankov has noted the insufficient influencesof elementary

instruction on mental development:

Our observations and special investigations in
schools in Moscow and the outlying districts till

.
testify that no,particular success'impupii development
accompanies the attainment of a difficult level of
knowledge and skills in the early vades [11:20].

Thus, the contemporary investigators Atlan'ev and Zankov are
4

obtaining the same results as Blonskii did thirty year-a ago. This

indicatl- st, that in these thirty years, no essential changes have,

occurred in elementary inatruction, and second, that instruction does

- not haVe enough'influence on the mental development, of children in the

elementary school. .10ight of these facts it is not at all surprising

that when they'enter secondary scbool, the children turn out to be

insufficiently prepared to master systematic courses; such as maths-

matics, lartguages, science, or history, the.evidence of which is a

decline in good grades.

Why, in fact,-doesn't elementary instruction exert necessary and

sufficient influence on the child's mental development? Vygotskii's.

views, as spelled out in a book DI which appeared at the same .time as

did Blonskii's, arepf intereA.here.5

' 'There is a difference between Vygotskii's,and Blonski

'characterization of mental development for.school age children.

Vygotskii thought that mental development was characterized not so

much by the level of development:of specific mental procesSes as by

interfunctional connections and their changes. As he saw it, each

period of mental deVe4:4merlt involved a certain structure of the

mental processes, with the function developing most intensively at the

period located at the center,snd influencing the4tota1 mental development.

6

4

sVygotskii wrote that:

5
Vygotskii's basic works were reprinted rather recent and are

widely known [9, 10].
1
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'The child's psychological develOpment consists
-° less in the development and perfection of partieular

functions than in 4 change in interfunctional
connections and relations, on whieh the development
of each partiel.psychological function in fact'depdnds.
Consciousness develpps as a unit, ehangingits internal
structure and'the connection:among its parts at each

.'new stage, and not as' the sui..:of the partial Changes

taking place in the development of each specific function.
In the development of constiousness, what happens to each

functional part depends on g change in the whole, not

viee vetsa 19:242].

EN. .

I

t..

Eve.rything we knOw about Mental development.teaches
'

.0

.us that interfunctional relationships are nefther #

constant, insignificant nor capable ok being removed
.frois the.b

1

reckat within which the psychological41...,calculatiOn-is ng,performedi but that a change in
the interfuncte. onal connections,,that is, a change in

the functional'atructure'ofconsciousness,-In fact
constitutes the chief and central:content of the entire

igegavfmental development 22.12,1221t.[V7243-g477--

His characterization of the specific periods vf mental development
.

is ralatedto the above interpretation of the process of mental development.

What we know about the child's mental elopment
of consciousness, characterized by slack of differen-
tiation of sitecifie functions, is followd by two other.

stages --arearly childhood and the preschool age. La

the,former: perception is differentiated, goes through
its,basic development,, is dominant ,in the system of

interfunctional relations, ind-(as the central function)

determines the activity and development of all the rest

of consciousness. In the latter stage, memory copes
to the fore is the dAinant central function. Perception

and memory, then, have matured considerably bithe time
the child enters school and are among .t.he filndamental

prerequisites for total m6gial development,at this'age

L9:244].

>vow.

The develument ra; the intellect comes to the.fore in the early school

years. This development is, in fact,,what leads to a qualitative reorgani-

zation of perception and memory (which developed earlier) and to their

conVersionto purposive procesges. Vygotskii explained this statement

in one of his last lectures on mental aevelopment at the school age.
6

6He delivered it on February 23, 1934. 140.have a shorthand record

of it, eertain'parts of which we dan cite here (unfortunately, the text

of this record has not yet been publish44).
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This, of course, must Ve understood very conditionally.

First it is necesaary to.emphasize the words "is developing,"

and not "has developed." This does not,mean that the 'child

is a thinking creature by the time he goelt to school; it meens

ihat his intellect is functiontng quite weakly at this stage.

One'might say that the'school child [at the beginning.of this

age] has a pygmy intellect with grandiose potentialities for

rememberiag and even more gradiose potentialities for per-

ceiving. Consequently, the intellect is not a poFerful and

predominant aspeelt of mental activity at the very beginning;

) on the contrary, it is at first exceedingly weak in compartson

with the functions that have Matured during the earlier stages.

But it goes through its maximum development during the [early]

school years, unlike memory and per,ception at this time.

44 s

'If we compare the original and the final states of the

intellect at the school age and,the original and the 'final

states of the memory and the attention span, it turnwout

cthat the otiginal and the final statesrof the intellect will

'be widely divergent, while the original and the final states,

of the memory and the attention span will di'erge little;

thatis, the intellect is moving into the dkii. ,of development.

To Vygotskii, the consequence is
7 4

....that each of filese funptions erception and

Memlry3 in turn,t)ecomes inrelltetualized, at ist they' c
change as they are penetrated by the compote s of

intellectual activiry. Thidvmeand that hese functions

become more and more Closely coordinated withoihe intellectual

operations, that they haVe favorable conditions for^their

development, and that they advance and develop insofar as they

are a part of what is fundamentally developing at this age.7

Thus, in Vygotskii's View, changes in memory and perception during the'

early school years are Secondaty, a consequence of the development of

'the intellect. When describing the development of the intellect

itself, Vygotskii-said in the same leoture:

The neW form of inner activity at the school stage

consitits of the following: While at.the preschool stage

these inner-activities are directly connected with outward

activity, at the school stage we have inner activities

which occur relatively independently Of outward activity.

Now we have a child . . in whom inner and outward activity

is being differehtiated.

7
For a more detailed discussion_of the problem of the intellectuali-

zation of functions and of how the child becomes conscious of them and,

makes them subject to his will, ste the works of Vygotskii [9, 10].
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Vygotskii thought that the early school age was actually,the

period.in which the thinking process develops 'actively. This"develop-

ment consists primarily of inner intellectual activity independent of

dRntward activity, a system of strictly mental activities.- Perception

and memory develop under the dete5mining influence of th, intellectual

Proceaseetbat are taking shape.

Bl_oaskii presented mental development somewhat differently.
!

"The first half--of prepuberal childhood," he Wrote: 7is the age

of the,fastest, moat intensive development of Alcalled purposive

attention. But wbat psychologfhts usually call purposive attention

-is none other than perception regulated-by thought" [2:276].

He continuedr

Late prepuberal childhood_is the age in which the.
mnemonic function achieves itr.iiiaximum development,
and.adolescence is the age-of problems, reasoning, and
debate. The function which is maturing at the greatest
rate -- thinking -- begins to manifest itself with great
energy, and plays a decisive role in the life of an
adolescent [2:278].

As if he were 'frightened" of this overly high estimation of

the development ofvthe thinking process in adolescence, Blonskii

added: 4

t And yet although this thinking process reflects
relationships within tile objective material world
and demonstrates a certain awareness of time, it is
Still lacking. While it is comfortable enough in the
concrete world, abstract thought is still a lorig way ;
from being fully mature. An intensive development
of abstract concepts isodhly beginning in early
adolescence and continues with greater,intensity in
later adolescence. Abstraction -7. thinking
involving generalization -- can develop to the proper
extent only on a foundation of rich concrete material,
that JA, abstract thought can develop onll.y when concrete
thought is highly developed [2:278-279].'

In Blonskii!s periodization, early prepuberal childhood extends from

the ages of seven to ten, late prepuberal childhood, from ten to twelve,

and pubescence, from thirteen ori.
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If the way in which these two authors characterized mental

development in the early school years is examined (from the ages of

seven to eleven or twelve), certain differences can easily benoted.

.In Vygotakii's viewl,.by the beginning of the early'school years

perception and memory have gone through the bulk of their development.

Blonskii believed that this perica is characterized by the intensive

.development of perception during the first half and of the mnemonic

function (memory) during,the second half. Adolescence, to Blonskii,

is.the-period of the most intensive development of the thought procesa

bUt to Vygotakii'tbk most Intensivedevelopment'of the thought ,

processes is in the early school years.

These two investigators'deseribe the same period of mental.

devel4itent. Moreover, the facts both of them cite are accurate on

the whole. :rile problem is not that ope's results contradict the

other's. Of course, each had at hi disposal au arsenal of data whiCh

differed from the data of the other. But each was adequately informed

ok the other's work, and knew and took into consideration his data.

It isstl* then is not their facts but instead their fundamentally

different approaches to singling out characteristics of.mental

development at any given period. At least two approaches ai'e possible.

The first is to single out the aspects of mental development which are

concluding their formation during a period. Of course, both memory

and percOktion are developing during the early school years. While

they,do not stop developing "they acquire'a relatively finished form

. during these years (on which both inyestigators agree). If the

view is adopted that, at any given period, m9tal aevelopment is

characterized by the processes which have gone throligh the bulk of

their development and are just being completed, then Blonskil's

characterization would be eprrett. But another approach is possible.

The aspects of mental development which are being'differentiated for

the first time and are only beginning their relatively independent

and intensive development can be isolated. If this view is adopted,

then Vygotskii is-correct in his characterization of the primary

school pupil.
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The central issue, therefore, is whether to characterize a

given age level according to the processes which are concluding

eheir development or according to those which are only beginning*,

This isaue is important not only for child-psychology but for

orienting actual teaching as.well.,,

It is cleari then, why Blonskii considered it proper that

n curricula fOr the early grades are coriseantly emphasizing the

development of.the child's-powers of observation, while methodology'

reiterates the importance of visual methods in teachipg primary school

children " [2:275]. Elaewhere, in discussing the roleof thought

and memory in learning, he wrote:
A

-y
The most accurate pedagogical concluspyn tb be drawn

froMHwhat has been said in this chapter would be that the
'child is basically occupied with learning by thinking,
and the basic function at this ate is remernbering by
thinking, that is, memorization accompanied by pondering
what and how to memorize, and recall accompanied by
pondering wiiat and when to recall [

Instruction, its content, and the methods brganicaily connected

with it should thus be oriented toward the development of observation

and verbal memory ad"the bases for the future development of the
-

thinking process, that-isiented toward the processes which are
-...

either almost completely developed or are already developed. Frog,,

tblSlbe,R4ma4.yiew the curricula being followed, then as well as

now, are fully justified.

Vygotskii approached the Rroblem in a fundamentally different
N

way. It is well known that he especially emPhasized the key role

of instruction in mental development. In itself thisthesis is not

new, having been put forth by many progressive teachers of.the past,

such'as Ushinskii. .But the modern discussion of the-problem is the .

work of Vygotskii. It is interesting to recall his attitude tnward

the preschool and school instruction of his day:

Teaching should be oriented toward thd child's
-future, not his past development. Only then will

it be abXe to unlock the processes of development
that lie in tie area.of immediate deyelopment.
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'Let Us clarify, this by a simple example. As We
1;11,0141 the comprehensive.system of academic instruction
was given "pedagogical substantiation" while it prevailed
here. Teachers affirmed that it corresponded to the
characteristics of. the child's thoughtproceSses. The -

basic error wag that the matter was stated.wrongly in,
principle -- a result of the view that instruction s1i4ald
'be oriented toward past development, taward the Aspects
of the child's thought process whi-Ch had already matured.
Using the comprehenstie system, teachers proposed to
consolidate what the child in his development should have
left behind when he started school. They oriented themr
selves toward what the child cbuld think out on his own
and did not consider the possibility of his ehifting from
whet he could do to whai he could not. They evaluated the
fruit that was already ripe. They neglected to hnsider--1,
that instruction should carry development forward. They,,
did not t4ke the.next area of development into consideration.
They were oriented eoward the line of least resistance,
tpward the child'a'weakilpide rather than his atrength.

. The 4tua6on-iiecomes reversed when we begin.to
understand the reason wby the child entering sdhbol with
functions which matured at the preschool stage tends toward
thought patternsthat correspond to the comprehensive
system. The comprehensive system is none other than the
transfer to the school of a system of instruction adapted
to the preschooler ---the consolidation, during the first
four years of school, of the weak aspects bf preschool
thinking. This system lags behind the child's development
instead of leading it [9:277-278].

Recently the relationship between instruction and development has

again attracted the attention of scholars. Several years ago Zankov

and a group of collaborators began a special investigation of the

interrelations between learning and'development [11, 12]. The material

pub19ohed does not yet give us a chance to judge the progress they

have made toward solving this problem. The concept they are developing

will have to be critically analyzed in detail sometime in the future.

Meanwhile several purely theoretical remarks are made.

First, Zankov interprets certaln of Vygotskii's theses in a very

odd way:
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The substance of Vygotskii's theoretical views'is
that the development of the child's mental activity is
genuinely social in n ture. Coflabpration and instruction

Jr
are the determining nditions of it. At the same time,

development is not t be equated with mastery of knowledge
and skills: Mental functions are restructured and take

on a new character during instruFtion.

.
'This approach to the problem is very important both

theoretically and practically. It coreectly orients
educational theory and practice in that is stimulates
the creation and application of teaChting methods that
are highly effective in promoting_pupils' mental

development.

In setting up the learnini process in our experi-
mental class we are proceeding from Vygotskii's
theoretical views and are atructuring this process so
that instruction precedes development and thus achieves
the optimum results in the development of the intellect

[12:12].

A

One important corredtion needs to be made in this interpretption

of Vygotskii's views. .Nowhere did Vygotskii relate the high effective-

ness of instruction for development to the means of instruction. On

the contrary, he always emphasized the content af what was being

learned as having primary significance for mental development. We

know that he approached the problem of instruction and development

as it related to the problem of "worldly" and scientific concepts,

which for him was a model of the relationahip between instruction and

development. He thus wrote, in fact, "Essentlally the prololem of 4

non-sox14eous Aak, in particular,

of instruc and development .

*

inclicated "from the standpoint

scientific concepts is a proiblem

" [9;2'51]. In Adition he

of logic, the differentiation of

the spontaneous and non-spantaneous concepts children form coincides

with the differentiation of empirical and scientific concepts"

[9:250] (italics ours -- D. .E.).

Vygotskii's basic idea was that the greatest strides in developing

the intellect during the school gie -- becoming aware of mental

processes and mastering them -- are made "throuah the gateway of

'scientific concepts" [9:247]. He thus thought that decisive progress

A
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in development was associated primarily with the content of instruction.

As a result, he was less,concerned with working put and applying ,

"effective teaching methods" than with the content of instrnction, the

scientific character of content,in particular (the "methods" themselves

are derived,from the content).

To amplify Vygoiskii's views a-bitt it imia'y--,be sal a. that if the

basic content of school instrue'tion remains empirical knowledge, then

no matter how stimulating and effective the methods of instruction

are, this content does not become the determiriant of the pupil's

basic mental development. Instruction in this case onl7. exercises

and thereby improves the mental prOcesses which are involved in the...

mastery of empirical knowledge, the development of which is racter -

istic of the preceding period of development. Although he did.nOt

investigat e. it fully, Vygotskii foresaw the organic connection

between mental development.during the se ool years and mastery of-

scientific concepts specifical

A second misulOerstandin has to'do with Zankov's interpretation

of Vygotskii's statements concerning"the next area of development."

'Zankov wrote:

When we analyzed the factual material we had
obtained in our research we came to the conclusion
that the so-called next.area of development is
not (as Vygotskii assumed) the only way for instruction
to influence child development.

The specific role of instruction is manifested not
only when the adult is using leading questions and examples
to help the child in his intellectual activity an4 the child.
is imitating the adult. The teacher can organize the maierial

, the child is using in a definite way so the teacher is nckt

helping the child but is letting him perform the tasks whZolly

,on his own. Imitation is thus completely eXcluded. 'Mean-

while, as he solves the problems on his own, the child is
progressing in:that particular area of mental activity

[12:12-13].

Then Zankov cited an instance in which children, on their own,

examined in succession three objects which had much in common. Observation

improved with each object, and the children noticed twice as many

characteftstics in the third as in the first. The sense in which the
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teacher "did not help" the children is not clear in this example.

He did not in fact show them how to perform the operation, but he

94 show what kind of operation was needed. Although the instructions

..41entioned dikeription, the children'in fact were comparin& the ob"jects.

They performed this operation on their own to a certain extent, but
\

it waS not new to them.. There can be no -dbubt that the first-grader:S.

had already had practice in making such comparisons and had been

taught to do this.

4

Thus, in this example, perfeCtion of an operation in cotditions

which change while the problem is being examined are being dealt

with. Zankov came to far-reaching conclusions on this basis, however.

The facts cited provide a basis tor assuming'that .0"
instruction influences pupiW development in various
ways. These ways are not isolated from each other,
of course,.but are in complex interaction.
formation of so-called "next area,of deVelopment,"
in particular', interacts 'With other ways in which
instruction influences the- development'of pupils'

mental activity.

One of thetimportant tasks of research is to
ascertain the varied types pf relationship between
instruction and development and to study the inter-
action among these tYpes. It is of great importance
for theory_to perforp these tasks, since it will
lead to a fuller knotaedge of the interrelations
between instruction and development.

One should not underestimate the importance of
the solution of these tasks in actual teaching either.
The formation of a "ne3..t area of development" as a
definite way of influencing mental development is
characterized by the teacher's showinehow to perform
a task and the pupil's imitation of him. The types

of'relationship between intltruction and development
in which the emphasis is shifted to pupils' independent
intellectual activity are limited considerably here,
as a consequence. And yeC this very approach to
ktructuring the learning process is more important
nbw than every before [12:15-16].

to;

We have cited this statement by Zankov because it demonstrates

quite clearly thq2principa1 distinction between his approach to"the

problem and that Of Vygotskii. Vygotskii did in'fact:beAieve that
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the.influence of iRatructiongon deve1opmàt is-determined to a great

extent by,the guiding role'of the adult in instruction. Thus he

wrote:
17'

4.

,- An animal, even the moat intelligent one, is .

incapablecd-develpping its intellectual capabilities
through-lMitation or instrpction. It'cannoit master

anything.fundamentally different from what it already
has. It is callable only of being trained. In this

pense it can be said that the aniMai is not capable
- Of being 'taught At all, if 'we take "teaching" in a-

:.specifically, human sense.

For the child, on the other hand, development
through instruction is basic -- development through
collaboration involving linftation, the source of
ail the specifically.human mental attributes. Thus

the opportunity, through collaboration, for rising
to a higher level of intellectual potential, the

opportunity for moving with the aid of.imitation
from what the child can do to what he cannot --' this

is the key to all-of educational psychology. The whole

meaning of instructiOn-for development is based
on this, and it in fact constitutes the concept of

the "next area of development." Imitation, in a

broad sense, is the chief form in which instruction'
influences development. Learning to talk and learning
in'achoolfare based to an enormous extent on imitation.
For in schoOl the child learns not what he knows how

to do on his own, but what he does not know how to do,

which becomes comprehensible'to him in collabOration with'

the teacher. What is fundamental in learning is the very,

fact that the child is learnira something new. The

next area of.d;%7J3Pment, which determines the realm
of transitions that are accessible to the child, thils

actually turns out to be the most decisive factor in

thwrelationship.between instrtotion and development
[9:276] (italics ours -- D. t.).

Vygotskii thus thought that so far'as development is concerned,

the most effective form of instruction is that which is carried out

. with the guidance of sn adult, the teacher, or in collaboration with

the teacher as the Bearer of the new material for the child to learn.

Zankov, on the other hand, actually limited the role of such instruction

in development and shifted the anphasis to instruction in the form of

pupils' activity artheir own. At first glance it might even. seem

a
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that Zankov's position As the more progressive and modern one.

But only'at first glance.

Concerning what might appear to be learning on onelawn

Vygotskii wrote:

'
. AftFr all, when:we say that the child is operating

by imitation, this does not npap that he looks the other
person in ihe eye and imitates him. If I saw something

:done today and do the aame thing tomorrow, I would be
doing it by imitation.. When a pupil solves problems at
kame after he is shown a todel.in class is continuing

:;

collaborate even -ihough the teacher is t standing
'him just then. From a psychological inendpot we:have
right to consider the solution 6f the second problem

[involving the application of a scientific concept], by
analogy with solving problems at:41ome, as a solution arttved
at with the aid of the teacher. 'This aid, this.collabore7

Af tion, is invisibly present.andia involved in thechild's-
solution, which he seema to be'arriving.at on his own

[9:284].

.

,

We may he further agreed that acquaintance on one'scown with sn

Oject may result in empirical knowledge of it, and acquaintance with
:

.

an.aggregate of like objects may result in an empirical concept'o a.
A. .

general notion. But it is hardly accurate to say that an elemintarY.

Vhool pupil can indepedtntly discover the prbperties of.an object

on which the concept of it is based and foim a scientific concept

,on his own. It may be agreed that pupils' irivity "on their own"

is very important foi:drilling knowledge which they have already

acquired, for exercising it, but not for the actual'process of
,

ac4Uiring new concepts,not for the Initial'discovery of their ieal

meaning. ,

,

To limit the types of instruction basdd on collaboration with

the teacher, and to increase the types of instruction based on

. "independent activity" is in fact4to confine elementary instruction
,

to the realm:of empirical notions and to reduce developmental priicesse:s

to ekercises. Actually, therefore, fundamental theoretical differences

lie hidden behind Zankov's and Vygotskii's differing inteipretations

of what,,would seem to be a particulaiissue about the "next area of

N.
_.

developmpnt" and its function in instruction.
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Row, then, ilpZankov's statement to beeihterpreted that "in

setting up the learning process in our experimental class we are

proceeding from Vygotskii's theoretical views and are structuring
41,

this process so that instruction precedes development and thus

achieves the optimum results in the development of the intellect"

[12:12]. Evidently he accepts only the thesis that instruction

should precede development, that instruction plays the key role in

development. But he differs radically from Vygotskii in his

specifi`interpretation of the function of instruction.

What is original with Vygotskii is not his general view of

the role of instruction in developmentiebut that he saw the source

of this ro].1e in the content oflasa.,ledge being acquired, in

the mastery not of empirical concepts but of scientific ones, which

calls for a special Obrm of instruction. Collaboration with the

teacher and his guiding-role can be seerr most distinctly and

directly in this fordo: The teacher is not simply a person with

whom the child is collaborating -- he is not the parent, nor is he

the kindergarten teacher. The teacher does not simply organize the

child'a personal empirical experience, nor simply .transmit his

personal empirigal experience. The,teacher'is the representative

of the knowle4ge accumulated 12i =society. The form instruction takes

during the school years is important because it is the form of the

child's life in society, tlie form of the bond bitween the child and

society. This bond should be as clez- and distinct as possible.
o r 1

The essential difference between Vygots

i

.i!s and Zankov's

tviews may be located in the way they charact kze the relationship .

betwelpowinstruction and development. Zankov does not pursue Vygotskii's

new con+ption of instruction d development during the school years.
:-..-...

Zankov indicates that the approach to structuring the learning process

in which the emptasis shifts to the pupil's independent intellectual

activity i ore important now than ever before. True, the problen

of makin instruction more effective has been posed in recent years

4IP
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in numerous studies by practicing teachers, didacticians, method-
,

ologists, and pSychologists. By more effe5tive instisuction is meant.

both.the extent to which the knowledge and skills stipulated in the

curriculum are maatered, and the,children's mental development.

Without going nt,c an analysis of specific studiese it can be

,asserted that the' basic approach to this problem has been to make

instruction mote active, with an emphasis on children's independent

intellectual activity as one of the main features of vitalize-4

instruction methods. This moVement has involved'great numbers of

teachers and has prodUced positive results in many schobis.

However, while the significance of this trend among teochers

is being so highy evaluated the .reasons for an attempt to vitalize

instruction and the possibilities for it shouitd be clarified. ,Such-,

Ian gvaluation isespecially'important for the elementary school,

where.the childe intellectual actiVity is just beginning a

cycle of development. The reasons, in our opinion, are the following.

On 4.1zeibone hand, there is general dissatisfaction with present school

instruction while on the other hand, it is impossible to introduce

any'essential changes into the content stipulatea bythe curriculum.

This situation-g14es-rise to a search for ways to increase the

effectiveness'Of instruction within the existing system of elementary'

education -- within Elie content as it is now specified.

This searCh, significant in itself, is aimedessentially at.

compensating for shortcomings in the accepted system of instruction

and for the limited scope of its content. The more intensively this

search is pursued, the sooner the real possibilities of the existing

system willabecome clear. Everything theor,dtically possible will be-
a

ttsqueezed" out of it, that is,, it will be carried to its logical'

conclusion.

At the same time, it is important to keep in mind that the

limited scope of the existfhg educational system has been determined
2

historically and primarily concerns ,the content of instruction, which

is determined by the goals, of education. Therefore evqn completely

"vital methods" and ariincreased emphasis on pupils' independent -

,

intellectual activity cannot change this sontent. What is more,
.
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one should also b. Ayare that negative results can ensue if the

effectiveness of instruction is increased and content remains

inadequace.
ft

Let us examine some theoretijal views spelled o4t by Zankov

which are at the root of his "new oaten" of elementary instruction.

Zankov assumes that this system.has already been constructed and
.

tested experimentally, the basic features of 5kihich haVe been

described.in a number of books and articles. Evdn so-these,descriptions

lack sufficient data about the actual progrebs.made by the children

who are taught according tt the new system. This makes it difficult

l'to relate the published-material cOncerning thd.extent of the children4s

development with the content of what they were studying,'an

ascertain-the dept4 of their learning. What determined the effective-'

ness of learni,ng and develbpment remains unclear. wIt is hoipad that

complete materials Will be soon publiihed, for then it will be

posaible to exathine the theory and the system in-their interrelations

and in operation.

In his statements Zankov touches upon many theoretical issues,
-

and, in particuial., on.the essence of development; But his stAements /
/

/are very general,and are sometithes difficult to correlate with a

specific interpretay.on of the conditions for,mental development. For

example he wrote:

The correct approach to investigating the development
of the child's mind as he learns is closely bound up with
an interpretation of development as_a kind ofunit of
opposing tendencies. -

Fear on the part Of some-of our psychologists and
educators ta resolve firmly to discover the true sources ot
"self-:motivation" results from their apprehension that this
might lead to an under-estimation of external, especially
educational, influences. There-is no Dasis for such

apprehension. Marxist dialectics does not underestimate
and certainly does not deny external causes. But external
-caliseh operate through internal ones [12:21).
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It isiinclear. which causes of developm$ht are considered

.external ones and which are internal. HoW is the Neration of

external causes "throngh" internal ones to be understood? .The

.

following %statement by lankpv sheds some 'light on "self-motivation."

Our assumption is that durin& the experimental
instructionyarious types of mental activity are

'developing in particular, analytic observation,-

on the one hand,.and isolating and generelizing,,
esPential attribUtes and forming concepts on the

other. In 'each unit of instructio4, and in each of

the lessons,..the type of mental.acfivity Wernates.
.The lessons of one type,are separated both in time

and by the content of the material being taught.

Each of the'Particular lines of experimental

inseiudtiOn ip having a direct influence as well,
of course, in the sense tha(it is altering one
'of'the types of mental activity. This direct

influence is not all that is taking place, however. .

The intefnal processes are opeating according'to

their own"laws, and the varidus.modes of operation

are becoming unified.into a fulletional system.

This,"evidently,/is what determines progress ha

. mental development. . . . The formation of systema
involving various modeslof operation is eviAently

'the most import nt line of mental development. .'.

In formulatln assumptions, we are relying on

Pavlov's idea ut the systematic character of

the work ol the cere5ral hemispheres [1.2:281.

If it i4 agreed conditionally that mental development consists

basically of the formation of new functional systems (although it is'

Unclear what these.are), how then do they come about? It is the
o,

0 t'ask of instruction to develop the-parti-agcular isoleted forms of

mental activityz. (more it apparently cannot do). From this

,paterial obtained through instruction, "self-motivation" synthesizes

% 4

something and pro4pces new functional systems, lecessarily of a

higher order. The "self-motivation" possessing this magic power

is none other than the laws by which the brain functions, constructing

functional systems out of the mosaic of separate'dlements.

If our interpretatioft is accurate, it is not at all surprising

that some psychdlogists and"teachers are wary of such "self-motivation."'

1/e/
1-66

we
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. To recognize it in this form is naturally to assign instruction

a secondary role.

Another interpretation of he facts Zankov cites is pOssible,

however.. In actual fact., some lessons cultivate detailed obser-

vation, that is, the isolation of as Snany particular visual attributes

of an object as possAble, and exercise perceptile activity formed

during the preceding stage of develogment. In other lessons

conceptualization is cultivated,.:that is, a new intellectual activity,

thinking, is'formed. 'As a result of the"influence" of thinking,

detailed observation is transformed into seneralizin$ observation --

observation mediated by thought. In this possible explanation

there is no reference to abstract "self-motivation" nor to laws

pertaining to the tEtystematic nature" of the brain. It is a simple

example of the way the previouslykormed mental processes are.

'rearranged as the thinking process is formed.

The principles of Zankov's nPW instructional system, which

should bp ,the concrete embodinent of his general theoretical

views, needs*to be examined. But first how it came to be considered

Necessary for a new instructional system to be set up must be

examined. Observation and special investigations testify that

primary school pupils' development.progresses very slowly. With

respect to this fact Zankay...._!aid:

We found this to be so even in classes where
the teachers were achieving satisfactory and
even good relgults in imparting knowledge and skills.
Real success in teaching knowledge and skills can
thus,occur unaccompanied by significant changes in
the Child's development. What result's is a scissors
effect, a /tivergence between the knowledge and skills
the child has learned on the one hand, and his'
developmental progress on the other 413:161.

It-is difficult to dispute these facts.- Zankov. continued:

One may logically conclude that if this is.so
(as indeed it is), then in order for instruction to
stimulate significant progress in the child's
development, it is not enough to proceed only from
.the task of imparting knowledge and skills. The
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fundamentals and methods of Instruction must be
thought through especially so that both tasks
are performed at the same time: attainMent of
significant progress in the child's aevelopment
as well as knowledge and skills of a high order ,

of difficulty [13':16]..

"Zankov expressed the amme idea more clatly elSewhere:

If there is a posSibility that a methodologiCal
approach which is successful in imparting skills
and knowledge may not succeed in terms of the pupil's
'development, then special direction of. the leaining
process is needed in order for it to be effective
for development [11:21]..

4

Agreeing with Vygotskii that instruction must be oriented

toward mental functions which have not yet matured, Zankov wrote:

Although he was correct in emphasizing the
role of instruction in forming still undeveloped
mental functions in children,.Vygotskii did l'ot
take into consideration that the pupil's develoRr
ment can vary greatly depending on the Way the
learning process is set up. For instance, instruction
in writing contributes to.mental development in
varying degrees and effects depending on the method'

beiRg used to teach it [11:24-25].

The solution which Zankov proposed is similar to Ushinskii's.

As a matter of fact, the problem of the divergence between the learning..

Stipulated by the curriculum, and mental develoement was poseci,:elong

ago as the problem of "formal education." Ushinskii viewed the

problem this weir: "formal development 24the faculty of reason in

the fi)rm in which it used to be nnderstood as taking'place is ap

illusion. Reason develops only xhrough actual knowledge. . ."

(quoted in Zankov [11:161).

But Ushinakii is the very one who worked out special exercises

and activities specifically:Intended for developing logical thinking.

There is a contradiction heee, of course. He saw that instruction

was not providing.for sufficient mental development and saw ways
-

of changing it. But he was not able to change the con.tent of

4

:Yr
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academic instruction in any essential way because of historical,

, conditions. Ile was forced.to "compensate" for insufficiendies
-

In the content of what was learned, through particular problems and

exercises specially aimed at'developing the thinking process. But,

4after ally. this was 100 years ago:

,Manyteachers are following Ushinskii's methods. But is

such a division,of methods,with particular ymphasis on proceeding

not "only from the task of impartinpricnowledge and skills" --

4is such a division proper in ourconditions, especially in an

experimental investigation aimd at creating a neW didactic Sysiem?

The modern school faces three separate
0
task': (1) it must '

4 .4

impart a definite volume of knowledge; (2) it m st bring about

gmntal.development; and (3) it must form cogititive motives. tach

of thgae tasks performed by its own particular methods. The

very fact that performing the first task does not take care of the

other two attests to a difficulty that cannot be overcome by Atill

more differentiation in the methods used. But they could be performed

all at once, by a single method. The centr41,.determining link in

performing.all of them is the content of what is being learned,

and adequate teaching methods.organically connected.with it.

The solution to this problem prcwides the basis for solving. others --

especially those concerning intensive mental developmeft, the formation

of cognitive motives for study, and so forth. .

Zankpv himself perhaps considers this point as he works out

the details of his new instructional system. There are three basic

principles in his new system. First, it is necesary to "maintain

instruction at a high ldirel of difficulty (at the same time strictly

obs4rving the measure of difficulty, of course). Only a teaching

procedure Which systematically provides abundant material for strenuous

mental work can aid the pupils' rapid and intensiveidevelopment"

[11:25]. Second; it is necessary to "go through the instructional

material at*a fast rate: Thus in each grade not only the curricular

material for that particular grade but also what is intendedlot
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sutsequent grades is studied" [11:25]. Thirdeo"the emphasis on

the -aognitive side of elementary instruction and on theoretical

know]!edge needs to be sharply increased" [11:26].
8

It is unclear whether these principles are given in ascending

order of sIgnificance, but it Is striking that the principle

relating to what is being learned (the demand for greater emphasis

on theoretical knowledge) comes last.

Zankov indicated that the firs(principle is closely connected

with the second. "This principle [of maintaining instruction at a

high level of difficulty] is closely related to a fast rate of

progress in 'the material"' [12:40].

The requirement for difficulty may refer to the most diverse

aspects of the learning process. For instance, after pupils have

learned to add numbers of several digits, they should be given only

exercises involving addition of six-digit numbers rather thap, three-

or four-digit ones; or in the study of unstressed vowels, only

words which are hardest-bp check and which need to be examined

in their most complex forms should be used; or again, only poetry

that is complex in both form and content should be given for

memorization, not poetry with simple content. If this is the way

the.demand for a high level of difficulty is interpreted, then it

refers only to exercises. But even when a weight lifter is training,

he never exercises with maximum, record lbads.

Does difficulty perhaps mean the degree of complexity of the

material to be learned? There are grounds for this interpretation

as well. "'Even if the very best teaching methods are being used,"

Zankov wrote, "and the pupils are exerting maximum effort and have

the necessary_preparation, and i-hey still cannot comprehend the

material, then it will inevitably be dead weight in their minds" [12:43].

8
One further didactic princi e is mentioned in the book il

Development in the LearnOg Process: "The'necessity for follow ng

a sequence of steps as the material is learned is closely bound up

with observing the measure of di iculty" [12:44].rl
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The degree of difficulty is thus the degree of poselbIlity for

comprehension and has to do with the problem of the content of

knowledge, but the sequence of presentation cannot be based only on

the degree of difficulty. In general the specification,that pupils

always be progressing in the material and that they always.be finding

out something new in t6 field they are studying is not directly '

dependent on the difficulty of learning it. Specifying that pupils

should always work to the fullest extent of their intellectual powers

indicates that development is being interpreted ag a function of

praCtice.

The principle of difficulty involves the content of what is

being learned, at least to a slight extent, but the specification

of a fast rate pertains not to contentbut to rate as such. In

Zankov's opinion, no matter What the material, mental cMveldpment

depends on,the rate at which the pupils go through it. For a given

unit of time such isprobably the case for the simple reason that at

a fast rate more material will be covered IA that time. But-the

quality of development itself is hardly g6ing to chaiige in this

process. It is a fact that if children go through the present

curriculum in three years finstead of four, their mental development

will keep" pea with the i creased speed. Whether the' quality of

mental development changes is problematic;Il and not proven.

If the difficulty of the material and the rate at which the

children progress in it have any meaning for development, than it

is not direct but only mediated'through the content of what is

being learned. Aus in essence Zankov, too, Fis forced to conclude

that it is the content that determines mental development. This is

reflected in the principle that is last on his list and first in e

importance. But the way it is formulated elicits doubts. What, in

.fact, does the stipulation that "emphasis on tHe cognitive side of

elementary instruction and on theoretical.knowledge. . . be sharply

increased" mean? The "cognitive slde" and "theoretical knowledge"

are not identical. The "cognitive side" can be.broadened significantly

and the emphasis on it ingeased significantly, but the emphasis on
At'

theoretical knowledge can be held.constant. Analogously, if the
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amount of empirical knowledge is broadened significantly, theoretical

'knowledge can e held constant because theoretical knawfedge proper

is scientific knowledge. The issue is thus actually to increase the

emphasis on theoretical, scientific knowledge in elementary instruction.
-

But "increasing" the emphasis on such knowledge is possible only if it

is already a part of the content. As there is hardly any such content

'in the modern curriculum, it needs to be added. In traditional

curricula, emphasis on empirical knowledge is.all %hat can; be increased.

Curricula are provided.in the book Blementary Instruction, but

unfortunately they are not detailed so that it is impossible to judge

."'fr914 them what each item covers. ,

Just to give a few examples, in the cUrriculum now in effect for

the study of Russian in the first grade, words designating objects,

actions, and qualities are classgied. This classification is based

on empirical attributes. La Zankov's curriculnM this item is replaCed

by three others: (1) the noun (term and definitions), (2) the verb_

.(term And definitions), and (3) the adjective (term and definition-s).

Nothing is essentially changed by giving children bke terms and the

.definitions. Thus if the definition: "Words design ting objects

are called nouns" is given, the notion of what a noun s remains

just as empirical as it was before the term and its definition were

introduced. The same may be said of the concepts of "root," "prefix;"

and "ending."

Zankov wrote that:

#

During the first two years of instruction, the
children are not given the terms which designate
parts of speech ("noun," and se_forth), and remain
unaware of the formal attributes characteristic of
a given part of speech. It comes down to.the point
that even in the second grade the,parts of speech
are distinguished in the following'manner: 'cords
designating objects," "words designating the actions
of objects," and "words designating the qualities

of objects." Consequently, even though the pupils
are led to generalize (a group of words designating
objects, or their actions or attributes), these
words are not brought together in the form of a
definite linguistic category with its own term and
formal,attributea. Thus awareness of a relationship
among words does not reach a qualitative level.
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Our. experience has shown that by the time children
are in the first uade, they are already capable of
ilearning a number be terms with good comprehension,
and observing the formal attributes of parts of speech
[11:76-77).

In our opinion, these data still do not indicate that anything .

besides an empirical notion 8f pirts of Speeo is being learned,

Neither the introduction of a term n8r observation of forMil

"attributes in itself clarifies the nature of the concept being learned.

langbv criticized modern.elementary school cUrricula for not

."equippihg puliils with the fundementEas of science. !Pgecause they"

do notX he wrote, 'the'mental development'of pupils is being

impedde, since material which.does not correspond to the logic of .

the sciences cannot be learned with comprehension" (11:78). Itihile

this criticism is accurate, there is no proof that this basic

deficiency is remedied in the.new instructional system. For ,

example, consider the arithmetic curriculum'. It has three bases:

(1) number and numerical series, (27 awareness of the decimal systek

an4 computation methods, and (3) understanding of interrelationships

in performing arithmetical operations. In.essence these principlee

are not new as the traditional curriCulum centainsAand accomplishes

the same objectivesql The empirical obserVationemadd on numbers

and on the operations with them are,simply systematized.in a. di

way ia the new systel. ,The concepts of number, of the,deeimal

system, and of arithmetical operations, however, do not change; 'Of

course that is trde if one does not think that by singling out terms --

sum, elements, difference, commutative law, and so forth.-- the centent

of the corresponding'concepts changes anarthat they are converted

from empirical notions te, scientific ones. The demand for more

emphasis on theoretical knowledge in.the content of elementary

instruction in the new system is not met. This is quite natural

, because Email a change necessitites special experimental researet in

educational psycholo.y. Furthermore, withodt fundaientally changing

the actual content_o elementary education, it impossible to

solve the basic problem of.increasing the effectiveness of instruction

by imparting more knowledge and skills thereby intensifying mental

development.

S.
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'The theoretical vi ws which Vygotskii formulated have served

as a basis for our 1eriinental research. Of fundamental significance

was his idea that instrtiCtion fulfills its main role in ment'al

development primarily through the content of whtt the child is

learninK. The. adult -- the teacher -- is the key figure and helps

the child to develop ways of operating with objects through which

he can .discover their essential properties -- those which constitute

genuine concepts.

What Vygotskii said about'the comprehensive system of
f-

instruction which the sohodIS followed until the beginning of 00

thirties (has been already quoted. After.the tranytion to teaching

by subjects, the content of what was being learned essentially did

not change, even though it was divided into subjects. Instruction

still has remained empirfcal in content. One may say then, with

'complete accuracy, that instruction consolidates preschool mocles of

thought and the preschool empirical attit4de toward reality. It-
,

doe§.natshape a'new theoretical attitude nor new modes of thought

' and does-not advance mental development.

144.,,kcademic subjects proper, in the sense of systems of concepts

to be learned in the elementary grades, were not 4esigned. The

'task of designing them has just now come up and hai-not yet been

satisfactorily resolved.
77\

One of the objections currently being raised to a fundamental

/
Orange in the content of the elementarr.stages of instruction is

based on developmental charlacteristics of children which limit the

possibilities,for such a dhange. But the objectors usually forget -

that the "characteristics" necessary for learning the new4 content

are themselves formed in the processes of learning it. Vygotskii

himSelf noted this: 4rhe dèveloyment of the Archological basis

for learning fundamental subjects doesnot precede the beginning

4 of instruction but takes 'place_ as an integral part of the learning

proeess" [9:269].' Furthermore, it is usually not taken into

consideration that the characteriatics of mental activity observed

in primary school children at present are themselves a definite

result of the e4sting curricula, which are empirical in content.

msA,
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At the end of the twenties Vygotskii and his collaborators

studied the child's capability for formlng concepts on his ova.

They established three basic stages in concept development:

syncretism, complexes,% and concepts proper. The ptage of complex

thought includes five successive forms: (1) the associative

cdmplex, (2) the "collection" complex, (3) the chain complex,.

'(4) the diffuse complex, and (5) the,pseudoconcelk. Itwe super-/

impose this on a time scale it ,turns- oute;laat.--the primary school

years are characterized by complex thouelt with a preclominance

of so-called 4pseudoconcepes :. concepts-proper develop in adolescence..

In.their internal makeup pseudoconcepts are typical complex,

that is, generalizations in which,the child does not go beyond the

bounds of visual; immediately perceptible propertiestf objects.

Their external similarity to concepts lies in the fact that some

of the attributes on which such a generalization I.'based co'uld

'coincide with ones which might be selected and brOught together

on the basis of an abstract concept.

1n the last twenty years Fiaget'and.his collaborators have

.'oloonducted numerous invest gitions of the development of the

thought process in the ch ld. In these investigations they have

established three basic genetic. stages Of mental development. The

first is the preoperational stage, the second is the stage of

'concrete operations, and the third is the stage of formal operations-

./
[6,7]. The arly.school years are characterized by a predominance

. of concr e operations, on the basis of which properties discovered
.

through irmediate .(iisual experience can be Systematieed.

Essentially., tbe stages in the development of concepts

indicated by Vygotskii and the stages of mental development .

established`by-Fiaget coincide, even though they describe mental

development from different standpoints -- Vygotskii, from the product

standpoint, and Piaget, from the operational standpoint.

The numerous facts corrobotating Piaget's data are interpreted

by many psychologists and teachers as showing the necessity of these

stages for mental development -- necessity in terms of both their
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sequence. and their "aistribution" by Ise level. In our viewYthese .

data accurately portray the actnal characteristica of the child's

mental deVelopment. However, they do not make explicit the

condions and causes for this,particular "outline" of the formation

of the child's intellect. Roreover, they piovide a basis.for
.-

.making'this outline absplute and turning it into a kind of

If constant" found in any course of mental development, no matter
9

what the conditions of instructicin. We believe .that there is no-

basis for such an absolute appr ach. In reality, this outline

reflects tnly-tbe fully defined an specific course of childhood
.s

)0ental development which is taking.place in the particular

historical forms of a system of instrudtion (in the broad sense

oi the word) within whi4 at the. early stages, in any case --
,

.
empirical knoWledge is predominant, sib modes of learning which

are mediated by genuine concepts as elements of the theory of a

subject are poorly represented. There is reason to think that a

change in the cOntent of instruCtion and a corresponding change

rall'the "type of teaching," as P. Ya. Gal'perin calls it [4], will

influence the "chronological outline''N.of the develop ent of the

child's intellect.

Our positic;n on this issue is that it is a theoretical

hypotheeis which needs to be tested experimentally to be further

substantiated and corroborated (this is the very task we have been

pursuing in our specific investigations which in partdare spelled

out in this book). Moreovtr, material demonstrating the accuracy

and farsightedness of this approach to the problem has'already been

gathered. Thus, on the basis of 4ecial research, Gal'perin has

come to the following conclusion:

When*concept.formation is taught according to

'the method of developing corresponding operations

by stages, one finds neither complexes, nor

9There is an analysis of Piaget'a
of"development and instruction" in the
ancl O. K. Tikhomirov to his book about

structures [7:433ff.].
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- psetdoconcepts, nor intermediate forms compoSed
of elements of scientific- and everyday concepts.
Thechild can neither omit an essential attribute
from a concept nor introduce anything nonessential
into it. Real concepts are formed successfully-.
and rapidly in the later preschool years., and
their range is limited only by the knowladke and
skills.neAded as prerequisites.

We believe; therefore that the results of'
Tygotskii's research retain a dual significance
for the present as well. First they show the

. course of concept formation in the conditiond
which still prevailwthday, aqd second, they
describe strikingly the Pconcepts" children have
at-the earlY stages ofgeneral development, where'.
this situation probably cannot be altered.

4.

, At the same time one should tot forget,
however, that concept.formation by.stages is
reVealing incomparably greater potentialities --,

for the later (and perhaps.also middle) preschool
years than has been realized.befOre, and that the
way concepts are formed in contemporary school -

instruction, which also charactertzes a ptocess
only bi j.ts,final result, should not be considered
a standard for mental development or a natural
limitatioa on instruction.,[4:22-23] (italics ours).

In our view, these statements can rightfullY be applied to

Fiaget's characterization of mental.develofMent as well. At ths

same time it is necessary to kqep in-mind-that the overall approaches

of Vygoeskii.and Piaget to estimating the child's capabilities for

learning new materiaL differ fundamentally. The defenders and

followers of Piaget believe that new material can be learned only

if it is translated into the language in.Which the child himself

thinks, that is, if it is adapted to his current level of Mental

development. Since scientific concepts require operations other

than those.which have.formed in the child's personal empi;Lical

experience, the first two years the child is in school are supposedly

'to be spent teaching him the fundamental operations of logic which
. .

underlie the further study of mathematical and otherdIsciences.

4
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It is thus proposed thaethe Iiild's,thinking process be

developed first, through special exerases, ,rthe level at which

he will be able to master the basic concepts of a particular

branch of science, and only then introduce new curricular content

(see the book by Bruner [2]). These propositions expkicitly Are

based on,the point of view that the development of thought is a

process having.no direct connection with the content of what- is

being learned and therefore is independent af instruction.

Vygotskii approached this issue in a fundamentally different

:way. As already noted, he proposed orienting instruction not

toward tl,le aspects of mental development which have already been

formed, bCt toward those which are still fothing; not "adapting"

the material being taught to el,cisting characteristics of the Child's

thinking'process, but introducing material which would den:and of,

him new and higher forms-of thought (within the limits ascertained

through specialized research into mental development, of courhe)..

Thus, in order to carry Out research into real possibilities

for childhood mental developri'lant'it is necessary, while holding to

certain premises, to introduce new material the mastery of which

vi" is a very important measurement of these same mental capabi1ities.
10

'Vygotskii wrote in criticism of Piaget's mAews:

F.

For Piaget the indicator of,the level of the
child's thinking.is not what the child knows nor
what he is capable of learning, but how he thinks/
in a field about which he has no knowledge.
Instruction and,developmen5, knowledge and thought
are opposed here in the sharpest way [9:2541.

As we see It, the conjunction "and" in the problem of "instruc-

tion and development"sis neither disjunctive nor coAtrastive but,

10Some premises underlying new ways of setting up mathematics,
Russian language, and Manual training as academic subjects:are spelled

out in subsequent sections of this.book. [The latter two are not

included in this volume (Ed.).] The materials which describe the
way primary school children learn new curricular content serve at

the same time as indicators of their intellectual capabilities (not'
"Absolute" ones, of course, but only as correlated with this content

and the way it is introduced).
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.oe the contrary, copulative. Apart from 4.ns.tuction there issnot.

and cannot .ba<mental 'development at all. It is the most importantT

the key condition and source of mental development.

The imoblem of setting up elemehtary instruction, that is,

expanding the content of its basic subjects, so that'll will

'f inAlly result in the formation of:full-fledged concepts, is the

.subject.of special,research. In the very processes of determining,

the psychological premises for setting up elementary ansiruction

material and testing experimentally,the possibilities for learning

t his new marerial, the potentialities for the mental development

of Children of early school 'ege'are in.fact4being investigated.

4. /4

*
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LOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS AS AN ACADEMIC SUBJECT*

V. V. Davydov

Deficiencies in the traditional matheiatics curricula for the .

..school are being discusse4 frequently both here and abroad. These

curricula do nOt embody the basic principles and poncepts of modern

..mathematical science.,-nor do they provide for the necessary develop-

ment of childrens' mathematical thought, nor is there continuity

from the elementary school through the university.

Studies are being carried out in various councries and by inter-

nationA organizations for the purpose Of improving curricula.

ProposalA are being made for ways of presenting modern mathematical

concepts rationally in academic courses (for high school, oh the'

whole). Some of.the proposals are unquestionably of great theoretical * .

.andpractical interest.
1

A curriculum in its concentrated form conveys the content-of am

academic subject and methods of developing it inteaching. In essence,

therefbre, attempts to change a curriculum have to do with a change in

the content of the subject and the search for new ways of structuring

it. Structuring mathematics.as an integrated academic subject is a

very complex task, demanding the cooperation of teachers, mathematicians,

psychologists, and logicians. Selecting the concepts with which the

study of mathematics in school should-begin is an important part of

solving this general task. The Concepts are the foundation on which

-

*From Learninlg Capacity and Age Level: Primary Gradeb., edited

by D.8. El'konin and V. V. Davydov, Moscow, Prosveshchenie, 1966,

pp. 54-103. Translated by Anne Bigelow.

1See, for instance, the curriculum proposed by V. G, Boltyanskii,

N. Ya. Vilenkin, and T. M. Yaglom [4], a survey of American research in

this field [40, 50;47], and others.
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the hole a ademic subject is built. Children obtain their general

ortion n theoreality of mathematics in great part from the

cepts they learn, which, in turn, has an important

influ on subsequent progrev in.this field: Many of the students'

difficulties in mathematics in elementary and high school come about,

we believe, first, because what they learn does not correspond to

the concepts that actually constitute mathematical structures, and
4

second, because general mathematical concepts are introduced into
, -

school courses in the wrong sequence.

Unfortunately, the content of elementary mathematical concepts

and the method of introducing them in teaching have not been discussed

at any length nor carefully investigated up until now even though
. .

this is the only`basis on which the curricula now in effect can be

thoroughly And critically analyzed, their virtues and major shortcomings

pointed out, and new variants in the content of school mathematics

, proj ected. Work in this area is further impeded by the fact that

curriculum'designers as a rula do pot take into account, to tkie degree

that they should, modern methods of:psychological and logical analysis

of the learning process, and they underrate the significance of these

methods for structuring mathematics as an academic subject.
2

In our experimeAal -work on curriclaum design-[10,12,15], we

found it was particularly necesary to determine the most appropriate

concepts with 'Which to begin mathematics instruction in school.

Ascertainment of these concepts created a numben of more general prob-

lems. .There is the problem of the.logical nature of the initial'

concepts of the discipline itself and their relation to the concepts

that are initial in the design of the academic subject. There iS the

problem of-relating scientifit defintions to the attributes of the

object toward which the -person learning these definitiops is.actually

oriented. There is the problem of,abstracting the attributes of an

2
Of course, the designers of any curriculum orient themselves

toward the psychological and-logical aspects one way or another; the
question is on which psychological and logical data the currioulum
developers are relying, whether they are taking modern methods of
psychology and logic into consideration, and how much emphasis they
are putting on these data and methods as they structure the academic
subject.
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object,and converting them into concepts, both in the course of

elaborating knowledge historically and in the mastery of it by an

individual. And there are many other logical and psychological

problems.

Traditional curriculum designers have also had to resolve.'

these issues one way or another. However, curriculum designers

prefer to focus 1:1\atheoretial and cognitive or logical and

psychological matters, hut on the mathematical aspect -- problems

of connecting the mathematical material itself. As a mat,ter of

fact, the discussion of trends in redesigning mathematicaf education'
\/- .

..also baSically revolves around the amount of mathematical knowledge

to b included in (or excluded from) the cUrriculum (gee [48], for

insta e). Logical and pSychological issues again remain in the

background, first, because of inSufficient exposure, and second,

because the opinion prevails that the content of an academic subjeCt

in spite of its uniqueness -7,is a relatively direct projection,

simply an undeveloped cdpy, of certain purely."scientific" informa-

tion .(an original critique Of this widely held opinion is given

by G. P. Shchedrovitskii [42]).

..A.t the same time, if the strictly mathematical aspect of the

curricula is examined, especially the undamental Conceits, much

is found that is perplexing from the standpoint of advanced mathe-

matics. The study of mathematics in 'school.begins with natural

numbers, the basis for instructiop for several years. The selection

of this "basis" is usually sub
ts

tantiated by mathematical reasons, by

indicating the role of the natural numbers in the system of mathematical

knowledge. But the role of the natural numbers in mathematics is not

so.clear as it at first seems to be. A mathematical analysis was

thus called for to bring out some basic features of number as a

mathematical concept. It turned out that purely mathematical argu-

ments were less of a factor in "basing" the mathematical curricula
.

on number than were the methodologists' apparently obvious ideas of

the "primacy".of certain concepts and the origin and development of

abstraction botb in the history of knowledge and in the ontogenetic

process or the child's mastery of it -- that is, ideas having more

to do with logic and psychology than with "pure" mathematics.
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Recently, particular attenti, has been given to basing the

school course on set theory.when curricula are being modernized

(this tendency is quite conspicuous both here and abroad). When

this change is made in teaching (particularly in the primary grades,

as is o served in American schools, [50]), it will inevitably

create number of difficult questions for educational and7child

psycholog .and for,didactics, for there. is almost no research

presently on how the child learns the meaning of.thIpconcept of a

set (as distinguished from learning counting and numbers which

has been investigated from many angles).

It is worthwhile to examine what is said.concerning the concept

of a set irz4nathematical literature, especially because some authors

do not acknowledge it as the initial and primary concept. The verY

basis of mathematics and its initial and general attributes currently

are being coMpletely reevaluated (see the studies..by N. Bourbaki).

This matter is closely involved with defining the nature of mathematical

abstraction itself and ways of deriving, it, that is, with the logical

aspect of the problem, which must be talen into consideration as the

academic subject is being set up.

Material cited below is taken from mathematical sources char-

acterizing the connection of the concepts of number and set with-

other mathematical concepts (the general concept of structure, in

particular). This is being done not by any means to 'resoive any

mathematical issues as such as most of the issues to be touched upon

have already been resolved and made a part of the "general" literature:

Rather, it is being done to relate the available solutions to methods

of organizing the academic subject, the purpose being to clarify

certain logical and psychological issues.

Logical and psychological researFh.in recent years (the work

of Piaget, in particular) has found a relationship b4tween certain

"mechanisms" of the child's thought process and general mathematical

concepts. We are making a special study of the characteristics of

this relationship and what it means in structuring mathematics as an

.1 academic subfect (the theoretical aspect will be dealt with here,

rather than any particular variant of a curriculum).
3

The basic

3Specific problems of organizing the elementary course in school

mathematics arP dealt with in the next section of this chapter. [See

the next article (Ed.).]
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1 and,psych ogical problems which must be discussed before

the math 4tical ourse material can be arranged are bi=iefly

enumerated at e conclusion of,this seetion.

The Cencqpt of Number and its Relationship tO.Other Mathematical,Concepts

4/
The natural numbers have been the fundamental concept of mathe-

matics throughout mathematical history. They play a very significant

.role in all areas of production, technology', and everyday life.

Consequently, theoretical mathematicians have set aside a special

place for the natural numbers among mathematical concepts. Statements

have been made in various ways to the efieet that the concept of

natural number is the initial stage of mathemati,pal abstraction, and

that it is the basis on, whiph most mathematical disciplines are built.
4

sit

The choice of basic elements for the academic sub_lect of mathe

matics essentially confirms these general statements.. The assumption

is made here that as the child.becomes familiar with number, he is

at the same time discovering the initial features of guantitative

relationships. Counting and number are-the basis of all subsequent

study of mathematics in the school. 5

There'is reason to believe, however., that.while these statements

-27*

A

justly point out the special and basic significance of number, they

still do not adequately convey its relationShip to other.mathematical

concepts, nor do they accurately evaluate the role of number in the

4
Number is the basis of modern mathematics.

. ." [8:20]; f!All
mathematics depends upon the concept of a natural number.

. ." [23:12];
"The concept of number is the initial one in structuring the majority
of mathematical disciplines. . ,It is thus no accident that the
study of mathematics begins with an introduction to number" [22:23()].

5,
The study of whole (n-atural) numbers is the basis, the founda-

tion, for mathematical knowledge" [43:5]; Nhole (abstract and compound
concrete) numbers form the basis of the arithmetic course in elementary
school" [38:6]; QIn elementary school one first must deal with the
concept of (natural) number and the counting operati.;n" [39:6].
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process of learning mathematics. Certain significant shortcomings

in the present mathematics curricula, teaching methods, and text-

books are primarily the result of this fact. The actual relation-

ship betwaen the concept of number and other concepts especially

needs to be 1004ned.

For this purpose let us consult E. G. Gonin's book, Theoretical

ArithmetiCI[221, which is notable in that significant portion of

it is devoted ft setting forth basic iceneral.mathematical concepts

on the basil( of which the properties of numerical systems (the

subject of theoretical arithmetic) are then brought out.

The initial concepts here, possessing certain properties and
PV

relationships, are set, elementrof a set, and subset. There are

certain simple methods of obtaining new sets from thosegiven (union,

intersection, and difference). These methods and theii properties

are designated lay a special set of symbols (A LPB for union; Ad.1 B

for intersectionCA NO for difference). The concept of correspon-

dence between elements of sets is of great importance. A correspon-

kdence between elements of sets A and B determines the mapping of

set A to set B, designated, for instance, by the letter f (function

or unitary operation also are sometimes spoken of instead of mapping).

The special con,itions of composition and the identitY mapping are 0

introduced (the latter is a partieular case of a one-to-one corre-

44010f1ence). If a one-to-one correspondence between elemertts of sets

exists, then set A is' called equivalent to set B. With the intro-:-

duction of the concepts of equivalence and proper subset of a set,

it becomes possible to define infinite and finite sets ( a set

equivalent to some proper subset of itself is called infinite).

Related to.the concept of correspondence is the concept of a

relation determined in a set. Relations possess such bapia proper-

ties as reflexivity (nonreflexivity, antireflexivity), symmetry,

transitivity, connectedness. The concept of isomorphism is a general-
.

ization of the concept of equivalence of sets. Every set has the

property of power (equivalent sets have the same power, nonequivalent,

differing power). The creation of the system of natural numbers has,

to do with the.necessity for describing this important property of sets.

_
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Along with the relation of equivilence, an important role

in mathematics is played by the relation of order (the antisym-

metrical and the transitive relations), through which the concept

of an ordered set is defined. The continuous and discrete

ordered sets are defined by introducing the concepts of section,

coterminous element, leap, ,2012, and.others.

'The concept of scalar, additive, and additive-scalar value

is anothr very important mathematical concept. The powerfof a

set is a particular case of scalar value.

The concepts of a binary operation and certain properties of

it (compositl,on, identity, and associativity), and the inverse

operations permit special forms of sets -- groups and subgroups
4

to be distinguished. A set with its allied operations of addition

and multiplication is in cerLain conditions a ring. A particular

case of a ring is a body (division ring). A special form of a,

division ring is a field [22:7-96].
6

Numerical systems are defined on the basis of this chain of

concepts. Thus "the discrete well-ordered commutative semiring

with a unit element. which is not zero is called the system of non-

negative whole numbers' :97]; "the Animal well-ordered semi-

field is called the sys e of non-negative rational numbers" [22:131],

and so forth.

If the concepts-wg 'have enumerated are examined, several things

are noticed. First, the cdncept of number is related to many

concepts which precede it -- the concepts of "set," "function,"

"equivalence," and "power," in particular. It is only a description

of a particular -- if quite important -- property of sets: their

power. Thus number is not primary or fundamental in the general

structure of modern mathematical concepts. Very important concepts

(set, value, group, ring) are introduced before it and indegendently

of it. The properties of numerical systems themselves, in fact, are

6
We are simply enumerating the basic general mathematical

ncepts here in order to show their relation with the'conce t
f number (for definitions of them see Gonin's book [22 or the
rticle by B. .Gleigovikht [20]).
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revealed on the basis of Other general mathematical concepts.

Suth is the actual relation between the concept of number
,

4nd other'matheftatical concepts. The reasons for'certain categor-

ical sta ts that the concept of numb4 is primary and that

mathepat - 4 not contain the definition of it7. are therefore

. not quite clea If what is meant here is the lack of a sa is-.

lactory definition, then this in itself is no reason to. as ert

the Iprimacy" of nhmber. If 'the difficulty(or impossibiligy, even)

of defin.ing it within 'the limits of arithmetic is what is 14eant,

: this doe"not exclude the possibility of a full-fledged definition

within the-limits of mathematics as a whole. If it i assumed

that,,in its fuj.ly developed, finished theory, numbe tro-

duced (described) through a system of axioms, this ean

that broader)oundations for the axioms themselve g --

whether in mathematics or in other fields of knowledg

foundations are being distovered in logic, for instance [23]).

One should keep inAlind that the term "definition" has more

than one meaningp When it is. taken in thesense it has in formal

_logic, the impossibility of setting up such a definition is iden-

.
tified with the "primacy" of the corresponding object, with the

impossibility of dekt.ing it. But there are theories of definition

'in existence now which do not coincide With the,traditional approach

of formal logic the matter (see the works of B. M. Kedrov [26],

among others).

It should also be.mentioned that attempts have been made in the

history of scienft, and a great many attempts are still being made,

to provide a definition for the concept of number. The definition

by Frege-Russell, which stimulated a number of other attempts, 14

well known (an account of it is given in R. L. Goodstein's book [23]).

«

7
T. N. Shevehenko thus wr'ites: "The concept of number is

primary. Arithmetic does not provide a definition for it. . . .

Mathematics dbes not contain anjanswer to the question of what
number is, an answer which would% consist of a definitioyof this

concept through other, previously established concepts: Mathematics

gives this answer in another form, by enumerating the properties

of number expressed in axioms" [43:13-14].
.
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Thus the present difficulties, mathematical as well as logical,

in defining number are no reason to acknowledge its primacy in the

general mathematical system of concepts.
44441"

It c ld be assumed, of course, that even though.pany preliminary

concepts quired simply tokdesCr be numerical systems; these'

systems taken together constitute th subject,of mathematics.itself

in its general features, for Somethin becomes a mathemitticall"

phenomenon oxliy ins far as it 'is expressed in numerical form. But

this assumption iS ot jU ified. The relation of equivalence,

for.instance (a reflexive, symmetric and transitin relatipn), can

be found in the equality of segments or in the similarity of figures.

Examples of'the relation of order (an,aatisymmetrical and transitive

telation) are "smaller" with regard to segments, "younger," for

people, and "softer," for minerals [22:27,33]. _Here the subfect

for mathematical consideration is given without being expressed "'-

first in numeitical form. Seen this way a series of numbers is

itself only.a special case Of these relations.

This state of affairs is not basically at variance with the
N

fundamental significance of the concept of number for mathematics
\_

4s a whole nor for,the study of it. It is important only to
vi
/correctly evaluate the specific role of this concept and- its.relation-'-

Ship to other concepts. While an important place is assigned to

number in the general system of mathematical knowle4ge, obe shotild

not come to hasty conclusions about the place it should occupy in

the mathematics curriculum.
'*

The following situation is. typical. Methodologists (N. S.

Popova, for example) who think that school mathematics instruction

must begin with an introduction to natural numbers themselves still

note that the quantitatiYe relaAon of sets can be taught without

having recourse to counting or even being able to name the'numbers.

8
Gimdstein in particular mentions the relationship between the

definition or ;lumber and logical'problems: "The aniwer to the ques-
tion 'what is number?' depends at least In part on the answer to the
more general question 'what is logic?' We shall see that there are
various levels of logic, permitting various definitions of number"
[23:121. ,(Tt should he noted that the formally logical."indefinability"
of numbext seems to have to do with only one of these levels.), ,
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As we study the ontogenetic.and phylogenetic
develop nt of numerical ideas, we have become
convinc d that the concept of number and the count-
ing op ation emerge simultaneously when the category
.of qua tifY and the category of order fhteract,
although both ,categories can exist,independent of .

'number and counting and independent of each other

[39:9].
,e- 1114

Even before he can count, the'child distin-
guishes famtIiar-groups of objects in twos and

even threes. . . . This direct perception of a
set attests to the beginnings of quantitative
notions in the child, although at this point he
is still a.long way froth mastering.the concept of
number [39:11].

Theseigatements acknowledge, on the one hand; that number

and.coutitirTC.Cal. be derived from the categories of quantity and )

order and that te latter are independent of the former. Also,

they acknowledge the possibility that the and can conceive of

quantity before he masters the concept of number. But again the

way theacademic subject is set up proceeds from the view that at

school "one must first deal with the concept of (natural) number

and the counting operation" [39:6]. This approach to the selec-

tion of Starting points for instruction becomes possible if at

least three-assumptions are made.

First, it must be assumed that although the categories of
0

qtaltity and order occur in phylogenesis before number and inde-

pendently of it, they-lose their independence when it appears

and are so "displaced" by number that, practically speaking, they

can ot be the basis for'the formation ot mathematical 'concepts.

Number, as the 74esult of the interaction of these categories,

embodies them so completely that they themselves can be discovered

,

through numbers, the sequence_of which, incidentally, the child
(

...." ,

learns rapidly and successfully. Their dual Ilture needs to be

distinguished within number and counting [39:14]. '

Second, before number and counting appear, the quantitative

assessment of aggregates in both phylogenesis and ontogenesis

bears a.prearithmetical character; "prearithmetical operations"

chave to d
l
'with elementary quantitative and ordinal ideas [39:10, ii].

A

'The appeara ce oG arithmetic in phylogeneZic development results
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in conscious counting and full-fledged. numericalconcepts

[39:10]. In.Ontogenesis, which does not repeat phylogenesis

in .totality, It is evident one should begin immediately with

the formation of "conscious couinting" and "full-fledged.numer-
,.

ical concepts." The dual nature of numbers and counting re-

quires that the.teacher pay special attention to the child's

'"prearithmetical" training, but in itself, apart from instruc-

tion in number and counting, it has no meaning.

.Third, the relationsip of number and counting (full.-fledlpd

concepts and *arithmetical operations) to the categories of
A
quantity and order which occurred prior to 'them (Undeveloped

concepts and prearithmetical formulations) permits arithmetic

(number) to be made the basis for learning all of mathematics.

In our view these assumptionsignore certain impprtant

.cumstances, both stritly mathematical ones and logical and psy-

chological ones as well. First, as has been shown above,-many
. 4

gene> mathematical concepts, concepts of the relations of

equivalence and order, in particular, can be dealt with syste-
.

matically in mathematics independently of numerical form. These

concepts do n9t'lose their independent character. With thet as .

1.-/-

a basis it is possible to desecribe and study a specific topic,

that of.various numerical systems, whose concepts do not in tlem-
\

selves cover the sense and ieaning of the initial definitions.
1

As a matter of fact, in the history of mathematics, general concepts

have4developed to the extent that "algebraic operations," of which

the four operations of arithmetic provide a fanaliar example, have

come to be applied to elements of a totally "non-numerical"

character [5:13].
9

9It is appropriate to cite here the "detailed characterization

lof this process by N. Bourbaki: "The concept of algebraic operation,
origlaTally restricted to natural numbers and measurable quantities,

)gradually broadened parallel to the broadening of the concept of
'number' until it outgrew it and began to,be applied to elements of
a completely 'non-numerical' character, such as the permutation of a

set,.for instance. . . * Undoubtedly, the very possibility of these .

successive expansions, in which the form of thf calculations remained
constant but the nature of the mathematical objects on which the

calculations were beink performed changed fundamentally, led to the
gradual discovery of the guiding principle of mo.dern mathematics:
Mathematical-objeCts in themselves are dot so -A4tential -- what are
important are their relations" [5:13].

t ,)
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In phylogenesis, people evidently distinguished sets and

their powers as objects,of certain practical transformations before

they did the numerical characteristics proper of aggregates (see,

for gemple, the viewpoint of I. K. Andronov [3:6, 11-12]) but

tlie general concepts of set and power were formulated much later

than the ttempfs to define number theoretically (see the comment

by E. G Gonin [22:13]). 'Of course, the notion of set and of the

relations of equivalence and order did not have the theoretical
a

a

form in ancient,times which modern scientific concepts have. But

one should not c ncl9de from this that "prearithmetieal" comparisons

of aggregates in themselves are less significant than "arithmetical" -

ones, nor that arithmetical operatipns are a more "important" form

of knowl dge than "prearithmetical" description.

point has to do with difficult theoretical-cognitive and

log cal problems about the connection among the universal, the par-

t tic lar, and the uniwe in cognition, and about the relation between

practical .("real.') and theoretical abstraction. These problema,

unfortunately; have not yet been sufficiently worked out in relation

to the origin and development of mathematical knowledge. But we

can assume that even though arithmetic (numerical systems, laws of

calculation, and so forth) was the leading mathematical discipline
),

in'a particular period in the development of mankind -- in connection
*

with specific economic needs -- the development of production and of

mathematiCs itself pointed up the limitations of its forms for

.desielating quantitative relationships, and the specific nature of

its defiAitions. For a while it was as though this specific form

"outdid" thegeneral features of the subject of mathematics and

even appeared tAo be "loftier". But subsequently these eatures were
N

.

expressed in a form specific to them and they revealed g structure

which called for special means of description that did not coincide.

With the arithmetical representation of mathematical relationships.

And yet arithmetic itself (the theory of numbers) has come to occupy

a new place in the general system of mathematical disciplines; its

specific methods and concepts have acquired the necessary relation-

66
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ship to general mathematical and algebraic,detinitiona.
10

'The occurrence of "prearithmetical" behavior in ontogenesis
4

indicated, not a lack of awareness,of "quantitative notions," but

only a special -- and no less significant -- way ofdesignating

and ana*ing them which.can and should be expanded. iAnd of course,

itis necessary-to seeithat the child forms an aceurate conception

of the relationship between 7prearithme4.ca1" and "aitIthmetical"

operations. But attempting to'introduce a specific arithmetical

form for expressing mathematical relationships'as fast as possible

distorts the child's conception, of thege relationships and the re-
.

,lationship between the general and the specific.

There have.been recent attempts to extend the stage of instruc-

tion at which the child.is intr4pced 'tolipathematics. This Vend can

be seen in methodolegital manuals, as well as in some eXpertmental

textbooks. For instance, problems,and exercises designed to train

children to establish ,0e.identity of groups of objects are introduced

in the first few pages of one American textbook for children six or

seven years old [4]. The children -are shown how to unite setg, and

the Arrpropriate mathematic* symbols (the symbols k.) And 1--k) are

introdUced. The study of numbers is based on an-elementary knowledge

of sets [t682]. The'concrete attempts to move in this direction

may not be of .e.ptual me'rit, but thd trend itself,..we think, is entirely
- 11

proper and arsighted.
k

10Let us quote Bourbaki's characterization of the relationship
.

between hritiumtic and algebra: "Inasmuch as the set of natural ,

numbers possesses twd internal laws 61 composition -- additioop and
multipilCation --plassical arithmetic (or the theory ofnumbers), 4101..

11114-having as its subject the study of natural numbers, is included in
algebra. But from the alge raie'Structure-defined by these two laws
there emerges a structure d fined by*the relationship of order 'a

divides ';.the very essence of classical arithmetic consists of the
4 study f the relattonships between theseCtwo structures which .occur

----s\ together [5:15]. " Ili

11Aso among the opinions which have been expressed about im-
provingthe matheli\atics curriculum is a defense of the traditional
method of introducing the child to number, a defense of the advis-
ability of starting the school mathematics course directly with nuar
ber (see the book by, N. A. 1.111chinskaya and M. 1..Moro [33:88-89],

for itance). A
4
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.0ne other circumstance 7-- the specific nature of mathematical

abStraction is. of .great importande in choosing starting Point's' e -

for the school mathematics_course. A. N. KolmogoroViraises highly

Henri Lebesque's attempt, to explain the material'content of mathe

matical Condepts-, but he criticizes him for undere6timating the'

indepqnd9nt nature of mathematics. In conformity with Engels' yiews,

'41mogorov emphaSized that mathamatids
.

), v-

A studies the material world from a particular point of 'view,
'thAt its immediatelsubject is tha S.patial forms and quanti-. ,
.._-_......%.,

relationships of the real world. ,These forme and

411.

IMonshipsrtheuselves, intheir pure form, rathei'than
sic material bodies, are the reality which mathematics /.

\ )

Istudies [291111 , ' .
, .

.
.

.
. . ,. ,--

Kolmogorov'is speaking here of:mathematics astrScience, of
,

_. ,

course', but the Dliatter needs to be taken into consideratifin set-:

tineupthe.schO81 aubjeceas well: ,The curriculum should provide
. . .

the child with'workin which he wil,l-be able tos"move away" from

concrete bodies acCurately and ai the propermoment, after havinit
,.

distinguished,their spatial forms and quantitative relation.and

'having given them their "pure form." Only bn,tNe basis of-this can
.

.

he aevelop an accurate u'nderstanding of math'e-ma,tics. 'But he must
A

1 .

develop this "form" throbgh'constantrelation to specific bodies,.

operations ufith which the'concepts gain a real materia l meaning.

There Is a contradictiOnof a sort here in the elementary.stages of

, mathematics ins;Fuction.(and not only elmentary, it seems). What

the redearchlulthematidian has before him in its "pure form" has to 9

,

be cc:instructed in tha dhild's head.. This "form".is not giVen to him
,

. . .

iat-the_start. Tt must be derived, arrived at through a definite course
A

1

41of.etudy.

At the sam .time it.is clear that, for the time being, the child

V , .

.
cannot ayproach., e-academic material hAs beginning to dork with. from

,

,.

-.,

I. the poinI4Of view 6f,"phre forms and relationships because-he does
,

not yehave this point of'view. .On the contrary, by the time a person

.has-distingUisjled "pure form," he w'll be-perceiang the Material bodies

. . thedselves differently.
.)- ..«

.

'
-,.' Itoè can thia Contradiction be resolved in the course of teachin

_mathematics? °What organitatirt-Tet e course and what method of intro-
..

'.
0..

ducing-concepts contribdtes, best-To the olution-osthi.s icroblem?- Not
.

M a 1

e. .

.:
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TheConcept of'aCiet and its 1Relationship to Mathethatical Structures

Oucations sets and their properties. The concept of a set

is introduced in mathematicsvithout being logical,ly'defined. What

this meas is the following. ])1.sciplines primarily have to_do with

certain' objects which are m1;46E-led into aggyegates, classes, or sets.

Objects belonging to a set,are called elements of that set [22:7-8].

.Sometimes a set teen be described precisely by enumerating all:o; the

eleMents n it. ut for yAltry extensive sets this is difficult or .

simply impossible to do. The more common method of designating sets

consists of citleg the rule which lets one determine whether any oh-

Sect does or,does nat belong to the set. This rule (or.requirement

placed on objects) is connected with a certain property pres.ent only'

those pbjects which satisfy this rule. Consequently, "bound up.

in each set ig a certain property.present.in those and only those

-.objects whlch belong to that set" [22:9].
13

4.,

It can be seen.by examining this way of introducing "set" that..

eela

in itself there is nothing specifically Mathematical' bout it.'

' Actually, apart from a mathematical interpreted° of;sets, people

both in everyday Afe and in various scientific research are constantly
... . .

,t,

distinguishing classes, aggregates,.collection of objects, and separate

elements making up these colleetionsAnd in each particular case the

property according to which the set is distingtished is the essential

one. Finding this property (distinguishing the collection").and

lating it tot'the element (including tle element in 'the set) are the
.

problem for the sciences involved (physics, cham.4stry, biologY, politi-
,

.

.

cal economy, and others). Rules for designating Rroperties of objects 1

. .

and for diStinguishIng a certain.collection of objects'on.the basis of

these properties were formulated within the bounds 6f formal logic as.

--far back as ancient times. Every noun, sinet'it is a generalization,

designates a 'certain property and sets apart the class of things

The concept of a class or an'aggregate or a set of objects is
on4 of the most fundamentin mathematics. A set is determih by. a

. particular prope "orileattrfbute. . which each object being examined
either should or srou1d nopt possess; the obSects which possess the

' property. ; . form he ,see. : ." r8:1631"-- ..

. .
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even the elmentary units of the couese can be set up in a sound

way if the answers to these questions are lacking. The greatest

defects in traditional methodology come in the way theseorery

issues are solved. It does not reveal, to the extent that it should,

the characteristics of quantitative relationships which must be dis-

tinguished in order for the initial Mathematical abstractions to be

structured in the child's mind and for further work to be done on the

,level of these abstractions.
o

The issUe concerning.how to begin the mathemattes course and

wfikher it is advisable to begin ti directly with numeer is not a

narrow methodological and specific issue, but a,futidamental,one from

..-the standpoint of developing general nOtions about mathematics in the

It may be assumed th the real significance of the elementary

stages of instruction in fact consists of shAing children thosgeneral

Characteristi?cs of the abstraètions .tonstittuting the subjTct.of further
0

0
r

study and'comprising.its "pure form." The nature and degpee of this

"purity" will not directly coincide with the the$ry of the. .cf

course, but there should be,some similarity in the content: Determin ng

exactly what the differencd ana.the partial similarity consist of is a

subject for logical and psycholo:etal as wellies educational research.
12

In any case,.here is the point from wh4h .two paths lead -- either in

the direction ofIreal mathematical knowledge or in the direction of its

"verbai-symbolic fictions, which one fj.nds tiequentliin,actual teach-

ing practice.

The material cited above indicates that the general. concept of a

set occupies a special place in modern mathematics. It is appe ing

morp and more frequently in the literature pertainidg purely to

schol aa well, and is receiving ever greater emphasis as number is

introduced. Therefore it is worth Our 1.;hile to discuss thq meaning of
- ft

this concept as one of the possible starting points jiin the teaching of

mathematics. :

:

12
The psychological significance which'4he first stages of tlie

,child's acquaintance with linguistic phenomena have tor the furttler

study of the Russian lanuage is"distipsed in öhapter,III [of the origi-

nal bodk (Ed:)].
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corresponding to it (house, person, and so forth). Simply setting

apart an aggregate, a class of real objects, and interpreting them

as a "set" is no sign, however,.that the.approach to objects made

in other sciences or in practical activity is specifically mathemat..,. .

ical. In mathematics, an important abstraction occurs. For a Psets,'

the native of the elements does not matter; what belongs to the par-

ticular set is all that needs to be iidicated. But such an abstrac-

't,ion in arid Of itself is within the bounds of formal logical descrip-

tion and purely logical rules by Which certain relations (as in

syllogisms, for instance) can be made apart from the "concrete"
14

nature of the objects. being examined.

Bourbaki has an interesting idea Ab)Out the.historical role of the

concept of a.set in modern mathematics.
,

A

7' We . . are. not touching upOn the ticklish issues,
semiphilosophical and semimathematical, which have come
up in'connection with the problem of'the "nature" of

mathematical "objects." We shall limit ourselves to the
comment that,the.nriginal plualism in our conceptions of
these "objects," regarded at first as idealized "abstrac-
tions" of sensory experience and preserving all Of their
heterogeneity, was replaced by'a single'notion as a result
oflaxiomatic research in the ninteenth and ttventieth cen-

\ turies, by:successively reducing all mathematical c ncepts
first to the concept of whole and then, at t e

second stagei to the concept of a se e latter, which '

for a long time was thought to be or inal" and "indefin-
Th

able," was the subject of numerous arguments.because of
its exceptional generality and the foggy ideas which it

elicits in us. The difficulties disappeared only when
.

'the concept of a set itself disappeared.(and with it all
r ttte metaphysical pseudoproblems concerning mathematical

ft objects") as the result of recent research.into logical

formalism. From the point of view of this notion of a set, ,

.mathematical structures, strictly speaking, become the only
mathethatical objects [6:251].

There are a number of essential points lin this fundamentally

important statement. One notices first that reducing all mathemat-

ical concepts to the concept of a set resulted in difficulties caused

by the exceptional generality and,foggy idea's (this should evidently

14
. A set is ah exceedingly general concept . . We conceive

of set as something which can be discussed according to the lawS of

formal lOgic" [27:79].
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be interpreted to mean the real properties of objects) which this

concept elicits. Theee 4ifficulties were overcome only with the

"disappearance" of the very concept of set. Since "set" is still

.in very wide use (by Bourbaki among others), this Statementappar-

ently refers,to-the "disappearance" of the original, initial, inde-

finable character of the corwept of a set. Mathematical structures,

not sets, are the sole mathematical materi .1
5

The concept of set
..

.

assumes that these structures have certain roperties, even though'
.

this might not be'at all evident at the start.

R. Courant and G. Robbins have noted a particular circumstance

having to do with mathematical research into sets. The mathematical

-study of sets is baSed on the fact that sets may be combined by

certain operations to form other sets . .... . The study of operations

on sets comprfses the 'algebra of sets" [8:108]. These operations'

are "union" ("logical sum": A + B), "intersection" ("logical product".:

AB) and'"complement" (A')'of- sets [8:110,111].
16

.

15
The problem of the nature of the subject of mathematics, as

well as of the other sciences, has specific philosophical aspects
.which must be taken into consideration if the whole problem is to
be resolved. The most important of Naese is the recognition of the
objective existence, independent of the position of the investigator,
of the very properties,,qualities, and relationships of the things
being studied which are only reflected in the *stem of s_cientific
knowledge. On this plane it is quite accurate to ask'what mathematics
reflects in the real world, and what properties of things it distin-
guishes, designates, and investigates, that is, what the nature of
its material is (and this aspect of the matter cannot be dismissed
with any'arguments about the allegedly "metaphysical" character of
the problems occurring here). What is studied by any particular
science, including mathematics, is not things in and of themselves%
not objects with all their properties and facets intact, but certain
aspects, points, relationships, and. connections among real things.
The structures studied by mathematics might be a'f)articular instance
of such relatiohships.

16,The set of all elements each of which belongs to at least one
of the sets A and B (designated by A Li B or A -I- B) is called tirunion
or combination of sets A an4 B. The set of all elements each of which

belongs to A and B (A {) B or AB) is called the`intersection of sets
A and B. The set of all elements.each of which belongs to A, and does
not belong to g (A \ B) is called the differeitce of sets'A and B [22:

12,13,15].
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In and of themselves, these three operations are a translation

of quite ordinary connections among things into a conVentional lan-

guage. These connections haN;.e also been expressed thrOugh formal

logical structures. In.ordinary logical terminology, union becomes

"either A or B or both" (a particular thing belongs to at least one

of the aggregates}; intersection becomes "both A and B" (this thing'

belongs to both aggregates);ccomplement becomes "not A" (this thing

does not belong t9 this aggregate, which itself is part of another).
17 .

In our view the oRerations enumerated do not, in and of them-

sel'ties, reveal only mathematkcal charaeteriatics. The translation

mentioned from one "language" to another cannot, .in itself, reveal

a ew quality of an object. The purely quantitative specificity of

objects,that quanti tive relationship which mathematics investigates

tli

.

18
in one way.or another, does not come to light in this process-

A

Obvionsly, matters which reflect a specifiCally mathematical approach

to the investigation of sets are actually concealed, left unexpressed

at times, in these descriptions of the operations-and in the ways they

are.used in algebra.

This comes to light in the following circumstances. When the

ope'rations mentioned are idtroduced, mathematicians focus.primarily

on the study of their properties (or laws) which manifest themselves

in a s st n of equal,ities. Courant and Robbins isolate twenty-six of

these laws, among which are:

1. A + B = B + A,

2. A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C,

3. A + A

4. AB - BA.

5. A (Be) = (AB) C,

AA = A,6.

and others [8:11D].

LI
The possibility qf this translation of f-ormat logical terms irito

the language of sets.vis noted by Courant-and Robbins [8:112-114] in par-
ticuldr, as well as ly Bourbaki [6:;!-13].

18
At the same title this doesnot eliminate the import.ance or mathe-

matical symbols for descrtbing logical relationships and the .pogsible
0 catching" of new aspects of them in thisprocess (the latter are' nor
always clearly indicated, unfortunately).

1
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It should be noted that the first, second, fourth, and fifth laWs

are e4ternal1yidentical witii the commutative and aesociative laws ofm

ordinary algebra, but the third and siXth laws have no parallels in

this algebra.
19

Thus A. C. Kurosh has written: "The operations ok intersection

and union of sets are connected by the following mutually reciprocal.

distributive laws: For,any three sets A, B, C,

A n (B U C) = (A (1 B) 0 (A t") C),

A u (B ( C) - (A U B) () (A J C)" [289].

In the laws eite4 it can readily be seen that set operations are

not,isolated one from another but are combined in definite rhatiops.

Thi combination emerges in the form of eqpalities'indicated by a

spenial symbol ("=P).

The statowen "Als united with united B and C," by itself -- even

when extremely abst act elements are assumed -- signifies only the fact

of union and says nothing about its properties. But if it is further

a!firmed that this union is,elual to another (that is, to the united A '

and B, united with C), then a specific prqperty of the operation is

rsi.realed, a property designated the associativklaw, which indicates

that the order in which the sets are united is uniMpO)tant for obtaining

vst.he final result (the other laws having equality "..." in theiv formulas

can be viewed analogously). But do all real-life:aggregates ("sets")

come under the associative law/(and.the other laws)?

The laws of compositiork and the concept of mathematical

Imagine that there are three sets: a ack of old wolves (A)
4.-

of-rabbtta (W), and a paclit. of wolf eu (C), and let uhem be

in the following way: First'tombine B and C. The result'of.this "union"

will be B 0 C, for the wolf cubs are hardly going to "devoar" the rabbits.
0

Then combine A wtth (B C). It is qui.4e possible that the old wolves .

will become occupi4d with-"caring for" the wolf.cubb and will not touch

structure.

,11 group

combined

'AN

The laws 1 to 26 form the t)asia of the algebra of sets" [8:112]:

"The verification of the laws of the algebra of sets rested on the

analysis of the logical meaning of the relation AC B. and the operations

t.B, AB, and A'. 'We can now reverse this process and use the laws 1

to 26 as the basis fA an 'algebra 8f logic.' More precisely, that part

of logic which,co cerns sets or, equivalently,,properties or attributes

of.objects may be r uc:ed to a formal algebraic system based on the laws

1 to 26" [8:f121. (Here the relation AC B signifies that A is contained ,

in B, that is, is a subset of B.)
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the rabbits. The result of the union will be A ti (B LI C)1, But

will this be maintained if the order of-union is altered, if A '

-
and B ate combined first and only *then combined with C? Obviously,

it will not be maintained. The wolves will "devour" the rabbits,

and it will turn out that the associative law does not'apply:

A Li U ad (A U B) U C.

Only at first glance is this example naive.
20

In ,fact the

introduction of.the associative law and other laws obviously assumes

a system of limitations on the objects to which they can apply.

These limitations can involve.the simple "exclusion" of some set of

-objects from a broader set, or a specific indication of the system

of conditions in which the rule being applied "works." Bftt in both'

instances the process of structuring an abstraction and setting up

consttuctions (of mathematical elements) which can,then be the subjeci

of mathematical transformations proper are being dealt with.

4
From this-point of view it is impossible that all real7life

("natural") aggregates of things are inherently mathematical sets,

orthe inclusion or exclusion, union or intersection of aggregates
A

mathematical operations. Obviously, a real.-life aggregate becomes

a mathematical set only when it is presented in certain conditions,

or under certain "limitations," that is, one'must be able to distin-
t

guish and abstract cettain properties and relations in it (a certain

s tructure, to use Bourbaki's term). What'are these properties and

how,are they iiolated in cal-life objects and become a subject for

mathematical analysis? These questions are of primary signif.lcanee

'Nets

t,

20
Courant and Robbins have .some interesting ideas about the

applicability of the laws of arithmetic:' "These laws of arithmetic
are very simple, and may ge6M obvious. But they might not beappli-
cable to, entities other than integers. If a and b are AymbOls not
for integers bUt for chemical substances, aiTd if Taddition.is.used
in a colloquial sense, it is evident iat the commutativelaw will
not always hold. For example, if suljuric acld is added to *ater,
a diluted'solution is obtained, whil the additiOn of water to pure
sulphhric acid can result in 'disaste1r to the experimenter. S,4milar

, .
illustrations will show that in this type of chpmical 'arithmetic'
the associaftveand diselkiokutive laws of additTon may-also fail"
[8:2].

e
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when it comes to actually setting up the elementary curriculum.

As 'a rule, a person who already has a practical knowledge of

nmathematics is not aware of the way the subject Of its operations

can be deliMUed. For this persori it is already delimited and has.

its own particular characteristics.
21

But this subject is still

concealSS from the child and needs to be distirTuished from other

aspects of thtngs (physical, chemical, and so Aerth). Teachers'

ideas concerning ways Of distinguishing the necessary relations in-

fluence the elementary mathematics curriculum and the choice of

suitable coricepts, means of representing them, and types of exercises.

From.a psychological point of viewv: problems which a person solves
0

by establishing (and maste5ing) certain ways of operatin and distin-

guishing the necessary attributes and relations among th ngs, are Of...

particular interest. If these prolems and ways of operating are

known, tinstruction process.can bg orgdhized so t.hat adequate
1

abstractions can be formed soon enough in the child's mind, instead of
.., .

chains of external verbal designations directly connected with the
.

.

numerous properties of the things:
,

:...

Describing these problems and operations is difficult becauSe they

have,already been removeciffrom the knowledge that has been learned and

$ 01°)

21Lebesque paid special attention to this matter as it pertains

to,arithipetical operations: "We' assert, for instance, that two and

two are four. I pour two 'aqui& into one glass and two into another;

then I pour them all into one cAtainer. Will it hold Vhe four liquids?'

'That iAn't fail,' you answer; 'that's no,t an arithmetical questionL'

I put first one pair of animals into a cahe, then anetther pair; how many .

animals Will there be in the cage? You are being even more glaringly

unfair,' you say, 'since the answer depends on,the species Of the animals.
One beast might eat another up; we alsa need to know whether the count
is to be taken'immediately or after a year, in which time the animals,

could die or breed. Essentially we do not know whether these aggregates
yot are talking about are unchangeable, or wh4ther each object in the
aggregae preserves its individuality, or whethir there are any objects

which sappear and reappear'.",
'bk t what dpes what you have said mean if not tliat the possibility

for appl ing arithmetic- requires that.certain conditions be fulfilled?

So.far as the rule,of 'recognition . . that you gave me is concerned,,

it, of course is perfect in practice, but it has-no theoretical value.

Your rule is reduced to the assertion'that arithmetic is applicable whene/
it is applicable. .This ts why it is impoSb.ible to. prove that two.and_ty

are four, which nevertheless Is indisputably true, since the applicatton

of it has never deceived us" P9:214221...
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even seem supe uous. In itself it is as if this knowledge were

directly,conn cted with the properiies of the things to which it in

fact is dire tly related.
22

-Tika certain extent this is permissible

ia dealing wi h theoretically developed "minds," lyt unfortunately

the type of Child who often is confronted by such a problem does not
*

-yet know the methods of setting Up a particular abstraciion.* Natural-

izing it, making it into an object, thus results in the loss of the

ability tO "see" the 43Nerties of thp thing itself on ihe one hand,

and in the limitation of the Abstraqtion itself to the object on the,

other, that fs,.the impracticability of the abstraction, no matter how

profusely it is'illustrated with."concrete" examples.

,This needs td be discussed especially in view of the fact that

the term set has been introduced in school courses too superficially

and mechanically at,times in the modern methods 'of mathematics teaching.

This term is equated with any aggregate of objects as a kind of generic

designation (a set of apples, a set of chairs, and so forth), 611 the

assumption that it gives the'concept of number a "ma4ern" grounding.

In itself, the tendency toward providing this "grounding" is justifiable.

Rut at the same time one cannot simply replace such words as "pile" and
4,

fl group" with the word "set," 'deliberatety not indicating.the syitem of
specific conditions under which real-life aaregates become sets (in

loarticular, the widely use'd guides for teachers by I. K. Andronov [2,3]

suffer, farm this defj t4 way they.ground arithmetic in set theory).

Using the concept of a set as the basis for teaching mathematics

thus'demands a much broader c6 ntextan the external characteristics of

a set which are sometimes described. A set acquires its meaning from

and-operates within special systems of relationships ampng particular

categories of thtngs......OnLythrot,kh an analysis of th'ese relationships

can the set'itself be didtinguished, that is, the unit possessing thesp

.relationships and the laws inherent in them independen its physical

and oLher "concrete" nature. A set is abstracted as a can equence of

isolating certaiik relationships among arbitrary objects. The laws

22
, In his study G. P. Shchedrovitskii [41] examined in detail the

problems of working out methods of expressing "knowledge" in any sym-
bols and the role of certain systems of operations of replacing and
correlating the.properties of objects with their symbolic analogues, as
well as the illusions ohe thus gets of the'immediate nature of "knowl-
edge.".
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characterizing these relationships are the "limitations" by which the
% 23

specifically ma6lematica1 features are isolated and Abstracted. It

is prattiCally a prereqnisite-for working with the concept Of set to

be acquainted with these laws.

Bkit basing the teadhing of mathematics on "the algebra of sets"

means devising a teltally different academic subject from the one now

taught in the schools.
24

It is important to note just howorelevant

this task is. Inasmuch as attempts are already being made to perform

it, and the concepts of,"relationship -- structure" are even penetrating

psychological theciries of the thought procqss (Piagei), it is advisable

to discuss the meaning of these concepts4more specifically.

4 Bourbaki's statement describing the '*it;" of ma4heMAXics as mathe-

matical structures has been cited. But what 'are structwres?

The common feature of the various concepts having this generic
name-is that they are: applicable to a set of elements the nature
of which25 has not been determined. In order to determine the

structure, one or a few relationships by which-elements of the
set are found are given . : ; then it is postulated that the
given relationship or relationships satisfy certain conditions'.
(which are enumerated and are- axioms of the strUcture being-
examined) [6:251].

Bourbaki points out three basic types of mathematical structures;

algebraic structures, structureo of order, and topo/ogical structures

(while noting that the further development of mathematics' may quite

A 4.4

230f the two basic compents of any 'calculation,' that is, the
objects on which operations are being carried out and the rules of the.-7.-
operations, only.the latter are.really eisential. 4 this higher,leval
of abstraction . . 'objects' of calculations have:a 'pature'.which .

remains almost\rMpleteiy undefined:-,More preciselY, in Ilia: calculationL
an algebra stud ot does not want.to know anylipg about,ithesp ob

other than the one fact that they obey the laws he is seudying"

24BY "basing" we mean the geniine basis of a course -- the logic
and content of its foundations and not just those elements of the termi-

.

nology of set theory and scattered information about sets which are
introduced in connection with solving certain methodological problems

'within the traditional mathemattcs course.

rs
. -25

Bourbaki h footnote here which we have cited al\t in full

on page 71.
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possibly lead to an increase in the numbe of fundamental structures

...4, [6:256j).
26

The point of departure for defining a structure consists

ef...relationships, which can be quite. dive se.

. The ordering principle of 'modern math tics as a whole is the

hierarchy Of structures, going from si to complex, and from gen-

eral to particular. At the center are the types of structures enu-
.

nerated above 7- the generative structures, which are mutually'irre-

.
- ducible. Outside this nucleus are the complex structures, in which

Nt6.

one or.a,number of,generative structures (topological algebra, alge-

abraic topology, theory of ptegratioN etE.) are organically combined.'

ter this come particular theories in which the Ihumerous mathematical

tructures of a morergeneral Character collide andopteract as at an
ntersection, the units thereby aceuiring,"Aidividuality" (the theories

classical Mathematits =- analysis, theory of numbers, ard so forth)

[6:256]. .

The above,Araccording to Bourbaki, is the architecture of modern

mathematics. This architecture is brought to light by moving froth the

general, the fundamental, the productive, and the .4imple to the ?articular,

the derivative, the complex, and the individual, respectively. The content

of complex stt.uctures can pe correctly understood only through an analysis'

of the transition within which the original, simple structures are cam-

bined organically and interact gwerating particular and individual ones.

This outline of the development of mathematics.as a science-has a

direct relatfon to the theories of setting'-dp the academic subject. The

characteristics of the elementary, initial structures are of particu-

lar significance.

Algebraic structure ifdefined bir.the "law of composition," that is,

by thP relationship among three elements which defines the third element

simply as a'function of the first two. These laws of composition are
4

of two types, internal laws and external Aws.

"A mapping f of a certain subset-A. oi the product E X E into E is

called an internal law of comPosition of the eiments Of set E. Tge

IP

26
The distinctive feature of the concepts of modern metnatics,

the basis.of them, is the primary, importance of structures and algebraic
6peratLons" [30:56]. .

A
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value f(x,y) of mapping f when (li,y)-c A is called the image of

x and y.with regard to this lawL

.
The associative and commutative laws have to do with the internal

laws of composition. 6A certain law of composition'(x, y) x T y of

the ele nts of set E is always -called associative if no matter what

the elements x, y, and z of E are, (30- y) I z = x T T z)" [5:23].

Let T be a law of compoiition of the elements of
set E: Elements x and y of E are called permutable with
regard to law I , if x T )- and y I x are defined and .

xTy=yT.x.
"A law of composition T of the elements oftset E

is called commutative if for any pair (x, y) of elements
of IT, f4r which x I y is defined, x and y are permutable"
[5:28]. (The symbol I signifies:an arbitrary law of

composition helce.)
"A mappingfofacertain aetACQXEBE is

called an extertal law of composition og, the elements
laf set called the set of operators (or the area of
operators) of. the law, and of the elements of'set E.
The value f(a, x), taken as B E A, is called

the image of a and x with regard to,this law. Elements

of SI"...are called the operators of the law [5:5.5].

/
A full definition of algebraic structure folidws.

Algebraic strUture in set E is any structure
defined in E by one or several internal laws of compo-
sition Of elementS of E and 1:37. one or several external
laWa of.composition of'the opetators from the sets of.

'operators Q ,/ 0 , and so forth, with eleme ts of E.

These laws are subject to certain condition (for

insWce, asSoeiativity and commutativity) 4r arp
N.subject to being combined with each other irk certain
relationships L5:60]t

The structure of order is defined by the relation of order.

This is the relation between1/4.two elementS, x and

y, which is expressed most frequently in the words 'x

is less than or equal to y' and whichAs designated tor
46

the general 6ase by x R y. It is no-lpnger assumed here,
0.S it was in the algebraic structpres,\pl,t this relation
simply defines one of the two elements as being a function

of the other, The axioms-for an o er relation are:. (a)

' for all x,x R x; (b) from the rela ons x R y and y R x,
it follows that x = y; and (cfi from, 1e relations x R y
and.y R z, it follows that x [6: 2].

1/4
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The concepts of 'neighborhood," "boundary,".and "continuity," to

which the idea of spaceleads, are formulated.mathematically in

topological st ctures [5r252-253].

Bourbak q ideas about the "architecture of Mathethatics" are

quite tempting to teadhers, logicians, and psychologists. Gne beens'

to envision,the 4tudy of mathematics as being based on general

(simple) stvPtlures and 4the.aeademic subject as being develeped

through the'interrelatliOns anriQrweaving among thdm. Two aspects

of the matter need fo:be-distinguished when discussing the feasibility
- -

of.thia prospect. The first doncerns the pos,libility and.advisability'-

of the arrangement of such a course, given ae e'ducational goals and

instructional methods of the.piesent mass,school o the school of

the near future. 'Mere are standard answers for su arrangement

and standard, usually limited, solutions with whfch o must agree

when ttle "actual" circumstancds are taken into account.

But there is another aspect-of the matter as well concerning the

exploratory nature of the experimental study of "geTierOroblems.of

structuring academic subjects, and,mathematica in Oarticular. The

ideas inherent in the experimental study of dtructuring'matheTatics

are of primary significance fpr they establish the prerequisites for *

a substantial and justifiable revision of the idea's of tradLtional

education, for working out a new interpretation of the nature of

abstraction and generalization, for the connection between general.',

and particular, for ways-of developing the 'child'iithought process, and.

so forth. In otherLwords, research in this-field can ansWer various

difficult questions, questions that are important.tqthe present- asd

future school:

A number of foreign publications show that some of BOurbakits ideas

' already are being usecr,in one way or another in experimental curricula
*

and textbooks (in certain units of the high schoof course, mainly).
27

They are reflected to a certain extent, for instance:in the textbook

by R. Davis [9] intended for mathematics instruction in the fifth and'

27
E. P. Rosenbaum has surveyed some studieseshowing this trend3n[401. article by A. I. Markushevich [31] coni.Tins a critical analysis

.of simi ar investigations. Also, see the "memorandue.by a group of
American mathematicians [32],a's well as [45] and [nit

4
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subsequent grades of the Americdn sdhool (ben- and eleven-ye(r-old

children). This textbook is aimed at the study of the elements of axio-.

matic algebra, the .Cartesian syatem of coordin es (coordinate geometry),

and functiona. The author, in summarizing his wn and pme othar

experimental projectgl/remarked "that fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders

are more receptiye to Abstractmathematicsk Nhd approach the subject

with more.creativity and originality than do older Children" [9:2].

Some authorp believe it possible.and advisable to introduce the

concepts of finiL mathematics, the theory of probability, and the,

like to Children at anugarly age.
28

The special signikic'ance which

the ge 1 principles of logic have for learning mathematics and other

discipli comes apparent here. In particular, it has been proposed '

that the child's_first two years in school be especially devoted to

, introducing him eb the operations of logical addition, milltiplicfationie .
inclusion,'and so forth. "These logical operations undoubtedly are the

#

basis of tlie more specialized operations and concepts of the variptia

1.

',branches of science" [7:0]. "(We should note, incidentally, that if

the ch4d is giverrthis training, the laws" of the "algebra of sets"
4

can also be introduced relatively early.).

, 4 Essentially, exploritory research in this area ean only be complex,

since it involVeS pathematical, lagical, psychological, and instructibnal

matters. For example, probl*ms conceiming the orderan which struciufes

are to b troduced, the range of concepts to'be studied and the rela-.

,tions among them, the determinationk!of the attributes of these.contepts,,

tAe difterentiation' of "general".and "particular" attrihuteA, W.,

occur on the logical and mathematical levels.

For psychology the proNlem consitts particularly of using cer,tain

instructional

through which

relationships

of learning,

material to reveal thersystem of the child's pi5erations_

he discovers, distinguishes, and learn's initiai TiatAematical. N

. In doing this it is important to consider the stages.. %

.-

and the various ways and degrees to which,the cliild learns

and Nses the coacepts.

A-third group of issues may be called psychodidactic.. Could spch

an experimental curriculum actually be ivstituted in tA. school?'

Ya. Vilenkin Pifthas proposed ah original system of exercises

which introduce primary school children to the ideasIbf the'theory of

probability and ways of working.with matrices.
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Would it be within the children's capabilities, and at what ags

(in which grade) should it be introduced? And mainly, what would-
,

be the effect on the intensiveness with which mathematics is ;.earned

-- and on the quality of the learning? Psychologidial knowledge concerning

the sources, c6nlitions, and rate of development of the childthink-
.

have much to do with answering such questions. These

points shall be dealt with, .since interesting data have been gatheed

about them in...child .psychology.

Psychogical Prerequisites fbr Structuring

cs hsan Adademic Subject

At'first glceJ..tseems as if the concepts of "relation,"

e7.4tructure,""laws .of composit&I," and bther concepts having Wiplex

. matherattcal definitio s could not'be.involved withiforming mathemati-

callideas in small chilareU. Of course, the real and abstrh,qt sense

ok the'se%concepts in their entirety and their place in the axiomatic

strucf6re of mathematics as a scienee demand a well-developed, mathe-

a matically "trained" mind in order to be learned. But there are concrete.

psychological data indAating that the child grasps certain properties

of thingp designated by these.concepts relatively early.

4 .0ne shoul.d 1ceep in mind that from the moment of birth uAil the

age.of sevtn to ten, the child is developing i h mplex systems of-

general ideas about the world around him and laying the foundation for

thinking abdutk objects. In doing so, the child acquires a general

* orie4tAtion toward spatial-temporal and causal-resultant relationshiOs
.

f
a

. . 'od the basis of relatively limited empirical material. These orienta-

tion schemes are a kind of framework for the "system of coordinates",1
,

,,.

within which the child begins to learn in'ever grealer detail aboAt Ole.
. .

.. various prope4es of a'multiform world. 'He is not acutely aware7o
e .

these general schemes, of course, and TnnOt express'them ve well in

ttie form,of an abstract statement. To/put It figuratively; 4jre

the intuitive foT of organization of the child's behavior'(although
1 /.

,

he comes to e'spreAs them more and more 'readilyLin ptatements, too, of/ ,

coU'rse)".
29-

,
. s7N/i

z

2.9
Many Soviet and foreign authors have studied the preschooler's

,

formation of general Orientation schemes. . Part qf this rese,lirch has -

.been summarized in the book by D. E. 'konin [14] and in /the studies

edited)by A. V, Zaporozhets and El'kon .'[.52]. /
/
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In recent decades the Swiss psychologist Piaget and his associatea

.
have iniensively studied the development of the child's intellect and

his general conceptions of reality, time,,and space. Some of the
,

4 studies are directly related to problema of the development of Vie

,otVd'athematical thinking, and thus it

cuss them as they apply to curriculum des

In one of his most recent books written in collaboration with B.

Inhelder [37], Piaget cites experimental data About the genesis and

formation in children (up to the age of twelwe'ar fourteen). of.suCh

mportant that we

elementary logical structures as classification and seyiation.

fication assumes the perfoimance of the operation of intlusion (A,+ 0.

B, for instance)eand its inverse (B -A' 0. A). Seriation is the ordeing

of objects.in Syste6atic series (thus., sticks of varying length can be

arranged in.a leries, _each meMber of whiCh is,lOnger than any of the

.
preceding ones and shottet than any of thesubbequent ones.

In their,analysis of the'formation of classification, Piaget and

Inhelder show haw the Child moves initially from"the creation of

a "visual aggregate" based only on the spatial proximity of the objects,

to classification based on the relationship of similaritk ("non-visual

aggregate"), ana then to the --maa-t---complex form -- the inclusiOn,of

classes into an hierarchical,arrangement as detevmined,by the re4tions

between the extent ahd the content of a concept. The authors discuss

the development of classification not'only on the basis of one but on

the basis of two or three,attributes, and the development of the

/child's ability to alter'the baais of the claSsification as"new eleme

are added.- They also find analogous stages in the formation procgas

of seriation as well.

The specific goal of their investigition was to find regular ies:

in the development of.the operative struct9;es of the mind. The

property of re;rersibility (the ability of the mind to move forw rd

and backward) is discussed first. _Reversibility occurs 4hen pera-

tions and actions can develop,in two directions, and an unde tending

of one of
t

these directions brings about an undestanding of the other,

ipao facto". [36:15].
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According to Piaget, reversibility is the fundamental law of

composition inherent in the mind. It has two mutually complementary

and irreducible forms: conversion (or inversion, or negation) aad.

reciprocitx. Conversion occurs, for'instance,:when the spatial

shifting ofan object from A to B can be nullified-% moving the

object back from B to A, equivalent in the end to the identity

transf'Ormation.

Reciprocity (or.compensation) is the situation in which, for

example, after.the object is moved from A to B it remains at B but

the child himself moves from A to B and recreates the original situa-
,

tion in4hich the object'was next to him. Here the movetept of the,

Wject is-not nullified but is compensated for by the corresponding

-shift the child flimsalf makes. This is no longer te saMe forM of

transformation as con6rsiong[36:16].

Piaget has shown in hiss studftS that these transformations first

occur (at the age of ten or twelvelMonths) in the form of sensory-
.

motor schemes-. In a series of stages, through the gradual coordination

of the sensor4-motor sche4mes and through function/a symbolic and lin-.

. guistic respresentation, conversion and reciprocity become properties

of intellectual operations'7and aie synthesized into a single operative

structure (from the ages of seven to eleven and from twelve tO f4teen).
4

,

At this point the Child can coordinate all the spatial shifts into a
e'

single one.
.1

Piaget believes that thtough psychological'investigation-of the

development of arithmetical and geometrical operations in the chiles

y the logical opeLtions) operative structures!of

ntified with algebraic structures, structures;of

al structures [36:13]. Algebraic'structure ("the

mind (particular

thought can be i

orde \Ind topologi

group%) thus corres onds to the opdrative mechanisms of the mind which

come under one of the fotms of reversibtlity -- inversion. (or negation).

A group his four elementary properties: (a) the composition of two

elements.,of a group also yields anlelement of a group; (b) One and only

one inverse'element corregponds to any non element.; (c) there

exists an identity element; (*.a) successi e compositions are assocLtive.

In the language of. intellectual operations Xhis means that: (a) the
411.

*. coordination of two systems of operations comprises a new scheme which
./
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can be combined with the farededing ones; (b) an opiration can

develop An/two directions; (c)' when we return to tke point of

departure, we find it' unchanged; (d) the same point can be arrived

at various ways, but the psaint itsilf remains unchanied. .Piaget

wrote: "In a general sense 'group' is a symbolic translation of

certain particular functional properties of thought operations:

the possibility of the coordination of operations, and the pbssibil-

ity of recurrence and deviations" [36:16].
30

4k form of reversibility such as reciprocity (transposition of

order) corresponds to the structure of order. In the years from

seven to eleven and from eleven to fifteen, the systed of 'relations

based on the principle of reciprocity reiults in the formation of

the structure offorder in the child's mind C36:20131

The facts concerning the development.of the child "ortlis awn"

* (that i4, development indenendent of the direct influence of instruc-

tion in school)/indicate a discrepancy between historical development
. -

of geometry and the stages in the child;s formation of geometrical

concepts. The latter approximate the order orsuccession of the

basic groups in which topolOgy comes first. According to Piagetis
,.

data, topologiCal-intuition.forms first in the Child and thOn he

orients himself toward descriptive and geometric gtOructures. .Specifi-
,

cally, as Piaget notes, when the child first attempts to drapi,he

dors not distinguish)squares, circles, triangles or other geometric

.eigures, but he does distinguish open and closed fi:gures, a position

"outside" or ,"Inside" in relation to a border, and division and

neighborhood.(without distinguishing. disiance for the time being),

and so forth, perfectly [36:23].
9

Since the operative structures of though't form in stages is

important that we present the scheme of staged that Piaget lihes.

From birth until the 'age of tw.6 is the stage of sensory-motort inking.

Conversion and reciprocity already occur in its Ishemes, but as purely

30
The formation of

'invo1ving ihe inclusion
structure, according to

31

a logical structure such as classification,
of the part in the whole, presumes algebraip
Piaget [36:18].

The dey,plopmant of ariation as a logical Structure is a process

of "dtscovering" the form of relationship which yields the structure

of order.
86
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external, motor characteristics of the Child's bphavior (moving

an object away from himself and back, for instance).

The stage of visual thinking (the preoperative period), when

the child is broadening his knowledge of.his environment and is

transferring schemes of external operations (with obdects) to the

level of representation and is becoming capable of performinirthem

mentally (for instance, he begins to carry out mentally the system

of transfers which he has d91e on obpects up till ), extends

from the ages of two_to seven. The mind's capacii6 for a certain

mobility forward and backwa'rd improves when objects are being used,
1

although it encounters a number of difficulties.

The stage of concrete operations occurs from the ages of

seven or eight t'so eleven or,twelve. -lhe Child's mental operations

acquire the property of reversibility and a definite structure,

but only for solving problems with objects, not the level of "purely"

verbal statements. Conversion and reciprocity exist separately.

Operations on classes and reletionsftips are still elementary

(elementary "groupings").

The stage of formal operations extends from the ages of eleven

or twelve until fo rteen or fifteen. These.operations are performed

on the level of "pure (verbal) statemepts as4wel1 as on problems

with objects. The two structures earlier Ilksed separately on con-

version and reciprocity are sYnthesized and correspond completely to

algebraic structure and the structure of order. )

These stages always conr in the same order. Piaget 'sees the

source of ental developmen .essentially in the inner logic of the

formation of the mind as a particular "system" comparable to an

organiC system. The reai milieu (the social conditions) can ho1

back or stimulate the course of mental.development, but it cannot

determine #s basic content, direction, or general rate.

Specifically, Piaget believes that mental development is not a
.

dixect function of instruction. In fact, opposing tendencies.can
.,

_.

develop here. For instance, "in,deppndent,"."spontaneous" development

leads the chrld from,topological ideas to descriptive and geometric

ones, but the school geometry course begins with metrics. This
..

independent development needs to be taken i3to consideration, and
or,

r

".
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instruction correlated at the right time with the developing opera-

tive structures. Then instruction will accelerate the'further

development of. the child'a mind,

Let us examine Piaget's basic views as they pettain:to matters

curriculum design.
32 jiis.investigations show, first, that in the

mjschool and sdhool years,,the Child is forming operative structures

of thought by whiCh he can,evaluate the fundamental characteristics

of classes of objects and their relationships. Furthermore, at the

stagg of concrete operations (from the age of seven or eight) the

- Child's intellect is acquiring the property of.reversibility, which

is exceedingly important for an understanding of the theoretical

content of academic sUbjects and mathematics in particular.

Thepe data indicate that traditional psychology and education

have not given enough attention to the complex and .capadlltaus mitt:re,

of the stages of the Child's mental development in the periods fram

twa ta seven years of age and fro; seVen to eleven.years.of age.

.Piaget himself directly correlates these operative structu

with basic mathematical ones. Bowever, although it is comple e y

accurate and justifiable from's factual standpoint to ttqk abdut'thop

"translationi%of certain properties of a "group" into the language of.
,

operations, Piaget has no clear and well founded answer concerning

'the source of this correspbndence. What his position -comes down to

is.essentially that mathematical structures are a formal "continuation"

of the o?erayive structures of thaught [36:1.6, 27]. The cause of the
,

correspogi-ice, then, is a genetic relationship between the tyies

of structures.

This relationshil) exists because operative structures come About

as An abstraction of the operations performed on objects. The content

of the'iihsraction in mathematical logic is of the same nature, as

distinguished, for instance, from physical abstraction, which is

performed with regard to the properties of the object itself [36:30].
%

Thus, the source of the "correspondence"sbetween operative and

mathematical structures lies in the general type of Abstraction (the

32A. 1st. Leoneev and 0. K. Tikhomirov provide general analysis

of Piaget"s conception of childhood mental development, 'as well, as a

characterization of his theoretical and cognitive positions, in the
afteiword to theltudy mentioned above [37]:
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abstraction of okerations). Without going into a discussi n of
.

whether such a type of abstraction exists and what its actual
,

characteristics are (thdre are groundsJor assuming that it exists).

it is fair to ask the following question. What kind of real object6,

give rise to these operations which are subsequently abstracted?

itis posq,ble to avoid ansdiering. this question directly (as Piaget

essentially does), in whiCh case the source of the correspondences

-\\between the structures is,,seen only. in the particular type of abstrac-

tion which they share equally. But if an attempt is made to answer

this queqtron, the answer should give an indication of the property
4

the real objects have which, when isolated and "forinalized" in an
1.,

.

operation, gives rise to both 4erative and mathematical structures.
. .

Do the olaerative and mathematical structures have a common

"object", and if so, what is it like?' Piaget gives no indication of

this, because the essence of his view is that no such.common object

exists. All that the structures of thought and mathematical structures

have in common is the type of abstraction. And it is natural that

If mathematical structures are a-"continuation" 'of previously formed

. "operative structures," the child will discover the real subject matter
N.

oe mathematics onlylfelatively late -- betwee:\ the ages.of twelve and

fifteen, when the strictures become fortal. words,-mathematical

thought is possible only on the basis of formed operative structures

(and evex then the object of theee operations remains in the background).

Thus, the child's development of the operative Structures of his

mind is not determined by "familiarity" with mathematical objects Or

by learning ways of operating with them. Rather, the 'preliminary

formation of these structiOtes (aa the "coordination of operations")

the basis for mathematical thought and for the "isolation" of m4e-
mati al structures.

the end this solves, to a certain extent, the "tricky" theoiet7

ical-.cognitive question about the Sources of mathematical knowledge.

Piaget himself posed it directly: ',"Does the activity of the mind give

vise to mathematical relations, or does "It j.ust discover the& as a

kind of elaernal reality which actually exists?" n6:1.0]. He does

not give a definite answer to this question. ,On the one hand, he

acknowledges the external source of mathematical knowledge, and on
tie

't

the other, after actually comparing operative and mathematical struc-0

WA

*or
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tures, he concludes that "the activity of the mind gives rise t;"

the latter. A more detailed analysis of his potition on this matter

is needed; we shall reMark only .that the gnawer to this question

determines the' way in which\he sources of mathematicahought,

and thus the conclitions of its development, are understood.

From our point of view, mathematicaltrelationships are an ob-.

jective rdhlity, relationships amOng things that really exist. The

activity 9f the mind just discovers th'em, and to the degree that it

' diseovers their content, it itself develops. The Child appears to

encounter these relation'ships very early. At the'age.of two or three

he is alreapty intact learning many mathedatical relationships of

things. .These are spatial-temporal characteristics of objects having

a definite quantity. Evidently, as the Child becomes familiar With

the oblects through physical manipulation of them,,,"operative struc-
.

tures" (in particular; "reversibility") are -formed which thereby

-emerge from the very beginning as characterisZics of the dhild's

actual mathematical thought. This thought is not scientifically

mathematical yet, but it does concern mathe tical relhtionsh ps ameni

things. As the.child gains further underst ding of the rela ionships
A

among definite quantitiss of objects, he de lops,classifitation an

-seriation, qhich apparently are practical transformations of h mathli

matical nature, that is, not "logichl" structures, as Piaget assumes,

but.practical methods of distinguishing and designating certain mathe-

matical relationships. And "reversibility" is thakaneChanism for carrying

odt thtse methods of opeIating with objects.i In this case it eComes

clear why the properties of operative and mathematical structures

correspond to each other. The former from the very beginning are

formed as mental mechanisms by which the Child orients himself to'

general mathematical relationships.

There ia a "genetic relationship" here, too, not based on a coml-

mon type of.abstraction, but baSed on acommon object, the orientation

to which requires a particular type of abstraction. Of course, genetic

(child) psychology,confronts a dkfficult problem -- finding thecharac-
.

teristics of this object, the ways the child'"discoyers" it, and the

reasons he "discovers" the very properties of things which'at the

height of formal mathematikcal analysis are described as special 'rela-

,
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tionships and structures. We thus'have the'experimental'prdblem of

deteitmining the causes and conditions of the,cortespondence; investi-

.gated by Fiaget in such detail, 'between Ole operative structures of

thought an

On the

.nAthematical structures.
asis of Piaget's results, a nuMber of important conclusions

;

can be drawn about designing the mathematics cifrriculud. First, the

factual data about. the develoRment of thedhild's intellect between

the ages of two arid ele'ven indicate that the proPertles of,oWects

described in the.mathematieal concepts of "relationship or. structde"
4 ,

.not only are'not "alien",to him at this time 'Out themselves'becope

an organic part Of his thinking.

Traditional curricula (particularly in geometry) do not take

this into consideiltion. Thus they do not bring oUt many oi the

hidden possibilities in the Child's intellectual.development. Material

from contemporary child psychology supports the general idea A. designing

4

an aced

Of cour

talc subject based on concepts of initial mathematical structurea.'

e, there aregreat difficulties here since there has been rio

expeiience yett,in designing this kind of subject. -Onel.of these diffi-

cuIties has to do with determining the age-level "threshold" at which

'instruction accgrdinglto 66e new curricaum can begin. -If We folloW

Piaget'S logic, appEirently these curricula can be used only after

children have fully developed the Operative structures-(at fourteen or

:fifteen)-. .But 'if we assume that.the child's actual mathematical tliought .

develops within the very' process which Piaget designates as the forma-

tion.of opeiatiVe structures, then these curric4a can be introduced

much earlier (at seven or eight, for inst:Lice), as the chiCd byins

to perform-cencrete operations wl!th a high level of reversibility. In

"natuzal" conditions, when traditional curricula41,2e being used, it is

'Aquite'possible that formal operations devblop only between the ages

,, - of thirteen apd fifteen. Bvt cannot their delrelopment be "accelerated"

through earlier intrOduction of malerial which can be learned Only by
p.

direct ilnalysis of pathemaecal structures?

We believe that.there is sue-'a poisibility. The plane of mertal.

. operations is already developed sufficiently in children by the age

of seven or eight., and through the use of an.appropriate curriculum

which gives the properties of mathamatical structures "openly," as

91
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well as the means °k
analyFing them, Children can be 'brought up

smore rapidly-to the 1 vel of "formal" operations than they are when

they discover these properties -"od their own."

At the aamei.time, 'there i4/reason to assume that the dharactet-

4400tias manifested by the thouglit process at the stage of'concrete

"operations, whiCll Piart plaps at the years from seven-to eleven,

'are themselves inseparably connected with the ways instruction is

organized in the traditional. elementary school. This instrUction

(both here and abroad).ia based on Maximlilly emtgrical content Ohich

frequently has no connection at all with a conceptual (theoretical).

approadh to thesubject.
33 Children's thinking which is.ggared7to .

ihe external, directly perCeptible a(abutes of thinga is Supportedi

and drill4d through this4cind of. instri$tion.

1/4
,Gaa'perin [17,35-36] has noted the connection between the "phe- .

*

nomena" Piaget has discovered it the ,development of the child's thinking,

and.the way.iii-which the. inatruction whfCh develops)this thinking in
./

.

the Child is organized. A special investigation by Gal'perin and

Ge3rgiev [18] has laought but an important fact.* They diecov-

-erV thal by changing the organization arid content of preschool

instruction in elementary?mathematical concepts, certain "phenomena"
,

which Piaget had previously found in Children of this age consistent

disappeared. Of part-icular significance in their new organization of

instruetion was the earlier introduction of means of measuilng pan-.

tities of objects, whi,ch,)"removed" the possibility thitt children

could evaluate quantities of objecti only by impression, by ;he most

directly perceptible attribute (the child's primiry Orientation to

directly perceptible attribufes is inherent in Piaget's "phenomdlna;4

in fact).

In our experimenter investigation of the way first-,graders count

Nghen theyAhave learned alacue nUMber through'the ttaid.tional curriculum,

we too halm disco4ered a tendency among many of them to evaln44_ ci

a .

i .

33El'Iconin has done an Sn'alysis of ,the empiricanature of the
. .

0 content'of elementary instrdction [16]. We have indicated some faators

explaining the.4mpirlca1 nature of the content of elementary sc ol

subjecta, in another study [11]. ,
/A

)

. *
&

-
See Niblume Ilsof this series fgr thelprelpearch reporp by

..

. Gal'perin am& Georgiev (Ed.).
.

.
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quantities of objecta directly. Thetie dhildren oritnt,theMselves

mainly toward the outWardly'p ePtible attribute* of aggregptias

of objects, ignoring thettion id counting die), have.been
,

given befoicehand, which diftera.from,the immediate properties'of

the elements of aggregatias [10]. situation, which is analo-

gous to Piaget's "pbenome.pâ," oc'ur égilla41 with the accepted

system of.introducing th4c4ild tp auther affld counting in the
\.

schools. But these "phenoiapnar arezemoved (simply eliminated) by

changing the aystem, and'by reargAnizfiglail of the childrali's work

leading'up to the concept.of number. *If the introduction to nuMber

is based krom the very beginning on the operation defining,the

relationsh4 of a whole and a part (ajmwhole and any part), then

all children from their first few days in first grade can correctly
,

determine the numerical characteristics of aggregates without "re-

gressing," toestimating numerical,charaheristics through a direct

impression of the aggregates. True, such instruction gives the

child another abstraction besides the one he obtains in the traditional

curriculum, but this is precisely the task of this different organi.:

zation. From the very beginning it develops in the child the abili4T

to use special "standards" as means of orienting himself to his

surroundings (work having to do with this way co teaching counting

is dgscribed in letail in this book, as well as in an article bleE. S.

Orlova [34]).

Although Gal'perin notes the great significance of Piaget's in-
,

vestigations, he says:

Pc`
b. theory/the shift ftom direct thought to mediated

thought ia the rdal problem . , . This shift is dictated
not only by the logic of the gradual mastery of "intellectual
operations," as Piaget supposes, but by,the way shift to
"thinkplg with tools" is aetuallyoorganized, by the way the-
masterY of the use of standards and measures, those real
tools of.intellectual activity, is organized,!Lnd by the way/.
the develowent of mediated thbught,siR L. S. Vygotskii's
sense, is actually organized [17:36]..34

In our view, the,real charactetistics of the child's thought and th

stages.and rates of ita development can ITe judged only in the co ext

7

- *4

34
As far badk as the early thirties Vygotskii, the ,Sovi'et sycholo-

gist, formu],ated a nuMber of profound theoretical statemenes a tit Oita

general conditions for the develoi;Ment of mediated thought d-tfte.role

ofoocially elaborated modes of*activity ("tools and signg .in thia
process [51/.
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.2
Jpi.f atl..experimentarsqlution of this general

,

'6, themsellies are derived froth the sepcific.Way
4

, 4

oblem.
.

The rates
"

hich instruction
4

is actually' organ d. r,.t1:a rates 'aie dériyed froli
4)*.

the extent to!whia";- and'the age.lev la at Whieh, oj,dren master
,

.the real "standards" (or conteppual,"norma") of mental actikrity.
.

'At the sape time, within-the contiaxt:of thia problem, anewers will

be sought,to questiAns aput the.0-called developMenVecharaster-
-

istics oY the 4ilge .ellinkink, Which in'essenAe. can be only relatpd;
-

'oependent on-the way the developent of 'thinking' is; "actually -organi*ed".

- .

in-the inStrAction. ess the tread sense of the vord).--

The 'most, impOrtan"t', ett cfithis "crianiiation%! is "th.(cOltent
e e

of the aeademic eubjects, wch in 4ih.as.cloaly astociate0:With
.

the:sehsedeveloPed by Garperi":[1.9].)-the type of instruction.(in,

By altering the content and

way, the optimal.conditionk

studied experimentally anc04

the.-type of instruction lila pArticulbr

tor develoRingtiedated thoughv.ca9 be

he 3fly---41ologica1 prarequisites for

r
structuring academic subjects. thereny brought.to light. -

,

Thus facta.are nOw ayailable which show a elope rflationship

betWedn,the operative structures. Of...the Child'S. thinking and general
..

mathematical struetures, although the "pechanism" Of this relationship,

is far from clear and has be nAittle investigated. The existence

of this relAtionship opens up broad possibilities (for the time being,

only possib4itiesi) for petting upan academic subject which develops

titt

"from simple structures o their complex coMbinations." To makl these

posSibilities a reality it will be necessary to study the shift to

mediated thought, and its developmenLil norms. The method we have
e-

mentioned of setting up mathematics as an academic.subject may-itself

be a key factor in developing in children the kind of`thought koeess

whieh has_a sufficiently stable coueptual.fourldation.

Some G neral Problems of Deciding on
4

the ontent of Academic Subjects.

From the material.cited above we may single out certaiip key

logical and psychological assumptions in the way the traditional

mathematics course is.set u?. First, it is assumed here, in one

way or anothex,that the course must begin with a r.e.l:Itiv&ly simple con-
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111?

t

-cept, 4le first abstraction. 'Number is.assumed td..166 thls.kind of
*

t
concept.

,

'We have attempted.to show (p.
4
59) that number is'neAhersimpte ( 7

4 .v
nor the first in the syStem of modera general mathem,Tlical concepts.

Taking'it as the "basis" essentrally AntrAdicts,thd_assuMption it-

,self, The "simplicity" of learingit is Aot the sAMe as thd "simpli-
(

city" Of, the oofitent of the'concept of numbevas. tile progosed founde
. %, . .

.,

tion for scficiol matfrematicso It is a ratUer,compldx abatractfou Whith
., ,

. ... ..
.,

necessitates many "sit:ilex" bases.
33 . -N'

,

, .The existenoe of this.cdixtradiction can ge'seen,,{for one'things

in the groeing tendency.at piesent to-rntroduceOther bases.int6'the

elementary mathematics course (pne of these beifig 'ate concept-df set).
- .

Ote.of the arguments:in defense 'of number,as the "basis.". is to.point
, 4, 36

out quit it'Was first in the history of mathematics itselk,'as well.

..This argument refleCts another assumption Made in Settingup the:,

aourse -- linking-the "basis".of it with the hi.story. orknocyledget

But was this concept "first" in the Astary of matheMaical.knowledge?

And what is the most advantageous way to approadli the history of

concepts?

Numerous data, indicate't*t in human history (and in,Ontogenesis,

for that matter;.see p. 64), thecategories

and a number of others appeared And were bd

expressed in. specifica3,ly numerical form.

of qquantity," "o
.

bebeforexhey were
74eVs 47k.

is ess&ntial p6int caA .

hardly be ignored: Further, as mathematical theory shows, certain-

abstract laws of modern algebra are inseparably cow-acted with'the

simplest calhulations and can be seen in ttlem. "There are fW con-

. 35
The following statement by J. Dieudonnd is striking: "We

. should note. . that even though they tthe concepts of number, -space
and time] serve the needi ef practice, these concepts are still verr.
abstract. . [1342).

Tr

'In the thousands of years of existence of mathematical science
mathematical abstr#ction has gone through three stages . . . . The
first stage belongs to the time when mathematical science was conceived --
to the moNent of its very beginning. Tlie first,basic condept with which
mathematics deals.-- the concept of number was born at this stage
of abstraction" [27:11.J.
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4 .,t
cepts in mathematics which would be more primary Xilan_the,'law of

composition': It seems to be in4eparable frokil elementary, calcula-

tions with natUral minbers and measUrable quitnteties" [0:64]37

The architects of the traditional Academic subject *ore

numerical," "non-arithmetical" methods of analyzing mathematical

relationghips. They do not isolate phenomenwhaving to do with'

composition or the calculations characteristic of;pem (but not only
,

Of 'them). Both of these approaches are nssibie only if one already

believ,s that in the historyje knowledge_itself "whole number"

occu es the'key position. irdefinite theory is guidini the sttidy
.

38 '

of history here.

But as we.have indicated above, there is another theory, in

, which the concepts of "relation or structure" are of the greatest
.

. / significance. Through this theory, aspects of the history of knowl-
..

edge itself which usually are not detected can'be brought to light ---\

,and investigated. ,.,n particular, one can trace the close relation-

ship between operations on natural numbers and tft laws of composi-

, tion. That the "calculations" are preserved here is not what is

mportant. What matters is that which is the center of attentipn

of the person performing the analysis -i particular Characteristics

of particular ts r more general 'Ithods of transforming them.
39

37Bourbaki gives a detailed description of,the relationship

between the concept of the law of composition aht classical mathe

matical theories, in addition to showing how this concept is

gradually set apart and becomes abstract in form [6:64-72].

.3
8
Bourbaki has investigated the "arithmetization" of mathematiCs

as it relates to a very specifio historical level of development of

, its ideas and means of analysis [6:35-37].

39'This is how the French educator and m.athematician Andre

Lichnerowicz describes what happens if this relationship is ignored:

It [classical arithmetic] is set forth in early nineteenth-

century style and . . is a kind oX amusing worship of operations.

whose hidden meaning is independent of the numbers with which it is

operating. Our pupils, as they core to us, believe,in the existence.

of addition and multiplication which operate in the absolutely

infinite universe [30:55].
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In empirical history/the sequence of the change it calculations

Vbs. from:6nuMber" to "operations." The academic subject 'Isalso set

up tO'f011owtthis'Sequence directly. The talesis -- and it is co;rect

.

*about^ the nece/ssity of beginning the coutae with the sources of

'actually t, utns out hese to mean/the subordination of the outline of the

*.acaiv ic subject to theexternal, empirical hi7st, of the discipline.
,,,,,

11'1,

This kind Of "historiCiae/turns into-external chronologism. In other

words,"When the problem ,Of the relationship between the historical and

the loiiCal'aspeCts pf/the academic subject id ieing yolved, preference

is given to the histOrical,*which frequently iS taken in its concrete,

40/
empirical 'form. /

This points to still another assumption About the.traditional way

iniwhich the academic subject is set up. The rdaterial in it is,arranged

so/that as the child learns it he graduallylorms a generalization',

which represents the finaf'sum of progress through the material. In

the history of knowledge., general principles (generalizations) emerge

relatively,late. Thus, it is assumed, the transition to the general

notion,-to th abstraction, needs to be kept gradual in instruction,

too. For instance, the,.child should'first learn,the techniques of

working with whole numbers (with particular mathematical "objec4S") and

only then shift to working with lettersymbols, which reflect more

general "objects." Fer several years the child uld store up ideas .

about particular cases of functional relationships and only later acquire

the concept of A function and general ways of describing it.

This arrangement of the academic subject is based on the aSsumption

.that the general notion only follows from an aggregate of particular,

A

"concrete" knowledge and crowns it. But in fact, thils particular

knowledge'exists side by side with the general notion and with what

40In different ways, but with equal justification, many authors

have criticized this fact. We shall cite sorye of their statements.

"We need . . . to perfect teaching which right from the beginning

will be closer to our science. . . I do not think_ that wd need to

arrange teaching according to an historical scheme in order to achieve

this goal" [30:55].
"Many prOblems which children are solvi;g,in the elementary school

right now have come down to our day from ancient times. They differ

from the problems solved in Babylonian schools,only.in external form,

but uot in mathematical content. . . 0. Excessive intere t in arithmetic

results in a poor knowledge of mathematics'"149:19 .
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came before it.
41

A peculiar aituation develops here. In order to

'learn particular informatiqn, tere is no need to hav6 a general inter-
.

/

pretation of it, but havin4/this interpretation dbes not change the

,essenceof the particular .

this interpretatfion of ieneialiiation fully corresponds to the

way the academic sulaqict unfolds according to.the-empirical develoRment

of scientific knowledge itself. In the real history of science, however,

and in the learning process which corresponds to it, the gene'ral notion
4

and.the abbi7ceion play a different role frpm the one,they are assigned
a -

in tradifional-pedagogY and educational psychology.. The appearance of
//

new general(ideas ip science 145 an impoi-tat intluence on how it'd
a*.

yrevlouslY Original, simple suirting points are.interpreied. The ideas

t the i"top" inevitably alter the way of laying the foundation, which,
// AI

tiren reflects the "new" general ideas. The general not only foil

m,04 particular here, but also changes and restructures the whole

ppOydrice and arrangement of the particular knowltge whith'has given

..riseto it.

As applied to mathematics, this point is expressed tn the followin

,---dtatement by Lich erowicz: "The characteristic feature of mathematicé

to think and rethi everything as-a whole -- is the essential Aifficulty

and basic hindrance to teaching by historical outline, but at the same

timeit is the very guarantee of progress in mathematics . . . . BeCause

mathematics is so general, the original concepts add theorems undergo.

an'inevitable and cNaplete reinterpretation. What appeared during the

searChing process to be the original stage turna into a simple exercise,

from new 2oints of view", [30:55-56).

The academic subjbct should; of course, correspond to the bistdry

of the discipline, but as expressed in theoretical, logical form which,

cleared'of chdnce occurrences, concentrates in itself the. sources of

the discipline as well. Differentiating between genuine historicism
,K-

and external chronologism in each specific instance is-a special research .

41
This interpretation of the relation between'general and particu-

lar, which is found ,in didactics and specific methodology, has deep
roots in the theories of abstraction and generalization, which themselves
are rooted in classical sensationism (the study by A. N. Shimina.[44]
is one which examines the philosophical aspect of this problem).
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task. We should note that at times it is imiSossibleto go by terra-
,

=logy alone. When Lichnerawicz-LJOJ objects to the'dominance Of the

2
Thistorical, Plane" in teaching, for instance, he essentially has

"chronologism" in mind. A defense of.the "historitaa plane," on the

other aand,- isi:ometimes a demand for gepAike unity,of theory add

history. For instarice, in the preface to the book, _h_e_T Teaching of

Mathematics, it is tated that Dieudonnd (a prominent French mathe-;

`"mati!cian) "holds to the idea of introducing mathematical structures'

according to historical perspective".[13:8]. But if one-examines

Dieudimnes study itself [13] one makes a remarkable discovery. While
r

tie distinguishes definite historical stages
.t

in teaching he categorically 'opposes blindly follawirfg tht modes 'of

c

of mathematical abitraction,

thought. peculiar to the.ancients.
42

He callA for a search for the

relationship betwsr 'historical persepctive and modern ideas.

This-is how Dieudonnd describes the task of teac i4"miAllematiCs.

"We are inclined these days, particularly anong

teachers . to contAve to coneeal or minimize the
abstractness of mathematics for as long as possible.

'Thisiis a big mistake, in my view. Of course, I am

not saying that the child should be confronted with

very abstract concepts from the verbeginning, but
that he should learn these concept accordidg to the

\development of his mind and that mathematics should
appear in its real form when the structures 9f the

child's thought have formed . . . . The essence of
Mathematical method should become the basis for
teaching, while the material be'ing taught should

be presented simply as well-chosen illustration"

E13:41]

1

--

Dieudonfid maintains that even though it is imbortant to take the'

historical perspective of the development of algebra into account, the

child should openly`heyshown the abstract essence of algebra, and

should develop a capacity for abstraction and for using its theoretical

power.

42
In particular, he sharply criticizes the teaching of methods of

problem solving by means of reaSonin'g ad hoc each time, methodi whi6d.

were known even to the Babylonians.
"tJndoubtedlj it is because of the venerability Lof these methods]

that these rules.remain as they.are taught in our day, in spite of

frequent protestations by mathematicians: If we accept it as a proven

fact that at the age of ten, a child cannot understand the mechanism of

equations of the first degree with one unknown, then we should wait a

few years, but not cram a great number of unnecessary' metbods into his

head" [13:43].
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...,, .

.The theoretical ZiXpression7of'thehistory Of knOw1edge:co4ncid6s

P with the gradual discovery Of-general ideas, with the shift from simr .

loles(p_pTtry, and "empty" abstraci*ons tg complex, derivative, and

concretelconcepts. Knowledge devetbps here,from t'he abstract (one,
1

sided, eXtremely limeager") to th4-concrete.(many-sided,'the unity of

the diverse). This.very path -- the patOf ascent from the abstraCt-

to the concrete -- corresponds to the theoretical method of mentally

.' reproducing reality, the method developed in dialectic Iolgic.

f
Here, too, the Ways of setting up the academic subject.cannot

help but have soilething fundamental in common with scientiti,c thought,

Since they bdth4have the same goal -- to 'reproduce concrete knowredge

about an object in the person's mind. The'school jubjeci has certain

,
features Which'distinkuish it from !tpure" science, for its dpecial'

.. -,

function is to form the very mental capabilities ot individuals for

which s cial didactic methods are necesdary. But basically itlia

simile to theory. Both move from simple to complex, from abstract

to concrete, from tha one-sided to the unity of the divirse.
43

4

The theouy of generalization and abstraction thus is closely

related to achieving the logical and psyhological prerequisites for

setting up an academic subject. The choice of initlft*Naoncepts fdr

an academic subject at a given'level,of development of the particular
I

science, as well as the principle by whicb these concepts will be

developed, depends greatly on the interpretation of the relationship

between general and particular, logical and historical, empirical
* .

-,...

. and theoretical.

The theory of generalization on whic the traditional mathematiat.

course is based can be characterized as the process.of reducing empitr-

i al knowledge to a general, Abstract description of it. But one does

7----\13t ftld here the, reverse influence of aba raChon on the "reworking"

of empfrical, Farticular knotaledge. In e sence-this theory ignores

the special lic which abstraction possesses, the logic of the theo-

43
E.,

.1.7

. l'enkov's boOk [24], for one, gives a detailed explanation

\ of the dialectical-materialistic theory of the ascent fxom the abstract.
to the concrete. In a special study [25] he analyzes the content of
certain academic subjects and ways of structuring them from the stand-

.

point of tj theory. ,
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retical form or knowledge by which'ithe concrete can'be derived from

the abstract and use can be made of the concrete content of the ',

concepts themselves.
44

From tliis cows the fear-'of abstraction

(see .11e witty 'description of this point by Dieudonnd [13]), the

inability to work withit (the opinion that mathemati:ca is "hard" .

to learn has become commonplace, i5ter all), and the use of v;.rious

"tricks" to simplify the tea,Ehing of mathematics (its methodology
e'

is O)e moet highly developed of ill specific methodologies, b(t even

so the traditional'course in school hae only barely "made it" to the
f

Mathema4cal ideas ot theseventeenth centdry).

' The renewal 9f the search for ways OE structurink thesmathe-.

matics course, and in particular,:"the inveltigation of the p4nsibility

of setting.it up on the basis 9f the concepts of "relatice or structure,

presupposes, in our view, another theozy of generalizatIon -- a theory

which reveals the "mechanisns" of working with the concepts themselves

and of working on deriving concrete knowledge through the interrela-

tions among abstractions. Suth a theory is the dialectical materialis ic

theory of the relation among the universal, the particular, and the

uhique in cognition, and of the forms of theoretical generalization and

its relation to,the history of cognition. These problems, which were

posed by Hegel in his day and subsequently by the clagsics of Marxism-

LeniniSm, L.e being analyzed more and'more(broadly and deiply in our

philosophical literature (we,refer0.0e reader to the works of B.*M.

Kedrov [26], E. V. Il'eakov [24], Z.4, M. 0rudzhevI35], and Z. Abdil'din,

A. Kasymzbanov, L. Naumenko, and M. Bakanidze [1], among others).

PsychologicalAnd educational research is needed 'into the way

childrenilearn the forms of generalization ihdicated in this theory,

as well as the way to structure academic dubjects so as to insure that

this very course of generalization is taken. In other wordt is an

important task of,research to determine the means of developing theo-

retical thought in children (mediated thought, in psychological termi-

44The processes of "reduction" and "derivation," as they are un-
derstood *in modern logic, cannot be identified with "inchaction" and
"deduction" in Mill's classical interpretation (see the analysis of
these concepts in the studies by Il'enkov [24], G. P. Shchedrovitskii

[42] and others).
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nology), the princtple of which consists of the shift fromabtract,

general definitions td"conCr.e.te, particular,descriptions of an. object..

This problem needs to besolved in order.to set up an academic subject

which will sati:sfy the requirements d.nodern science. Otherwise, any .

ttrevolutiods" will result only in superficial changes in the traditional

curriculuh, which will often contradict its established content, an

example of which is the way many methodological studies propose using
1

..setitheory characteristiCs. -!'iet" isl'a strlitly theoretrcal term ,

having meaning only'within a particular system of approaching the 'leathe-
rn

mati,carmndeling of objects '(see p. 580.. At Present the point of

departure for this 'systa; is "relationNor etrature," :The problem of"'

finding a meanatoftpreseAting and explaining this system to
,

Ctialdren

seven or eight years old is reaj.ly tbe problem of finding the "beginning"

j
of the.mathematics 'Course: But this is.preci Aely at many people avoid,

.
.

for the introduction of "relatiOns" requires a diff e'

4.

ent logic and

different theory of generalizatibn from the one by which we ate usually

guided. "Set" (or more accurately, "quasiset") is presented as a

dire t external, }generic characteristic of aggregates oi Qbjects, and

thus it 1;s not allOwed internal mathematical movement, the Chance to

"unfold" (incidenially, such "reforms" are readily acceWd by the

strictest'SupporterS of the traditional mathematics course).

Any relation (or structure, on a partictil(ar level of analysis) is

the object of a profound abstraction and at 'the sane time the beginning

&f a concept (the beginning, and not the end, as the logical traditions .

of Locke and Mill customarily assert). $pecial symbolic means are.

46 needed to introduce it (the relation) ihto teaching (bee the general

4.1120.racterization of these in Shchedrovitskii's study [41]). ftA lack of

i'knowl,edge of special symbolic means seriously hinders the study of the
41Ir

theorectical form of generalization and ways of developing it through

instruttion. It is important to keep in mind at the same time that

relAtf.on or Structure is learning material of a special type which

has not really been studied as it should by education and psychology

--(Vygotskii noted certain features of it in his day [51 ).
45

Structuring

45We di.e speakingrhere of learning which is'takiAg place in special
conditions of purposeful instruction. Piaget has carried out a general

,psychological analysis of :the role of relation or structure in the child's

*thinking [36, 37] (see the summary.of his studies Ji-1 pp. 83-89).



'mathematics as a modern acadeMic subject and, particularly, deter- .

mining the actual content'of ita elebentary units, wq.l.depend

igreatly cin the performancevf,complex reaearch into .the baies of
_

this type of learning.
*

*IV",

es
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE "PRENUMERICAL"

PERIOD-OF MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION
*

V. V. Davydov

The Fundamental Concepts of .School MatheMatics and Their

Genetic Relationship: A Theoretical Analysis

In the seardh for the logical and psychological bases for

structuring mathematics as'a school subject, a distinction was made

between two approaches to.solving'the problem.
*

On the one hand,the possibility of studying-fundamdttally new

methods of setting 4 the mathematics course on the basis. of the

concepts of "relation or structure" was discovered. This approach

involves a compLex of logical, psychological, and didactic Issues'

whose solution will open the way for,a subject radidally different -/

f-rom the currently accepted'one, both 'In its content and in its

educational goals.
1

On the other hand, within the framework of the traditional
4

mathematics Course there are a nunlber Cf psychological and logical

issues which, if solved, will mean a morational "Lmpanionship"

of itk-basic units and an improvemeni in the way they are arranged

k from grade to grade (a change in the relationship between school

arlthmetic and algebra, for instance). Issues of this type are

discussed below.

FromILearning Capacity aild Age Level: Primary Grades, edited
by D. B. El'.1conin and V. V. Davytov, Ors777;, Prosveshchenie, 1966,

pp. 104-189. Translated by Anne Bigelow. '

4;n !the preceding section of this chapter we discussed the'

basea' on which this kind of academic subject might be structured.

+.#
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- 'The Origin Of Concepts eV Its Importance in

A. Structuring the'School Subject

. ,The mathematics course (excluding gdometry) in our ten-year
/

school is.actually broken down idto three basic.parte: arithmetic

' (gwades 1 to 5); algebra (grades 6 to 8), and elements of analysis

(grades 9 ,to 10). The basis for this subdivision is not clear.
. %

.Each.basic part has its own special mteChniques," of course.
,

eThose arithmetic, for iniltance, have to do with calculations

on num ers of several digits, those of algebra have to do. with

' identity transformatiens and finding,logarithms, and those of

analysis have to do with differentiation. But are there_deeper

bases stemming from the conceptual content of each part?

;e-Academician A. N. Kolmogorov has said, "The entire., r

structure of school algebra and all of mathematical analysis can
.

be erected on the ccimaept of real number. . . .." [13:101. At ihe

same time he made'this striking remark:

The 6algebra" being taught in high school, with
its approximate extraCtion of roots, its logarithms,
and so forth, is almost closer to a first chapter in
analysis (or in an introduction to it) than to pure
algebra proper. If moderd speciaXists in algebra,
succeed in convincing everyone of-the necessity of
interpreting the word "algebra" in the sense which
suits them aneWhich is fully ustified logically,

but which does. not conform atL4l to school trant
tion, then we are going to ha -to raise the question
.of renaMing the subject now being taught in high
school as algebra [13:101.2

Thus school: "algebra" is such in name only.. In fact there is

no essential difference between the seaond and 'third parts of the

2,MOdern ("pure") algebra studies algebraic structures isee the
brief description of them in the preceding section of the chapter
[the preceding article in this volume (Ed.)1).
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course (a number of the units of "algebra" in grades 6:to 8 are

preparatory to the transition' to analysis proper). Of-cqursd, the

actual relationship4etween "algekrf and analysis-is more complicated

.and confused, but this is because of the historical development of *

School mathematics as a-subject which attempted to

most diverie and at times contradictory demands.
3

This issue is toucheil upon in a study by Yak
4

who, on the one hand., notes that many concepts in

satisfy the.

S. Dubnov [6]

"algebra" lead

pupils directly toward the basic ideas of analysis .(suchconcepts.

as function, limit, and coordinate),.and on the other hand, laments

the lack of an organip relationship between "algebra" and."the

nei4 mathematccs" (anaysis). To emphasize the great need for

Achieving as c mplete a relationship here as possible',

The ew mathematics should be nol. an annex built
adjoin the traditional course, but another story

1111. on it, a superstructure for which the foundation
of thel-eaire building should be prepared well in

.'advance. We0thereby approach the problem of preparing
for analysis and analytie geanetry. The ideal
arrangement of mathematics instruction would make it
,impossible to. determine the point of transition figm

41. the Old mathematj.cs to the new [6:156].

As we see,it, a distinction needs to be made here between two

.things: the existence.in principle of a similarity between "algebra"

and analysis, and the degree to -which the relationship betoranalysis

and school "algebra," geometry, and trigonometry is actually achieved.

In traditional curricula the latter has not been,developed nearly

enough. The former matter, however, is firmly grounded on the concept

3
This is how one methods manual evaluates the content of

"Algebra": The school algebra course embodies separate issues
.of various mathematical sciences': algebra', theoretical.arithmetic,

and theory of numbers, and mathematical analysis. . This
all goes to show that the school algebra course does not reflect
the unity which may be seen to characterize the contemporary
state of algebra asa science. . . [14:243] (italics ours V. D.).



of real number. The follow,ing statement by Iblmogor cCestmencl.ng

on the position taken by, Henri Lebesgue is worth ting: "[Lebesgue]

is correct in his assertion that from the educati nal standpoint the

school has one indivisible task -- xhat of prov ing'as clear an

, 'understanding as possible of the concept of re number" [13:9-10].

The means of perfoMing this "indivisible tas obviously may be

varied, hut all of, them should be in keepin with the final goal

facing school "algebra."
4

The next question Concerns the basis for distinguishing between

school 4r1t1nmetit and algebra .(that is etween the first and'second

partaof the course). Arithmetic incl ds the study of natural

humbers (positive whole numbers) and, ractions (simpl fractions AN 7

decimals). Special analysis indicat s toWever, that it.is wrong

tocombinethesetypesefnumbersto,aaingle academic subject..

The Problenbis that these nuu.ers have different functions.

The natural numbers have to do w h counting Ojects, while frac'tions

concern the measurement of uan ties. This is very important to

realize in order to understand hat fractions (rational numbers) are

only a particular case of rea numbers.
5

he standpoint of e measurement of quantities, as

Kolomogo ov noted:

t.

4The basic difficul
bases and the form of in
Dubnov, fqr one; thought
in analysis, which begin
this theory is a "luxury
difficulty [6:1751. But

of direct exposition of
rather than the actual
of real number.

5 ,

!Tifeoretical ar
.d is t ingtilihed : complex
numbers), real, or mate
ratipal (whole numbers
numbers (and thus ratio
into posiftve and ne at
systems* hypercomplex

e herie evidently consists of finding the

s ruction.fo;."the concept of real number."
hat in tontrast to the university course
with the theory of material (real) numberh,
on the school level because of its .
he ptobably was questioning only the method
his mathematical theory through leLures,

eed for designing approaches to the concept

thmetio tflè following systems of numbers are
(real, or-material, numbers plus imaginary
ial (national_numbers plus irrational numbers),
plus fractions), and whole numbers. Real

al 'and whole numbers) other than 0 are divided
ve numbers (and besides ,these there are also

umbers) [91.
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There is not such a profound/distinction between
rational and irrational real numbers. For educational
reasons children keep.studying rational numbers for a
long time because they arp easily written asfractions .

but thejpe to which-they are put should lead immediat
1t43 real:.inumbers in all their generality [13:7].

Kolmogorov thinks Lebesgue's proposal of shifting imOdiateky ba

the origin'and logical nAture -of real numbers, after studIng natural

numbers, is justified both on its own merits and from tWstandpoint

of the historical development of mathematics. At the

r

ape time,.

aas Kolrogorov noted., "approaching the structuring of r t'll and )
,

. real numbers from the standpoint of the measurement offilliantities

no less scientific than, say, introducing rajtion0 num ats as ..
4

pairs," fr inetance. And for the school it has a de

[13:9].

i .

a

ered

ix4tte adva tage"

Thus th4e is a definite possibility that "the moei general

concept of number" (to use Lebesgue's expression), the4oncept of

real number,.can lot developed directly after a grounditiki.s given.

irvnatural (whole) nutbers. But'what this means in terMs of curriculum

'tidesign is no less than an end to th4 arithmetic of fractions as it

is interpreted in the school. The shift firom whole nUmbers to real

number" is a shift from arithmetic to "algebra," to layingthe

foundation for analysis.
7

6
This is the way Lebesgue describes his method of introducing

numbers: "We went directly from the concept of whole number to the
most general concept of number, without needing to use or, If You
wish, to isolate the ccincept of an ,exact.decimal or a! rational
number. . . In the very same way we shall go directly from an
operation on whole -numbers .to operations on general numbers. .

[13:27]. (italics ours V. D.).

7
We are not discussing the relationship between ,analysis and

thgiretica1 arithmetic (or its basis), which is definpd as the
scf-Ontific discipline which studieg the fundamental properties of
all nuMerical systems (or 'rather, which provides a logical.grounding
for them).
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The meaning of this shift ia hidden in actual teaching by the

feat that fractions are studied wit,hout particular attention to the

measurement of quantities. Fractions are given as rellifonships

betweep pairs of pumbers (although the methods manuals nominally

- acknowledge the Importance of the measurement Of quantitie*s).

As Kolmogorov indicated, intrOducing fractions in detail en the

basis of the measurementoof quantities inevitably leads "to real

numbers in all their generality"[0:7.1. But n feat this does not
At

usually happen, because the pupils are kept working with rational

numbers for a long time and are thereby,delayed from opming to
1

"algebra."

In other words, algebra in the school begins at th moment

when the conditions becode right for the shift from whole umbers

to.real numbers and to the expression of the resul s of measurement

in a fraction (a simple one and a finite decimal one and then an

infinite one).
8

a

Kolmogorov wrote:

Lebesgue's basic positive educational idea . 4 .

is that mathematical instruction at the various stages

Of learning can be completely un ied. The same

concepts, in basically the same fo first are

perceived visually through example then are formulated

more distinctly, and finally are subjected to careful

logical analysis.

Infinite decimals are the most table approach

to this unified expositiop, ao far as r al numbers are

concerned. In the elemeitary school, pupils are

introduced to the operation of measurement, they obtain

finite decimals fromi it, and they'study arithmetical'

operations on decimals. The idea that a number may also

8
This definition differs substantially from the widely held

opinion that "algebra" begins with the introduction of letters

as symbols (this i exPressed distinctly, for instance, in the

following statement.by V. L. Goncharov: "Arithmetic.teaches the

use of numbers, while al ebra teaches the use of letters and

formulas" [8:181). Letter Is, of 6ourse, are of primary

.
significance, but in themselves -- without a change in the

conceptual foundation -- they cannot be the basis for a new

"subject."
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be expressed in au infinite fractiOtt is first
,..._

broached with the example of periodic.,tractions
which occur in division. In'high schoOl, the
precision of measurement is discussed i veater

,detail, the complete correspondence betw el;Opoints
-Qn a semistraight line and infinite decima A
established, the general concept of real n

Li

is formulated, and the existence of irr
-numbers is proven. A logically rigor a expo Omp
along the same general principres i's presented \ \., .

in the final year of high school or in the univdtsi*
[13:14-15].

.These approaclies to introducing real numberrare intereating

from the standpoint of educational psychology as milch as anything.

The "vi 1" and "manipulative" approach and. the "logical" apprOach,
4.

to a concept'not only are not juxtaposed here,.but ip fact ar-&.

gthietiCally connected. The logical approach, essential in the

concluding stage of the formation of a concept, becomes.evident

'by the first stage. The genuine unity of mathematics instruction

in the*hool ig thus ensured.

The initial steps in unification may include being introduced

to the operation Of measuring, obtaining finite decimals', and studying

the operations on them. If the students have already learned this

form for recording the results ofsmeasuring, it serves as the basis

for the idea that a number may also be ekpressed by an infinite

fraction.
9

And it is advisable that this basis be established

during the elementary school years.
10

9
Of course, practical measurements are always taken only to

a finite degree of accuracy4 and in order to arrive at a flositive
confirmation of the irrationality of a relationghip . .it is
necessary to go to a higher level of abstraction than the one
which corresponds to the naive'approximate measurement of quantities.
But the possibility of expreseng a relationship between two
quantities.by means of the relationship betweeh two whole numbers
is a chance circumstance, even in the first steps of naive measurement
. . .7i7III-71(italics ours -- V. D.

10
In presenting Lebesguets "curriculum," Kolmotrov has the

meleentiity school of..the French educational systal- n mind, but
there are no significant age-level differences between it and our
elementary school.

441.
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If the concept of fraction (rational number) is removed from

school arithmptic, the diViding line between aiithmetic and

"algebra" will be the difference between whole and real numbers.

It is what "chops up" the mathematics course into two parts. We

have here not a simple difference but a fundamental "dualism"

of...sources -- counting and measurement.
(

By following Lebesgue's ideas regarding the "general concept

of number," it is possible to unify mathematics teaching completely,

but only after the child has been introduced to both cOunting and

whole (natural) number. Such a preliminary introduction may last

varying lengths of time (it is definitely too prblonged in the

traditional elementary cur\r u1S) and elements of practical-measure-

ment may even be,brought into the beginning arithmetic course (as

is done in the curriculum). But none of this eliminates the

difference in the bases of arithmetic and "algebra" as academiC

"Subjects. The "dUalism" of the points of departure also keeps the
. .

sections of the arithmetic ceurse wbich haVe to do with. the measure-.

ment of quantities and the transitibn to real fractions from really
.

being effective (this apparently is the main reason little attention
%

ha's been paid to Lebesgue's'ideas). Curriculum designets and
.

methodologists are striving to preserve the etability4"and "purity"

of arithmetic as a school subject.
11

The main.reascin mathematicia

teaching presents arithmetic (whole number) first, and then '!e,lgebra"

(real nuMber) is the difference of sources.
, .

This approach seems completely natural and unalterable, and

besides, it is justified by many years' experi6fice in the teaching
i

of mathematics. But certain logical and psychological matters make

it imperative that this rigid schemeof presentation be analyzed

mor: carefully.

In a certain sense school arithmetic can be seen as a very

simple copy'of. number theory, the study.of natural numbers which

remained completely independent even after the broader idea of

re4 number was conceived (see [13:81).
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The fact is tha't even though these numbers are quite different

in form, they ar'e still numbers that is, one particular form

in which quantitative relationships are represented. First, if

it ikassumed that the sources and functions of whol nuMbers and

real numbers are absolutely different,.how can the fact that both

are "numerical in form" be explained? Second, if the real

numbers are based on the whole (natuAl) numbers but their sources

are fundamentally different, then how is such a "basis," 4uch a

relationship possible? Third, if a special "numeriCal form" of

representation exists, then may it not be assumed, that such a

.1 'numerical form" has a seurce of its own which is relatively

independent of "particular" forms of numbers and is the forerunner'

of them?

That whole 4nd real numbers are "numbers" is reason to assume 43i

that the very,differences between counting and measuremeht are

oiiginally derivative-1n nature. They have a single- qource which

corresponds to the very form of number. Knowing the characteristics A

of this single basis of counting and measurement helpsone to

understand more clearly the conditions in which they origi7ated

and the relationshiP between them.

In order to discover the source of the form ofAiumber, one

must make a special analysis of the problems man has which he cannot

solVe without determining the numerical characteristics of some

object (through these.problems one may establish that numbers are

necessary and determine why they are). In another study [2] these

.problems were examined in detail. It was concluded that, in its

general form, number has to'do with the need for indirect comparison

and assembling of objects. A person may satisfy this need only by
_

first isolating and somehow,makihg a model of the divisibility of

the object as a whole by its part (the Object may be discontinuous

or continuous). When a person is searching fbr this'relationship,

he is performing a specific operation.. It is the result of it that

'is represented id the form of a standard aggregate of units

(objects and words) which comprise a particular number [2:54-80).
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Isolating the "whole" and the "part" depends-on the particular-

"element" of an aggregate (if it is neCe-ss4ry to assemble discon-

tinuous objects). In one problem this element may be the part

through which the required relationship is foUnd, while, in another

problem the very same element will no longer be-the basis of the'

relationshii(the basis may now be'either a group of separate

elements, or a part of the one element, or something else).

But by performing this operation on different objects and

substituting one basis .(or yart) for another, one learns to

distinguish,the characteristics of these objects and the standard

methods of determining their parts. Work on discontinuous .

objects brings one to a special "technique" counting,, which is

the tool of the study of whole numbers, and, at the same time,

produces the concept of ole number.. Performing the 4eration on

pontinuous objects results in measurement and real number.
12

But developing different "techniques" for performing the same

initial 4111htion subsequently conceals.this common basis which in

turn creates the semblance of a "dualism" of whole and real numbers.

If a person learns these concepts as eompletely finished and

theoretically.formulated products, he s far removed from their

'sources, not only from their "distanto es but even from their

"nearest" ones. Such seems to be a stand d'phenomenon in the

formation of concepts and in work with them on the theoretical level.
4

,A01

4.

12
Certain writers have noted the connectiOn between the method

by which numbers are formed and the establishment of the relation-
ship of the whole and the part; they have indicated two "ITirWI

of objects in which this relationship is Atablished; and they
have found measurement to be the most repigbentative form in
which this operation may be expressed. Descartes wrote, for instance:
"The method by which numbers are formed is, properly speaking,-a
special form'of measurement. . . Considering the parts in their
relation to the whole is calculation; on the other hand, considering

.the whole aS "diVided into parts is measuringxit" [4:151).

"The unit of measurement is that universal property (nature)
to which . . all 'things which are being compared to eadh other
should be applied. . . There are only two types of things
which can be compared to each other: sets and quantities" [4:152-153].
(We should note that by sets Descartes meant discontinuous objects,
and by quantities he meant continuous objects.)
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Koltntgorov gave a vivid description of thif "obliviousness" to

the origin of mathematical concepts:

Mathematicians who already know A finished
mathematical theory are inclined to be ashamed
of its origins. In contrast to the crystal,
clarity 'of the development of the theory, .

beginning with its already finished basic-concepts
and assumptions, it seems,-an unsavory and dis-
tasteful job to rummage into their origins [13:10].

With this attitude toward the origin of his own concepts, the.

theoretician, (probably for reas6ns of his Own) is detached from even
1

their closest specific sources and strives to work with "finished,"

"pure" concepts which,-in principle, i4 possible. "The entire

structure of school'algebra and all of matheMatical analysis,"

Kolmogorov wrote, "can be erected on the concept of real number

without any reference at all to the measurement of.specific

quantities (length, areas, periods of time, and so forth)" [13:10].13.

Special "rummagjng" is needed just to aetermine the relationship

between real number and. the measurement of 'quantities, to saYnothing

of more proforma relationships. Questions concerning the necessity

of determining such relationships and the significance of knowing

the origin of concepts to the science itself and to the related

school subject'arise. Howevdt, analysis shows that if concepts are

divorce& from their_sources, in certain conditions, they may lose

their content which h s an effect on research. Kolmogorov supported

Lebesque's view:

.Lebesgue shows ow forgetting the actual origin
of cncepts may lead he researcher astray even in a
Ourely scientific fie d. . Thus the striogle to
restore to mathematical concepts their original
material content occupies center of attention
threughout his book. me the basic interest of
hisibook lies in this struggle [13:11].

13
The possibility of working this way 'with a concept.has itself

developed in the history of science and necessitates certain logical
means. N. Bourbaki noted one of the aspects of this: "In his .

lectures Weierstrass acknowledges the logical interest presented by
a complete separation of the concept of real number from the theory
Of quantities" [1:155]. (Weierstrass was a German mathematician
whose studies in the area' of real. numbers date from the'second

half of the nineteenth century).
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The fact is; "obliviousness to the real origin of concepts"

nay also be observed ill the way theaschool subject is set up.

The authors of textbooks and methods manuals try not to linger

over the sources of concepts but to get'pupils to wark with the

concepts themselves as soon as possible, especially as there_are
#

opportunities for this.

Kalmogorov wrote:

A constant trend manifests itself with
varying boldness at the varioUs stages bf
instruction: to get through with the introduction
to numbets.as soon as possible and then to talk
only about numbers and the relationships between
them. Lebesgue is protesting against this trend
[13:10]. .

What is the.reason for this protest, and of what importance is

"an introduction to numbers".(and to(Other matters) in setting up

the subject properly? Here is what Kolmogorov has to say: "The'

problem is not specific defects, but rather that divorcing mathe-.

matichl concepts from their .origins, in teaching, resUlts in a

course with a complete absence of principles and With defective logie:'

[13:10] (italics ours.-- 'Unquestionably he.has stated the

essence of the matter succinctly here.
14

It is complicated and difficult to keep the origin of _concepts

in mind in setting up the entire-academic subject: The material

ontent of concepts which acquired their theoretical form long in

the past needs special.analysis, as do .the walS of "transforming"
a

this content into a genuine concept (we need only recall the

difficulties'which arise in solving'these problems with regard to

14We have .purposely quoted extensively in this section from '

Kolmogorov's preface to Lebesgue's book. We think that his evaluation
of Lebesgue'i position, as well as his own ideas about such matters N.

as the content of the school mathematics course and the role of
analysis of the origin of concepts in setting up the school subject
are still of prime importance. Although this preface 'was first

published in 1938 (date of the first edition of Lebesgue's book),
101is ideas, in our view, have not been used nearly enough either by
methodologists or.by psychologists (see the study by Dubnov [6:134-135],
in which he notes the role of tebesgue's ideas in contemporary methods

of mathematics teaching).
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whole numbers and fractions, for instance). The academic subject

organize with this requirement in mind will be structure4,differently

from the traditional one, sincarconsiderable space ill it will be taken

up by sections introducing the child to a concept.

But let us return to the issue we raise0 earliel' about the

connection between school arithmetic and algebra. We have advanced

the assumption'that whole and real numbers.have a common root and

that their differences are derived from the particular way in which
II

numerical form" is used_.to represent thNelationship of whole
<-

and part. What are the characteristics of this "root," and might
*

the child's introduction to such characteristics be made a special

section of the elementary mathematics course, 2receding the study

of numbers? Attempts shall be made to answer these questions

concretely aa we go along. Right now it might,be noted that we are

asking them in order to find a way to introduce numbers so as to

ensure that there will be no "Great Wall of,China" between whole

numbers and fractions (real numbers, that is) later, and that the

differences between them will not become absolute. This preliminar

section should provide the basis for studying numbers'in theti'

orzanic relationship to.each other and should be without that

break in time and in mode of introduction that one finds in the

traditional courses.

In other words, we are talking about doing away with the "dualism"

of whole and real numbers thereby making it possible to minimize the

break between arithmetic and "algebra." This in turn will facilitate

the genuine unity of mathematics teaching on all levels beginning

with the primary grades.
15

15
On p.g14 wc cited Kolmogorov's view that introducing the

operation of measurement and finite decimals to children even in
the primary grades is essential to achieving this unity. We
believe-that this introduction needs to be .pomprehensive, starting
in the first grade; then certain provisions must be maae for a
subsequent "natural"_tLansition from whole numbers to fractions.

111,
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If the goal of school mathematicsjs to develop "as clear an

understanding as possible of the idea of real nutber," this' goal

should be visible in the child's first ventures into mathematics.

Rather thambe at variance (as is often observed), the foundations

of elementary knowledge shoUld.be "prestressed" in prepiration for

the building which will fulfull this goal. -We are not talking .

St

about Starting with the "goal" but about having it dictate the .

baSic development of the entire school mathemativ course.0.from

,its "ABC's"

attempt.must be

ut in order to determine these "ABC's" a special

de to discloge their material sources, which,

as a rule, are not appaient to the'people who work with the finished

concepts. If Kolmogorov's advice is followed, this is the very

, time "the distasteful jqb of rummaging" into the origins of the
,

basic concepts and adsumptions should not be shunned.

Where are.we to turn, then, to find thetommon root of the

branching tree of numbers? First it is necessary to 'analyze the

concept of quantity. .True, "quantity" leads directly toanother

term.7- "meastirement." 'Bilt this doea not eliminate the possibility

that "quantity" may have a certain meaning on its own. It may be

concluded from miamining this aspect of thd mattet that, on the, .

one hand, measurement is,related to 'counting, and on the other, that

operating with numbers is related to certain general:mathematical

relationshipa and prineiples. And so, what is "quantity" and of
,

what iaterest is it in setting up:the elementary sections of school

mathematics?

The Concept of Quantity and its Place

in the'School Mathetatics Course

In spite' of the widespread use of the term "quantity," there is

little agireement among.mathematicians as to whether it is correct oi

advi.sable to use it either 'far:scientific purposes' or in teac

Ya. S. Dubnov has written:
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:
In cotrast to "number,' the ,ert "quantity"

. .

not only has.not become stabilized in teaching;
.. . .

' but cdpuot even be said to'have been satisfactorily
defined. We are fo'iced to Conclude that the term
"quantity" is becom4ng Obsolete, just as the term
kalichestvo rnamber, quantity; amoust" '-- Trans.'"
began to disappear from mathematical discourae

.. not ao iong ago (. ., . although it has been
,

. retained,'of.course, in general, scientific termi-
,

nology0'such-ae'philosophical terminOlogy)
[6:1410 142-1431.

. ---...

\gN
True, the meaning of il.the term has not been stabized, but.

this L .fiself is 'no basIs forifinullifying" the term. The question

is not the term, of course (actually it could be any term), but

the concept bed* it. Fro
.1114

Dubnov's brief remarks it is difficult

to ascertain what is becomlkobsolete -- the term, because of its-
.

"itstabilitY," or the concept, because it is inadequate to: the

-thing (one may conclude from indirect remarks that it is the latter,

howeVer). Thp issue here, apparently, is not only the suitability

of.the term but a change,in the content of the.concept which was

once,desiinatea aat"quantity." Certain properties of objects once

'dirAtly referred to by-this term haZre now become only specific

aspects of cracterstics which Were discovered later but are more
Amb

fundaMent and are 4esignated by otlar terms. Ihe old term may

'lose.its meaning, but the properties it formeay specified still

remain, lasing only their^ former "place:" This is a typical case-
.

. of the rEmOVal of new coricepts from their real sources, for as

a ierm ltdisappears," anyproperties of pagzts it may have.suggested
t

are sometimesoreduced to a mintmum. Thia fact needs o aken-'

T-
into account as qne investigates the originikd material contelit of

mathematical concepts.

All the same on may take iisue with the pessimistic view of

the fate of the term "q ity," for it is still widely used in

theoretical and educational works-(see Lebesgue's book [13] or

E. G. Gonan's [9], for instance). So'far as the.concepimeant by
41"

t
1.

*CS
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it- is concerned, we believe that there is nA. basis for.ahelving

'it. in fact, mathematicians characterize At as follows:.

APpantity is one of the basic mathematical
concepts Whose meaning has'undergone a nUmber
of generalizations in the course of the

' development of mathematics [12040].

This . . theory -- the idea of quantity --
plays a key role in la)qng the groundwork for all of
mathertics [10:1091.

Furthermore, the meaning,of this concept cannot be said to be

unslisfactorily-defined," either. Kolmogorov has given a clear

description of "quantity" [121, and Kagan
16

and other authors /hhave

defined and. analyzed.this concept in detall'in their studies. Kagaelt,

'approach to the problem of quantity is examined first,-since it is

the.clearest and most Consistent. c

in common usage the term "quantity" is related to the 'concepts

of "equal to," "more than," and "lesa than," which' are used to describe

Oe most varied qualities (such as length,,density, temperature, or 1

whiteness). Kagan wonders what cotmon properties these concepts

16Kagan spelled out his theory of quantity in an essay written
in 1917 (the full version is in an anthology [103). But he apparently
believed that the basic views he had formulated abbut quantity
retained their significance, because he presented gas essay in
condensed form in one of'the chapters of the second part of The
Fundamentals of Geometry, which came out in the fifties (after his
death, as a matter of fact).

17
Dubnov notes the exi tence oe axioms for the concept of

quantity (see Kolmogorov's article [12]). Butrin the first place,
he believes that it is out of the questiop to present this complex
theory in school (no doubt he means a strictly theoretical presentation), .
and second, he doubts the very necessity for a generalizing concept
of quantity for either geometry or physics [6:142]. He differs on,
this matter with those who still think that a general concept of ,

quantity is proper and possible. (Unfortunately, bubnov set forth
his interOretation of quantity so briefly that we,are prevented from
fully understanding the range of his real ideas concerning this problem.)

\
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possess. Heshows that they involve.aggregates or sets of uniform

objects (such ?aTh aggregates of ,all straight lines, weights,

or velocities)1 to ich, when their elements are compared, the

teths "more thail," "equal-to," and "less than" may be applied.

A set of objects becomes a quant ity only when criteria are

established by whicip one may determine, with regard to any erements

A and B of the set, whether A is equal to B, more than B, or.less

than .B. 0Ae and only one of the relationships:

* A = B, A > B, A < B

will hold true for any two elements A and B. These statemen'ts

constitute a eomplete diijunCtion (at least one is true but each

excludes all the others).

'Kagan distinguished the following eight basic properties of the

concbpts "equal to," "more than," and "less than."

1. At least one of the relationships
A = B, A < B, or A > B is true.

2. If A = B is true, then A < B will
not be true.

3. If A = B is true, then A 5- B will
not be true.

.

4. 'If'A B andmE = C, then A = C.

5. If A > B'and B > C, then A > C.

6. If A < B and B < C4/11;:eTil A < C.

7. Equality is a reversible relationship:
B = A always follows from A = B.

8. Equality is a reflexive relationship:
No matter what element A is,of the set under

'consideration, A = A.

The first three statements characterize the disjunction of the

basic relationshiRs "=," ">" and "<." Statements 4, 5, and 6

characterize,the transitivity for any three elements A, B, and C.

The final two statements characterize only equality, its reversibility

and its reflexivity. Kagan (following S. 0. Shatunovskii) calls these

eighjbasic statements postulates of comparison, on the bkis of which

a number of other properties of quantity may be deduced.
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Kagan described these deduced properties in the form of eight

theorems:

1. The relat4onship A > B excludes the'

, relationship B > A (A < B excludes B < A).

2. If A > B, then B < A (if A < B, then

B > A).

3. If A > B is true, then A < B is not true.

4. 1f Al , A2 A

- then A A
. A= An,

= .

1 n

5. If A
1

> A
2'

A
2
> A . . ., A

n-1
> A

n
,

,then Al > An.

If A
1

< A
2'

A
2
< A

3'
. A

n-1
< A

n
,

then Ai < A
n

7. If A = C and B = C, then A.. -'B.

\ 8. If theiequality or inequality A = B, or

A.> B, or A < B is true, then it will not be
destroyed if we replace one of its elements with an
element'equal to it (what occurs here is a correlation

of the types: if A = B and A = C, then C = B; or if
A > 1 and A = C, then C >-.13, and so forth).

The postulates'of comparison and the theorems, Kagan indicated,

afcover all the properties of Ile concepts "equal to," "more than,"

and "less than" waich are applLable in mathematics regardless of

the individual properties Of the set to whose.elements we apply tbem

in variaus particular cases" [10:95].

The proPerties indicated in the postulates and theorems may be'

used to describe many other aspects of objects besides the ones

. commonly assoclotted wiAl "equal to,","more than," and "less than"

(they describe the relationship "ancestor -- descendant," for

instance). In describing thehl a general point of view.may be adopted

and any three forms of, say, the relationships a, B, and y may be

examined from the standpoint of these postulates and theorems (also,

it is possible to determine whether and under what conditions these

relationships satisfy the postulates and theorems).

a
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'Such a property of things as hardness, for.instance,(harder,

softdi, or identical hardness), of ihe sequence ofo'events in time

(following., Prededing, simulikaneous) may be eXamined from this

standpoint. In all these instances the relationships a,.13, and y

are given a specific interpretation. When we choose a set of bodies

which will have these relationships, and when we 4solate attributes

lewhIch a, and y may be characterized, criteria of comparison

for this set of bodies are being determined (in many cnstances it,

is not easy to dd in practice). Kagan wrote: "In establishing

4- criteria of comparison, we art converting a set into a quantity"

[10:101].

Real objects maiS, be examined from the standpoint of 'Various

criteria. For instance, a group of people may be studied according.

to the order in.which each of its members was blown. Another

criterion might be the relative positiOn of thir heads when they

are standing next to each other on the same horizontal surface. In

each4of these cases the group will become a quantity with the

appropriate designation -- age, or height. In practice, what is

usually designated as quantity is not the set of elements itself

but a new concept introduced*-to distinguish criteria of comparison.

-This is the rigin'of sucb concepts-as "volume," "weight," and

"electrical tension." Kagan wrote:
-

Thua fer the mathematician, a quantity is fully
defined when the set of elements and the criteria of
comparison have been indicated [10:107].

A-40antity is thus any set for the elements'of
which criteria of comparison have beenre-171shed
which satisfy postulates 1 to 8 [10:1011.

Kagan views the natural series of numbers as a very important

example of mathematical quantity. From the standpOint of such a

criterion of comparison as the position occupied.by numbers in a

series (occupying the same place, coming after . . precediu),

this series satisfies the postulates and is therefore a quantity.
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According to the same criteria of comparison, an aggregate

of fractions also becomep a quantity. Correctly determining the

criteria of comparison for the set of irrational numbers (to make

it into a quantity) "isjrbe basis of modern analysis" [10:104).

This, according to him, is:the conient of the theory of

quantity, which plays Such an important par\in the basis of all

mathematics (we might add that' in his essay Kagam proves that the

poeixulates of comparison are consistent but Independent).

Bourbaki regards the stfucture of order as one of the three

basic mathematical structures. The relationship which determines it

between the two elements x and is given the general.designation

xRy.l. But it is most frequently expressed by the words "x is less

than or equal to y." The following axioms govern this relatioship:

(a) for all x, xRx; (b) from the jielationships xRy and yRx, it

follows that x y; (c) from the relationships xRy and yRz, it

follows that xRt. The set of whole numbers and the set of real

numbers, for instance, have this structure, "with the symbol "<"

being substituted for R here" [1:252]. Bourbaki remarks esiiecially

.that one axiom is absent here, th2 one concerning a property which

Itseems inseparable from the concept of order we use'in everyday

life: "whatever x and y are, either xRy or yRx will be true" [1:252].

The three axioms citech,above apply to all the forms of the

relatiorNhip of order, including the ca e where the elements may

turn out to be incomparable (whowe X and Y"3,Lgnify subsets and XRY

sigilifies "X is contained in Y," for instanCe, or wher2 x and y are

natural\numbers and xRY signifies "y is divided by x"). But by

adding a7Jourth axiom to them, a special case of the relationship

of order is isolated -- the relationship of com arable elements so

tyften observed in "everyday life."

The relationship-which (according to certain criteria of
t

comparison) Kagan says describes quantity is a particular instance

of the structure of order. Only the relationships designated by

the symbols "," "," and "<" figure in Kagan's postulates; nothing
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is mentioned about any operations with the elements involved. In:

contrailt, theaxioms:Kolmogorov gives (12) contain the proper4ies of

addition and well as the'propertiea-of comparability..

First, Kolmogor say' that as mathematica has developed,

the rneaningof the concept of quantity has undergone a nuMber of

generalizat ns. The properties of quantities now called positive

scalar quantities, to distinguish them from subsequenc generali-

zatUons, were deicribed even in Euclid's Elements. Kolmogorov

gives the-axioms for these quantities and-notes that the original

ponception of them waa'actually a direct generalization of more

concrete notions: length, area, volume, weight,.and so forth. Each k

.specific type of quantity is related to a particular method a
comparituk physical bOdiLes or othe'i objects (in geometry, for instance*,

segahts are ccimpared by means of superposition).

A relationship of inequality is established in:the system of

all. uniform quantities. ;r1 the case of lengths, areas,volumes, and

weights,how the meaning of the operation of addition is established

iS known. The relationship a < b and the operation a + b

possess the following properties:

1. Whatever a and b are, one and only one
of the three relationships a - b, a < b, dr.b < a
holds true.

2. If a < b%nd-bi< c, then a < c.(the

transitivity of the relkionship).

3. For-my two quanrities a and b there .

exists a singtOlgaticuiar quantity c to which .

a +.b is equal,.

A,

4. a +1 b + a (the commutativiv of
additibn).

5. a + (b + c) (a + b) + c (the

associativity of addition).

6. a + b > a (the monotony of addltion).

0
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7. If a > b, then there exists one and only
one quantity c for which b + ,c a (the possibility
of subtraction).

8. Whatever the quantity a and the natural
numbef n are, there exists a quantity b such that. .

nb a (Uae posSibility of division).

9. Whatever the quantities a an b areA\there
exists a natural number n suoh that a <

1

10. If the sequence of quantities

al < a2 < a3 < < < b
3

<
.<

b
1

possesses the property that for any quantity c with a
large enough number n,

n n

then there exists one single quantity x which is larger
than all a and smaller than all b

n.
(the property of

continuity51..

Kolmogorov writes: '"Properties 1-10 defined the totally modern

concept of the system of positive scalar Q [quantities]....If we

ehoose some quantity P.Pas the unit of measurement tn this system,

then all other Q of the system are repreSented identically by

where a is a positive.real number" [12:340].

The stem of all real numbers possesses all the properties of

scalar quan ities, so therefore "it is quite right to call the real g

nu rs t elves quantities. It is particularly appropriate when

quantities are being discussed. . . This is a lo*ical

point of view: Numbers are particular cases of Q just as lengths,

volumes and so'forth are, and like all Q can be both variable a

constant" [12:341].

-If Kagan's postulates are compared with the first and second

properties of Kolmogorov's axians, we can see that what the axioms

express in brief form (first and foremost, the complete disjunction

18
The theoty of the measurement of quantities developed by

the ancient Greek mathematicians is based on the ninth property
along with the More elementary properties 1-8 (see r12:3401).
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and the transitivity of relationships) in essence is systematically

expanded in the postulates. But in addition, the axioms-include a..

number of other very important properties'of qUintities pertaining

.to the possibility.and identity of addition, to its commutativity,

associativity,and monotony, and also to the possibility of subtraction

..(prOperties 3 to 7).

It is worth noting that what these properties are describing

is quantities (positive scalar ones), which maylbe discussed apart'

from and before being expressed in numbers. That is, if these

properties are kept in mind one can work with real lengths, volumes,

weilts, periods of time, andiso forth (having first established

.these parameters on Objects according to,criteria,of Opmparisonf

of course).

In working with quantities (it is adviSable to designtit

their particular values 12: letters), a complex system of tranefor-

mations can be produced through which the relations among próperties

of the quantities can be determined. In producing Ontansformations,
:/.

one may move irom equality to inequality and perform addition (and .

subtraction) -- With the commutative and associative properties as

a guide in the addition. For instance, if the relatibnship A =.B,

is given, then kridwing B .A can be /f help in "solving" problems.

As another example, given the relationships A > B and B C, one

llan conclude that A > C. Or again, since for A > B there exists

sime C such that A =. B + C, it is possible to find .the difference

between A and .B -3 C). All these transformations can be

performed on physical bodies and other objects when one has established

criteria of comparison'and the correspOndence between the Particular

% rSlationships*and the Postulates of comparison.

The following point deserves special attention. Properties

to 6 of the opTation of addition describe what Bourbaki defines

ao..algebraic struCture.19 Actually, the relationship which yields
- .

sthe description of this and the other structures .on pp. 79-80.
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this'structure is a function. That is, it is a relation between'

.twv elements such that a-third 1.6 determine4..(1aw of compositian

If'for any quantities a and b there exists a third c (not.

necessarily different from a'or 1) to which a +.b is equal, then

this is a very simple case oi composition, which possesses two

inner laws-- commutative and associative (according.to the .

operation of addition. Furthermore, with the introduction of the

eighth property, which pertains ta/multiplication, it becomes

possible to apply composition to that operation as well). The

axioms cited above thus,describe -quantity both according to the

relationship of order and according ,to the relationship designated

as function (or composition). These are important general

mathematical relationships [1:252]'.'

Let us examine properties 8 to 10. The concept'of natural

number does not explicitly appear before the eighth axiom, which

establishes the possibility of division. For any qUantity a and

,

natural number n therg elgsts a quantity b such that 114:= a. This

formula can be transformed so that division goes from possible to
a

actual: n -- where n is a natural number. ,If the abstract
b'

meaning of this formula is compared(with the actual proceas'of

finding the relationship between qu;iiErties a and b, one may

conclude that a natural number can be ol;tained not only by !'counting"

but also by "dividing" the quantities, which in fact is the simplest

way of measuring them.
20

The latter fact .is of special importance becaUse it rules out

the excessive contrasting of quantity to 'natural (Whole) number".
.

There is a more profound connection between quantity and natural

number -- through a chain of intermediate links -- than is customarily

20
0f interest in this connection is the following statement from

M. E. Drabkina's 1:)a-about the foundations of arithmetic: "The
'notion of the first natural numbers appeared at the earliest ktages
of human development In connection with counting the objects in
some aggregate,and has to do with the measurement of quantities
which contain the unit ofvmeasurement a whole number of times"
-41:5] (italics ours --'V. D.).

k1/2
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assumed in traditional methods of.teaching. Particular attention

needs to be given to the bases of the connections between counting

-and measurement and between natural (whole) number and the

properties of quantities. The connection between the properties

of disContinuons:sets and those objects which turn.ifito A quantity

under certain conditions also becomds particularly importanti

Real number is based on positive scalar quantities, the concept

of whlieh is defined by all ten of the properties. Same of the

properties are essential tZ0 natural hambers as well. It is

striking that natural numbers, fracOons (rational numbers), and

teal numbera:themselves can be represented as quantities (both

Kagan and Kolmogorov mention this).

It may be concluded from the material cited above that natural

and-real num*s ate equally closely related to'quantities and

. certain of their essea41. cllaracteristics (properties 1 tp .7).
-,-

Might not the child study these and the other propertiea es a- .

.,.

special topic before he is introduced to the numerical forM for

describing "he relationship -tetween quantities? These properties

Could be'the basis,for a subsequent detailed inttoduction to
.... .

_

number and'its various forms (fractions in particular) and such

concepts s coordinates and function, even in the earlyigrades.
, /

This ntroductory section could consist of an introduction

."to physical objects and erieeria for comparing them,Swith quantity

being distinguished as a subject for Mathematical conAderation.

Further, it could be an introduction to methods of camparison,

symbolic means for desigdating the results, and methods of analyzing'

the general properties of quantities. This section needs tobe

expanded into a relatively detailed curriculum and, mpst impoitant,

this curriculitm needs to be related to actions the child can perform

in order to learn the-material (in a suitable form, of course). At
t

the same time we need to determine experimentally whether seven-year-

old children are capable, of mastering this curriculum and whetherc

it is advisable to introduce it, from the standpoint of attempting

to bring arithmetic and elementary algebra together in subsequent

mathematics teaching in the primary-grades.
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The Experimental:Introduction of tpp..Concept

of.Qualat;Xy in the First Grade

The Content of the Experimental Curriculum

Up to now.the discussion has been theoretical and has involved

clarifying the mathematical basis for an elementary section v a

course designed to introduce the child to the basic properties of

quantities (before number is specif*ally introduced). However,

for several yearg Instruction has actually been organized according

to such a curriculum for this section and used in qur research in

experimental classes. So the curriculum described below has been

'influenced 1;) the results of exp 1 instruction by one or

.another of its-preliminary variants. <

...,;,.. I
,.!...- The basic properties of quantities were described earlier. It

- ;:-,,'','!,. ;

.

S'144ertseess, of course, to give seven-year-old_children "lettures".

q.40ibee'Oroperties. A way had to be found*for the c ildren to
,-.:! :,

*IC with thetinstructional material so that they could,fi st.

iscover these properties in the things around them, and then
-

learn to designate'the properties using certain symboli and to carry

out an elementary mathematical analyisis of the relationships they

had found..

Thus-the curriculum shquld contain first, an indicetion of the

properties of the subject which are t be learned; second, a

description of the teaching materials, and thixd the most 410

important psychologically -- a description. oilie operations by means

of which the child distinguishes the particular properties of the

subjepelind learns them. These "components" rd6ke up the curriculum

in the t te sense of the'word.211

It eems reagonable to spell out the specific features of our

curricul and its "components" by describing the actual instruction

.

21
It.s uld be noted that curricula are usually reduced to a

list of topics with everything else being designated as methods.
Thid division se 0 wrong to us, at least for new material which

is only being experimentally tested.
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process and ita results. An outline of the curriculum and its

'main topics are give with a-brief statement concerning the

basis for each top c and an explanation of it.

Topic I -- Comparing and assembling objects (according to

length, volume, yeight, composition, and other parameters).

1. PraCtical problems of comparing and assembling.

2. Isolating attributes (criteria) by which the same
objects may be compared or assembled.

3. Verbal designation of these attributes ("by length,"
.,7_1bq weight," and so forth).

These problems are solved on instructional material (such as

boards or weights) by choosinga "similar" object, and reproducing
?

(constructing? a "similar" object according to.the parameter

designated.

Topic 11,7- Comparinz objects and designating the-results_in

a formula of equOlity or inequality.
Jaw

1. Problems of comparing objects and designating
the results symb0140ally. 22

2. Verbgl designation of the results of a '

comparison (the terms "more than," "less tha
and "equal to"). The written symbols ","
"< " and "=."

3. Making a drawing'to designate the results of
a comparison (first a "copy," and then an
"abstr tion" -- using lines).

4. Using letters to designate the objects being

compared. Wrikting down the results of a
comparison using the.formulas: A - B, A < B,

A > 8.23'

22
We discuss this problem specifically '(as distinguished from

Practical problems of coMparing and assembling, for instance)
elsewhere [2:67-68].

23
Various letters of the arssian alphabet (p,rinted capital

letters) were used in the formulas. The children were introduced

to the Latin dlphatet during the second semester.
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41"

a

5. The impossibtlity of' using 'different formulas
to deaignatethe:results of 4 comparison. The

choice of a particular formula for a Liven,
tesult (the cOmEkte disjunction of the relation-
°Ships more thMT; less than, and equal to).

110
Topic

1-

III -- The properties of equality and inequality.

.1. The reversibility and reflexivity of equality
,.

(if A = B, then B = A; A = A).z4

2. The connection between the relationships "morel
than" and "less than" in inequa ities hen
the sides being compared are "tran posed"
(if A > B, then Bi A, and so.forth).

. Transitivity as a property of equality and
inequality: if.A = B, and B = C, then A = C;
if A > B, and B > C, then A > C; if A < B,
and B C, then A.< C.

v
The shift from evaluating the properties of
equality and inequality, using physical objects,
to having only letter formulas available.25 The

solution of varied problems.which require a
knowledge of these proiWities (for instance,
problems involving the conneg4ion bAtween
relationships, such as: Given A > B, and B = C;
'find,the relationship between'A and C).

Topic' IV The operatien of addition (mut subtradtt:

1. Observations of changes in objects in one or-anbther

. parameter.(such as volume, weight, length, or time).
Representation of increase and decretse with the
symbols "+" and "-" (plus and -minus).

24
To explain the curriculum we are using some mathematical terms

we did not give the children (we shall indicate the range of
terminology used by them.in our description of the actual teaching °

done according to this curriculum).

125 Independent work with letter formulas is not new. But it

was given particular at.tention here, end it has been systematized .

and stabilized.
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2. ppsetting a prev4usly established equalit9'
by changing one or the'other of its sides.
The .shift.from equalityto inequality.26.
WritinglorMulas of the type: if A = B,'
then A +.,K B; if A = B, then K < B.

Methods of shifting to a neW equality *

("reconstructing" It aceording'to the
principle: Adding an. "equi1" to "equals"
yields "equals"): WorAng with formulas
of the type: 'if Ad!. B, then A + K > B,
but A + K = ,B + K.

4. .The solution of vaiied.proBlems requiring [

016:addition (and subtraction) be used
in shifting from equality to ineqaality.
.and back.

; Topic V -- The shift from an imequality.of thetype A < B to

equality through addition (or -Subtraction).
,

1. Problems which vequire this shift. The
necessity of determining the value of the,
difference between fhe objects being
compared. The'pOssibility of writing au
equality when the Specific value of this'

;difference is unknown. The method Of using
x. Writing.formulas of the type: lif A < B,
then A 4-x = B; if A > B, then A - x = B.

. Determining the value)O x Substitutidg
this value in a formula. (introdUction to
parentheses). Formulas of thetype:
A < B, A + x = B,x B - A, A + (B - A) a= 13"

3. Solving problems (including .."word.problems")
which'require the.indicated operations.

l'opic VI -- Addition and subtraction of equalities and
.

inequalities. 'Substitution.

1... Addition and sul,tractioa. of

irequakities: if- A = B and

A + M B + D; if A -> V and.

A + K > V + E; if A > V and
A±B>V±G.

equalities and
M = D, then
K> E, then
B = G, then

26
The pbssibility of this Eihi,ft has to do with one of the

properties of addition:, monotony (in a certain 'sense thip pertains"'

. to subtraction as well).
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2. The possibility Of.representietZ-value of.
a quantity as the sum of several values.

,---ktbstitutions of the type: A . B, Boi E + K
g = E + K + M.

3.- "Thq solution ofii/arious problems involving the
properties Of relationships ie which the children,
have already been introduced (many of the
probleMs te4uire simultaneous consideration of
several properties and adeptness at evaluating
the meaning of the forMulas; the problems.and
their solution are described below).27

Such is that part of the curriculuMintended to take three and

a half to four months the,first semester. Our experience with

the experimental instructio indicates that if the lessons are-planned

correctly, the teaching methods perfected, and teachl,ng aids well

chosen, children can master the material fully in a shorter time

(three months).

, From this point on the -Curriculum is structured as follows,

First the child is introduced to number as the expression of a

'relationship between the whole of some object and a part of it.. The

% relationship itself and its concrete referent are expressed.by the
A

n, where n Is any whole number, usually taken to withIn

a 'ilin-ft" (a whole number can be obtained only by choosing the'

material especially).- From the very start the child is "forced". to .

keep in mind that measuring or counting may yield a remainder, a

fact which needs to be especially mentioned. This is the first

step toward working with fractions.

2.7In this variant there is no topic to introduce the child to the

commutative and associative properties of additicin (prior to,the

introduction of numbers). /14s is done in'the second semester when
the children are working with numbers (writing them both as figures

la4nd as letters). In the most recent variant of our.curriculum this
topic is presented in the "prenumerical" section. Preliminary data

from experimental instruction show that it is worthwhile to include

this topic and' that first-graders are capable of learning it. Since

the material in this book was drawn mainly frpm instruction by an

,
"old" variant, the new topic is not included in it (a special article-

will be needed to describe how children learn it).

fa
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Puce the child has learned the above method of obtaining a

'numberit is easy to teach him to describe an object using a formula

: of the type 5k (if the relationship-equals 5), Knowing this

formula and its equivalent makes possible the special study of the '

interrelations among au object, its-basic' .unit of measure and the

results of Counting (neasuring),, as well as.the preparation of the

child to vork with fractio4sand in particular, to understand ihe

basic property of the fraction).
28

Another line.of development.the curriculummay follow in the.
. ,

first grade is to transfer the basic properties-of quantity (the

.:IklisjunctiOn qf equality and inequality, transitivity, and rtversi,-

bility) and of the operation of addition (commutativity,

ity, monotony, and the possibility Of subtraction) to (whole)

mumbers. 'In2articular, in working on a number ray, the child. can .

r'eadily convert a sequence of numbers into a quantity (for instance,

by distinctly recognizing the transitivity of such notations as

3 < 5 < 8 and at thesame time making the connection .between the

relationships "more than" and "less than": 5 < 8 but 5 >

.Once tlie child has been introduced to certain "structural"

features of e4Uality,the can approach the relationship betWeen 4

addition and subtraction differently. The following transformations,

for instance, are performed as one goes from iinequality.to equality:.

7 <11; 7 + x 111 x 11 - 7; x 4. Or, the child may add and

subtract elements of equalities and inequalities, performing oral

calculations in the process.' Foeinstance, given tha)18 + 1 .., 6 + 3

and 4 > 2; find the re4ttionshiP between 8 +1 - 4 and 6 + 3 - 2; If

this expression ls unequali make it equal (first the symbol for "less

than" needs to be put in, and thdn a "twO" added to 8 + 1 - 4). thus ga

if the ntimerical.series is treatdd as quantity, the Skill of addition

28
The shift to numbers, the part of the curriculum pertaining

tb them, and the results of teaching using the curriculum are.
, described in the next section.
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Ind subtraction (and subsequently, multiplication and division)

may be developed in a ew way.
29

Let us comparethe outline of the currieulum to the maths-

matical characteristics of quantity. There will be no direct

correspondence between the two -because the form in4Which these

characteristics are expressed is.governed by the requireMents of the

"gross" theory and axioms, while the curriculum is designed to-

perform a number of specific peychol al and educational tasks

connectO with structuring the academ ub ect the most elementary

section of it, in fact.

The basic task of the sectila defined by Topi s I and II waii

to ttach the child 'to distinguish par'ametersf ob ects which podqess

"three particular relationshiPs. In addition to learning methods of

isolating these parameters, he was to learn symbolic means of primary

mathematical description of the relationships (letter symbols and

formulas). In a series of intermediAe,stages the child was to ,

structure a special,mathematical "object" and proceed to the study

-#of its properties (this object takes tl& form of .abstractly.presented.

,equalities and inequalities).

In Topic' III, the child was introduced to actual properties of

quantities within a particular system for representing them (in

formulas of equality and inequality). The-child increasply

"diwerced himself" from using objects to observing relationships and

shifted to verbal and logical evaluations (constructions of the
-

typel "if . . and . . .,.then . . .").

In Topic rv,ttre child learned to observe ehanges in the specific

values of quantities, to compare new'values.with old ones, to

designate the results of this comparison as "increase"'or "decrease,"

to write the results using the'symbols "+" and "-," to coordinate

them with the properties of' equality.and inequality, and to go from

one to the other by.means of addition and subtraction.'

29We are speaking here of possible new lines along which tie
course may develop after.the preliminarS, introduction to the properties

of quantities and the operations on them. 'In pur experimental work,

not described here, we have in fact already explored many of these

possibilities in teaching first- thronghfourth-grade mathematics.
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In Topic V, the child was brought to the discovery that an

inequality between quantities may be "taken away" by determining-\

the specificdiffierence between them., The child thus confronted

a very simple form of an e4uation. 'Here, too, a deeper understanding

of the relationship between addition and subtra.ction was acquired.

In Topic VI, the preceding topics were synthesized. It was

shown that the specific value of a quantity may be-replaced by the

sum of seAkal items, that one external form by eich a quaritity is

expressed may be replaced by anotherlii-ebstitution), and so on, all

of which lays the groundwork for an introduction to the commutative

and associative properties of addition.

From this comparison ifebe concluded that our curriculum,

designed as it is to perform certain .psychological and educational

tasks, contains information about the.basic properties of quantitiea

as indicated by the axioms of mathematics. At the same time, in

setting up this curriculum, we were introduced to the concrete

'problems of projecting scientific knowledge onto the plane of an

academic sublect, and we do mean introduced, for these problems need

further experimental and theoretical study. In particUlar, there

Is the problem of finding the most 1.1.itab2..e-Nktay of introducing

the child to the realm of "comparable elements," so that he will be

able tO combine it with and.to differentiate it from the,realm of

"incomparable elements" according to certain attribuiea, distinguishing

the relationship of order and correctly correlating it with the

structure of an operation such as addition. This problem touches

directly upon the ways bf structuring the elementary section of the

school subject of mathematics, inasmuch as the child's most general

orientation to the mathematical side of reality comes from the-very

"heart" of this Section.
3e

30
As these problems are solved, it is apparent that the emphasis

ip mathematics instruction will shift from "techniques of calculation"
to the study of the structural characteristics of matheatical
"objects." A different academic subject thereby will take shape from
the present on6 which mainly prepares the pupil for the further study
of mathematical ana ysis (in the preceding section of the book we
discussed soine of t ( bases for such a subject).
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The Organization of InattdctionAccording, to the Experimental .

Curriculum

One feature of our research is that the curriculum, with all
Q

its "components," has been devised on the basis and in the course' .

c),f specially organized experimental instruction. Each time a

psychological or educational problem of curric lum design arose,

14%

4

we attempted to solve it in the subsequent sch\ year wirl'en'new

experimental classes were using new variants of thecurriculum.

Special attention was devoted to studying the child's own system

of learning the material, and to developing research Methods.for . . .

determining the extent of this learning. Attention was also devoted'

to studying.the possibilities for later "use" of the:knowledge

acquired, and Mainly, to studying the nature of the-pupils' thinking

both in the course of the academic work and in the Solu,tion of
A

varied test problems am the classes and individually).

During the school year, 1966-61, one first-grade class at'

School No. 91 in Moscow (t. S. Orlova, teacher) was taught using the

first variant of the curriculum. The following year, 1961-62,

four first-grade classes use41a different variant of the curriculum-
(at School No. 41, with .V. Mikhina, teacher; in two classes of

School No. 11 at Tula, with T. A.,Frolova and N. A. Rol shakOv

teachers; and at the.school in the village 'Of Mednoe, Kalinin

'province, with A. I. Pavlova, teacher). Meanwhile, the previous

experimental first grade used a special curriculum for the second

year of instruction.
31 Many of the specific toikcs of the curriculum

31The majority, of the experimental classes whiC4 used our
curriculum in the first'grade continued in the second, third, and
fourth grades (and in 1964-65, the fifth as well) to use special
curricula which differed substantially from traditional ones (letter
symbols were used "routinely"; negative numbers andjractions.were
introduced in the second and third grade; the system of coordinates tn
the fourth, and so forth). As it Would be a separate task to describe
the whole mathematics currio*lum for the primAry grades, we shall'
simpby note that the groundwork laid in the first grade was built upon
in the second through fourth grades and at the same time the construction
of the foundation was improved from the "elevated" vantage point of

these classes.
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and the organization of school time were determined more precisely

during this year,.and the basit difficulties that the children and

the teacher had were clarified. Detailed lesson plans for the entire

first grade were compiled with consideration for these matters.-

Four classes Wer'e iadght.in 462-6 'on ihe bgais'of ttese

improvements (at.School No. 91, with A. A. Kiryushkina; at School
0

NO. 11, with A. P. Putilina; at the Mednoe village school, with

M. I. Dem'yanenko, and at the school affiliated-with'the pedagogical

academy at Torzhok, Kalinin province, with T. B. Pustynskaya).

Five classes were involved in.1963-64 (two at'School No. 91, wlth

T. C. Pill'shchikova and V. A. Vvedenskaya; and one each at School

NO 7$6 in Moscow, with G. G. Mikulina; School No. 11',\iith

V. P. "Polyakova, an&the Mednoe village school, with 2. N. Nemygina).

And *finally, there were three classes in 1964-65 (two at School No. 91,

with E. S. Orlova and-G.. V. Cherdtheva,'and one at School Na. 11,

with O. P. FilatoVa).

Thus, in five_yeara seventeen classes in both city (Moscow,
_

Tula, and Torzhok) and rural- (Mednoe) schools
r
were.given experime2tal

instruction according to our curriculum for the first grade.
32

Elementary school teachers did the teaching in all the classes.

.The majority of them had a secondary pedagogical education (While

some had college training). They had fram three to.fifteen years of

experience. As a rule, these were skilled teachers uiho knew the

traditional curriculum and methods well and became "used to" the new

demands in the cours*e of the experimental work itself.
33

here

was nothing unusual about the makeup or these classes. They consisted

32
In 1963-64 and 1964765, our curriculum was used for first-grade

mathematics teaching at School No. 82 in Khar'kov (with F. G.
Bodanskii and V. S. Kruglyakova, teachers). In 1964-65, mathematics
teaching in several first-grade classes of the experimental school
No.-52 at Dushanbe was based on it (with M. N. Vasilik, teacher).

33
We express our sincere gratitude to all the teachers who

taught by the experimental curricula, for their readiness to become
involved- in something new and for their constant aid in solving many '
problems of organization and methods.
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of the children living in the schOol neighborhood, with no one

excluded (the number of pupils in the various classes varied from

%thirty-two to forty).

Our research was aimed at tracing the way the curricular

material was learned and the thought patterns that occurred'in the

deeming-process. We used several methSds: (a) systemati observa-

tion df teacher and students in class; (b) analysis of stude

performance of daily class work as seen in their notebOOks;

a

' (c) analysis of results from special tests; (d) special individual
(-

checking of students knowledge of particular topics of the

curriculum, as.well as the nature of their thinking.

Observing classes and analyzing the daily performance of
,..

.

assignments helped us assess the dynamics of'the work'being done by

teather and children at a given time, which iG the key describing

the learning process. We devised special eests which w4xld reveal

not only whether the children had learned thepaterial but also 'he .

degree to whiah they really understookit. In addition to familiar

types oftexercises, these tests included problems in which mathematical

relationships thp children already knew were expressed in an unfamiliar

form for the first time- ,To solve these problems it r s necessary

to have a real understapding of the material and a gras of the

consequences of certain relationships. In some instancel'ItWistudents

were given particularly difficult problems so that we could judge
,

by the way they solved them what the "ceiling" of th understanding

of the matter was.

Individual investigation of what the students knew and how they

thought was orspecial importance. It took two forms: (a) solving
. .

difficult prdblems whose basic content coincided with the material

dealt with in class (Here .44's were checking particular aspects of the

students' approach to mathematical problems. It is difficult to

assess these matters when the whole class is taking a test); (b)

performance on a special group of exercises not directly related to

\
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the material already dealt with but through which one may judge

the nature of each student's inner (mental) plane of operations. 34

(Sincethese test exercises and prftlems bear a close relationship

.to the instructional material itself, they shall be described as

we give the result's of the teaching done by the experimental

curriculum.)

Considerable experimental material has been gathered in the

course of our five-year investtgation (published in part in,our study

131, as well as in articles by the teachers, T. A. Prolova [7] and

A. A. Kiryushkina MD.' We have conCentrated on the mat character-

istic features of the teaching proceps and its resfuls, the features
.

which are typical of the various classes. These are the features

which will be primarily described (naturally it sail not be feasible'

to talk'in detail about the characteristics of a particular class)..

At the same time, in addition to giving summary data, ihe results

of the instruction in two'or three classes will be traced which were

observed and iny5Atigated with particular care.

Characteristics and Results of Instruction 12y. the

Expjritnental Curriculum

We shall subdivide the data a-dtvrding ,to the main "steps" in

. the teaching, and describelunder each topic, the way the material

was learned.

, -2

Topic I --(Comparing and assembli objects according to

various 2arameters).

Even before children start schol, they have faced practical

problema of comparing things according to different physical parameters

(length, volume, and weight, main10. At home or in kindergarten they

have drawn pencil lines'of eqUal length, for instance, have cut

circles of the same diameter (or'area) dOtt of paper, or have made

identical "cakes" (of equal volume) out of wet sand, clay, Or

.

34
Ya. A. Ponomarev has made a systematic.

mental plane of operations (the final chapter
the methodology of this stud'y and some of its
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plasticine. Many children are familiar with weighing before they

start to school, since they have observed salesclerks at work.

They have also faced the problet of assembling things according to

a model, in one form or another (picking out blocks or doing applique

work, for instance)..
15

We have observed that most urban and rural children not onlx

are familiar with these practical probiquis but have tireadlir learned

aome general methods of comparing things byjeugth, volum4, weight,

and compogition (such as superimposing on materiat a.modej of a

shape to be cut out, or holding.the edge of aeblodk up next to a

piece of plasticine as"i way of comparing their volume). Many

children know the words "length," "-weight," "quantity" (in the sense

of volume), and_of course, "more than" and "less than" dhd analogous

relationships such as "longer" and "shorter," and "heavier" and

4 "lighter." Thds as a rule, by the age of six or eelien children*, have

a practical grasp of certain quantities, they can diatinguish

relationships of the type "more than" and "less than" and use words to

designate them, and they are guid by these relationships in solving

pablems involving the compa ing a d assembling of objects.
36

The goal of Tgpic r (whfrch lasted six hours) was to discover

and, more important, to systematize the children's notions.about

methods-of comparing things, and to teach them to make rapid and

accurate associations between certain terms and such parameters as

length, volu and weight.

First the children were given the task of selecting, from the

available objects,an object of "the same" length, volume, or color

35By assembfiu we mean putting the component parts of a thing

together, after having selected_them from some other material.

36
A study made recentLy by L. A. Levinova showed t-hat manycll

children of five and a half to seven yeaYs of-age are able to

distinguish.a property such as transitivity relatively well and can ,

focus,on it in solving various problems -- in particular, thOse in

which the elements being compared are given only orally or are

designated by symbols which haze been agreed upon (such as objects

a, b, and c).
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as a model. The model migh7t differ from the other objects insome

of its properties (for instance,, when length was the criterion, it. .

might-be of a different.color or Material). Ii turned out that

initially almost half the children tried to pick out objects which

were i4entio6i to the modelszot only in the attribute indidated,

but in other attributes as well. For idEtance,. if-length was indicated,`

the children tried to find an object whi.Ch matched the model inits

Cblor, material, and other propertles These children actually knew

how to focus on a particular attribute,,of course, but -they still

'could not abstract it from other properties not mentioned i%the
4

problem_Ndien instructions were given Crarrrlsome of the children

did hantle this successfully).

But by solving special problems, all the children quickly
7

learned to choose objects according to a single attribute. The sathe

MN

0
object (such as a striP of paper) could be the basis for the plection

of various objeCts (some by length, others by color, and so forth).

In the course of this work the children gained practice in such.

skills as superimposing ode object on another (selection by length),

putting the edges of blocks together (in seleFtion by volume), and /

so forth.

lbe next problems tequired'the children not simply to cheose

but t ke a new object which matched the model in a particular

-attribute. As they worked with strips of paper, small sticks, blocks

and,plasticine, Water and weights, they learned to perform suqj

tasks as making a piece of plasti4ne of the same volume as a

(children usually call volume "Size"), cutting a strip of paper the

same length as a stick, matching weights, afd sd forth. They were

given' special exercises to introduce thdm to "making" an object out

of its component parts. It was pointed out to them that things can
tfi.

be matched by their duration or by their volumeY.
-

Understandably, this matching was done by the simplest practical

methods of direct sense perception (eye, ear, etc.). In some cases

(involving length or weight, for instance) the match with the model

was relatively precise, while in others (sach as making a y_atfticine

11,
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block) it watt hard for the children to achieve the. desired "fit"

.with the model, and they were quite aware of the possibility of

greater accuraey even though they could not actually attain it. ^4,

It is striking that iiiany of the children grasped'the -conditional,

approximate nature of th'is match. In fact, same-openly said. that

"you can't do it ixaCtly anyhow" by eye, that "you'd have.to have'a

special kindof machine" (statements by Dime K., Tolya V., and

others). Some children, however, evaluated the results of the matching

categorically and "absolutely"'("I made a stick just,like it"), if:

they did not see the practiEel.possibility of furthL. improvement.

If they noticed a,discrepancy oe"sesed" that their objeet might

deviate from the model, they would agree with the teacher about the

possibility of "perfecting" the ob*ject in principle .("But it's

supposed to be,very exact -- I'll try to do it. . ." said,Nadya D.,

from Moscow).

°The teachers indicated La thecilildren that the matching they

weFe doing was approximate, that deviation from the model might occur

but that it sfiould be as unnoticeable'as Possible. It is important

tO note that the children understood this "limitation" which fprced

them to qualify somewhat their &taiement that their abject matched 7-
..

the model/We could say that the block is the same volume, but is

is a tiny little bit different. . ." was the view of enya T. f.5.2a

Mednoe). At the same time when syme of the children (geneiallY about

a third in each class) were asked directly, "Might there be a difference

here? Look carefully!'", they attempted not only to find it but to

"remove" it. But if they did not notice such a difference Or noticed'it'

but could not eliminate it, they hesitated about whether the object

.and the model could be considered equal .("I don't know. . . they might

be equal. Lyuba V. from Moscow said; "TheY,'re supposed to be

equal . .
ut.I don't know if they are," said Vanya 0: from Moscow).

37

37During the mork on Topic II all the children beditome distinctly

aware.of the practical necessity for tolerating possible imprecision,

dud the conditional nature-of statentents about the equality of objects.,
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Using objectsas aids to examine the.relationships of equality

and inequality assumes that the children are capable.of "separating"

the directly observable properties of the objects 4om certaint/

theoretical assumptions made in'discussing these properties. .This

interesting matter needs further'study since it concerns the child's.

-.developing theoretical judgment and his understanding'of,conditionality
.

and assumptions; counterbalancing direct observation.

,The work done with all the experimental classes showe that children

have no difficulty learning the matefial 'in Topic I (within the

4Amits indicated in our curriculum). After five.or six lessons

'nearly al,1 could select or make -- within practical limits-- an -'

object which "matches" a Owen.model. They could use the same thing

for various models if the various parameters of it were indicated

to them. By this time all. the children clearly'and rapidlY assocdated

the terms 'length," "volume," and so on with the corresponding

adpects of the things.

Iropic. II -- (comparison; letter formulas for evality

and inequality). Comparing and assembling are practical operations.
*

whicli result in new things (stiCh as a board equal:in length to the

model, or a weight as heavy as another). Comparing objects fOr an2 4

. attribute, however, is a theoretical operation. It results in

knoWledge about a particular type of relationship between objects.

A Course of practical operations may be charted on the basis of it. 38

In Topç II, children were introduced to the comparison 9f

, objects'According to partic4ar parateters, where three forms of
V

relationships 'were'distingulshed and tne.results of the comparison

recorded in a letter formula. First the children were to determine

whether the material (strips of paper, sticks, etc.) would be

satable for comparingWith the model. .In sOme cases the); found ,o

,
that the mater41 would do -- and what is more, that."nothing had to

e be done" to it since it was "already just like the stick" (the

model, that is).. In other cases the material would not do -- it .

was "shorter" or Iler."

'38
Using ohjgcts to make comparisons does not change the theoretical

t.

nature of the matter, for the result of this operation is particular
knowledge rather than a thing made (or picked out).
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The results of a comparison were usually formulated verbally:

"This board is the same length as that one" (witl the boards being

held up)1 or "there is less water in the mug on the left than in ,

the one on tile right." Some children Made this kind of distliwtion:

"These are equal but these are not." The teaclier would flaccept"

such answers but immediately demand that they be made more precise --

what elseaulclbe said? The pupils rapidly foUnd tfle answers

(longer, lihter, and so forth).
,

The teacher would say to the pupils: "Look around and.find
-

objects which are equal (or UneAtial) in sothe attribute" (the children

understood this term well). Some pupils were abie to point to the

windows'in the classroom: "They are equal in size".(they meant it

area). Others would hold up pencils: "The red pencil'is longer than

the blue pne." As a rule, many answprs were given.

,Akt this point the children used the

than" most often only to refer to volume.

the direct qualitative characteristics,:

words "more than" and "less

In other eases they,gave.

thiCker and thinner, longer

and shorter, heavier and lighter, and so forth. They needed special

work in order to be able to "reduce" all, these characteristics to

the abstraction."More than" and "less than." It was carried out

gradually and in several .stages.

First the children.would determine,on-their own, the attributes

by which 'certain objects could be compared. We shall quote from the .

report of a lesson on September 8, 1963 (in Moscow) where this work

was being done. The feacher showed the children two weights (one

black and one white) and asked by what attributes they could be

compared.

Pupils: They,can be compared by weright (they point to

-
the scales), by height, or by their hottoi9

(they mean the size 'or area of-,..the base).

Teacher: What might you say?

39These ansers were given.hy individual pupils, of course.

Acre similar anawers which came in succession are combined (this

les to shorten the description of the lehsons). Here and below,

typical answers will be indicated under the heading "pupils%(while

in other instances we shall quote answers given by particular pupils).
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Pupils: They are unequal( (in weight or heig

Teacher: How can you express this more preci

Pupi1s4,, The black weight is,jseavier,,higher,
bigger, thicker than.the whiCe one.

Teacher: What does that mean -- heavier? That the
black weight weighs less than the white one?

,

Pupils: (They laugh.) No, not less, but heavier. : .

It weighs pore!,,

TeaelierraThe white weight is lighter -- how else mikht
you say that?

Pupils: (About half the class raise their hands.) The
white weight is less, lighter in weight than
the black one.

ely?

Analogous work Is done

supglying-leading questiong

. establish that "hea4ar" as

(or "height" or "stature"),

on other attributes As Well., with the teacher

Along with the teacher the children

more in weight,,"fhngee'is more in length

"harder"" r's more in hardneSs, and so forth

(andcorrespondingly for "less"). In conneetion wit4 thist'ttle teacher

gives the children various problems requiting this kind of "deciphering.

Special attention is drawn then to the fact that such words as

"longer")and "heavier" in themselves tell what attributes are being

. compared (when the children are-given prbblems using these words, ihey

find the necessary objects). But if the words "more" and "less" are

. used, one mus 'te in addition what attribute is being compared (such

as weight or rea
/ ,

.
.

The concluding 2:of this work was to point out that if it is

possible to find the attribute, by which the objsts are being comp sed, ,

then they wll be either equal or unequal, Written. using the special

symbols "=" and "#." But the latter symbol.can itself be made more

preciset With ikleqqality, ope abject is lesp than or more 'than the
N. * ...

other. (ill the particular attribute), written using thesymbols "<" and

40
Glasswork consisted of specific problems: the'children were to

solve by workl,ng on their own with Objects, obSPVIalg operations by
the teacher or other pupils, and seeking and..formulating verbal
answers.' jhese,probleA are presented in the summary of the lessons..

Since it. is not possible to quote them fully here, in a,number of

instqves we tx such expressions as "the children establish" or

is pdeit'ed ou ;the pupils" 'to designate tbese pro ems and their.. . ,

solutiorCin'a viated form.



"." The children learned to use all of 'these symbols to record the

results of compa;isong-.- They also performed the "reverse" tasks.

+-Guided by the written symbols ("<" or ">"), they would select the most

diverse objects to illustrate the relationships indicated -- blocks and

mugs (for volume), squares and triangles (for area), and bars (for

weight). (The
.

w rk being discussed involved special teaching aids.

In actuality, however, problas were.coastantly being given, both at

this poilit and later, which.required the children to find these

relationships ih the real-life objects around thein.) 1

A problem arose here, in that relationships had to be given

according to the special rule "from left to riglit" ("this is less

than that" -- from left to right). From five to seven children (out

of 32 to 37) in.each class needed special instructions frolii the teacher

and a number of special exercises in order to learn the "direction"

of the comparison. The rest of the:children mastered this point

Completely after one or two explanations.

As mentioned earlier, Topic I included problems of assembling as

well as ones of comparing. This.practical activity also has.its

theoretical parallel, a special form of comparison which was demon--

strated to the children and Which was of great importance later when

they,came to numbers. Inasmuch as this form of coMparison is quite

out of the ordinary and tle way its results are evaluated-is unusual,

it would be best to digress from our presentation of the instruction

process and describe-it briefly.

Imagine that a group of children are to be given a pencil apiece

(this is a problem of assembling in which the model of the complement

is "a child with a pencil"). One must first determine the relation

between the group of children and the group of available pencils

that is, determine whether there are ough pencils.
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Figure 1. -- Comparison of aggregates of objects.

This is a compariscl problem.. The method of solving it (without

using numbers) is obvious -- each pencil is given to one pupil; a

q "one-to-one correspondence" is established (Figure 1). Three different

answers are possible. The groups are equal, there are more pdpils

than pencils, or there are fewer pupils than pencils. Before the
4

comparison was made, the criterion for-it was indicated (each

pencil is put with an individual pupil, which is the requireffient that

follows from the model). The groups of "objects" have been turned

into quantities (see Kagan's definition, p.127).

- This particula4omparison is striking in that the criterion
r-

fov it is the jdxtaposition of two physically distinct objects. But

an important matter has been left out... In actuality when a pract.ical

problem is solved the objects have to be assembled according to the

most divqse criteria, with comparison of the objects separately

being only A particular instance (the very concept of "complement"

indicates this). A whole group of objects from one aggregate may go

with (correspond to) one ,physically distinct object from another

aggregate. The correspondence is determined in each instance by the

actual situation and the characterist4cs of the complement which,

since it is the model, dictates the criterion for comparison.
-
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Apparently because of the specific nature of these criteria, they

have not become generalized under a "single" parameter such as

ft recognized quantities" have, with their special designation such

as "length" or "hardness" (see Kagan's ideas about the way these

desigriations have come about [10:106]).

Here is an example of the comparison of elements of conditional

aggregates (Figure 2).
4
The model of the complement (a) and its

component "parts" (the aggregates of "thick" (b) and "thin" (c) bars)

are given& The groups of "parts" are to be.compared according to ty

'

a. b>c

Figure 2. --DComparison of aggregates of
. objects according to the criterion given

.4".by the "composite element": (a) is the
iflodel of the complement; (b) and (c) are

parts of the complement (their position
before they are compared)1 (d). is the

comparison of the parts and the resUlts

of it.

4-

criterion contained in the model (a gEoup of three "thin".bars

corresponds to a "thick" bar). One Imay conclude from comparing them

(d) that, first, the aggregates are !unequal, and second, the left one

is greater than the right one (with respect to the criterion given).

The principle of "one-to-one correspondence" has not been violated,

for the very method of comparison, the very operation required to

satisfy the triterion, "shaped" the groups of physically distinct

objects into abstract elements (indicated by brackets in the illustration).

But a "distinct" element which is formed b.y. an operation in fulfillment

t
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of some criterion cannot be identified with any physically distinct

thing at all.
41

Aggregates of discontinuous objects based on some criterion

determined by the characteristics of the-model of a complement may

thus be turned into a quantity. At the same time it should be

'emphasized that this will be a quantity of a special kind not

identical with the physical guantities usually designated by this

term.

There were problems in Topic II which required the pupils to' .

compare aggregates of objects, with a number of instan9ps in which

"groups of elements" were to be compared (the characteristics of tie

mo41 of the compleme t détermined this). The children solve4 all

the problems involviig comparison of distinct objects rapidly and

with almost no errors. They would confidently place the objects in

vertical "columns" (with the teacher showing how they were to be

arranged) and, after comparing the objects horizontally, would formu-

late the anower orally or would record it with a symbol (equal to,

more than, or less than).
42

Problems involving "groups of elements" caused many children k

difficulty. For instance, they were told to choose "bricks" to build

a "little house." Each "house" Was to c6nsist of a big block and

several small ones (Figure 3a). They-had to sort out the available

material for each house and compare the groups of blocks (they readily

41
Of course, the theoretical)mathematician working at the level

of concepts has in mind an abstraction having.any concrete physical
meaning rather than something "physicallY'distinct. Unfortunately,
in the area of mathematics teaching methods, this abstraction or
abstract distinctness is identified with actual physically distinct
things. In our view this leads to serious difficulties in teaching.

42
0ur general quantitative terms have the following meanivg

(here.and below). "Many children" means about two-thirds of all the
pupils in the class (out of 32 to 37); "th.e majority of the children"
means more than two-thirds of the pupils (27 to 31 out of 32 to 37);
"almost all the children" means the pupils in the class with fhe
exception of one, twootor three.
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'understood'and used the word "group"). When given the problem,

ff

Figure 3. -- Diagrams of incorrect (b)
and correct (c) utilization of a criter-
ion provided by a model of a complement

(a).

many of the children arranged the blocks one to one (Figure 3b).

It turned out that there were fewer big blocks than little ones. k's

But some of the-children laid them out correctly and obtained an

equality (Figure 3c). The teAcher would juxtapose these answers and,

aided by the children, would explaln the causes of the difference
-.,.,

between them, and then would draw attention to the model. Then for

Atpurposes of demonstration,he would solve an analogous problem

h the children observing). He would use the same collection of
, 4
objects (such as the blocks) but a Afferent model, and the rewults .

of comparing the groups would differ. Thia would demonsttate to the

children again and again that in making'subh a comparison, one must

always know and remember why the objects are being "selected" and

what needs to be."looked at" or "rememb.eted" in order to make an

accurate comparison.

It should be noted that once Lhey had correctly arranged the

groups of elemehts," the children had no particular dif-ficulty

determining the actual relationships of equality and inequality.
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-The question accoMpanying the problem.was usually phrased this way,

"What can we say about the left and right groups if we need to find

out whether there are enough of these materials (bricks, balls, and

so forth) to . . .2" (A. description of the complement would follow

here.) As a rule thetildren would. ipswer correctly, "There are

enough -- the left grup and rj.ght.group-are equal," or-"there aren't

enough -- there ale more on the left." There mig4in fact be fewer

separate elements'in the left group here than in the right one. The

point was that the comparison was being made according to a particular

criterion.

e children experienced new difficulties in certain conflict

situa For instance, G. G. Mikulina.(of Moscow) gave the

children bhe following Problem in the twelfth lesson. She drew.some
44.

mugs on the board.
43

The children were to make a copy in their

notebooks in the same order and, after comparing them to a given

complement (Figure 4a), were to record the result. Many of the

children, correctly following the criterion given (a little mug goes

with each big one), wrote an "equals" sign. But some coniidently

put the symbol.for inequality (i) and, to make its meaning more specific,

put in the symbol for "less than." This was their reasoning), "The

'mugs on.the left will h*Id "less than the ones on the right, so I put

'the sign for 'lessthan'4 (Serezha R.).

3

Figure 4. -- Diagram of the "collision"
of criteria of comparison: (a) is the
complement model; (b)and (c) are the
aggregates being cNmpared. In a com-
parison by volume, b < c; in a cower-
ison according tp the complement, b = c.

43
In the tenth lesson the children had begun to draw sketches of .

the objects eing compared; the method of transition is explained 1ate17.
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Thus these children were comparing the mugs not according tp

the complement but fa volume. For them the simpler and more familiar

criterion "won out." Using this example,,the teacher showed the

pupils that it was possible to compare the same objects for various

attributes, and she emphasized the importance Of keeping them care-

fully in mind when working with them (all the children solved the

next "conflict" problems correctly).

At first glance these problems seem artificial and unnecestary

(as we have been told upon occasion). But as we see it, such an

attitude is a manifestation of an unwillingness to "rummage" in the

sources of. mathematical assumptions about which Kolmogorov was speaking

and which, unfortunately, one still finds. Of course a person who

has already learned an abstraction which embodies certain assumptions,

and.who Is atcustomed to using numbers (and can even divide. tlaN
/

"cracks" these problems "like nutse" But the child has hot learned

such criteria. For him they all need o be deduced. As a part of

such learning he must be show'n the difference between the immediate

characteristics of things and the approach to them from the stand-

point of mathematical problems.

Thus, the'essence of aJiematical prtoblem.does not change as

the triteria of comparison changed. And this is the very point

Which needs to be made plain to the thijd in demoqtrating the possi-
.

bility of changing the etite.ria for the same.objeAs. In this pro-

cess it becomes clear that even though the specific form of a relation

may change (equality being replaced by inequality), the operation of

comparison itself remains the same, overruling the customary direct

evaluations (a group is defined as "larger," for example, even though

it might have fewer individual elements in it than the "smaller" one).

Furthermore, working snch problems undoes the tendency to evaluate the

relations between objects from the point of view of one particular

abstract illustrative ease, when a "one-to-one" correspondentr is

identified in ady,Luatkve-trAn the direct correspondence between specific

things.

The children themselves enjoyed solving problems involving a

change in the criteria of comparison (with both discontinuous and
t.,

1-58
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continuous objects). E. S. Orlova's class (in September, 1964)

was Particularly-lively during this phase. The children solved

er"hard" problems :v.with interest and carried on an intelligent discussion

about the Yeas y'the form-of relationship chtnges during comparison. .

They learned to,or, themselves carefully to the criteria indicated

-dr implied (th ugh-r ipg on.the model), as was evident in their

performance on difficul t tests. And in the second semester, when t ey

went over to usidg numbers, these children had virtually no difficu ty

eval,pating the numerical characteristics of an abject from the stanki-

,/ point of any or a changing base of counting (especially with a "com-

posite" base). From these data it may be concluded that the direct

relattcnship to a separate object awelf it were.an absolute brick for

building mathematical models was "undermined".from the very beginning

in our children.
44

One of the main items in Topic II is the representation of

relationships usi:ng formulas. The shift to this representation is

.achieved througrbtwo intermediate,stages -- first a "copies" drawing,

then an "abstract" representation with lines. In the ninth or tenth

lesson the tea'cher asks the children to solve problems using objects

drawn.on the board (mugs, blocks, and various "parts" to be assembled

such as a "bicycle" and.its "wheels"). These drawings are substitutes

for real objects although theresemble them. True, there is much

oversimplification. A bl.Aolik may be represented by a square - that is,

by just one of its surfaces. The children make corresponding drawings

in their-notebooks, find the relationships between the "objects"

in them, and put in the svlbols.

With this method of working, the children can make abstractions

from the immediate, material "texture" of the objects they are comparing

and more distinctly isolate the criteria of comparison in them. And

it becomes easier for the teacher to select problems, since the most

diverse objects can be shown in drawings. Working with the drawings

does not in itself cause any particular-difficulty. The children

44
Again we should mention that "separate objedt" is not identical

with the concept of a "separate element" (of a set) in the abstract
mathematical sense.
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transfer the methods they had used-in comparing the ob ts (Figure 5).

A

R .o
D

0- 4

Figure 5. -- Represen4ng the reaults-of
comparison in a copied drawing (notebook

of Olya U.,.a first-grade'pupil in MoscoW).

At the.same time the conditional nature of the connection be.-

tween the statement and sytbol for the relationship of equality, and

the representation of it in a drawing, becomes particularly apparent

at this .stage, since the lines, squares, and cirCles are "equal"

only in a ver yk. approximate way (all the more so because the children

\ usually draw haphazardly). In September, 1962, we tested the children's

\\attitude toward this fact. In individual conference each pupil in

a,Mbscow class (there were thirty-two in all) was shown a large or

inaccuracy in sketch he had made representing an equality.

In answer, twenty-one of them immediately cited the symbol ("But I

. have an equals sign there, so that means they [the sq/ares] are equal,"
.

wag Tanya Z.'s answer). The other eleven started to "improve on"

their sketch, attempting to make the elements of it as nearly equal

as possible. Then eight of these pupils also referred to the symbol

(although four of them had not put it in), and three considered the

A

improved representation itself "civiVincing" enough to demonstrate

the equality of the objects.

Thus tha majority of the 9hildren,\in this class (as in the others,
-t

by the way) were guided basically by the assertipon of equality and by

the symbol fov it, and not by the representation of this equality in a

drawing (which fs itself a symbol).

In the first variants of the curriculum, the shift to letter

4
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symbols came immediately after this stage. It proceeded satisfac-

torilyon the surface; but special Checking showed that many of the'

children then had difficulty "interpreting" the meaning of'the letter

designations. In subsequent years, therefore, another stage of work

between the "copie.d" drawing and letter formulas was included:' using

the relationship between lines to represent the results of a comparison

of objects by afty criteria at al,l.

The necessity Of using suth a means became apparent at the pre-

ceding stage when the results of comparing the heaviness of weights

or the loudness of sounds could not be depicted in a drawing. The

*teacher would take the verbal definitions of the relationships the
_ L
pupils had fourid (Such as "he'avier,",meantng more than, or "louder,"

meaning more than, and so on), and show that these results' can be

"written" usinikline . The relationship between the length of the

lines corresponds tC) the relationship between the objects according

to the given parameter (such as weight or loudness)..
. 4.

The following quotation is from the record (Ns-a first-grade class

at the Tula sckool (V. P. Polyakova, teach

Teacher: The weight on the'left s heavier . . . (points to the

scales). What is another Way of saying that?

Tolya S: It (the weight) . . w ghs more than the other one.

(!_Nina K:' The weight on the righ:eighs less.('

Teacher: Right. The weights look as if they are identical but
they differ in weight. How can we write this, mention-
ing the weights &rid what we found out about them? . . .

Let's,write down our result using lines -- here, I'll
draw them one on the left for the left one, and the
right one on the right. I'll make them the same length,
since onv of the weights weighs less than the/Other .

Pupils: (Many of them raise their hands immediately; there is
a buzz of astonishment.) Ngt that way: The weights
don't s<reigh the same hut the lines on the board are

the same length. They shouldn't be equal.

Teacher: Then what should I do?. Can use lines to show what
the weights are like, or not?

Pupils: You can! But not, that way
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'44

Teacher: Them how? Who can do ft?

Pupils: (Several hands go up -- ten or twelve out of thirty-
four.)

. . _

Teacher: (Calls three'pupils to the board.) You each do it
,as you think it should be done. The others draw it
"your own wny in your notebooks.

The pupils did thif§ (the draWings expressed the relationship
correctly), and then they.discussed the results with the rest
of the class.",

Lines were then used in thisdesson to represent the relationships

"more.than" 2d "equal to" in weight, and to represent all three

relationships in comparisons by.volume, by the duration of a sound

uttered, and by the composition of groups of objects:.

The,teachers gave the children "reverse" problems as well.

Going by lines draWn 611 the board, they were to select, objects which

would yieldthis result if compared. As they discussed pdssible

errors, the thildren were repeatedly made to realile that only the

relationship between the lengths of the lines mattered in recording

the results this way -- and it was to be the same'relationship as the
4

one yielded by the comparison. A series of drawings appeared in the

chil4Zen's notebboks done with colored pencils. In recording the

results of the same compatison!different children drew their pair

of lines,of different "sizes." The teachers took the following

approach at this'point. Thr would show the class notebooks in which

the pairs of lines were differenttin length. The question would be

posedA "Are these drawings 'identical or not?" A discussion would

begin, and the children would establish that thee "drawings" were

identtcal since each pair of lines shnized the results of the comparison

accurately, and that they were "about the same thing." And several'

more such "clashes" between the meaning and the external appearance

of a notation were set up (Figure 6a).

Several lessons later the pupils were given an unexpected prob-

lem. filey were sto use circles instead of lines to record the result

of a comparison of any two children's.height. Could this be done?

. Many of the children thought so and wrote the answer in their notebook
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Figure 6. 7- *presenting the results of
comparison t rough the relationship be-
tween line circles, Or squares: (a)

comparison 1y volume (each Pair of lines
is identical to the others in.meaning);
(b) comparison of sounds by londness and
by duratiqp.

or on theboard with no help. As a rulei the relationship between

the areas of .the circles would c.pond to the results. The teacher

would show the children that squares or triangles could be used to

record the same thing and that what was impOrtant Was to make the

elationship between their "size" (area) the same as that in'the

comparison. This activity interested the children ireatly. They

were particularly excited about probles in Which the results of a

comparison of .the loudness of sounds, for instance, could be,recorded.;

by ny means other than the "customElry" lines. The pupils would

nse circles, triangles, and squares,which', in the relationship

between their areas, accurately depicted the relationship between the

*loudness or duration'of two sounds (Figure 6h). The majority of the

children could correctly explain the meanfng of what they had put down,

the connection betweell what was being cdmpared and how it was repre-

sented, and also the fact that these differed completely except for

the matter of "more" and .Pless."

This phase of the work thus introduced means of transcription

whose physical characteristios.had no.thing in common with the charac-

teristics of the objects being compared (such as the loudness of a

sound being depicted by using squares). The possibility of such a

transcription is deteLmined solely by the isomorphism of the, relation-
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ships of equality and inequality themselves, which actually reveal

their 4pure form through such "transformationetand becore a subject

which can be dealt with laterig

This stage of the work was of great importance to the children.,

'In the 'fist place, it clarified and justified for th'em the very

possibility of representing "all in one"'this way. And in the, second

place, many of them, when interpreting a ,elationship given,in a

symbol, now tried not only to select actual obtetts (such as sticks or

.blocks) but also to yepi.esent the relationship "rapidlY" in a symbolic

drfiwing in their notebook (lines being drawn or squares sketched to

correspond to the symbol given). What becores central for the children

ifiLthe relationship itself, its type, rather'than the objects through

.whiCh it may manifest itself.

On this' basis a newform of Itanscription -- Using letters --'

was 2ntroduced (in the fifteenth or sixteenth lesson). The direct

introduction of letter formulas in'these lessons was preceded by
4#

preparatory work meant to make two matters clear to the children:

(a) the re'sults of comparison by a single attribute may be recorded

uSing4different "signs" (14s, squares, circles and symbols) and

(b) thcqe signs tell about the weisht, volure, hardness, or other

attribute of one object in comparison (precisely this: in comparison)

with the weight,tvolumeo or hardness of another object or objects.

These matters wer8 usually studied by recording the results ol vaAous

compadtons.of a metallic weight and a Kock of wciOd (the weight was

heavier 4ut of less volume).

The teacher would give the pupils "freedom" in_the choice of
, o

signs and then, holding up their notebleoks, would Show that dg,ferent

tchildren had diffeAnt signs (some had..lines others had circles, and

so on). "You can do it this ay," of course, but it 'is better to

choose a sign which is unifdr and constant for everyone. As such a.,

vign, t e teacher says, people have chose* the letter. If, for

7---instance, a weight and a'block are being compared for heAness, the

heaviness-9f the weight may be designated by the letter A, and that

of the bl4ptck, by the letter B (the teacher writes A on the

board).
45

But these letters are equal in "size" and are different

45
The actual work of teacher and pupils in these lesSons is only

summarized here.
164 At
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.

in..this why from ot:her,signs quch as sqUares. _What shall we do?

.How are we ta5tegd_What We havewritten if we know that the heaviness

° of the weight is greater than that of-the block? The teacher gu41es,

.the pupils.tdward the goafby.saying,."The heaviness of theWeight is

)Atandthat of the block is B anl a Substantial number of tpe

chi1dr4n could continue on their pwn...%They formulated.the answer'

:orally first: ;The.heaviness.of the weightsis A and it is grv,.ter

tharf%th..e heavinegs pf the block; 13,.4'

With the ph

that th'symbol

pUt it in. 'They\wourd

's'participation, the teacher would establiqh
, c. ,

re than" was lacking, So they mould, imMediately
, =

thus.obtain the formula A > B. This trans-
,=!

tription'mould be,decoded a.6.in, the children taking turns expt1Tfning,

sits meahing: "The heavinessf the weight, that'S more'than'B;
heaviness. the block:!* The teadher.then5replaced this pal; of" .

A

"objects with a ttew pair to be spmpared -- a newweight.and'a block,
i A

4% preserving t* relationshil; between them but,differing from the former- .

.,

ones in size and colort%

-TeacAr: What results do we get from CoMpariilg these tbjeets
.by weight?

Againo_the.wfight is Heavier thki the block,..

Teacher: Now..you kdOw'a ne sign
of a comparison. Well,

I.
do you Write the weight
of Ihe.blockl 'Let's wri

-

to use to record the results
sv if you can use it. How
of this weight? The weight
te it.

With the lett'er AAnd the letter B (following the
teacher, they.write A .... B in theif notebookS) .46

- .Tedch@t: roes what'you have written telq_ us eN,Ierything ali-eady?

Pupils: No: -This te Is about:the weight here . . . but we
4,' still need sp etiling about th'e resultt. . ,

% =.". tt .
. . -- ol°

Teachgr:, What awe know"Abou't these results? How should we
.. re d,them here when c* have the letters? '1.1.y to do

it ty yo.urselves.

A: .

, At thi's point 'they J-Ia. only'hegun to read and write, and pi'

, courS-e'in maihematics classes ehe.teachkcrrt* on their preschool
T .

cexpepience "in writing 'Iirintia". letters. 4=.:

,- . s

)
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Many of thepupi103going by the preceding transcription, put

in the.syMbol accurate between the letters: A > B; but several

put it a line 'lower, a17ough th4 were able to give an accurate
explanation of what they. had writteh.

The teacheir checked the wor, .. again demonstrated the rules of

transcription
'tand the proper places:for the symbols, and asked

about the meaning of the fOrmula and of each of the signs in it.
Nr.

Teacher: We read .it this way, children: A is more than B. But '

what is Amand what ,is B? What-does what we have
written tell us?

Pupils: It sayslwe have compared theweight and the block for
heaviness: The heaviness of the weight is A, and that

-.of the block is B. The Oeight weighs more than the
block. The weight of the weight is'mgre than ;he:
w7Ight of the block. This.is written: A is more than.
I.

v,

. The teacher oUld substitute a new pair of objects and again compere

them by weight, but this time the weight could,be lighter than'the

block. The formula A < B would be written down and its meaning inter-

41. preted. Then the same objects could be, compared by,another paraMeter

volume. The teacher wouN emphasize here that the objects were'the same

but the attribute by lZiPhich they were being compared had changed. At%

first the children, Working orally with assistance frqm the teacher,

Aorwckuld find that the weight is less'in volume than the.bloak.
.

Teacher: Before, you used to record'such results this way: with
the fine on the left shorter than the risht one (he
shoo& them). But Aow we know'another aign 43 letter.

If we designate the vOlume O'f this weiAht by the letter
A, Olen how might we desiinate the volume of the block?

P4P11s: By thesletter B (however, several of the children begin
to.show initiative and suggest a different letter --
C, D, or E).

Teacher: Good, Write it this way: A . . . B. What is A and what
is B?

1
The pupilscanswer correctly.

-Teacter: But w
volume o
D. Let's
donait?,

or

an.use a different le
the taock: Someone
rite iP upderneath

-
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Pupils: There isn't any symbol (they put a symbol in both #

formulas: A < B, A < D).

Then the teacher questions the pupils to clarify with thekthe

meaning of the formulas, and to establish that these formulas are

saying the same thing:. That the volume of the weight is less than

the volume of the block (A is less than B; A is less than D)...As

he does-this,-ift constantly reminds the children that the letters

are "talking" about the attribute under comparllson: the heaviness

of the weight, in the one Case, and its volumeL(or hardness., or height,

.and so on), in the other. ,But the letteiist: do not in themsefues regis-

4ter the results of a comparison. A ,symbol is needed to cqnnect thm.

And only. the whole formula (the children were given this term right

a way),tells about these results; whal,the weight or volume or length

of one object is in comparisbn with the weiiht q.rvome or length

of another.
1

.. In the course xlf several lessons, by introduding more and mQ,re

new parareters (the loudness and duration of sounds,.th/ area of fig-
.

ures.and real objects, the strength of a blow, the composition of,

groups of objects to be asSembled),, and.only a small selectioxt of
,

letters -- A, B,-C, and D, the teacher trtined the childeen to use

the new form of transcription. In many of theiaproblems.the'children

were given a formula, such as A = B, and were to select objects which

would yield thAs result kf compared for .some attribdte. Hereris,an

exe.erpt from the report of a lesson on September 21, 1964 (in 4 moscmd,

'41

class, wi.th E. S. Orlova, teacher)°.,

Teacher: Show us the objects you have chosen. Misha, you aye
two new pencils there. Why.did you pick pencils like

-'those and not these (takes pencils of differing length
froM a pupil's desk)?

t

Misha V: Not those --,it says in the formula.on-the board that
we

7-
have an equality: A is equal to B. I toNt pencils

and compared them, artd thes:e two are equal in length

(he ho.rds thclm up) .

t Teacher: GoOd. What do.the letters A and B tIll you?

Mahe V: . They saY that the pencils are equal.

Teacher: Is tht what the letters .Say? They thems- ves,
.

A and
B here, tell aboUt equality? .

4.
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The pupils raise their hands.. The class,4 animated.

Teacher: We won't help him for the time being! Now think.

Misha V: (after a short pauSe) The.letters tell me'about the
length of the pencils -- this_one and this one.

Teacher:

ki

Pupils:

Misha V:

. Teacher:,

Pmfils:

Teacher:

Is that all? If the letters tell about the length,
then I'll take a pencil of this length -- this iS A,
and one of this length t- this is B: What I get is
that.A.is less than B. I

Ydu can't take tho4p -7 then you have a different formula.

We have an equality there is an eclual sign there,

We have to take pencils of equal length and then it's
-

right..

Then what tells about the equality itself?

The symbol between the letter's -- the whole formula.

Now I'm changing the symbol in my formula to repd A
is less than B. Can you find objects to show what

this means?
'

The children find appropriate objects; the teacher reviews tiw
basis for the choice: the meargng of the letters, the symbols,
and the formula as a whole; we shciuld note that the children choose
Objects which can be compared by various parameters, some of
them even demonstrating the inequality of groups o objects

according to some criterion.

A special series of problems in the form of games was introduced

in order to guide the childvm toward the idea of a "collection" Of

formulas by which all possible relatiQuships could be expressed. The

tea0er..would use the pupils' own work to show that, despite the

variations among the objects being compared for length, for instance

(from.pencils a'nd strips of paper to the children's own height), and

despite all the differences in length of objects designated by the same

It name" (such as strips.of paper), one gets e4her an equality or an

inequality, and the latter will be either "more than" or "less than.

Therefore, no matter what objects are compared, we will get either

the formulp A = B or the formula A,0 B. Ah inequality will be speci-
,

fied as either A > B or A.< B. The children would /elate e results

of part lar comparisons they made to this network ot formulds they

a.

4
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had written in their notebooks. 'At a special lesson, under the

'guidance of the teacher, they excelled at choosing objects for

comparing in one way or anoper, and the results of the comparisons

.always fit one of these formulas.

During this work (which was of great ifiterest to the children,

by the way),, the teacher wOuld also revire them to indicate which

at!ribute a letter desl,gnated when'they were .giving tl-e results of

a comparison. This I'S a particularly important point, since the-
. ) .

.children were actually forced to realize that the results of comparing

lengths, volumes, weights, or forces cbuld all be conveyed by .the

very same formulas, but that the letters in each case would tell not

about the objects themselves but about their length or strenat,h'or

w&ight.

In our view, the rule that the "general be made concrete" was

very important both for dealing with,,the "meaning!' of a formula and

for correctly linking a letter (a syMbol) with its object -- the

concrete, particular value of some quantity. As waS mentioned

earlier, we attempted to organize the instruction in this topic so

that the children themselves (at the first stage, in any case) would

interpret.the letter as the designation for the weight, volumei

length, or any other patameter of a given object as compaied with,the

weight, volume, or length of another ob"ject. The letter4ould acquir6

the unique function of a general symbol for any concrete lialue of a-

particular parameter. Since the children were actually able to derive

formulas from comparisons of objects by any specific values of these

parametets, and hy'the same token, since they needed no.assistance in

providing illustrations for the formulas, we have grounds for believing

that therwere making use of this very function of the letter.

In the concluding lessons of Topic II the teacher drilled the

chilAen on the idea that the results of any given comparison can be

eXpressed by one and only one of the three formulas which make up the

established "collection." He would usually do this by presenting

hclashing" formulas fur the resul,ts of'one comparison. Then the

children would establish by discussion the wrongness of a "dual" or

"triple" transcription and select the "right" formula.

169
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A second issue discussed at these lessons concerned a rather

subtle point -- the possibility of using various letters and the

limIts on this variability. A 'number of timesl.the teaclier would

not indicate which letters were to be 'used in recording the results

of a comparison. .The pupils would select letters on their own.
.

The teacher. would l4rite the variants on the board: A > E; B > C;

F > K,.and $o on, and would ditcuss.whether these formulas were

identical,. With no,assistance, as a rule, the children would establish

that these.formulas were.identical, making reference to two matters --

,the Ombol "more that" occurred* in each, and the formulas were all

talking about the same result.

'At the same time the teacher would give a number of examples
i

to show that it is better to use different letters when comparing

different attributes to know during this lesson which formull refers

6 what'attribute (even though all this Would lose its meaning at the

next lesson since the same letters would be used in other situations).

One other odd matter shall be mentioned. At first some children

(as a rule, several in each class) would record the results of.coml.

parisons'using letters of different sizes; that is,,they would carry

over the principle of using Models of the objects as symbols. The

teacher would show that this'is unnecessary in a formula since Ihe '

relationship iS indicated by the symbol for inequality. At severah

lessons the children would be shown formulas whose letters differed

in "size," but whose meaning was the opposite of the appearance .

' (A< b, for instance). They were to select apprOpriate objects as

illustrations, going by the symbol in doing so. The teacher would

demonstrate agaiin that the letters themselves could bke any "size,"

and that what was Important was the meaning of the formula which,

with its sYmbol, designated the comparison'of "any" objects (which

became an everyday expression for the pupils).

The work in Topic Il (fourteen to sixteen lessons were spent on

it) is a crucial part of the entire introductory !iection of mathematics,

since in essence it ha to do with setp.ng.up a special aspect of the

cilild's activity, the 1stem of relatronships which isolate quantities
f

as the basis f.or subsequent mathematical trhnsformatiens. Letter
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formulas, which replace a series of preliminary methods of tran

scription, turn these relationships into an abstraction for the first

time, for the letters themselves designate any specific values of any

specific quantities, while the whole formula designates any possible

relatiOnships of equality or inequality of theSe values. Now, by.

relying on the formulas, it becomes possible to study the actual

properties of these relationships, turning them'into a special sub ect

for analysis.

Realizing the importan6e of Topical. and II to the mathematics

course as a whole, we made a speclal check of the extent to which the

children had mastered them. ''Belpw we give typical results from one

such individual check made during the last week of September, 1963,

in-the first gTade at MOSCOW School No. 786 (with G. G. Mikulina,

teacher). The children were'instructed to solve three problems which

would show, on the one hAnd,Neether they had learned the methods of

comfaring objects (aggre ates7of objects, in particular), and on the

other hand, whether they un erstood the connection between the-results

they had obtained and the m thods of writing them down. These prob

lems were as follows (th ndividual parts f them ar.e indicated below

*by Arabic nakerals and Iltters).

Problem I. The pupil is shown a little "house" made of one big
block and two little ones (Figure 7a). There are four more big

blocNand six more little ones on the table. The experimenter
'demonstrates that new "houses" can be made from these blocks

according to the model. After this phe pupil is given the

problem:,,
A

1. t'Sout out these blocks so that we can-find out whether thire
are enOugh big and little blocks to make houses like-this

one." The pupil must arrange th bletks in an approprITte
way (such as is shown in Fiture 7).

2. "Are there enough blocks of both kinds to make 'houses' like

this one?" The pupil Tust answer the question. 0

3. "What kind a bloClcs aren't there enough of? ft (There are notA

enough Small blocks tor thig particular problem.). The pupil'a

answer should follow from an understanding of the conditions

of the problem,

4. "What symbol can we use to record.th,e results of comparing the

. two groups of blocks?" (The group of small blockssand,the
group\of big ones are,pointed out.) The correct response Is

to say;%-VThe symbol 'is less thanLI! and to Write it down.
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4

Figure 7. -- Diagrams'of pupils work in
'comparing aggregates of blocks: .(a) is

'the model of the complement; (b) and (c)
are parts of the complement (their origi-
nal f3osition); Cd) is comparison of the
parts and, the results of it.

5. "Why are you using tthat symbol?" The pupil must substantiate
4

his decision by citing the fact that for this particular model,
there are not enough small blocks to build the houses.

Problem II. 4

1. Two mugs.filled wtth water are placed in front of the pupil
(tfle one on.the left contains .5 literp, the one on the right,
.25). The problem,is "Compare the volume of water in the
mugs and dr.aw lines to show the results of the comparison."
The pupil must draw &'1ines, the left one longer than the
right one.

2. Two blocks are put in front of, the pupil (a big one on the
left, a small one on the right), (a) "Compare the volume

'of these blocks." The pupil compares the blocks. "Can the
results of the comparison be shown by drawing lines?" The
,answer follows. (b) "But do you have to draw new lines?
Or can you use the ones you already have? Why?" The upii
should indicate that he can use the lines already there for
reoording the results of comparing,new objegts. 4

roliltm III'. The pupil is giVen two weights (a 50-gram one on
' t e left, a 100-'gram one on the right).

ir

07.
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"Compare the heaviness of these weights and record the results
of the comparison in a formula. Designate this (50-gram)
weight by the letter A and the other by the letter-B." .The
pupil should write the formula A < B.

4

2. "Can the letters A and B be replaced by'any other letters?"
The answer folloWs. "Which ones? Write them down:" The

pupil write the formula using other lettIrs.
4

-1,5

3. "You ndw hav .the formula A < B and the formula . (the

letters_may aPV). _Are these formulas the same ok different?"
The pupil s ould give the answer required by the sense of the .

problem.

4. "Why are they the same (or different)?" The pupil shoUld
substantiate his answer by making reference to the,symbol
and t1-1 objects. involved.

Problem I presupposes the ability) to juxtapoSe the parts of ar

object being assembled (a "house"), and to determine.the correspondence

between them (that is, to compare them) frcim a standpoint of the re-
.

qyirements of.the 7;001. The children must make an Astraction from

the "particular elements" of the groups, a purely visual-aspect of

the situation. Problem 11 tests the ability to use lines to yecord

the results of a comparison and to use th.e exlsting lines as the tran-
-

scription of the results of. a diferent comparison if these results

are identical in their meaning. Infroblem 111 the children's under-
)

standing of the fact that letter formulas are identical.in meaning if

they designate the same relationship between objects is det2rmined.

We shall.quote.ofirst from the report of one ptipil'Alitest, that

of Larisa S. (on September 25, 1963), which'is typical of many of eSe

tests (all thirty-eight pupils took it). Since the cxperimenter's

questions have been quqted in' our description of the problems, they

are not repeated (only their numbers are given). Only the-subject's4
answers and reactions are given herei along with supplementary instruc-

.

,tions from the experimenter.

"---"Problem I.

1. She started to build "houses" but soon stopped and aftei a
short pause took the blocks apart so-that there was a big

lone vext to each.two small ones: "You can do it this way . .

2, "No . . - there aren't enough . . thiA is an egtra one.
(Points to a big. blo4.)
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3. "This is extra one -- there aren'i- enough little ones."

4. "Symbo ?" pause.) "There is a symbol of-inequality
here!' (Experimenter: "Be more precise.") "The Symbol
'is 1 s than" (she sailes it down).

' 5. "This:block is extra, and there aren't enoilegh of these (small
ones) for a house. There Live more big ones, so you need the
symbol 'is less than."

Problem II.

1. She draws two\llses, the left.one longer than the right one.

2a. "You can do it with lines" (she attempts to draw them).

b. A pause: \She starts to.draw new lines but stops immediately.
"You can do it with these' lines -- one is"longer than the
other, like here." (Experimenter: "1Why didn't you draw
them?") "You can do it this way." (She points to the lines
drawn earlier.) rWe have the right kind already." .

Problem

1.. She immediately writes the formula A < B.

2. "Be replaced? The weights?" (Experfmenter: "No the
weights are the'same, but replace the letters.") "Yes,
you can. I'll do it right now." (She Write§ Z < P.)

3.
IIThe letters are different. . . The formulas are identidal."

4. "The symbols.are i,dentical here and here" (she points to the
formulas). (Experimenter: "How might you say-that more
precisely?") A pause. "The weight of the weights is written
tth'theleteJig".4(S1ie'points first to'the first formula
and then to the second one) . 4.;The weights are the same
and the formulas are identi6al..".

-4,74

This report shows.that the pupil understood the questions directed

to het and saw the connection-between the formulas and the objects

being c'ompared . .5 zq.,;,sczked-..the .prA-lems correctly and' complgt-ay on

Iker own.

Not'every pupil responded this accurately, of cours Several

needed.help from the experimenter who gaveseither,a leading, uestion
.*

ora hint. A fewipupils were'not able to.solve certain problems even

after tieing given such help. In Table 1, general quantitative data

about pupils' performance on the three problems: part by part are given
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(the number of pupils who managed to solve the problem in one way

pr another is indicated)t

TABLE 1

PUPILSt PERFORMANCE ON THREE COMPARISON OF
OBJECTS PROBLEMS: TOPICS I AND II

Manner in which Ihe
roblem was solved

Problems
II

1 2 3 4 I 2a 2tf 1 2 3 4

Solved it on their
own

Solved it with the
help of a leading

Solved eigith the
help of a hint

Did not solve the
problem

27 38^ 38 36 34

11.

5
ft ft ft 2

6
It tt tt

ft ft ft 2

c

38 38 30

ft

'ff

ft

If ft

4

4

\
37 35 23 28'

di-

1
If

3 5
ft

In solving Bart 1 Of Problem I, el6en out of thirty-eiFht d

pupils needed help from the experimenter in Order to sort:the groups

of block) intoobrows. ,These pupils Plirst tried to build "houses"

and to compare the groups in this way. They were forbidden to do .

this. OnIy with the subsequent help of the experimenter did they-
i.

x
classify the blocks as the problem requifed. _In-parts 20(1,3 of

#

Problem I, the pupils Arformed)On their own.' ,That ilpeyanswered
,

immediately that there w e not enough blocks -- not e!Frugh Smallg(

ones, to-be specific. The\vost crucial part of PrOblem/I wag the

fourth part, which required them to recognite the relationship of

7
inequ4iity and to designate it by a.specific symbol. Thirty-six

out of thirty-eight pupils performed this task. In spite of the .

obvious "predominance" of the small bl these pupils responded,

as the sense of the prOblem depanded that there were fewer small
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blocks. Thirty-four of them Substantiatedi their conclusion cA-rectly

(two'needed a leading question).

All the pupils performed the first and second parts of Problem

II. 'They drew lines to depict,the relatio ship between the volumes

of water and the volumes of the blocks, ra dly and with no assistance.

The last part of the problem proved toarmOre difficult. Herethey

had to determine the posibility pf using the lines they already had

in order to describe a new result. Thirty of the pupils established

this possibility on their own, and four did it after a hint. Four

thought it necessary to draw new lines.

oblem III turjiedout to be the most difficit (especially the

lird and fourth parts). All thirty-eight pupils successfully re-

laced the letters in the 'preceding formula .(thirtylanve of them on

t eir own; see Problem III; part 2). But only thirtY-two pupils were

then able to est,ablish the i4ntity of the formulas twelity-three

on their ownLand nine with the help of leading questions and hints.

Six were 'unable to establish the identity of the-formulas. Thirty

were able to substantiate their conclusioh.that the fovItilas were

ident.ical, and twenty-eight of these did it oh -their own (ProbleirlII,

part 4).

These data and the reports of the testing indicate that the

majority of the pupils had thoroughlr mastered the methods for re-

cording the results of comparisonsing letter formulas, and under-

stood the meaning of these formulas and their connection with the

actual relationships between objects.
47

Topic III -- (the properties of equality and inequality). 4

A fter the children had bev introduced to formulas using letters,

they were ready for an explanation of 'the properties of relationships

expressed abstractly as equality and inequality. The first of these

is thetreversibility of an equality (presented in the twentieth and

twenty-first lessons). The teacher, would demonstrate once more that

the results of a comparivn should be given-frow4eft.to right (written
. /

/
47
.After the testing had been completed, the teacher in educed

special exercises into.the lessons, by which all the 'u US mastered
Uhe points mentioned.

'GM
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as A = B, with the objects arranged corresPondingly). But at this

point he would reverse the objects (the red stick whose length was

designated as A was now on the right, and the blue one on the left).

The children would observe,-Eirst, that the objects had been trans-

posed and second that the results of the comparison had not.been

changed, that there.was still an equallity, written B A.

Then the children and the teacher would determine again and again,

by comparing various attributes of new objects, that when one reverses

the position of equal objects, the external appearance of the formula

c4anvs but its mianing remains the same. The teacher would cOnclude:

"If A is equal to B,/then B is equal to A." The children would write'

these formulas down-and draw a box around them.

Then there would be a series of ekercises. For example, the

children would Lelact objectorto illustrate the formul40 C E. Then

the teacher would write down the new formula E C and would ask:.

"What kind of new sticks (or blocks) do you need to get, to explain

this formula?" They would usually answer correctly: "We don't need
A

to get any neWsticks. We already have what/We need; we'juat have

to reverse them." The children wouWarrange the objects to correspond

to-the second formula. 0
The following type of exercise involved "filling out" formulas

with the proper Letters arkl symbols. Formulas such as these e

written on the board:

K =t G C = D 0

P'G K B K D

(in place of the does they were to put the omitted letters and sythbols

according to the sense of the problem; in the secod pair of formulas

,which \ntains K, it was.impossible to be sure wl&t to put id, since
\ ,

the relt a ionship between A and K is unknown). As the children copied ,

46
down these formulas into théir notebooks, they insarced the necessary

elements. Man7 of the tiriadren would "falteP on the `second one and

ask whether there was a mistakekin what is written with A meant

instead of K. But some children unhesitatin ly put an.dqual sign,

"spontaneously' replacing "K" with "A" in ,th /
exp1. ation. The

teacher would take this occasion to explain how, to work with these

formulas and then would assign a series of similar exercises.

,t



of reflexivit}Y tO the children. He would holdup a board-whose length

was designated by t letter C, let us say, against the hlaokboard and 4--

draw a "copy" of,L with chalk (the children would do analogous work

in their notebooks). He would point out that the length of the line ... .

on the blackboard (ols in the notebook) could also be designated by

the letter C, sii'n4 this was the very length from which it was obtalmed.
'-,

If all this.is written in 4e formu.f-will be C = C. The teacher

could alsO say that the.length of the stick is equal to Itself, adding

that here the Stick Ld'its "shadow" on the blackboard or in the

The teacher would uee the following device t4 explain the meaning

notebook are of equal length.

Similar work was,done on the area of figures as well (here, too,\

it wag possible to. make,"Cdpies"). But the teachers usually spent

little time on this, since we have not been able to propose a very

-acceptable approach to handling this property.
48

The childreh made

almost no errors on formal exercises, however. 11-;ey Would put in an

"equals" sign in formulas of the type A ... A and B.... B'and would
t,

put in the proper letters in such forMulas as ... = A and C = .

The next stage of the work was te explain tlae connacti,on between

the symbols "more han" and "less than" when the letters. (or objects)- .
.

in formulas of inelity are reversed. This work also helped the

child to understand the meaning qf the reversibility of an equality
-

(becahse of ihe difference in the results of transposition). It was

introduced in a comparable.way. The positions of otects were
,

° teversed, and the new regkilts were evaluated, written down, and compared
,

,vaith therald.. The children did not seem to have any particular diffi-
-..-.%

'..culty here, apparently because even when they.used lines to write down

the results of a comparison,In words they would often repeat the

cdmparison in the opposite direcfion: "ThiS'b14pck is smaller xhan

)that one, so that one is larger." In any case; prOblems on the,level

of "pure" formulas could be given immediately following the first

demonstrations using-objectS. The change from the symbol " > " to

. 48It should be mentioned that we do not think at the method indicated'

is the be.
j1

. We are still uncertain how toxplain o children the

real mea' g of reflexivity (and upfortunately we have dot yet achieved

this In the work on Topic III).
%.11
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".< " and back would be accompand hy Verbal formulas such as"'If

'A ia larger than B, then B is smgiler than A." The childtén would

ind themost diverse objects.t6 illustrate these."rules" and'their

written expression. .

A
-At this stage the pupils solved such problems ds these (objects

sometimes being used and detailed exiilanatiTabbeing given):
t

G < KN < D

K G

A > B C' K

B ... A C

It is striking that in a nuiber of instances the comparison'of s

the objects would be makbin one direction.while the evaluation for

'writing down would go in the other. For instance, sote pupils

would say: s weight here is heavierthan that one" (reasoning

from the right cupof weights to the left). "We have to.write. it

this way: A is less than B" (the notation going from left'to Tight).

It might.be gaid that these children were "turning" the one'relation-

ship into the other instantaneously. More and-more Ruch instances
.

okcurred subsequently, so that in time this kind of reevaluation "was

automatic: The teachers kept calling to.the-children's-at4ntion,

meanwhile, that the presence of one symbol, when "moVement"-is fifOm

left $o right, indicates immediately that it is pospible to moN.4' Tri*

right to left' if the,opposite symbol,is used (this is contrasted

with the immutability of equalPy). /.

th eniyrfourth and twenty='fifth lessonb the childrew4ere
-

introduced to 'the transitivity of relationships. They worked;"With

special sets of planks, blocks, mugs,. and weights which they dould:
,

set up in series of relationships from."iarger" to "smaller'.."'-The

) children would arrange these olpjects.inlncteasing" and "depreesine

series (Figure 8). At the same time they would describe the 'relation-
..

'ships verbally (without writing them down), designating the elments'

of the series by letters. For instance, following the teacher's,.

.'instructions and with his help, they wOuld'sayl "This stick ig-shorter .

'than that one, and.that one.is shorter than that other One"; vThe"

length of the red stick is less.than the length f this blue.stiCk,

band the length of thIs blue one is less than that of this4White one";
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"Stj.ck A igJamilller tAirinfaick.B, and stieloll 1s smaller than stick'.

. -D.49 .

e,

I.

Around them. When they

,,their attention to the
-

'taller than Misha, and

analogous Multi-step comparisons by weight, hardness, composition of

r 11

I I .11 11 /CT t PI

111 :1,1111 DfrrlD4
-

u IL.-- Arrangement of various ob-

jects in series (6y relative.length and

volume). ..)

( The children would alio loc4 for analogolis "steps" i

-

441.

the objeces.

talked about height, the teacher w ld 011(

fact-that Kolyawai taller than Tanya, Tanya

Misha taller than Lida (and they would 'take

4 o

,aegroape of objecta, and so on).
s

. The Children also solved the fallowing 'problems. With two boards
lk

(ot blocks, Tel-haps) of .differing length b fore the they would
^1.

ffrit choose letters, such as A and,K, to d ate them. They,were

to select a board B such that A was larger than B but B was.larger

than K.r 112sq conditions were.written.on 'the ,board as a pair of

4

fotmulas. There were similar problems in which the children were to

e

-
. 49.-When the children first began to'use lettdr,desighations,

they connect4d them with a particular paraimeter of an object such

as.length.or weight. Thus in solving a problem they would...say:*

"A is the weiglit of the object," or "the plank has'length A." But

'gradqally they. would shorten these fcitmulations, and more and mve

pften a letter would refer t'o the obAect itself ("object B," for

instance). Buhat was meant here', of course, was the quantities ,

being compared.,. By special questions the teacher could bring the

back.to thevoriginal detalred.deiignjtions, but they would

:do this Iess ana less oftent In their work on.Topics III and

,

they usuqlly used only the shoriened expressions:

lao
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draw lines or circles in their notebooks.. There were two goals here:

(a) to introduce the children to setting, up "ascending" a

aeries, and CO to trainthe children to make ,accurate r

theielements of formulas and the objects in the correap

The latr needs special explanation.

The first variants of the cUrriculum inol d an introduction to .

transitivity.. But no system Of exercises had be&t w rked put iet

td help pupils learn to relate formulas:with.the o jetts,illusti tins

Chem. Theneed for such-became particularly apP4 ent from special

. testin.g which showed that many children dePicted the,relationships

indicated ip the.formulas A > B; B C; A > C b drawing foar lines

middle lines identical.

gh fhe second line for

o prpvent such errors,

spe'cial exercises are Deeded to'help to g acAossl-the meaning af the

"!descending".

ations . between

ding 4eries.

.,

instead of three, And only a few made the two

The rest drew them of dtfferipg length (alth

B usually was speller than the,first one).

paired formulas and the placeof their mi dle term.,'

Using objects ap visual aids, thb c ildren would-write down the

folIowing chains of formulas,

links (but thotwould draw no

4 A > B

C.

clearly d stinguiahing the transitional

conclusi n 6om these formulgs)':

K < N

N c M

C D < E

By relatifig these formulas to

a kind of conclusion, suth.as
-7.-

demOns'trale this possibility;

A = C

E

4 t Of
. .

obje ts, it Was.possible to formulate

A i greater than D.±The teacher would

'gu ding the children toward actually

ween Ole extreme .terms of.the formula0'

middle terms. The need for using the .

ecame irery clear when the teacher assigned

1.

determinini the relationship be

by.their connection through th

formulas to draw.a conclusion

the voblem: "Board A is la

than bOard C. We do 4ot ha

in comparison with A givel

the qhildren began o reas

found thiat "C(is. smaller

that A is larger than C.
/

ger than.board A, and board B is larger

e board C,here. What should it be like

these conditions?" 'It is interesting that

p '13a4Lcwards" in this ciase. Usually they

han B and Smaller fhan A, so that means-

They wrote down the formulas on the basis
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of fhis kirk' of verbal statement. 191 1:fey had the formulas, the

statement itself became shorter and,* precise and gradually turned

into the.standard, "if . . then .

,

SlniQ.a

tionships Some were in gariie,fOrp0 such as haviQ to find the hidden

object on the basispf.ce4aforMulas. .Pind Csif A and B are given

4inw

1.4

'dise`ussion, 'in the cOurse of witiCh 'the children inclined toward the

tt

Troblems were givA,4 Vanting. form for all three ela-

sand we inoW that A B and he foimal notation would grad-

'ually come to look..as folloWsi(the teacher wrote the problems' on the

:board) . / :

A > 7 A < B

B > C

A... C A < C

star4i, without even needing objects as visual aids,

the children (qt the teacher's 1.equest) would give detailed 4:$al

exp1anatieTs of eaChstep they.tapk. They were then told to put in

.'only the,SyMhols aud lettere needed. At various times fh'ey were asked

to make'a sicetch to alustrate a formula they had found (they wall&
*

'draw lines).
. . .

In the final lessons of Topic tIl. the teacher assigned problems
. , -

eequiring that transitive and intranpitive relationships be distinguished.

whs deZrable for the children to "feel" this distinctien:althotigh

they'could scarcely be expected to provide a logical basis for it.

problem is:. "The boy loves the bunny, and the bunny.

Does the boy thus love carrots, too/- Or: "Tanya

Masha, and Masha 0 friends with Valya, itd`th4t means

An example of a

loves carrota.

id friends with

'Tanyais friends w44 Valya. .Right?" These problems aroused a livel§

'vieethat

give some

instance,

nO binding conclusion clould be' drawi.t. They werq.4ab1e to

giounds fA.- the conclusion.* They correctly grasped, for

that-'the boy mightpossibiy lack %.ove" for carrots even:

though Re felt "love" for the bunny. The teacher would use the

problems to distinguish.tore,shalply the characteristics of transitive
,50

relationships, where the concl4s1on.i "imperative. .

,

C4.

.50We shbuld commeq that turther researCh is needed into designing

a system of exerciges wItich.will make transitivlty clear to the child

and help him focus on it in solving-problems. Our experience silows

that the child comes up ag:4/ust some diffidulties in transitivity.

,f
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The chy.dren 'had to solire iany prehlems in these lesspns (in-

clud.nfrId problems) without relying.directly on objects as vigual.
, .

aids. The transition we planned- to the analysis of relationships

'was ha on certain abbreviate4statements about,their pro, perties.

AP, ''"7

As the children learned the material,in the following topics, the

possibilities for this kind of analysls kept broadening.
. .

. Topic IV -- (the operations "of addition and 'subtraction).
t e

There'were several stages in the transition to the first operations

(beginng with the thirtieth and thirty-,first lessons). First the

teacher would simply demonstrate a 'change in some parameter of "11.

\ ohject. This was most convenient to do by changing the vo lude of

water in a flask, or the force ofia push, or the weight of a load-

He would also give various examples from, everyday life, all of whith

had the same.meaning: "Thera were sa and so many, and this-Nanged.

-to sa and ao many." The children fully understood that there are tuTp.

directions of change here -- increase and decrease.

The next step was to describe the change. The,children,cluipared:
, . .

the volume of water in two identical flasks,(the water level was marked

on the side), and wrote down -"e formula A B. Then the teacher . --
..

0 .,

A. t

poured a ceetain amonnt or 4rater into the left flask and propomed ..7,L

that the new volume be designated by th'e letter C andithat'C' 3 be

written dow n. But how was this new volume arrived at? Coukt C he'..,

obtained from the former A? How should what happened to A be written? '

The children indicated in.some;fort that a 'certain amoun; of Waterlwas
f 1

added to A and Oita C was obtained. With the teacher's help, A +,k = C
. . (

was written and-the Teaning of the symbol " + " alad of th.e letler

K.established. (This was "handled" by such means.as going back
.i

,the former volume.)
.

I

, Further, the children subSt,ituted a sum!into
1

the formula ior

inequaldity *and'obtained: A'+ k > B (this poirit is methodbloaially
V

f

difficult and require's .Certain "moveS" which are not described here).

The formula A - K < B ufas obtained in a patallel manner, as .4e11,as
T-

the formulae A < C.+ K and A > B - li.,46here problets were solved

using various parameters of various objects (it was especihily conven-,

ient to- use the weight of dry substances).

a
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At the next stage the 'children carried out operations with visual

aids According to formulas the teacher indicated. Given.the formulas

= D, C < D . . for. instance, they deterftined.the direction of

cklange and.reproduced it-using strips of paper. As they did fhis,
4

they reabo'ned Out loud: 7They are equal, and if tile ;left side becomes

smaller, that means'that the right side iS larger, that it has in-

creased." *

A few lessons-later tfe childen were giyen new problemt.What

had to be done tth the sides equal again? every class,nearly

a third of the children'gave an immediateanswer: "You have to sub-

trac.t" (if something had been added) or "You have to add" (if somel
?

thing had been subtracted). With the teacher's help they checked_this

method, and it was correct. But hardky anyone was ableto find the

other method -- that of changing the other side of the inequ4lity.

Although the teacher would show that this was 'also possible, by now

a substantial; number of the child'ren (about half of each class). could

determine the amount of the change -- "lair the same amount" .on beir

own. The formula of the tyge:/ A + K +K w.as added to Ihe p'revious .

.formula for inequality.

However,'in tvIlfclasses two.o three tupils noticed a dis eta-

. ancy in the way the formula was writAn and proposed writing it it%

way: A + K = B.+ G where K = G. That is,.the second items them-.

selves should.be represented byldifferent 1.etters. If the pupilsoo.

did no,t come upon this'way of writing_it themselv6s, the teacher would

show it to them, and theniit would be used along with the first way.

-As the pupils perform4d various exercises, they became'more and

more skilled at explaining their methods'of *ration verbally, and

with each lpsson they hadqess need to use objects as aids. 'Ds solve

problems they would "mull OVer" (alo44 or in a whisper) the possible

relationhips in,the given conditions.. Problems were wrAten as

follows:

A = B

A + D B

A = D

' A ... -D

B = C

B > C

B C

The"chiOnen's ieasoning constantly 'revealed that they underl
.k

stood the real eonnetion among the variops types of 'relatiopships:

1 /

MI6
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"A wds equal to B. B was decrease

meanS. A became4(arger -- we have to

(Andrei L. from Moscow); "The right

, it became less than A, so t4t
. .

put. in the symbo 'tlicke than"

1side of the equ ity was increassd,

so that means we have to Rut the,symbol 'less than' if'A equal's

B, then A is less than B,increas&I by C" (Vova S. from Tula).

. By introducing the children to tlie operations of additlon and

subtraction, it.becomes possible to .kroaden the range o "word"

problems whose conditions contain letters as data?

Since the neact. topic is different, the results el the first

- four topics are summarized, particularly the results of work with the

letttr, formulas. A series of individual tests using specially se-

lected problems.. onlhe topics which had been covered was given.in

-One M6SCOW chIss (G. Mikulina, leacher)) ddring 1963-64.- For.the

ehIldren the, ests were "unexpected" in a number of cased, since
4

they included roblems on which they were not working directly.at the

N.
time ana which theY migAt have "for gotten." The tests tiade it possil;le

to explore hoW much they had learned and ha6. well.

Da,,ta concerning perforMance,on these testOwhich included

problems of three types, are given in Table 2. The eight problems
o

of type I callied for the.ability to write appropriate-letter fOrmulas

after observing certain relatiqnships between objects (A = BCA < B;,

A > B). The sevew.problemi of type II required a knowldge of the
4

basic properties Ofeequality and inequality (insertion of ,symbOls

in formulas of the type: A = B, 5 ....A; C > D, D C; KN,,

..., and so on). Finally, the eighteen problems of type TI ealt

with all-the ways Of going from equality.to inequality, and wit

returning to equality through addition and subtraceion (such formulas
A

as: A = B, A + K B, A.+ K B + K; C = G,-C G D). The

problems of types II and III were to be solve only through analysis.

of Ihe letter fdrmulas, with no dependence on objects as visual aids.

r.

,e

-

(The tests were giwen from. September 30 to November 1, 1963.)

The ma.joAty pf the 'pupilsmade no errors in solving the prob1ells
. l ,

of tyPes I and II. The number of errors increased.in.the problems of
,

type III, which the pupils were toisolve rapidly an "to themselv.es."

IAlmost all the arrord'on the November. 1 test occurr d with-"dif.ficult"

formulas: A = C, A.< ...; A = D, A + K ... D + K.' Although twenty-
.,
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FREQUEN

TABLE. 2

OF ERRORS ON THREE PROBLEK P TOFUS I - IV

No. of tests
Prob1elf typea

8:Oct. 1

%.Eiror4
One Erroi
Iwo Errors
Three Errors

III
2Ackpt. 30 5:Oct. 2 N.....5:Oct. 8 1.3:Oct. 23 1 5:Oct. 28 f

34. ,
11

$

29' 36
1

1

0

Fosqble
Errors

Actual .

Errors
Perteht
Errors:

' 288

4116
8

2 1.4 -

175

7

190

3

1.t

No. of Subj. 3,6 35 . 35 38

5:Nov. 11

' 31 28 26
5 9 3. c

4 / 7

ID 1

'108 190 18.5

5 11 ,20

4.6 6.0 10.0 .

. 36 - 37

58:Oct. 1 means 8 problems, test administratiorr on Oct. 1

0.



.
six pupils out of thirty-seven made no.erBrs at all o'n thii test,

it obviously caused the-ohildren a certain amount'of difficulty;

At the same time the sumMary data of performoce on the problems of

type III (outof 673!possible ertors 39, or'5'.8%, were committed)

show that many'of the children had a firm knowledge of the material

in Topics I - IV (Figur# 9).

1:0

-

1:1

?f= >

3. A-18
4.-A.=Et A=C e. frA
.0.=C Ar-B A>E3's

13wC

A=B

A-fx303-

ii.,+;o A.--A03.'

At, c-i3+1

,

Figure 9. Results on individgl tests,
oVer Topics II - IV, taken by Mobcow,

grade pupil Tanya K: (1) representation
of the results of com&rison using symbols;
(2) the first letter formula; (3) the prop-
erties of equality and inequality; (4) th6
transitivity of equality; (5) the violation
of equality and its "restorati6n" through,
addition and subtraction (she performed
items 5 in her.'head" without using'
objects to aid her).

4
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Topic. V ---'(tht shift ftoM fnequaity to equality),51. 'Once the

children had madda comparison.and had recorded the results ofAit with

the forpula.A < B, they were given.the new challenge of turning this

inequality into. hn-equality. With an object before.them as a visual

aiA, many of the children would indkcate on their.own haw this might

be done -- they would propose making B smaller or glarger. By

working with boards or strif3s,/of paper theY ev n were able to demon=

Itstrate this method. Then, at the first opportnu ity (the fortieth,or

qtorty-first lesson of the year)*the teacher gave the,notation for .

this information: A < B, A + = B, A =,11

'The dots conveyed to the children that somethingwas added or
,

subtracted with the result being an equality. By demonstrating wiEh

flasks of water or with le-eights, the teacher showed that it was not

.knoWn beforehand how much needed to be added_orsubtracted (relEitively

Ang pieces Of string could also be used). "Something" needed to be

added to A,. hnd the-"needed" part,could even be written in advance,

but,what this "something" was exactly and "how much," was not yet

known.
/

Together with the children the teacher would establis that by

-writingisuch a formula down, they were only contemprati or planning

an "increase" or a "decrease." The teaCher would propose the"special

symb61-4/to designate the unknown ift this. formu2a; fhat is; that which

needed to be indicated in order to reduce the inequality to an equality:
.

A + x B.4.; A = B x:

As a rule, the children rapidly grasped the meaning of this synibol..

Thus the very first lesson many children were able to eorrectly

explain that not just "any" weight, for instance, or volume could be

.-added or subtracted, but that t ifference Aden 'A and B needed
e +

to be known and that it.was n.jt yet known.

Several subsequent ''tessons were spent introducing the children

to methods of determinIng this "differsnCe,"-with objects used as'

, 51
In an article [11] A. A. Kirynshkina has described the main

features of the work done in this tokic, as well.as Spical difficulties
which the children have in solving eleMentary uatrons. Thereforb,
we shall.- only take time here to give the gener a:results of the work
done in this topi7
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4
visual aids. ItLwas important here not simply to Show.ways of woiking

.with erid objects (such as laying boarcip together or pouring wOter inte

#. flasks), but also.to teach the children to use letters to describe

these processes ape4 their results. Ns

Al*:This waS the most difficult part of the wh4e topic ,(see the -

article by Kiryushkina Ell]). Ihechild encounter,' a new meaning of

sobtraction when he.wrote x = - A. qt was not an actual diminutionc

(as it was in Topic IV), but only a formal descrip.tiOn of the cOm-.

parison ef. quantities B and A, where'B.as an object amained the same

as it was and the quantity eorrespondiong to x wOs io be obtained trom
4

Other material. Thia nótation is only a formal description of the

process of obtaining x. Since the children had aCtually determined

x'(the "difference"), thqvjould then' "ode i`t. to A and.obtain tie
1/4

required eq uality. The majority of the children understood the meaning

:of the letter description bf "additionu'rielt away, al hough many of

them were stip
4
confus6d by th4* way it we40.c:ritten sin e it had several

letters and parentheses in 4. in sum,- the entire process of making
AP

.up dnd solving an equation with the aid,of objects can be seen in the

following systenl of. formulas: - 4

< A..(the initial condition);

A+ x = 11 (the planned transformation)0;

4 a. Be- A (the search for the "diffe'rence

ANf A) =. Bk (the actual equating). ,

-

The children would ufrite these down under the teacher's super-

vision. .Then exercises were gradually introduced in which eth

'were-either to observe a fellow student working with objects or to do

the woik themselves, and thenyere to4uee formulaa.bn-their own to

deearibe the entire sequence of the therdion of an inequality

into an equality. The t4ehdis encounteed certain difficulties here,,

resulting,mainly from the children's lack of skill in Agonizing their
./0

own work. Bdt after several:lessons nearly all (with the exception

Aree or four who qill'needed,dirtct assistancerwere able to

solve these problems with,only mihdr'errorst.

`.. The neXt stage 'consisted bf the gradual trandition to'solving

'equationson,thejevel.of-the formulas-themselvfs. The way was px4epartd

A

r), z----

.) 1
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for tVis transition by extensive work with woiFi pralems. iThe

children wou d be given a1;4b1eilkauch as: "There ate A kilograms

Of apptes in ôe boxckid, B. 'kilograms in'aLthe'r. We know -that A

is legs than B. Whaft-neetts ta'tfes;:liOne*:so the apples in the firsi-
*

blex weigh the sane liatlibse e,.aecond?" The pupila would qtlickly

write down tHe conatiOn mid iØiio rmiagikes,'as a rule, would'prol-

pose a way of solvinvit. Some apPles need to, be added to the,first

Bor. Writing,the equati oi? dOW404e,d_no difficulty either: A < B,
4

A -I.,* ,= B. The childien'underaiod'clearly that they now had to f4nd

x. -
At this. point the,teachers would usually use graphic means in

the.search foex. The children would draw lines to depict the
4

weight of

find the

his desk

apples).

the apples. Then tyre yould be a discussion'of the way to

"differenoe" in weight (acfAally the teacher had spdles on

and he would imitate the.search for the weight of the

Line A would be "superimposed" on-line B, and the remainder,

expressed,-as B - A, would ibe defined as being equal to e Using,this

as a model, the-children, with the teacher's help,would 'do theec-
,

essary weighing andsfind the-weight equal to x. Then this_ weight

.,(or line segment., correspondingly) would be added to A andthe.

final fo'rmulwritten. Othet problems'were solved similarly. The

goal was for-the Work with formulas, whieh was ftrA'accompanied

.by 'Simultaneous operations with objects, to be Combined with graphic

Tefr6Sentation, end gradually to become relatively independent both

in Its meaning and in the order 1..n which it was done.
-7

TRiedirect_uransiti6n was preceded by work involving an "inter-

medihte" formula which performed a function of its own. By the time

.they had written the equation.down, the children would usually have

already "unplug,ged" the initial inequality (in fact, sometimes they

would have received the equatiop itself "second hand").. It was_
8

.necessary, therefore, to return to the initial formula, but this time

from the eqdation: If, C +Ix = 0, then C < D. Or rather, it was

necessary, through this "repetition"rof the krmula, to Make

'connection, as it were,.between the equation and the-thequ ity in

order io go from it to subtractin'g "the lees" from "the m re." The

whole prOcess"took on the following appedrance:

c*.
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? A >
. ,

'. g ..-B-+ x
l'

. . - 4
,.' * 0

4 .
c . .

A.>. B-(this fiul a!is.given "in the ,marg n l'i so to speak), so theli
,

x ' A - IL :,.

,
ilA . .

_

. r t

Aetera-while the 'Prepe4ti6n". became implicit,lxit when

-the first -formula of inegiatlity was cbmiletdly clear the :children ,

e*

needed 'to' have the meariing of it'repeated tR them, ,i:f bnly a whj.sper.
_ ,. .

_
Shifting to the ,equatioli seemea samehow td des.tioy their unaersiandini',

. . - .

af the inTtial relationship between the parts of the inequa ity%:

.
- gradu-any 'the -c43,4ren- Calnei'ci te able to determine. lc wihout

t

. , .

.

. .- ,

-needing ta rel,en:obje6ts Dr. -graphid analogdes-of them. 'Mat is, th'ey %
6 , 4/

cdpld determibe it.through a thebretta1;considaration7of the,rilation--

ship between the sides. (or the:pectS) (if the Inequality:. Thn.they ,

'would pubs4tute the valUes they-had found into the equation: The'
,

parentheses here helped die children to undetStana,the'difference as- .:

a kind Of unit of an actual entity. 4(We should mentibn that'the

terml; equation and difference were being used.regularly.)

The work on Topic.V required a rather long fime --mtwenty-ifive

to thirty lessons. But the children were'practicing many skille durIng

this time, having to do with understanding the properties of the

relationships of,quantities tqTich they had been introduced in the

preceding topics, and they Øre perfecting the "techniques" of working

with cbmplex formulas (Fig (res 10 And 11 show pages from tests taken"

ty first-graders from Mosq6w and Torzhok, involving setting up and

solving elementary equations).

The results of the work on this complicated topic can best be
e'

seen in the way pupils performed ou special tests and problems they

did on their own. Table 3 gives the relevant data for a first-grade

class in Moscow (G. G. Mikulina, teacher), indicating the results

on problems having to do with the following basic stages of work:
tIU

making up equations (p. biems of the type: A > B, A = B + x),

st5iving equatifns (x = - B), substituting the value of x (A = B -4-

- BD, moving from equality to inequality (A + x = B, A < B).

The texts of the tests are not being quoted since the proble4 on them

are simply variants of the ones shwwn above. The table contains data

191'
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A <S :

,

5--

Figure 10. Test (Dec. 10,
1963) taken by Moscow firs6-
grade pupil Misha.N. .

for only certain'tests.), only letter

A.
t.:

7t. A
4- At (_.

A r44*-!.s+.0s) .

. r

Figure 11. -- test (Jan..26, .

1963) taken liy Vova. e., a
'firat7grader'at Torzhols.

fOrmulas iTere,used in solvItge
all of these problems. (It is helpful to indicate tfie .dates on whtch

the children first began to do work of this.sprt cen.their,Ow4..' They

begail to make up equatioris on October 21., 1963, to solve them on

NoveMber 10, to subs,titute on,November26 k4d to find inequality ou

November 4.)

Fran the data 4n Table 4, it is ent,tha. a-substantial nuMberl

of the childred were able to make up equationp withotA mistakes from

the time they began work on Topic V. In the concluding ethEmas there,

were very few mistakes (4%), even on thp esiSeEially difficUlt tests

(such as the oneson DeceMber 10). Solving the e'quations and determining

-the value of x also proceeded satisfactorily from the verr.begina

(7% error on'the first test, and 4.6t% on the final one). Nearly *a4

children (35 out of 38) were able to find x without any mistakes"

(see the December 10 test).

.0n the whole the children learned how to move to inequality

(although a small number of children made persistent mistakes).
I.

But substituting the value of x into the,formula for the equation

caused the greatest difficulty. Only ten out of thirtynine pupils

192
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jaolved the one substitution problem they were given on the,,November

20 teat (that is, four lessons after they had beglin to work qn it).:
,

The,petformance improved in subsequent days, bUtieven so.almost half.

the pupils were unable to learn how to dd t1tis subatitUtiolai

difficulty seems strange tat first glance, since on the surface

.substitution appears-to be "mechanical" work, -But the explanation'

beeasle much clearer when the errors children made wixe analyzed.

On the December 10 %eft, twenty-two pupils out of thirty-eight

.solved all four substitutions correctly, seven pupils 4olved only

three (that is, made one erro*, six pupils solved two (ehat s, Made

two errors), and three sofved one rand made errors on thiee).. Many

, of the ,errors followed_a definite pattern, hoyever..,All the .children

could determine x in this (or an analogous) problem: A < C, A + x = C,

ix = C - A. But instead of substituting-it into the appropriate place
. ./

in the equation + (C - AT = C) they would write: C - (C - A) = A,

or A = C - (C r A). Jhere were 15Ao errors here from the "technical"

the children had not clearly understood the real meaning

. 'That is, the replacement of an unknown with ,a known.,

"known" in order to Obtain a new eqUality right away,

standpoint but

of substitution

They used this

without x.

Analysis of these and similar errors indiLates the need for

special work' to familiarize children with certain'formal aspects of

working with mathematical symbols. in general, however, the data.

cited,in Table 3 supplies evidence for assuming that in principle the

material in Topic V is understandable to first-graders andithat they,

are capable of learning it.
52

_In soMe of the experimental classes (G. G. Mikulina's class, in

particular) the work on equations was continued. The children were

5 2
During 1962-63 T. B. Pustynskaya used our curriculum to teach

one first-grade class at Torzhok, and among other things she skill-.
fully explained to the children certain formal aspects of substituting
the value of x in letter formulas'an4 the meaning of this operation. .

Testing indicated that even with the most varied problem requiring
the substitutIon of the value of x, the number of mistakes was very

0, small (only two or three pupils maie any).
MO
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FREQUENCY OF ERRORS ON PROBLEM TYPA: TOPIC V tt

-No. of tests
with --

-

No Errors
One. Error

1-1
Wio Errors

k0 Three Errors
Four Errors

Proble type**

Makillg...up Equations

3:Qct 2,16:Nov. 1* 18:Ndv. 13j, ZATov. 261 4:1tc. 6:Nov. 13

23

12

1

.

0

18 31 38 , '1 32

10 - 4 6'r
4 1 ii
4 1 . 9

a 1 ,"1 . ..

.

2e
,

L
1
1

Possible
-Errors N.

Ac tual

Errors
Percent
.Errors,

r8
14

13.0'

222

34

13.5

-304

13

4.3

156

2

1.3

152

6

4.040.

228

*16

7.0

No . of Subj. ' 36 37 38 39 38 38

`.2

a

Solvina E5uations.
2:Nov. 191 5:Nov. 301 4:Dec.

.
.

30
2

"`-:
2

1
1

.7"
4

78

13

16 . 7
. ,

39

36.; 35
1 1

1 4 1.
1 a :

. * 1

195 ' 152
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.TAA10E 3 (Continued).

:FEEQUENCY OF ERRORS ON kROBLEM TTPES: T6FIC

No. of tests
with --

No Errors
One Error
Two Errors'.
Three Errois

Ln Four Errprs

PolObie
Errors

- Actual
'Errors' . «

Percent
Errors

Substituting
11Nov. 201 2:Nov. 221 2:Novr. -23 4:Deo. 16

P:robleuk tye

1

No. of Subj.

10
29.

8

24

10
4

18 .22*

12 7

,

. .

39-
I

76 76 J152 ,

t

,
28

#
*28. 29 18

. /
74.4 23.7 16.8 \ 18()4

./
39 38 .8 38

Moying to
Inequality,

5:No7r. 41 2:Nov. 7 14:Nov. 19] 3:Nov. 21

28 3o
. .

6

2 3

I.

7

fe

19Q' ' . 74 148 41.

16 , 13 12 7

8.4 17.6 8.1 6.3

38 37 37 37

*tests of greater difficultrhincluding f6rus of problems which the

children did nat expect, aracmarked with a

**3:Oct: 23 means 3 problems, tett ad'inistered October 23.
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!.
* introduced to equations of the type: .ac - A B and x + A C

(their sdlutiCauwas based on the following statements: If x.- A = B,

S.

. then x B by A. Thus x B + A).
.

, .
,

Jn the'cottrse of this work tile teacher would Socus on havi,ng the.
e

.

children structure detailedietatements,:and train themsnot to be afraid

of ma;cing tlistakes (at firstr The meaning of each formula (with :

varying letters), was dlocussed-and:1-Weighed" carefully a d unhurriedly.

pn aNt4t-on December 27; 1963, the children in-G. G. Mi ulina's
.

--..class were given these four formulas, along witheoNe others: .
,

. T.
.. .- ,

x -4-.0 E, x - H K.,,S x + A, ancr.M ... x - R (they knew certain
.

leiterg of tUe Latin 'alphabet by this time). . 1
4... . .;,,,..

.
t ,

he method of solving tIlse gnd etveral other equaiions is 'Shown

in Figure 12., The result4'are as follgws: Twenty-six pupils out'of

thIrty-nine'made 'no errors in solving the four equations mentioned;
.

eight pupils missed one equation, two missed two-equations, two o ers

missed thwe, and just one missed them all. The total number of
i

correct answers possibl-t was 156, and 22 of them, or 14%, were misse4.
t.,

We believe that these iesults are not bad at all,for such difficult
,

problems.,

X-ter..E
eV<

X=4"--C.

X> K
x=K+1-1
< - k

STA+A.
s>x

S-

F <

Figure 12. -- Test (Dec. 27, 1963)
taken by Moscow first-grader Masha
S.

iiderstandably, the following question may be asked: Just hol.;

worthwhile is it to work on elementry equations and to solve them

in this form? Usually, of course, they are solved by transferring

letters from one part of the equation to the other and changing the

sign to its opposite (the further issue of negative quantities comes

\-f



oup here as yell). It certainlyis not maintained that the approa,

spelled out above la the=only otl"e'possible or that its val.ue has been

-completely proven,from the methatological standpoint,a matter which

needs further discussion and testing. Another matter, however, is

particularly important.to emphapize. From a psychological standpoint,

instruc.,tiom,by the experimental curriculum has revealed potentialities

. in ,the sev,en-year-old child for anaZyzingiFather abstract relation-

ahips which traditilinal child psychology has nevgt clearly not.V.
. -

In.their work with thegOiplelest letter formulas, the children s'howed

Qlat tbey have a-lively.tadte for reasoning,' making mental comparisons,
_

-

and giving a logical apptdlsal of various rklationships: the designers

.of acad'emic subjects. ace the task of-SatiSfying this'awaiened interest",

the primaty schoolchildren haVe sho*n.
T

At the same tide, gn introduction to equations wri en with ,

letters is important to the developpent of the first-4grader's skills
.

(

.at making mathematical models and describing actual, physical quantities

and the hanges in them. This our experience shows, is quite essentIal.

%seto all su quent mathlmatics instruction, especially the soluflon of
.

so-called word problems which have letters as data.
53

Topic VI -- (addition and ubtraction of ekualities and inequal-

ities: substAutions). In t is topic much Of the information the
*

children had acquired earlier about the propertiescof r0.ationships

was syntkesized. In assigning tiha' children problems dealing with

the addition or subtract(on of equalities or -inequalities, the teacher

di+d not try to give the children formal rules9'which, after all, are
111 -
provided in the systeinatic school algebra course. What was Important

wask4inovlcate in the pupils the ability.to use elementary reasoning,

based on the-properties of relationship& and the ability to approach

elementary(formulas from the standpoint of their meaning rather than

oE a supediclal.cembination of some of their characteristics.

53As notea above (see p. 130), one of the most important proper-
ties of quantities manifests itself when even the simplest equation
its beinz set nn: For any a > b there is always a apfinitP quantity
c such that b + c = a (see Kolmogorov's axioms [12:340]).

197
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. " $ ThUS: in Working on Tâple VI, Xhi children sa:ted problems pf
4

. the following type (tppre were many sOecifiF variartts e )
C

N = D

A - K ... 13,- M B ± N ... C i'D E 4- M ... B + G . 9
.

.
.

After'Terfor/ Ming a number of exercises'4esigned to acquaint them

with.the form of the problems,-the children solved these problems
..

.
, , .-

. quite succestfuliy on the whole (they showed patticular interest in
. .

_

.

them wince they requir.qLwork not yet "sanctioned".by the ruled).
,.. . . - . .

Finally, a certain amount of time in Topic VI was pent showing
----

. v .
.

.

the puptta-towsto replace some value of a:quantity by the sum of two,
. -.00' %. 0

three, or more items (B = C; C ... A + D + K; B = .A + D + K): In a z
po s

series of special exercises the children would "expand" or "contrAcer.

.letter formulas according' to the operations indicated (for initance,

they were'to rewrite the inequality A > B, given the condition that
,

A = K + M + N). All this served as good preparation for the subse-
.

quent introduction to the commutative and associative properties of

. addition. - At

4

.The basic stages of the first semester's work has been putlifisd

according to. the curriculum we devised, as well as the extent, to

which children have succeeded in learning it. Since we believe that

the curricular material is important for later progress in elementary

mathematics, it is logical to ask how rong children retain this .

knowledge (if they do not, then they cannot build on it subseqnently).

An answer to this question is provided 1;.), the results of

special tests administered at the end of th'e year and at the Winning

of the second grade.
54

On May 28, 1962, for instance, the following

test, consisting of twelve problems covering much of what had been

studied during the year, was' given to a first-grade class at Tula,

(M. A. Bol'shakov, teacher):

.L

54
In another article [3] we have given data about\he.performance

of three classes of first-graderp (in Moecow, Tu1a, and Mednoe) on
a complicateakseries of test problems given at the end of February,
1962.
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1.. A.< B ,2. A.> B ,.3.-- .D ' 4. M D
..1

.

. A ... B A,..4 'm B M \.. > D', M .....0 + G
pRk,

-:-."1--

5. A - x 6. 'A+x M - . ..IL B 7
.. ,

A... B x A ... B

X
"

8. ''A a, . A 4k C .
10.' 14 +ED+ E

A -1.2 E ... A - E J A -,K ... C, .K... D .

. AP 6
i

1\ 11, A > B * K
'.r

.12. K M A
:

A#11,0 B K - A ... M + A.
. 4 . ,

Title results achieved by the thirty-I-four pupils are presented'in -

Table 4. The most difficult problem turned Olit'to be No. 6, in. which

TABLE 4

NUMBER OF PUPILS (OUT OF 34) MAKING NO
ERRORS ON EACH PROBLEa

4

Problem

k.,

.8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 8 9 10 11 12 .1

Number of pupils 32 34 . 33 34 30 25 31 34 32 31 32 31

,

the children were to find x without being given the relationship betw

'the known quantities in expanded form beforehan4 (nine out of the thirty-
.

four pupils missed it). Because problems 5 and 7 were written in.

6xpanded form and were solved with more success, it may be assumed that

some of the children had not learned to mentally evaluate the relation-

ship between quantities within an equation (it was noted on page 190, .

the role this ability plays).

Many of the problems.were solved correctly by the majority of

the pupils. Only twenty-Rine (or 7%) were missed out of the total

400. IWenty of the pupils.imade no errors on any pioblems; eight

199
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.
. . . ,

. . .

missed only one; thzee mired two or.three, and three others.missed'
-

. . t

Atur or five of the twelve problems. The genval results on tis .'.
, ...., .

(

, teet show thatlthe majority of the pupils did successful work durl:ng
...._ . r,

the first-semester and learned the matgrial quite well... '

When the instructional results were outlined, we w*-11 intoY
.

.
detail about the work don'e in G. G. Ifikulina's first-Arade clas's

during'1963-64. To give a 'more complete picture it is useful eo,
If I

_summarize the results on a complfcated tec which'the pupils ot,that

-. class took at the ve!ry beginning.oftheitilecond year (on septellier
1%. t

; ,- 12, 1964). The following problems were given:

. b - c ,k + m
,

1.

2.

6.

...

...

5

= ...

= ...

5 + 2

+ 2 - a
=

=

,

a - bi,+ c ...4:1

3. .. < ..
4. ... = ...

7 ' 10
/ ....7. 10 - 2 - 2

M

=

=

10

10

5..

... 8.

+ m)

.

20 ...

'd < k..

- & ..: -b - k

20 = 20
= 20 + b

On the surffice these problems appear different from the ones the

childrw had been working on in the first grade (they had not.worked

with such "complicated",formulas before). Problems 6 - 8 requi7ed

an understanding of the basic proPerties of quantities pregented

as,pumbers. The resqts achievpd'on this test by the thir*-seven

pupilsare given in Table 5.

TABLE 5
116

NUMBF,R OF PUPILS.(OUT OF 37) MAKING NO
ERRORS ON EACH PROBLEM

P Problem 1 V 3 4 5 6 7 8

Number of pupils 35 32 34 29 29 37 35 37

\
The majority of the pupils were able to qolve problems 1 and 2,

in which*theylneeded to know two methods of arrivin t equations.

C
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1

Nearly all solvect
.4',

the right side Or decieasine

weakeet.performance 14its on

to preserve an eqU'ality by irecre

'same amount and in the O.ther

ef

-

(iLnecissiated inbcgiaingl

esliphpf 4equ41ity)k .The

4 and 5. In. tteroh-e- they had
.

1-
%

decreasing both sides the. .

.t.
i .

ey had to.grasp the meaning of a-', . .

*.#0

1,4104--

o 4
go

,new formula. NeNly all thI children weresable:to solve phe prob-i.

,lemi involving the nuMbers. twenty out of the thirty-seveA pupils ,

.solved all the problems,with nO errors; nine pupils misped on p. one
t'of

problem;six 6thers, missed' two., and 'two mi'ssed theee or four. An
4.

example of the correcesolution of Problems 1 follAws (clone by
,11, . ;

Tanya V.).
1

b - c >11k + m
.l.b-c(km)+ x 3. (a-b+c);--z<d-m

' 2. (b-c)-x.k+m 4. '(a - b + - z (d m) z

Out of 296 possible e`rrors there; were 28, or less than 10%2 '

If we take into consideration that dis test'was givOu.unannoAnced,

after-the summer vacation, and tha)it included complicated formulas,
,

we may say that in general the results'on ie.are.satisfactory.. They

show that many Childreriin the first grade had.gaitied a thorough

understanding of the fundam9dtals of,moving from equality to inequality

and back and could apply these whet working with either letters or

numbers. By following the experimental curriculum.the teachers were

thus developing in the children a soUnd knowledge of the basic

properties of quantities and the operations on them.

What are the prospects,for makifg use of this narticularAccowl-

edge? They are threefold. ,First, once children undeAtand the basic

characteristics ofequality anti inequality and the ways of moving from

one to the other, their work with numbers can be focused not only on

the "pure" technique of calculations but-also on the struceural

.relationships which regulate these calculations. In particular,

it becomes possible for them to tee more clearly the uni.ty of addition
...-

and subtraction (and subsequently, that of multiplication and division)

andkow a change in the result of operations depends on,a change in

the component parts. In other words, there is ahother, more kruitfui

approach to the study of operations On numbers than that foUnd

traditional teaching.
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Second, the work with quantities serves as a suitable hasis for

an introduction to numbers, both whole numbers and fractions (see
vA
aboye). By putting emphasis on the prpperties of quantities; it

is possible to decrease the tap between whole numbLrs and fractions,

,a very importihnt step which needs to be taken in,struCturiv elwentary

'mothemai a dtcs as n acaemic-subject.
55

. .
,

. de
.

_

Third, from the very 4tinning work...Int with quantities and ab-.

stracting their properties has to. do with letter.slymbols1. through

which the child can begin to examine particular relationships =Song-)

objects, a matter of no small'importance for all subsequent progress .

... ..
. .

. -

inCthe-acadeMic subject of mathematics.

In our view,'thg p5ints,enumerated,are.4ustit1cation eneugh
.

.r

.

for Including a sp ciei prenumerical aection in the elementary
-I

.
kb .

mipematics coursaCand they.sugg est e merits of such a section.

By acquainting the child with the basic:properipes of quantities, this'
0.

section lays the foundation for the suhaequent detailed introduction ;

4
of whowle numbers and then for a "smooth" transition to reaionumbe s,

anor',it makes it possible to "soften" the sharp.opposition teaching'

traditionally sets up between these types of numbers, and thereby

to algebraize the regular elementary schoQ1 mathematics course.

. The materials cited above show that there is npthing about the

intellectual capabilities of primary schoolchildreit to hinder the

algebraization of elementary.milhematics. In fact, such an approach

helps to bring out and to increase these very capabilities children

have,for learning mathematics.

' Data has been ghered which describes individu4differences

in pupils' r4ponse to the expeTimental,curriculum. Since we will

w not have an opportunit, to spell them out in this book, we shall mention

55 In one experimental third-grade class in Moacow, fractions were .

introduced at the end of 1964-65, based on the measurement of quantities.
The pupils were successful in learning this mateifial, and there is
reason to believe that it could be presented at the beginning of the
third grade or evLa at the end of the second. This research, which
was carried out in our laboratory by the Yugoslav psychologist
Cvetkovil, shed some lIght on the psychology of introducing children
to quantities and whole numbers as viewed from tht Standpoint of the
subsequient introduction of fractions.
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Al...>saviy that even with these differences, the majority of the pupils

in each class mastered the curricular material quite satisfactorily

(with many getting A's or B's). ,At the same time there were two or

three pUpils in each class who needed supplementary work and who had

difficulty with pakts of the curriculum (many teachers face a comparable.

situation when they teach. by the regular curriculum). We should also

mention that the work described above did not overload the pupils at
\

allsince it was aimed at finding and developing their intellectual

potentialrather than at increasing the difficulty of the material in

a purely mechanical way, something we consider unacceptable in exper-

imental work qf our type.

All of this permits uu to assert with some assurance.that there

is an inherent connection between Uae material to be l'earned and the' r-

iatellectual capabilities for learning it. The key problem in getting

up an academic subject, in fact, appears.to consist in groping for

this connection and providing teachih4 material which will bring pule

coneolidate and develop intellectual capabilities (these "capabilities"

themselves are gradually transformed into mental "ability,".in the

broad sense of the word).

in-out experimental research we have isolated the following

.(but not the only) eharacter55,1c eatures of an academic subject which

succeeds in doing this. A large p rt of it is given over to intro-

challg the child to the realm of material objectivwhich will sere as

,the_sear,ze of the relevant concepts. The c4ild haato learn haw to

operate in this realm before he can make the transition to full-,

fledged coucepts. ,Special analYsis is needeC to determine the range

of propertiesepf the objects, as well,as the operations t et-Child needs

to learn'. For instance, by solving special problems of matcit and

assembling and then of comparing, the child learns how to isolate

specific relationship s. among objects which can be converted into a

quantityx

An ipportant role-in this process of isolating relationships be-
-

ij.ongs to intermediate means of depicting and describing the results
44PP

.afiotperations on objects. Fully formed concepts sometimes show no

trace of these means, which are significant in that they make it
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possible to model the properties of objecti in the form of an °iteration

to be performed. Whep this operation is eliminated, there is no further

need for these intermediate means of description. Now it is as if

the concept itself and the symbolic mep.ns of expressing it refer

directly to the properties of the object. Intermediate means of

ddscription are of decisive importance to the academic subject sirice

they serve as the intermediary between an object and some property oE

it reflected in a concept. experimental curriculum was successful

ikcauSe Sust such means (as "Copied" and "abstract" sketches to help

isolat

7

relationshiios involving comparisons) happened to be discovered

4
,

and de a part of the teaching process.

This academic subject possesses still another characteristic

featuid. By teaching the child to work with visual aids it gives

him an understanding of the general feativres an object has which may

be seen in these aids and may be studied later. l'hese generalz,features,

as iewere, Are an indicator of the specific form new,knowledge will
A

subsequently take. Thus, whenye delineated the field of scalar.

-Anantities we thereby outlined in prospect a whole cluster of specific

mathematical disciplines grouped.around the concept of real number.

Succeeding in mkking.the particular visible through the general

is a characteristicfeature of the Wald of academic subject which

awakens and develops the child's ability to think theoretically at

the very time when he is studying it.
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DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT OF NUMBER:BY MEANS

OFIt'HE RELATIONSHIP OF QUANTITIES*

G. I. Minskaya

The concept of positive whole numbers

study of arithmetic in the primary grades.

is basic to the entire

With a grasp of this

concept and of-certain properties of the decimal.system, children

can learn how to add, to subtract,. to multiply, and to divide nutbers

in the course of four years. Ways 9f intropcing the concept of whole

number and counting in the firgt grade have been worked out in\INzt

detail in the methodology of teaching arithmetic: ehere is an ex-
-

tensive bibliography on the psychology of developing the initial

concept of Whole nut4er.and elementary counting Skills. It would

appear that this part of the curriculum and the method6 involved

have been firmly establistted. For-several 'decades they have remained

essentially unchanged. Examples are found in"the first-grade text-

book by A. S. Pchelko and G. B. Polyak [8]., and in the corresponding

methods manual by Pchelko [7]., Methodological research has been

focuse4 mainly on improving particular wan of presenting theestab-

lished curricular material.

But recent psychological stpdies4 both here and abroad, have

cast doubts on the accepted content of the initial sections of the

arithmetic course and have outlined new approaches to introducing

the concept of number into the course. Certain studies (such as

those by P. Ye. Gal'perin and L. S. Geoi-iiev [5], and by V. V. Davydov

*From Learning, Capacity and Age Level: Primary Grades, edited'

by D. B. El'konin and V. V. Davydov, Moscow, Prosveshchenie, 1966,

pp. 190-235. Translated by Anne Bigelow.
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[1]), have c ncentrated on children-who were taUght counting and

number usin the customary curriculum and methods (in kindergarten

and in schoOl) and have sought to determine what Attribute these

childrenlocus.on When counting a,series of objects. It has been
,

found that tor many children this attribute is what makes an.object

distinct in space and time from the others in the particular aggre-
,

gate. Hlhe children; even though they were quite capable of counting

% out separate objects and had a clear "notion" of each nutber (up

to ten or fifteen, usually), either were completely incapable.of

cAnting at all or 21se made gross' errors as soon as a problem

required them to count out objects on some other basis than by the

Lseparate elements of an aggregate.

When.the "breakdown" of this previgusly established operation

was analyzed psychologidally, it was found that the children identify

. a set oi units, such s the elements of a series of numerals, with ,

the parts of a very real aggregrate. The children make mo distinc-

(--,

.

tion between.what is being counted and the particular means by which

the results are represented, that is, the standard set of separate

units. They identify the unit with the separate elements of the set

'being counted. Thus, if they are given a set of blocks and asked

how many there are, their only answer will be "six," because they

mentally "narrow down" the question, interpretineit on the basis of
,

.Y14 the'tilsibly separate'blocks given, and find that there are "six"

such "units."

It can readily be seen that a child will-"narrow down" the.question.

and respond this way only if he alreasiy identifies the unit (the

numeral "one") with a separate element (the block) of the aggrega .

Herd the numeral becomes just a new name for this separate object.

In principle, however, a collection of blocks can in itself be

ldefined by various numbers,'depending on the base used for counting

(the measure that is selected), which may or may not coincide with
-1

the "individual" block. In Figure 1, if "the rectangle" is selected

as the base then the collection of blocks is defined by the number "1."

It may he also defiried by the number "2" (the number of horizontal rows),
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Figure 1. -- The possibility of using vari-
ous nuiabers to describe one group of objects
(depending on the base for counting).

or the nuMber "3" (the number of vertical rows). The collection is

defined here as a certain aggregate of units (1, 2, 3, or 6). Ihese

units designate the relationghii betweentwhat is eounted and Nihat

base (or measure) was established in advan e and, taken separately,'

are a special kind of model of the relation ip; But the units do .

not merge with the actual, physically dis c jects of the thing

being counted which is the reason any collection of'elements can be

I11A

designated as the individual'unit (to be tallea "one").if a "fractional"

measure is taken as the base for counting.

Wh6n the mental operation of counting (see [21) is fully devel-
,

oped, the person needs no special detailed instructions to be able

to distinguish, 121 himself, what base for counting is needed ("neeTed"

accordingrto the conditions of the practical problem), to use this

base, and to find the relationship between it and what is being counted

without any particular conscious effort. If he can dhange the base

for counting rapidly and ffeely, and can keep in mind the interrelations

among the object, the measuril, and the number,ii\ has a grasp of the
A

actual form of number as a specialfmeans for modeling the relationships

among concrete physical objects.

Unfortunately, as we mentioned earlier, there are many first-
.

graders who do net have a grasp of this form. The fault lies, to a

great extent, with the accepted arithmetic curriculum and teaching

methods, which do not take into account the actual ps chological

mechanism of counting as a mental operation or the conditions in which

it can develop fully. With these methods, children do not learn to

distinguish what is being counted, the base for counting, and the

means for representing the relationship between them. Thus their-
notion of counting is defective, since it lacks precise points of
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reference fkr aliexibie-change in tfie,ba'se as well as for under-

'standing that the nuMber obtained depends on. ,this changeable base

for counting. N

It is well known that according to th usul methodology,

learning how to count (up to ten) includes*

(1) knowing the names of the first en nu4gib and'their order;

(2) understanding that when*one counts an a egetp, the. last

numeral named tells how pany objects there are altortber in that ;

aggregate;

(3) knowing the place of each number in the natura series; and-

(4) having a notion of the magnitude of the asgregate deeignited

by a number [7:143].
4

' Let us examine-the most striking items in this list. )4,item

2, the child must understand-that the numeral he fias obtained:desig-

nates the number of objects in the particular aggregate.' In itAm 4

this fact is further emphasized. The child must have a notion of the.,

magnitude of the aggregate designated by Ithe particular nutber (61-

"particular" is eniphasized). Thus, to say tfiat a child knows the

number "five" means that he has.to be able to picture the appropriate

tt magnitude" of an aggregate-. sHere again the-emphasis is plIced on

the'idea that number is an immediate-characteristic of an aggregate,

a direct, visual property of it.

This methodological requirement can .be seen most plainly in the

following example. As a pirt of their study of the numbers up to 100,

'children may tie up 100 real matches in a bundle which, if done,
*

apparently gives the child a "visual" notion of the magnitude of the

number "100" (see [8:131]).

Number is understood here as a direct abstraction of a certain

immediate 'property of an aggregate, the "volume," so to speak; the

quantity of individual e1ements.constituti4 it. Clearly, the means

by,which such an abstraction is achieved, according to the require-

ments of the classical sensationalist 'theory offabstraction, should

be tb compare many.aggregates by the "volume-IN-Of elements in them.

That is, if an individual distinguishes what is common, or identical,
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in the aggregates, then that is his "abstract" notion of the number

of individual elements. This is exactly how the textbook says to

assign a number to an aggregate, from the very.start. Thus, a group

of boys will Uf compared with a group of bicycle wheels, a group of

sticks, and a group of dots. What can theie aggregates, so different

in nature, have in common --' what can be identical about them?

NothiAg, except the number of individual abstract element's which go

to make them up ("two" in this case). It characterizes the immediate

property of "magnitude" possessed by all these aggregates.

The children are similarly introduced to all the numbers up to

ten. In every case, the numi4r emerges as the abstract definition of

the "magnitude" of an aggreg e, which they find by comparing'its

individual elements, its ts, with the'tnits of other aggregates.
'

What results from this curriculuM and its teaching methods is

that many first-graders who .are "good" at counting (by.the ordinary

standards) still identify a number (a sei of units) with an actual

aggregate. They make no distinction between what they are counting

and the method of recording the result.106d,are unable to choose

'bases for counting and are unable to go freelyifrom one to another --

they do not understand that numbAr depends on the base which is. chosen.

As a result these children do not acquire a full-fledged concept, of

number, and this has a negative effect on all their subsequent study

of arithmetic. It has been observed in particular that such children

have difficulty mastering operations on concrete numbers and nder-

standing the connection between whole numbers and fraction ,

The traditional approach to iutroducing children to numbers has

even more serious negative consequences. _In particular, we/believe

that such negative consequences include the defects in the traditional

introduction of numbers ihat A. N. Kolmogorov has noted. (He was

referring direc)ly to shortcomings in the introduction to the concept

1This theory of abstraction was worked out most consistently at
' one time by German methodologists (Grube and Lai). The so-called
"numerical figures" we have in our textbooks are aft echo of this theory
eand ihe methodclogical approach associated with it.
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of real nuMber, but as'we see it, these shortcomings are deeply rooted

in the child:s introduction to positive whole numbers):

To see that the generally accepted system [of
rintroducing number] is pedagogically defective, one

44( needs only tO observe %Ile difficulties.pupils have
when they learn that the meaning oi geometric and
physical formulas i§ independent of the units of
measurement chosen and when they study the concept
of "dimensionality" in these formulas (from Kolmo-
gorov's preface to H. Lebesgue's book, The Measure-
ment of Quantities, 2nd ed., Moscow, Uchpedgiz, 1960,

- p. 10).

A natural question comes to mind:- Might it be possible -- ex-

perimentally, at thiq point -- to develop in first-graders a concept

of number which would serve as a full-fledged basis for the merital

operation of countine2 In 1962-63, A. P. Putilina, a first-grade

teacher at School No. 11 in Tula, attempted to do this in a stud?'
4

under our supervision. The mathemat/cs teaching in this class followed

a special experimedLl curriculum. The children spent the entire

first semester prior to the introduction of number becoming acquainted

with basic quantities (such as length, volume, and weight) and with

methods of comparing them and recording the'resultá in letter.formulas

of equality and inequality. They were introduci4 to'the basic pro-4P

perties pf equality and inequality, and the conditions in which it is

possible to go from equality to inequality and back.
3

And only during

the second semester were they introduced to number. In this seclion

the introduction pf number is described according to the experimental

curriculum and the results of the experimental teaching are given.
4

2
In previous years P. Ya. Gal'perin and L. S. Georgiev carried

out experimentl in kindergartens for the same purpope, [5].
I.

3The theo/etical justification for this approach to structuring
the course, as well as some xesults pf the teaching done by the exper,
imental curriculum, are spelled out in articles.by V. V. Da dov [3]

and T. A. Frolova [4] (see also section tWo of this chapter the pre-
ceding article-4n this volume (Ed.)].).

4
In her teaching, E. S. Orlova has experimented with a comparable

way of iptroducing number which differs only in that it includes no
detailed advance introduction to the properties of equality and in-
equality of qtlantities.
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Even before academic work was begun in the first grade (and then

as the work progressed, but with no special ipstruction), the pupils'

knowledge of counting was tested. It was found that many ehildren

were in fact familiar with the nUmerals from one to ten and were .

able to Say them in order, ana some were even able to say them back-
i

wards. Many were aware of the possibility of using numalls to count

objects, and did so when directly given a small group of objects

(from four to seyen) to count. At the same time.many had d poor grasp

of the relations between numbers -- "Whicl is less, five or nine?"

they wOuld ask. This was particularly true when the numbers were greater

than ten (sixteen or eighteen? nineteen or fifteen?). It should be

mentioned that before beginning the sections of the experimental

cur'riculum which h*d to do with counting, all of the pupils had learnpd

Ifnaturally" the names of thk numbers from 9ne to twelve of fifteen,

and even beyond.

The section of the curriculum pertaining to number was divided

into a seridillif topics. We should mention that since oir .approach

to introducing nutber was based on teaching the c1jildrn to find the

relationship betweeA an object (a quantity) as a whole and some part

of it (the measure), in a certain sense 'umber and counting was

,introduced orl,*the basis of the m'easurement of quantities. Actually,,

however, this was not measurement in the pre ige sense, for the latter

assumes k-fixed unit of measurement (which we did not have at first).

and a: a rule 44efers only to Continuous objects (wheieas the children

were taught to lok for th.is relationship in discontinuous objects

11.4as well). The relationship between counting and measurement is not

analyzed here, but hroughout the description that follows (as in the

actual teaching process), we have found it convenient to use the terms

"object being measured" and "measure"4to designate objects and oper-
.

ations in the experimental curriculum.

In describing theinstruction process and its basic stages, we

sh41 not go:Into an analysis of its foundation*. Davydov has dis-

cussed in detail the structure of counting and Its relationship to

number in a study [1] lo whicif we refer the reader. Our experimental

curriculum is the practical outcome of thdt theoretical analysis,
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c
Akt the end of January In the second semester of 1962-63, the .

pupils in the experimental class began their study of the.following

topics:

1. Solving problems that required a determination of the relation-

ship between a quantity (the object being measured) and a measure;

learning the speCial operation needed for finding thtp relationship

(including workingthithe measure and learning the rules for desis-

nating the results), and depicting the relationship as a standard

set of physical units.

2. Using the names Df the numerals to designae the results

of counting.

The first topic was somewhat unusual. Its purpose w s to convey
-

to the pupil the necessity for using numerals as special mathematical,'

"tools." In the first lesson the children were given the problem of

selecting a piece of wood, from several in the corridor, that would

be the same length as a certain model. The problem had one condition.

They could not take the model with them!' What were they to do?
146

Another problem they were given was to pour the same amount of

water'into one 'jar as was in another jar (the jars differed in shape

and diameter, so it was impossible to judgeby the water leel whether '

the volume was. equal). How Could they do it?

After facing a number offilsuch situations, the children began to

realize that matching was possible not onl3F in a direct way (by holding
1

up a model against thk object, in a comparison by some attribute),

but also in an indirec way.% Through leadin; questions the teacher

helped ,the pupils to dis ver the basic requirement for doing this --

choosing a particular meas re with,which to do the matching indirectly.

The 'children learned to draw a little block each time they applied

the measUre. The result would be small groups of blocks, and the

childrentfound that with these they could now pick out "-the same size"

stick from those in the corri'dor, or they could pour in !;the same

amount" of water. They rapidly mastered the technique of measuring by .2..

,using the results of a previous measureinent (that is, by using an

aggregate of blocks).

214 42:L
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It took only two lessons to mastet this topic. The teacher did

not attempt to teach the children all'the rules for using a measure

right away, of course. The "fkl'e,points" of the technique came at

later lessons. BUt'even at this point the chIldren learned that the

block was to be applied only when the measire'would completely fit onto

the model (or material) or could be completely filled with water (when

this is hat they are using). Otherwise the remainder was not to be

counted.

The teacher constantly emphasized eile- neCessity for using the

blocks AD designate the results of measuring (the result§ of the

search for the relationship, that is). The children All understood

the purpose well. Same used other objects instead of blocks, since

the teacher had called their attention to the possibility of "substi-

tution." Any indivfdual objects could be used here to depict the

,results of measurement.

Using a series of problems, the teacher then showed that it was

alsojpoaible to choose any measure (within the limits of practical.

convenience). However, once a particular measure had been chosen,

the subsequent work.(of taking the measurement and measuring off the

matching object) could be done only with it. This topic was aimed .

primarily at teaching the.children from the very start to make a clear

distinction among the object being measured, the measure, and the

Means used to designate the relationship between_them. A set of physical

units was the "embediment" of these means, and the teacher made a

special point of mentioning this at the Very beginning'. He would ask:

"How many of these measures (he would hold one up) is there room for'

(in the object being measured)?" The children would point to the pile

of blocks or group of other objects and answer: "This many!"

During this period the teacher would ask the children to "#easure"
A

discontinuous objects (such as a group of blocks or sqpares), sometimes

with a compound measure (consisting of 01 blocks, for instance). In .

this case it was still necessary to mark off'the individual block

when applying the compound measure to the object. The aggregate of

itladividual blocks (units) expressed the relationship bett,reen the group
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.Figure ;. -- Using a standard aggregate of
physical units:
,(a) the initial object, or model; (b) the
bases for count.ing; (c) the results of
counting -- n standard aggregate; (d) the
object reproduced according to the model. .

of objects and the compound measure.. With this aggregate and the

measure, the children could obtain a new group equal to the first

.(Figure 2). The distirIction was very clear hve between what was-

being "measured," what was being used to "measure" it, and the
a

individual units with which the results were shown.

The next topic included the replacement of the physical imits

by the names of the numerals and a more careful study of the relation7

ship between the measure and the part of the object being measured-,

yith the concept of "one" then being introduced.

The justification given for introducing numerals was that "blocks

as units" are not very convenient (they can get jumbled;. sometimes you

need a grekmpy of them; you cannot put them an writing if you need

to give the results.of measuring, .and so on). The teacher showed the ,

pupils that the rules for working with measures all remain as before

except that instead of using blocks, one says "times." Rut this way

we do not know how many "times" the measure has been applied -- one

can say "times" endlessly, after all (one may see here the distinction

between the temperal development of units -- since the word here is

"unit" -- and the snatAl development). These "times" have to be

distinguished;one time, two times, three times, and so on. Or one
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does not have to say "times," but simply one,, two, three, andsso on,

keeping in mind that each'word denotes an application of the measure

to the object. The last word ("seven," for instance) tells how many

. measures the object will, hold. To solve a matching problem, one must

take this measure again seven times, measuring and saying'the words

.in the properorder until one comes to "seven."

By performing a series of exercises, the pupils rapidly mastered

'the rules.for using numerals .(they had previously 'earned tliC names

of them and th4401Orr in which they came). In some instances the

teacher would ask them to substitute blocks or sticks.for the words,

so the children wbuld shift back io a physical set of units. This

:time, though, they were counting:the blocks and sticks. (they would

say "five," for example). Then the teacher would ask.new questions.

"How'did you get these blocks? Why did there turn out to be five.of

,them? What do these blocks tell you?" The precise answers would

follow.

Special attentionwas given to carefully observing the rules

for using compound measures and for working with discontinuous ob-

jects. At one lesson,.for instance, sixteen blocks (laid in a row)
4

were selected as the object whose length was to be measured. Three

'blocks in a row served as the measure. Using this measure, the chil-
,

dren obtained the number five and a remainder. They i'hemselves came

to the conclusion that aseparate block should not be counted -- "We

can't say it's six -- that wouldn't.be going by the measure."

Here is an eXcerpt from.the record of the lesson January 30;

1963:

Teacher: Take two sticks (each-10 mi.
gether this way on your desk
how to do it on the board, as
will be your object to be
measure.d. Here is the mea-

, sure (5 cm. long); hold it
up (he checks to make sure
everyohg has th6: right mea- .

sure). Count to yourself
the number pf the'se measures

Sasha S: Our measure fit four timeg!
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long) and lay them to-
-- end to eq (he shows
in Figure 3). This

L

Figure 3.

the object will hold.i
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Teacher : Right . NOW show, what out ofirthe four will be,

ogoing by our measure.

Saslia B., Leila P., and-Madya M. hold up both sticks, the whole
opjectto be measured; the retit of the pupils do the task
correctly.

Teacher: Lena, &how the children two, going by our measure.

Lena.P. hastily takes away one of the sticks.

Teacher: Show them how you did it to begin with. I \that the

right way, children?

Pupils: No!

Teacher:. Why is it wrong?

Natasha P.: Beca:tr4 that's )our!
e

Teacher:

Natasha P

Teacher: Show us one, going by Our measure!

-.The pupils:grasp the loweif part of the stick in their fists,
.covering it with the fingers%of their other hands', and hold up

half the stick.

.4

Going by ihat measure?

.: This one (she holds up the Scm.-long stick).

.Teacher:

Sasha B:

AIN
Now you have the same object to.be measured, but this
islhe new,measure to use (1p cm. long). How many

times will it fit Into this same object you are measuring?

I get tihat it'll fit two times.

Teacher: What about you,.,-Olya?

Olya N: Two times!

rr
Teacher: Now do' you make sense out of that? PIrst it went four

%times, but now it goes twice.

Lena P.: The measures°are different!

.\ Teacher: What kind of measure did we have the first time?

.3upils: A little one!

Teacher: And how many times did it fit?

(---\
. Pupiis: Four!.
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Teacher:, And the second time?. ..

Pupils: We had a big one!

,Teacher: And how many times did it go?

1p Pupils: Twice!

One can see from the report that in the learning process. some

...children had "run together" two points of reference. On'the one

'hand, they)had been shown the necessity for espeCially finding the

base for counting and for foeuping on this base as.they counted,

'rather than on the ihdividual objects. On the other hand, these

children still gave evidence of focusing on the individual object

as the thing to be counted. This was apparently a part of the

child's previous experience. As a.rule, however, Wats 'orientation

toward the individual object did not pereist. Usual4ethe child

would correct himself. "Oh, Chat's wrong! This is what our measure

is!" Then he would hold the measure up and caunt by using it as the

base. Some relapses continued to occur during the subsequent work

on coup.ting, however. This indicates that these children ha some .

difficulty focusing on whatever base wa:s given and learni to stop

using their farmer method of counting "indtvidua l items.

Particular attention was then given to "bringing out" the.mganing

of the concept of "one." Through special exercises the Children were

shown that an object to be measured may first be.broken up into parts,

each ok which is to be equal to the measure, and then these parts

counted. Each part will be "one," although.it may itself consist of

smaller elements. .The children were shown that the contint of "one"

changes as the measure is changed, and thus that the total number of

parts will be different. , They praeticed finding "one" for any.

measure they were given.

Here is.an excerpt from the record of the lesson February 3,

1963. As usual, each child had sets of stiCks, blocks, and mugs of

various volumes in front of him.

Teacher: Put ten blocks next to each other in a row. This
Chain Of blocks is our object to'be measured. Hold
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this up as your measure .(he picks up two blocks).
Haw many of these measures are there in this chain?

Sasha B: Five!

Teacher: How many do you get, Natasha?

Nfrtasha K:* I got five, too.

Teacher: What is five?

Larisa T: That means the chain of blocks holds five of these
measures of ours!

Teacher: Show what "one" is, going by aur measure!

Some pupils "got stuck"; onegirl immediately held up two blocks;
Vitya held up one; in four seconds the majority of the children
47eke holding up two.

Teacher: Serezha, show us "one" according to our measure. Work'
carefully and don't hurry.

Serezha P. holds up two blocks.

Teacher: Would it be right to hold.up a single block?

Pupils: No!
A

Teacher: Why?

Andrei:- Bedause it isn't equal to our measure.

Teacher: Galya, why do we have,to held up this many blocks?

Galya: Because we have to show what "one" is, one piece, what
our measure.is.

Teacher: How many of thesesdeasures did the object we were
measuring contairr?

Larisa: Five!

Teacher: Vitya, what were you supposed to hold up?

Vitya: One block.

k._ Teacher: -Is he right, Olya?

S.

4.1

Olya: ' No, this is the measure we were supposed to show (she
holds up two blocks; Vitya also picks up two blocks).,
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Teacher: Now Ihis time this is our chain (fiye blocka). -It
-is the object td be measured. And here is/our measure
(one block). How many times will.this mea'ure go
1.4to the chain?

Nadya: It'll go.five times!

. Teacher: Why does it come out that'way? First yon had one kind
of measure, and it went into the chain f,ive times,
but now you have this other measure and It alse goes
five times?

Slava: The first time the chain was big and so was the measure;
'but now the chain is little,and so is the:measure:

Teacher: Now take one from our chain, going by this measure
(one block).

Aiova holds-up two blocks.

Teacher: Vova, show everybody what you have. Is he,zight,
children?

-
Vova wantst to take away one of the blocks, but the'leacher won't
let him.

Pupils: NO:

Teacher: Why not?

Borya: They dorPt equal our measure (Vova takes one block
away).

-

Teacher: But why did yo hold this up (two blocks) the first
time T asked pu to show me "one'," and the second time
I Asked you the same thing and you'held up this many
(one.block)?

Natasha: First we had a chain and the measure was this many
. blocks -- one, one (she holds up two blocks).

Teacher: And '.then what?

4
Yura: We took this kind f-measure (one block). Eere is one!

Teacher:. You see, children, if I don't know what the measure is,.
then I can't say what "one" is equal to.

Four blocks arranged in a square were also used as a measure at

this same lesson. The children laid out "one" by this measure, and

then "one" more by the same measure. yhen asked, "How many are there
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altogether?" they, answered, "Two," even though visually they perceived

ht individual.blocks.
iiWY 40

Water was used frequently as
kWit tt taP

.the object.to be.measured, and com-

pound measures -- two and three KEA SURES

cups -- were closen (Figure 4). The , Figure 4.

children were Able to find "one" in either case with no errors.

Then they were siven the following. task as a test. The object

was the word ''4asha.".written on the board. First the word was des-
.

ignated as the base forcounting, then the.syllable, and finally the

letter. All the children accurately answered "one" by the first base,

"two" by the second, and "five" by the third.5

At tile next lesson the children applied various'measures, "sim-

ple" ones and "compound" ones, to a single object. They learned to

tfcombine" and "separate" the elements of the object when working with

measures which did not coincide with these elements. For instance,

at the teacher'srequest they laid out two squares of four blocks,each

on their desks.

Teacher: This is the object to be measured. The measure Is a
.row of blo?.ks (he draws a "pair" of blocks on the
board; Figure 5a).

'Ea
p.

Figure 5. -- Changes'in the ntiMber.
assigned an object as the base for
counting is changed.

5The children themselves used the word "measure" to designate these
bases. We recognizO that the term is somewhat inadequate here, but we
are unable,to provide a more accurate one at,present.
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How many times will our measure fit here?

Pupils: Four! It

Teacher: Now with the same object to be measured but a different
measure (a sillogle block).

Pupils: Eight!

Teacher: Why did you get different numbers?

Vitya: Because the measures were different!

Teacher: Now add more blocks to the'objects to be measured, the
way the drawing shows (Figure SW. Here is the measure.
How many of bhese measures are there in all your blocks?

Pupils: One..., two..., three, and then there's a remainder.

Sasha.shows how the remainder was obtained.
41.

Teacher» Why are you calling these blocks a remainder, ehough,
instead of counting Chem?

Vityaf Because less than a measure was left; it doesn't equal
the measure!

Teacher: You already know how to count different objects by .

different'measures now. What do you have.to know,
what da you have to' keep in mind, so as not to make
a mistake when you are counting?

Serezha: The measure!

At special lessons exercises were given in which the measure

was either shown in a drawing (which was then promptly erased) or

explained orally. The children would have to envision the measure

as they couned. And since the measure changed from problem to problem,

each child needed to exercise great care in determining the part of

the object which was to be designated as "one." Alpost all the pupils

were able to handle these problems without mistakes. Particular

attention was devoted to counting some "natural" object by different

measures. For instance, using the classroom, the children were to

count: "How many pupils are there altogether?" "How many boys?

girls?" How many seats are there (not all the places were occupied)Z"

"How many Aesks?" "How many rows?" and so on. The children found

here that each instance yielded a different number.
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In nine lessons all the pupils learned to count by whatever base

was indicated or might arise in a practical situation (the counting

far exceeded the lim ts of ten, as a rule). The pupils were introduced

to numerical forrnfcnd could move freely from one base for counting to

another, understanding as they did so that the resultg of counting

depended onithe relationship between the object being counted and the

base.

The task of the next topid (lasting ten lessons) was to show the

child,the possibility of working within the numerical heries itself,,

the general principle behind it, and some principles of movement along
, .,

it. To do this it was necessary to divorce the sequence of numerals

from the direct counting of specific obSects, that is, to give this

sequence a logic oi its own. 'We felt that this could best be done by

gharting the numerical sequence on a straight line. This work included.

the following stages; (1) teaching the children how to mark out

numbers on a straight line; (2) teaching them how to form the

"succeeding" or "preceding" number for any one given (by-the principle

n t 1); and (3) teaching them the method of adding and Subtracting

numbers.

In the first stage, as the children counted different sorts of

objects, they would obtain numbers. The.teacher called their attention

to the fact that no matter what objects were being counted and no

matter what measures were used, the numliers one obtained were "identical"
..

, .

(5 here and 5 there; 15 here and 15 there). And in every case to '.
"get" to 5, for..ipstance, one had to go froM 1 to 2, from 2 to 3,

. . 1,.
from 3 to 4, an ' ly, from 4 to 5.

r e' 16

The teachexiSlainAd to the children thfft now they were going
.4- i

.

to "see" whefe,these :numbers could "live," how they were arranged,

and how it was possible to "get" from one number to another. Then

Ile showed that the numbers themselves could be arranged on a straight

line or ,ray, (the children fully understood this t rm). But to do

this it was necessary to know certain r1.4es. So th\e en ire class,
q-

together with the teacher, "deduced" these rules, using the knOwledge

they had gained previously ab'out the method of forming the numbers

themselves.

'41
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Even earlier the children had learned the concept of "one" as

the designation forsthe part of an object equaling 'the measure and

thus unstable in its content. They understood, therefore, that "one,"

that is, the first step along the line, could be selected arbitrarily.

When the teacher then asked, "Where is a place on the lite for. the

nuMber two?", and proposed several points whith clearly did not

correspond to "two," many of the children (including Serezha K.,

Misha.P., Sasha S., Yura S., and Kolya Ch.) guessed that not just

any line segment could be marked off for the number."two." Serezha

'K. expressed the idea this way. "You have to take a piece that's

the same as one:" All the children then found the correct place ler

"three," "four," and so on. -Thus when asked, "How far do you haveto

move from the number-four point to find the point for the number five?,"'

Borya K. was able to answer, "As far as from zero to one et from one

:to two . ."

After the children were given the rules for designating numbers

by points on a line, they were shown that there is no limit to the

possibility of moving "to the right" (any number can be marked off:

twenty-six, or a hundred, or vmillion).

Then they were given exercises.d i.nstrating that when an object

is measured with one measure, one n iher is obtained'(the number "three,"

for example). But this number can be put in various places on a line,

cipending on what "step" we choose for the number "one." The chtldren

would choose various "steps" and then find the places for'the same

number on different lines (Figure 6). They had.no particular Officulty

0 t

Figure 6. -- Charting the same
. numbei on lines .when different

i!steps" have been chosen.
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explaining "why" the position of "three' varied from line to line'

(tbey referred to the diffeient "steps"). ,

IIIt

At the final lessons, as they charted numbers along lines, the

children established that the smaller the number, the closer it is to

zero, but the bigger it is; the farther It is from die zero.

The follOWing is an excerpt from the lesson on February 8, 1963.

Teacher: I have a jar of water here. jThese two little jars
together are the measure. I'll measure, and you count

to yourselves. Mark out the number on a line.

Pupils: 'There were five ( they mark out this nuMber on a line).

Teacher: Whpt number do we start-from to mark out the pumbers?

41

Lenya P: From Zero:

Teacher: Which end is zero on?

Tanya Z: The left end:

Teacher: What might the first step be ike, from zero o one?

Vova M: .1t can be any size we want . .

Teacher: And can we also make the other steps any size we want

to?

Borya K: No, we have tp maric off as much for the other numbers

as we did for the first one.

Teacher: And if we got seven instead of five, where would we

/Rut it -.closer to zero than five is, or farther from

it?

Lenya P: Farther from zero than five.is.

Teacherer° Why?

Lenya P: Because seven is bigger than five .

The secq4,d stage of the work on this topic consisted of intro-

4aclit, the formula for determining the number following a given one and

nupber preceding it. First the children were given the terno

reoed , and succeeding: "preceding" meant "coming directly before,"

and "q cceeding" meant "coming directly after." At the teacher's

4.

4
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request, the children would name two numbers %that came next to each

other, mark them off on a line, and 4ptermine' which of them was pre-

ceding-and which succeeding. Then they would find that the preceding

nutber was closer to zero and the succeeding one farther away from

zero. 40.1

Afterrthis the teacher asked them to determine, for Several

different'nutbers, how much more the succeeding nuMber"was in each

.case. The Children caie to'the conclusion, alter comparing the

succeeding number with the original one in each case, that it is

a unit larger than the original one, and that in order to-obtain the

succeeding one it is necessary to add a unit to the original number.

Up to this point the children hid been Working with separate

concrete numbers. They needed to be introduced twthe representation .

of numbers hyletters as well (they had been familial- with letter

symbols since the first semester, when they were recording the rela-

tions between quantities). This entailed special work, which may

be outlined as follows. A .

The teacher asked the pupils to mark the number three on a

nuMber ray, with a "step" being equal to four squares on their note-
.

\

book paper (they used red pencil to mark the point corresponding to

this number on the line). Then they were given a new problem. "Find

what number will be at this same point if wc change the step and make

it equal to two squares." With the help of the.teacher, who was

working the same problem on the board, the pupils all found, that the

number six would come at the "red Sot." And they readily found the

reason for the change in the number ,the "step" ,klad changed.

, In the next problem the "step" Was different again -- six squares

this time. And the red dot now corresponded to a different number.
4

Together with the teacher, the children found it -- it was the number

two. Again the "step" was changed, this time to equal one square.

The majority of the children were able to find the number twelve on

their own by this time aria put it by the red dot.

The teacher called the children's attention to the fact that the

one "red".dot depicted various numbers. One'number could be replaced

by another if the "step'r'were changed. The pupils performed exerciaes
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in finding the "step" so that the particular dot depicted a different

number (such as the number four, in this case).

-Their worked with various rays, on which different points-were

marked with colored pencils, and hy changing the "step' they were to

assign different numbers to these points (one point thus corresponding,

-say, to the numbers terN two, fiv'e, and one).

On the basis Of this work.the teacher was able to ask the pupils,

"Hooli else can you get a new number?" With complete self-assurance

they indicated the method -- select a new "step." If they had al-

ready taken one square as a "step)," then they could take half a square

and get a new number that way. The teacher helped them to see that

an even smaller "step" could, be picked and that the number would then

be even bigger. Any "steps" could.be chosen. And the children had

no particujOr trouble realizing that any number could be the result.

Intparticular, they had a lively discussion with the teacher about

what'the "step" mi ht be if the dot signified "a million." They knew

that this was a v4y large number, and they were able to get a notion

of the "ptep" by hemselv:s -- it had to be a "wee little tiny" one.

is a result of this preparatorYwork, each pupil had in his note-

balk secr'eral number rays-on which various numbers were assigned to

differT points. The teacher psed these to show thy children that

Figure 7. -- Diagram of the shift to
using letters to describe numbers:
b (or = 3, 6 2, 12,0, 1, and so
on.

all these numbers could he replaced by one letter -- it.would tell

about any_ numbelt. If a point on a ray were selected and designated
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. by a letter, it couldetand for-any number we Nadnt, depending on the

ft step" we chose (Figure 7).

This approach to letter designations did not cause the children

any particular difficulty. They started doing exercises on replacing

the letter symbol with specific numbers (by chanting the "step,"

they would find that point A Wbe equal to 1, 2, 4:and so on). In

special.problems they would replace the "many" numbers put down next

to a point, with a single letter symbol. They would use the most

diverse letrs here (such as A, B, n, m, and 1).

Then the teacher began to use letter symbols in exercises on

determining "preceding" and "succeeding" numbers. There were such

Troblems as: What has to be don6411044e_number n in order to obtain

the succeeding,humber?" The majority of the children guessed right

away; "You have to add Are to n." For a few, however, the method of

forming the succeedin§ nuMber by moving "once more" was not entirely

clear. They needed individual supplementary/explanations and exercises

.in forming the succeeding number by the formula n + 1 before they were

abre to grasp the meaning of it. After this_the children rapidly

deduced,tha method of forming the preceding number (n 1), with

guidance from the teacher (Figure 8)..

(44

Figure 8.

Then t1le y determined that the differetce between adjacent 4164

numbers is a ways equal to Tie. In circler to obtain each new-number

adjacent to th one they already had, the children would move one

"step" to the righ Sr to the left on the line, Chat is, add or sub-

tract one. For instanc , they were told to find the point on a line

for the number four, then to find the point for the number which was

one greater than four, and then to write the formula for findin.git.alut
-

determine this number. The children said that the new number coulcil

be obtained according to the formuTh 4 + 1 and that it was/Tive. Then
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they found the number siX.and wrote this: (4 + 1) + 1 6. Then

similarly they located the points for the numbers seven, eight, nine,

..

ten, and so.on.
,

In order to judge how well the children were learning ths tate-

rial in this topic, we 6ve them a quiz consisting ef 04,441401aing

problems, at the beginning of the lesson on PebruaryAl,'I 3 (it

took twenty-five minutes).

1. The children were given an object to be measured and, a

measure (a piece of woodl. They were to measure the length, express

the results as a number, and mark off this number on two lines; with

,s different first "step" in each case. All the 'children solved this

problem with no mistakes'(-100 percent solution).
,

2. The children were asked to mark off the numper five on a line,

and th6n the number preceding it dnd the number succeeding it. Then

they were to determine what each of these numbers were. There was

100 percen5 Solution on this one as well.

3. The children were asked to mark off a number K on a line

and t en the number that was a unit less and the number that was a)

unit ore. Eighty:-four percent of the children solved'this problem.

The m stakes were of the following types. Natasha ., for instance,

marked off K and K + 1, but even though she wrote K - 1 n the proper

place, she 'did not make the corresponding mark on the line. After

the quiz, however, wh'en she vas asked, "Where should the number K - 1 .

be marked?" she pointed out the correct place. Olya B. "carried over,"

so to speak, the conditions of the preceding igroblem to this one. She

placed the number K the same distance from the end of the line segment

as the number fivthad been in the preceding problem, and she marked

off the points for the numbers which were one unit less (four) and

one unit more (six). Most of the other children who did not succeed

in solving this problem made the following mistake. Having arbitraiiily

chosen a point for the number K, they,wOuld then try to find the points

for the new numbers by starting from the end of the line segment as

they would to determine the position of a known conCrete nunipr. .

Several weak pupils thus had, difficulty learqing to "find" a point

fur a number alosen arbitrarily.
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4. The children wey askedta mark off number F on a line, then

tht nuMbers that were four greater and three smaller. Eighty-one

percent of th'e children solmed this problem. Mitakes were of the
ft

following types. Two pupils accurately marked'off P'and F + 4 but

omitted P - 3 completely. Two others wrote P + 4 and P - 3 but:marked

, off identical line segments to the right and to the left of the

nutber F. One pupil made the correct number of steps along the line

(four to the right of npmber P and three to the left) but,made a

mistake in what he wrote down (he put "- .1" instead of "- 3").

The overall performance on these problems indicates that the

majohty of the,,children had learned that the results of measuring

any quantities can be expressed as corresponding points on a 1

They had learned the principle.of forMing numbers by Moving*along a

straight line.

The-next topic included the study of the interrelations of a

quantity (that is, the object), a measure, and a number.(the children

would observe the

of The object was

woula observe the

relationshiP between measures when the quantity (

held coilstant and the nUmbers were varied, or they

relationship between the magnitudes of objects whin

the measures remained the same but the num1rs were changed, and so

.-- on). They were given problems 1,n which they had to count ui n

ent bases (different meisures, that is). When they gaCie the answers

they had fosund (different numberd), the teacher asked, "Why do you
A

get different numbers when you count, some big and some small?" Here

is an excerpt from the lesson on February 21, 1963, when this topic

fer-.

was being worked on.

' Pupils: (answering the qqestion): Because we were using
'different measures.

Teacher: -When you got the number six, what kind of measure were
you using?

Natasha P: A little one.

Teaaher: And when you got three?

Tanya Z: The measure was bigger.

/
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Teacher: With the bigger number, what yas the measure like?

Nadya M: Smal,ler!

Teacher; And with a small number, what kind o'f' meaSure was it?

Zhora T:

Teacher:

A bigger one!

,fs a special way to write 'all of this, children --
this way (ht says it and writes it): Aé = 6. The -

olljectpn be designated by any letter, A, for instance,
and so can the measure, and we write it here (he points
to it).6 What we have written means that when e is
the measure, oBject A equals'six/ Repeat this:.

Pupils: When e is the measure; object A equals six.

Teacher: What have we just been doing?

Andrei Df Measuring a stick.

Teacher: 'What were we measuring it with?

Borya K: MeaSure,e.

Teacher: .What number did we-get?

Lena PI Six.

.Teacher: How shall weAirie this? Read it, Vitya!

Vitya M: When e is th easure, object A equals

Teacher: Then'what object were we measuring?

Sasha B: The same object A.

Teacher: Let's-designate the measure by the letter g. Now how

should this be written?

Borya K: .When objcict Aois measured by measure g, it equals three.

'

The
0
teacher writes A 4 3.

g.w*

4-The pupils write in their notebooks:

A = 6

A - 3

6 TI:e next year this relationship was immadiaeely givqn in the farm:
Ar
- = 6.E.
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addition and subtraction (expressed 1.n direct and indirect forms), the

two ways of comparing numbers .(by subtraction and by division), the two

Ways of decreasing or increasing.a number (by several units and several

times), and others.

Taking this into consideration, t'e second grade curriculum stipu-

lates that the children solve avlarge nuM4er of appropriate simple

arithmetical problems whicK teveal the essence,of the distinctions on

which the differentiation of these concepts is based, using material

which is concrete and close to the children's ideas and interests.. Work

on problems whidh are very diverse, not only in content but also in

arithmetical essence, affords wide possibilities for further perfecting
4

and deepening the knowledge, skills, and habits the children acquired

in the first grade..

Along with the development of separate, individual skills neces-
.

sary for independent problem solving (the ability to read the problem,

illustrate its conditions,to pick out the data necessary in order to

answer fhe question, to outline a plan for solution, etc.) in the

second grade, the next step forward, in the simultaneous use of these,

in4ividual skills in solving not only simple, but also,compound prOb-

lems, must be made., The eurricaiUm stinelates the instruction vf

children in the second grade in the solution of problems in two or

three Operations, including all the types of simple problems wsith which

they dealt in the first, and then in the second grades.

In determining the goals of instruction in the second grade, it is

necessary not only to consider the curriculum for ttls grade, but alsg

to think about the goal for which the teacher must prepare the chil-
.

dren in the first two years of aritrimetic instruction. With this

Approach it becomes clear that the most important task in the second

grade (aside from those enumerated above) is to create conditions

under which the children amass knowledgeof a number of arithmetical

facts, necessary for the generalizations Stipulated by the third- and

fourth-grade curricula. This requirement must be reflected both in

work on problems and in work on examples.

Indeed, aside from the significance of the solution of examples

in the developynt of computational skillS, which was shown above (see

the section devoted to the various tiPes of exercises dealing with the
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solution of examples), work on examples affords broad possibilities

for preparing the children to understand the relationships between

separate arithmetical-operations and among compofient operations, for

aCquainting the chifdren with the composition of numbers from addends

and factors, and with the laws of arithmetical operittions. Account

must be taken of all these conditions in the development of a system

lOf children's independent work in arithmetic lessons in the second

grade.

It follows from the goals formulated above, above all, that the

basic content of children's'independent work in the second grade must

be the solution of arithmetical dikami4es and problems (not only simple,
/

but Also compound) , in order to develop the anorop ate skills an4

habits. A place, moreever:must be set aside forkxercises directed

toward a deeper study of the features of the arithmetical material

with which the children must deal. Below, we et:insider the concrete

forms in which these requirements am*realized in the study of the

primary topics of the second-grade,curriculum.

Pupils' independent work in lessons on the tcpic "The Four

Operations within the Bounds of 20." The presbnt topic is devoted to

the review of what was studied in the first grade. Much attention

mnst be given to reviewing.the tables of addition aha multiplication

within the bounds of 20. It is also very important to freshen the

children's memory,of the devices and methods of computatita with which

they were acquainted earlier and the devices and methods dealing with

problem solving. As always, the*review must be organized so that

it facilitates, to some degree, the enrichment of knowledge acquired

Iparlier, and the perfection of the skills and habits just formed.

Pupils' independent work must occupy.a relatively large place in

the review lessons. Along with exercises of types well known to the

children from the first year of instruction, it is useful to introduce

several varieties so that, in executing the teacher's assignments, the

children must look at the ,same material from another point of view.

For this reason, aside from the usual training exercises dealing with

the solution of prepared examples and problems. it is especiallIr

important to make use of assignments requiiing a great deal of
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independent.t4ought and initiative from the children. Thus, in-review-

ing addition and subtraction with and without carrying oVer ten, the

assignments,reqntiring the children to compose examples from a given

model prove to be very useful. Models for these assignments are

made so that thaechildren, while executing the,assignments, receive

material for the composition of various instances of the operation.

our expertment, for example, the children were asked to compose two

more pairs of examples ftom the model:

6 + 3

16 + 3

7 -

17 - 2

After solving ehe given examples and independently composing dnalogous.
A

ones, the children were asked to be prepared to explain the solutions

they had reached. As a check, the teacher asked how the examples in

each pair were alike and how they were different.

The children's independent construction of examples from a given

.answer is also frequently used as a review. For example, they were

asked to compose any six examples with 18 for an answer. In this case,

it depended on the pupils' own initiative whether.they made up only

examples which did not require carrying over ten, or whether they

'used numbers for which the ability to add and subtract carrying over

ten was required. It also depended on the students'own initiative

whether they used, let us say, only addition, or included subtraction

as Well, and finally, whether they composed examples '\cin multiplication.

..,This assignment can be given during the review of addition and sub-

traction without carrying over ten. However, by the Way the children

approach it, the teacher can tell approximately how well each of them

remembers other instances of.the operations from the first grade.

Further, because iu luture work in the study of addition and sub-

traction within the bounds of 100 the children'S reasoning must often

proceed analogously their reasoning in the study of addition 'and sub-

traction within the bounds of 20, we included, as early as the.first

weeks of the classes devoted to reviewing what had been covered, assign-

ments which served as a certain preparation for such reasoning. The

children were asked to coMpose examples analogous to the ones in the

model, which used the first ten numbers, but using numbers beyond 10.
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For example, as a model the teacher gave the children,examples ,

3 + 5 8, 5 + 3 e 8, 8 --5 e 3, 8 - 3 =.5. From thip model they

had to compose analogous examples witb,the numbers 18, 12, 6 and 20, 6,

14. Then the children were asked to independently compose any example

in addition and then construct the correspondthg,subtraction exaffiple.'

Such exercises represent,a development of the work conducted in

the first grade. They lay a wider foundation for the formation of

the proper generalizations (about the link between addition and

subtraction, and about the interdependence of the components of these

operations); and they are good material for practice in drawing analo-

gies. In drawing an analogy, in this Case, th'e children must,apply

a regularity, which was observed in smaller nuMbers to wOrk with larger

numbers. This kind of analogy is precisely what is necessary in pre-
.

paring for the kind of reasoning which later must be relied upqn when

considering operations within the hounds of 100.

In the first lessons in the second grade, it is already quite

.possible--and very useful--to give the children practice in independently

making comparisons by juxtaposing a pair of examples which differ by

only one feature. In selecting examples for exercises; it'is necessary,

of course, to striVe for the c ndition So that the conclusion which

the children canleeach throug comparison acquires same cognitive

meaning, i.e. deepens the kno ledge which they have acquired earlier

and serves as preparation for the following work. The fbllowing is a

model that can be used to create the foregoing condltion. Two examples

'are written on the boardl 18 2 and 18 -I- 2. The teacher asks the,

children to solve them, to think about how they differ, and to explain

why, in the solution of one example, the answer is greater than 18

and in the solution of the other it is less. In the 'eheck, fhe pupils

explained that in these examples, the numbers are the same--I8 and 2,

but in the first it is necessary to take away 2 from BR and in the

second to add 2 to 18; that if 2 is taken away from 18, the number is

smaller, and that if 2 is added, the number is larger than it was.

Not only do such exercises develop thechildren's piswers of

observation and capacity for 4he analysis and understanding of causal

relations; they also help to deepen the knowledge of arithmetical
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operations which the children,a6quired in the first grade, where this

-deduction was not made in a generalized form.

Independent work A problems in the, review of what was covered

in the first grade must also be directed not only toward freshening

the children's memory Of.whgt they learned in first grade,.but also

towaid deepening this knowledge. Thus, in the first grade sufficient
b

attention was given to the diagrammatic notation of-the conditions of

a problem on finding'the sum of two numbers Eftvd on finding one of

the addends from'the sum and the other addend. The children, for

examplA knew how to mak4i.diagrams for problems of the following

type:

In one box therelvere eight pieces of. candy, and
in a second, four pieces. How many pieces of candy
were there in all in the two boxes? There were 10'
carrots in two bunches. In one bunch there were six.
How many carrots are in the second bunch?

Eight candiea Four candies Six cartSts
J

7 1

11#

After reviewing with the children the notation for problems of

this type and also the composition of a problem from a diagrammatic

outline, the teacher may give the children a pair of these problems

:for independent work with the assignment to Write both problems acCord-

ing to the following diagram:'

The caldren must not only independently apply the familiar method of

the diagrammatic representation of conditions, but must also unwittingly

perceive the difference between the problems under consideration--a

variation which requires the differential use of the same diagram and

leads to different solutions.

In reviewing problems on increasing and decreasing a given number

.by several units, it is also very useful to construct assignments for
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the children's independent work so that, from the very beginning,

the children compose and compare, in the course of doing them,

corresponding pairs of concepts.

Exercises ;Inalogous in nature, can also be cartied out in a review

of multiplication and"division within the bounds of 20. Most of the

attention must be directed toward reviewing the meaning of

these operations. For this reason, both in solving problems and in

reviewing the tables, it is useful to organiie the child;.en's independ-

ent work so(as to deal with the illustration of a problem's conditions,

and to reveal the' meanipg of an operation (replacement of multiplication

by addition, and vice versa). It is best to organize the check of

the mastery of the tables in_sale, form of an "arithmetical dictation."

After the review of what vas studied in the first grade, the

children turn to the study of numeration, and the four operations within

the bounds of 100. We will consider the primaryinits of this topic.

Numeration and the four operations with whole 4Umbers of tens.

The children were acquainted with numeration within the bounds of 100

at the end of the first year of instruction, so this question must,

on the whole, be uonsidered as a review. What is new to the children

in this topic are the operations with whole numbers of items, and prob-
.,:::

Imps in tyo operations intluding multiplication and division.

The use of visual aids is very itaportant in nnderstanding opera-
:0

tions with whole numbers'of tens. Using counting sticks tied in

"bundles" of 10.each, the teacher must'make ehe children conscious.ok

the fact that 10 sticks.constitute I ten, and 1 ten is nothing other

than 10 sticks (units). After the children gain an understanding of

this principle through visual demonstration andthrough work under

the teacher's direct ggidance, all the operations with whole numbers of
t.

tens can be.examined on the basis of the children's independent work.

The children's independent work is the staging point in the lessons

devoted to the study of each new instance. The independent work is,

built on the material of the first ten numbers in preparing for the

study of the correspondi4 instances of operations with whole numbers of

tens. It is also useful to make use, in assignments, of material

which affords possibilities for he composition and comparison of
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corresponding instances. o,...OpiaXatIons. For example: 3+ 5, 30 + 500

8 - 6, 80 r 60.

After the:Pupils considerb,..uader, the teacher's guidance, the

illustrations and detailed potations given in the.textbolk to clarify
-

neU instances of operations with*even tenth, it is possible to ask them

to try independently te`gain an understanding.of a notation relating to.

a new instance (for example, after they have already understood the.

addition illustrated on page 11 and the multiplication on,.page 15,

division from a book can be used in conducting the children's independ-

ent work). The assignment may be given in this form:

Carefully examine the solution to example 40 On page
17 of the textbook, show with the sticks all that is
written there and be prepared to explain the solution
of this example.

In exercises directed toward consolidating the. acquired knowledge, it-

is ,important to include,numerical material, not isolating operations

with even tens, but combining work on them with other operations wathin

the bounds of-2101:-

The possibility of using children's independent work when introducing

problems of a new type, and of using their independent.work on compound

/roblems indluding multiplication or division.Was' mentioned'above. As

prepare on for solving such problems, one should review with the
V.

children 11 the methods.and devices for-/work which they used in
/

first grac for solving eorresponding Simple problems. Just before
i

/

solving th new kind of problem, the.(Childien are asked to solve, in

independen vork, two problems analogous to those of which the new one

is com'posed. After checking this work, the teacher can present the

new problem, ana1yze7its conditionis with the children, explain thae .

it is not possible to get the anfiwer to the question at gnce, and then

ask the children to solve it independently.

In some cases the diagrammatic notation, to which the xhildren grew

accustomed in the first grade, proves very useful. For example in

order to clarify to the children the method of solving problem 127

from the textbook, a diagrammatic representation (apart from the

drawing in the book) is useful:
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CI) II

vs.

1 30 kilograms-T
/

Two baskets, 10 kilograms each

? -

The diagram is made in the following way. The teacher read's the/
problem's text: e`

.

Some schoolchildren gathered two bask-Wis. of,apples
with 10 kilograms in each basket from one apple tree,
sand, from another tree, 30 iilogramd of apples. How:.

many kilograms did the chtldren gather from the two
trees?"

,
4

-

Then one of the children repeats the question.and'it Ls explained that

they must find ihe kilograms of apples which were gathered from the

two apple trees. Thus the diagram must have two boxes-(as is done.in

the first grade in the solution of compound problems including the

increasingeor decreasing of a num12.0% by several units). The children:

.are asked further, whether the gtIrmber of-kilograms of apples which

were gathered from the first apple tree, and whether the number of

kilograms of appresthich were gathered from the second tree are

stated in the problem. The appropriate data are written in the

diagram (a question mark-is put in box I, and "30 kilograms" is

written in.box II).

What s stated in the problem about the first apple

Again, the appropriate figure is written, but this time below the

first box (as was done in the first grade, in the construction of dia-

grams for problems *i4hich require the increase or decrease of a rimber

by several units). Finally, with-the help of a bracket and question

mark, it is indicated what Must be found out in the problem.

After theconditions are analyzed and'noted in the diagram, the

children independently solve the problem. Lat&r, in the solution of

problems of the given type, one may begin to include in the children's

independent work the diagrammaticr'representation of their conditions

and the composition of problems from such rePresentations. This work
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provides further development'of the knowledge an4 skills acquired .

earlier, since the children learn to apply them.under new conditions;
1

this has great significance for instruction ISa problem selvinge.
_

Pqpils' Independent work in lessons on.the topic, "Additions and

Subtractions
/
'within the Bounds of 100.P This major topic requires

aPproximately six weeks of class time. It iS diVided into two sub-

tRpies--addition and subtraction wilth, and without, carrying over ten:

The study of new instances dithearithmetical operations is here

interwoven with the introduction of newstypes of problems.(problems in.

-which it is necestarylp increase or decrease a number by several units,

indirect/problems on finding an unknown.pAgIgn'd or unknown 'addend fram

-the sum aiia the other addend, problems on finding the third addend,
7

oft comparing nuMboers by subtracaon)..

There is no majer difference in the organization of children's
c,

,

independent worlt in the study of addition and subtraction both without

i carrying, and with carrying over ten, since both are equally familiar

to the children from the first.grade where they were studied using

numbersW1thin.the bounds of 20. flence, we will consider questions

:

relating to the study of new instances of addltion and subtr ction as

a group, and separately analyze.,questions connected with ins r uction
e'

in solving new types of'problems.

ge system for the study of variou; cases of addition and subtrac-

tion is, very clearly defined in the textbook, whicil provides for a

gradual shift from easier cases to more complex ones. The seltction of

numerical material for children's independent work should follow this

system. Pupil's independent work in the study of each new instance of

addition or subtraction should appear during preparation for the per-

ception of new material, during this material's introduction, and

,during consolidation. ,Preparation for considering each new instance

will most frequently consist'of solving appropriate examples, using

what was learned before.

For.example, in the lesson on the introduction of addition, with-

out carrying over ten, within the bounds of 100 (e.g., 45 + 3), the

children may be given, as preparatory work, examples on addition within

the bounds af 10,-and also corresponding examples on addition within

the bounds of 20, such as 15 + 3, 17 + 2, etc. It is also very useful
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P

,at this stage ofAmstruction to continue using practical exercises

'with visual.aids, Htre the same materials. with which the corresponding

instances (If operations were explained in the first grade (counting

sticks and bundles of sticks) are used. This makes it pOssible

demonstrate visually the similarity of the new casds to those which the

children encounteeed working with numbers within the bounds of 20.

By gradually increasing the proportion of the children's independ-

ent pareicipation in the study.of new cases By analogy with familiar

ones,, it is possible, finally,.to bring the children to the,independent

examination of new material as described above. This is relevant to,

addition and subtraction,carrying over ten. liere it is useful to use

visual aids analogous to those used in the first grade. There the
0 .

device "The Second Ten," a demonstration board consisting of two

rows of boxes with ten in each was used; here we propose ale device

described by G. B. Polyak called "CO.culation Table. The First

Hundred" [17:146-47].

In examining-problems of the type 30-47 26 or 'S7 30, it, is

necessary, as prdparation, to solve not only exampl(es on addition

and sulnraction within the bounds of 10, but also examples on addition./'

and subtraction with even tens. Since all the material which must.be

used in.preparing for the study of the new topic is well known to-the

ldren, the teacher must try to construct assignments so that the

independent,work is not Monotonous, using for this purpose various

, types of assigTents dealing not only with the solution, but also with .

the children's independent composition of examples, which we described,

above. This is also true of exercises for independent work directed

toward the consolidation of. new knowledge. Especially significant is

trie use of assignments which require the children to make comparisons,

/establish points of similarity and difference between obseved examples,

and reason by analogy. The appropriate work is a2-development of-what

was outlined for the first lessons devoted to reviewing material

already covered. Thus, so that the children may establi.nh more precisely

the similarity between cases of a single type of addition, using numbers

of different magnitudes, it is possible to give the following assignment.

for independent.work. Columns of examples are written on OA board
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(it is even bettei if the corresponding rds are prepared for the

individual work of each pupil):

6 + 3 t 8 + 2 7 +

16 + 3 .16 + 2 17 + 5_

26 + 3 28 + 2 27 +

36.4- 3 -38 + 2 37 +

The children are asked to continue these columns, constructing examples

of the same type.

In checking the students' work, we established how the examples in .\

each coluMn differ from each other, and how the differences in examples

lead to differences in solution. Thus, a general rule for the solution of

problems of the given type is formulated. In completing the assignment,

IL, the children must not only perform the appropriate calculations,,but'also

make comparisons between the exaAples'they have solved; u,te the general

principle by which.they are arranged; independently compo on this.'

basis, the next examples; consider all the examples La ea lumn as

a whele; and draw a ggneral conclusfo4 about the method of solving them.

It is also useful to give, for comparison, examples in which the
4

differences concern the method of computation. Thus, one
' columnof

^.examples may represent addition witheut carrying over ten, and the .

second, with carrying. In comparing these columns, the children must

notice this eature,4and themselves Compose examples relating tO each

...aspect.
4.0

Ali the ekamples carried Out with liaaterial on the first twenty

numbera in order to provide a deeper familiarity with the.composition

of..numbers and properties of arithmetical operations, must be repeated
4

,

with material on large humber which the children first encounter in

. the second grad . The corresponding assignments will algp be built

around the tra fer of earlier-acquired knowledge to a broader iange

%f numbers (with the help of analogy). Some ekamfiles of such assign-

1 ments follow.
i Earlier the children did exercises in which they were required to

indicate the composition of a given number according to a model:

17 . 10 +'7

14 = 10 + 4

12 = 10 +

16 =
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Now the analogous exercise must be performed with the first hundred

nuMbers:

36 = 30 + 6 58 =

2i = 20 + 7 43 =

-In the first grade the .children selved the so-Called examples

with blank of the type 6 + = 8 and others. Here, they can be

given analogbus examples with larger numbers: 26 + 29,'
. ,

28 + =,30,etc. Until this time the children used the commutative

property of sums only with ntimbei.s less than. 20. Now they can be

given the.opportunity to check it for larger'numbers. With this
.

,
. 0 ..

.

purpose,'they ean be asked to compose examples frowthe model: 23 + r

, 7 +,23.. .

Solution of examples in two operations, as well as in one operation,

should, be includtd in the children's'independent work. It is alas use-

ful to assign examples with one of the components left out. For

example: 14 - 2 + 15. Various examples of this type can be

introduced through exercisee in the completion of ''magic squares,"

whitch are perceived by the children as a kind of game.and excite great

interest. They are very useful for developing the skill of mental

computatien.
4

This gradual increase in the complexity of assignments deslioug

with the solution and composition of examples facilitates not only

the formation of the proper computational skills, but also the chil-
1

dren's deeper mastery ot the methods of operation, properties of

numbers, and relationships among the components of operaVon.

In instruction in solving new types Of problems, the nature and
K ,

place of the children's independent work depends on the chaiacteristics

of each type of problem. Several of the problems introduced do not

cause the children any particular difficulty, since their solution

is based entirely on what the childiren already know and 'requires -

only the application of knowledge and skills acquired earlier under

somewhat altered conditions. In these cases, independent work can be

gl)en to the chil'Aren from the very beginning at the stage of, intro-
4

duction. This was shown above, for exampli;, in problems ih wi;lch the

increase or decrease of 'a number by several units was encountered twice
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In other cases, the exaitination of a new ty of problem can be

conducted through recourse to the children's a'cq red expekience with

4 -

practical operations with objects. This is true f problems op

comparing Aumbers by subtraEtIon. 'Here independent work can also

serve as a starting point in the introduction of new material, but it

will differ in nature:from the preceding case. There the goal,of

. independent work was'to freshen the children's awareness of a'serie's

of arithmetiirl factsyhich they learned in the first grade, i.e., the

realization of the knowledge'and skills of problem solving, knowledge

and skills which must be used in solving a now type of problem.

In a lesson devoted to the colaparison-of numbers'by subtraction,

,we are not dealing with earlier-acquired knowledge applied under new

cenditions. The children do not yet have the knowledgs which would

allbw them to inderldently aolve a problem of this type. iiere we

only suggest that, in their practical,experience, the.children more

. than once have had to.solvethe problem of the comparison of two

objects, that the very statement of the question may be familiar to

them and that thus, if we use their practical knowledge, it will be

easier to bring thet to an understanding of the arithMetical essence

- of ihe problent

-Independent work preparing the-pupils to examine a new kind of

problem must thus be of a practical nature. The children can be asked,,

for example, to cempare practically the length of two strips of paper,

two tapes,'etc. By performing the approximate practical operations,

the.children soon can understand what precisely must be 'determine in

. this type of problem, and what arithmetical ophation corresponds

.the practiCal operations'which they used in solving the problem.

Finally, the pupils encounter problemA which the knowledge they

acquired earliedoes not help to,solve;t4 kriowledgp, may even hinder

the mastery of new.material- We have in mind the so-called "problems

expressed in indirect form"--prnblems on finding the unkniwn minuend--

from the subtrahend and difference, or on find4,11( an unknown addend

from the sum abd other addend. Problems of this tYpe have more than'

once attnected the attention of methodologists and psychologists. Their

inte est.is determined by precisely this feature--that the children's'

stu 'of new- rial is, in this case, in direct contradiction to what

eo .
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th'ey learned before this time. Thu although during the whole first

year the children always dealt with problems in which the expressions

"made in all," "brought more," "bought more," etc., invariably implied
e

the operation of addition, and in which the expressions "gave away',"

"ate up," "was left," etc., implied subtraction, it will now be neces-

sary, when solving problems on finding an unknown minuend or addend

containing these same exprusions, to apply the operations in a way

opposilee to that which seems to suggest itself to the child under the

influence of,previous experience in solving direct problems..

Keeping in mind the difficulties such a reversal causes the

children, the teacher must, in this case, very carefully compose and

prepare an explanation accompanied by visual material. .(The most

expedient form of visual aids for explaining to the children the

process of solving indirect problems is dramatization, which permits

the illustration not only of the aomponents of operation, but also

of the opergitions themselves; such illustration is especially important

for problems of this type.)

Pupils, Independent work can be used here only at the stage of

consolidation, after the children, under the teacher's guidance, have

gained An understanding of the 'special 'features of the new problems.

Practical experience and special studies indicate that even after the

children have understoOd the characteristics of these problems they

continue, for a very long time, to make errors, confusing indirect prob-

lems with the corresponding direct ones.

For this reason, when teaching children to solve indirect problems,

it is very important to provide a selection of exercises for indepAnd-

dent work which would afford sufficient material for discrimination and

differentiation. For this purpose, it is'useful, at this stage of

instruction, to solve not only indi ct problems, but the coresponding

direct problems studied e s well. This excludes the possibility

of solving problems mechanically, without sufficiently analyzing their

conditions, or considering the specific characteristics of each type

of problem.

However, one must do more than give direct and indirect'problems

alternately to the children for independent solution. It is also
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necessary re that they have learned, when solving new

'indirect ems o apply to the analysis of their conditions the

devices nd metho s which they should have leartigd by this time, and

also to see t they have mastered selleral new devices which prove

especially4seful in the solution of indirect problems.

In connection with this aspect of the solution of indirect

problema, as work for the whole class and then a$ independent work,

we successfully assigned diagrams and outlines of the conditions. An

example is cited to,illustrate how this work was conducted. The chil-

dren were asked to independently Solve the following problem, on find-

ing one addend from the sum and other addend.

To prepare for a holiday, the children made 58
flags in one day. The next day they made some more
flags: there were 96 flags in 41. How many flags
did they make on the second day? (No. 336 from.the

. second-grade textbook.),

The independent work was divided into two stages: (a) represent the

problem's conditions by a diagram, and (b).solve the problem. The

children were allowed to go on to the second stage of work only after

,the.teacher had checked the diagrams of the conditions. The teacher

conductedithe check in the yurse of the work-7walking up,and down

the aisles and looking over the pupils' notebooks. However, after

making sure that all the children had been able to handle this part

of.the task, he submitted the task of Checking *the first stage of

the work to general discussion. For this, one of the pupils was

called on to write the problem's conditions on the board, explaining

each steRwin his work. Other children on whom the teacher called

participated in the explanation. The following diagram was written

on the board:

58 flags

96 flags

1 ?

The construction of the diagram was accompanied by an explanation.
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In one day the pupils made 58 flags--we will write that
in box I. On the next day they made sothe more flags--since
it is not stated how many, we must put a question mark in
box II. Further, the problem says that there were 96 flags
it all--that is how many they made in two days; we will draw
a.bracket and write down .that in-two days they.made 96 flags.
The problem asks how many flags did they make on the second
day? We have a question mark in box II--we must answer this
question.

After this analysis of conditions, the.ohildren solved the problem

independently. It did not cause them any difficulty, since they recog-

nized in the firqCdiagram a problem of a type known to them since 1.1e

first grade.

In t above case the diagram helped to indicate the general

princip whichunites problemskon finding one addendlfrom the sUmN/
and the other addend when they Are expressed indiredtly, and when the

'problem's formulation does not cqntain expressions which suggest the

choice of one or another operation like ("In two.bunches there are

20 radishes. In one there are 10. How many radishes are there in the

other bunch?"). For this purpose the device of outlining the conditions

was also used. In many cases, it facilitated the solution of indirect

problems, _since such a notation includes a whole series of separate

eicpressions used in the coMplete text of the problem, and emphasizes

the indirect nature of its formulation. An example is given as illus-

tration.

Asters were growing in a,flower bed. The children picked

six asters for a bouquet. After this, eight asters remained

in the bed. How many aSters were there in the bet at the
beginning? (No. 266 from the textbook).

The outline of the conditions Of this problem looks like this:

For the bouquet - 6 asters

Left in the bed 8 asters

How many in all?

In writing the conditions of this problem one is half-way to solving

it, since in this form it does not differ t.rom problems well known to

the children since first grade.

It is not very somplicated to prepare the pupils for the independent

execution of diagrams and outlines of the conditions of indirect prob-

lems if they have mastered these methods of representing various types.
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of problems in preceding lessons. For consolidation and drill, it is

continually necessary to include this type;t assignment in rndependent

work on new types of problems. Here again the knowledge, skills and

habits which the children acquired in previous stages of instruction

undergo development. -

However, as was noted above, the solution of indirect problems N;-

is related to the use of still another way to approach the analysis of

conditions, and ehe search for the method of solving a problem. We

will deal with this in more detail.

The indirectness'of formulation whi41 hampers the understanding

and solution of problems of this type is, in fact, still a formal

indication; the pr:oblem's_formulation may be changed so that Ole indirect
.

ness of formulation disappears, completly revealing the mathematical

essence of the problem in the new formulation. An example illustrating

this point follows.

In a state farm, there were 16 tractors. When they
sent some more tractors, there were 22 tractors in all
on the farm. How many tractors did they send to theestate
farm? (no. 33 from the textbook).

In this formulation everything suggests addition to the pupil. Indeed--

"There were, then they sent more,..were in all.."--here not only are

the separate expressions strongly associated in the children's minds,

with the choice of this operation, but the course of the practical

operation described in the conditions logically requires the performing

of addition. As a result, even if the children correctly aeswer the

question, they often write the problem's solution thus:

16 tr. + 6 tr. = 22 tr.

We will now formulate the same problem in another way.

In a state farm, there are 22 tractors. Of these, 16
tractors were there earlier, and the rest were sent 1ater.17
How many tractors were sent to the state farm?

We see that, from this rephrasing of the conditions, the essence of the

problem does not suffer at all. Moreover the problem formulated in

this way leaves no cause for doubt that'it must be solved by subtraction

(the children have encountered problems formulated in this way more,than

once even in the first grade).
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Accordingly, one of the devices facilitating the understanding

and solution of-Indirect problems is this rephrasing of the conditions.

An alteration in the formulation Is one of the general devices which

prove useful in the solution of other problems as 7ll. In the work

on the psychology of instruction which we have already quoted [3],

this device is recommended as one of the distinctive means for facili-

tating problem solving. Thus, it is advisable, when the children are

studying indirect problems, to acquaint them with this device, and to

each them to use it with awareness.

.After carrying.out the appropriate work with the teacher's guidance.

and help, the children may be assigned to change the formulation of a

.problem in their independent work on the conditions of this problem.
*

A model of an appropriate assigment is cite4 "Carefully read .the

problem and try to express.it so that it is immediatly clear, how it

is solved." The children must le given sufficient time to execute this
ad

assignment. Aiterwards one should call on at least three or four pupils.

The rest of the children should listen carefully to how they formulated

the problem's text,.and make suggestions for the correction and in-

creased precision of the formulation. This task is the next step for-

ward in instructing the children in the conscious reading of the condi-

tions and their precise representation. The ability to express the same

.idea, the same relationships in a diffeient form is one of the importantA.
indications of the pupils' development; hence such exercises have gieat

educatioAl significance.
--..

In later exercises directed toward the consolidation of knowledge, LI
Ors, and habits acquired earlier, as we have said above, it is use-

toinclude not only indirect problems, but also those directly-

expressed with which the children confuse them. Here it is wise to

formulate an assignment for the children's independent work which spe-,

cially directs the pupils' thoughts toward the juxtaposition and com-

parison of these problems. So that this comfiarison may thoroughly reveal

the peculiarities of these problems, dneshodld vary the assignment,

asking some of the ghildren to diagram the conditions of both problems

of the pair, allowing the children to establish the difference between

them. In others, on the contrary, one should direct the work toward

bringing out the similarities between indirect problems and the
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corresponding direct ones (as we showed abov'e, with the example of the

assignment of diagrams and outlines of the conditions). Finally,

one should assign work in which the children must mark the points of

similarity in comparing the formulation of indirect and direct problems,

and underline the diff4G-pces in the goIxse of solution.
*'141kIF

Along with these iiSignments it is 'constantly necessary to continue

the work begun in Itie first grade, whose purpose is ,to develop in the

children the ability to..supply the question for data,,to select the

data necessary for answering a question, to compose a prob4.em by analogy,
*it

etc. Here too in the exercises one may successfully follow the same

princ

it is

n which the work on indirect uoblems was based. For example,

ible to ask the children to compose two problems, one indirect,

the other direct, from one diagram.

They are given the diagram:

-Eight rubles Two-rubles 1

^.

The children are asked to compose one problem in whose conditions the

words. "were left" are use4 and another in whosg conditions is the word

"more:" While checking elte problems the children have composed, the

teacher May ask them to solve both problems in the same.way.

&Angie', the work on the topic "Addition and Subtraction within

the Bounds of, 100," the chil4ren's independent York Must consist of
A

both the completely independent solution of simple problems of a type

studied earlier, and the solution,of compound problLms which they

solved in the first grade (using all the diverse forms of assignment

used:in the first grade).

Pupils' independent work in legions on the topic "Tables of

Multiplication and Division." This topic includes the study of all

instances of multiplication and diN4sion by tables within the boUnds

of 100, and the introduction of various applications of these operations.

Along with the construction of tables, their study, and practice

.exercises having as a goal the firm mastery of the tables of'multipli-

cation and division, much attention s devoted in this topic, as in the

preceding one, to problem solving. Here the children first encounter
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problems on division according to content, on finding the parts of a

number, and on Increasing (and decreasing) a number by several times.

They also encounter multiple comparison of numbers and problems solved

by the method of reduction into units.

It is possible to regard the work carriRd'out in the first grade

as preparation for the study of multiplication and division within

the bounds of 100. For this reason, here, as in the study of addition

.and subtraction, it often proves possible to prepare for and sOmetimes

even to carry out the consideration of new material on the basis of the

children's independent work.

Thus, as preparation for drawing up each new table, the children .

may be given diverse exercises on familiar material directed toward the
4

review of the meaning of multiplication. For example: Probloms requiring

the replacement of addition with subtra9tion and vice versa, th'e contin-'

uation::of an appropriate series of,numbers (3, 6, 9, 12..., 4, 8, 12, 16

...) to 100, and others.
t

During preparation fot the construction of multiplication tables

,v-iithin the bounds of 100, the children can be asked to draw up Dade-

fpendently the portion of the table which they learned in the first

grade. For example, they cr.e asked to ebntinue this.table:

3 + 3 6

3 + 3.+ 3 = 9 .

3 + 3 + 3 + 3 =* 3 x 4 =.12
P.

It is not worthwhile to set any limits in the assignment-7experi-
.

ence shows that many pupils construct the whole table of multiplication

by three themselves, and not just within the bounds of 20. If there

turn out to be nany such children in the class, the teacher may let one

of them put the new portion of the table on the board, including the

other pupils in this work as well. In any ease, after the construction

of the first two or three tables, the rest may be made on the basis of
A

the children's independent work. The teacher need only check on whether

all the children have really understood huw these tables are constructed,

and organize further exercises directed toward their mastery.

When new\tables are introduced, the caill4.en beCome acquainted with
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several new devices for selecting various addends. To make sure that

they master these.devices based oh the properties of multiplication,
-

if is necessary to'iiiclude appropriate assignments in.the pupils' inde-

pendent work.

For example ;*t cher may ask the children to write one' of the

examples in the 17.41ti:Pliektion tables directly. Let us say the examp e

4 x 8.was given. This example can be written in another way, as

follows: 4 + 40+ 4 + 4 + 4 4 4 + 4 + 4, 4 x 4 x 2, 4 x 2 x 2 x 2, etic.

A detalIid notation of the calculation can be used,for this same,purpse:

4 x 8 =

4 x 4 2., 16

4 k 4 = 16

16 + 16 = 32

is possible to give this representation as a,model and ask the chil-.

.dren to write othei. examples from this model (7 x 6, 2 x 8 etc.).

To consolidalt knowledge of atable, it is possible to use all the

exercises of the same type that were used in the study of addition and
V

subtraction--thd construction of examples from:a given operation and

one of the components (construct four examples on multiplication of six),

the consmuction of examples from a given number, the solution of ex-

amples with ablank, and others.-"To establish the "connection between

multiplication and, divisionioand also to introduce the commutative

property of multiplication, assignments requiring the construction of'

examples from three given numbers (for example,. 6, 4, 24), and all other
4

types of tasks mentioned abor, are useful.

It is useful to conduct the check on the children's mastery of the

tables in the form of an arithmetical dictation. Here, however, it

is already possible to include the children themselves in the check,

.organizing classwork in pairs so pupils sitting next to each other

check each other's work, and in case of'doubt, check with the table or

ask the teacher.

Tn studying multiplication and divisidn by tables, it is very

important to conduct numerous practice exercises requiring the soldLon

of prepared examples. The children must in the end learn the tables

by heart,--For this reason, it is useful to drill them more than,bnce
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in the reproduction of the tables' results.

To increase the number of examples solved, it is useful to make

frequent use of the so-called half-written tasks, in ich the children

write down only the answers to the examples they solve, wi lout rewriting

the conditions in tbeir notebooks. This form of work may be used

when solving problems.from the textbook, as wel; as work from individual

cards and from variants written on the board.

Now let usigo.on to consider questions relating to instruction in

solving problems when studying a given topic, The content and nature

of the pupils' independent work on problems, in this case, are determined,

to a significant,degree, by the feattres of the problems under consider-

ation. Here, as during the study of add,it,ion and subtraction, the pri-

mary goal of problem solving is the formation of important arithmetical

concepts. In the'process of forming these concepts, the differentiation

of similar concepts and operations must be ensured.

This i also relevant to problemp on division according to content,

which acquai the.children with the application of familiar operations

under new condlt Ats--i.e. solving a practical problem which .is differ-
\

ent in principle from earlier ones. The solution of these problem

',causes a series of difficulties connected with precisely the necessity

of'distinguishing this application of division from division into differ-7

.46

ent.parts, which the children, have been studying until this time. The

distinction here is one of principle, but it also invopes the form in

which they are written.

The difficulties connected with the necessity of distinguishdng

similar concepts arise also in the consideration of problems on increas-

ing and decreasing numbers by several times, and in the comparison of

numbers through division.

The children often conTuse irrcreasing (decreaSIng) a number by

several times with the familiar instance of increasing (decreasing)

a number by several units; deceerLising gets -confused-4th increasing.

The children sometimes multiply when they try to solve problems on

comparison thrOugh division, just because in the question there is

the word "bigger" ("How many times bigger?"); comparison by division

also gets confused with comparison by subtraction.
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All this requires theloide use of juxtaposition and opposition ,

of similar concepts during independent exercises on.the material of

these problems. The juxtaposition and comparison of various types of

problems can here be carried out in the most diverse concrete ferms.

Here, ,;.s in the cases described above (relative to problems on

addition and subtraction), the wotk sometimes aims at the clarification

of the similarities, and sometimes especially at the clarification of

the differences between the problems.

We will not cite here supplementary examples of this work--they

may easily be composed by the teacher, analogous to those described

above. We note oply that:they must lead to the further development of

.the knowledge, skills and:habits which'were formed by the material of

.earlier problems.

For example, while the conditions of problems requiring increasing

(or decreasing) a number bY several, units were formerly written dia-

grammatically and the illustration was given through 'full' use of visual

aids with objects (the children had to raw the number of objecits

indicated by the conditions), now these forms ate gradually replacid

by a diagrammatic illustration in the form ef strips or line segments,

drawn at least approximately.to scale.

Thus, illustration takes'on a cendit oned nature. While earlier

it was directed toward helping the chil en develop a cconcrete, graphic

idea of the conditions, this new type of graphic illustration reflects

in a visual form the relationships among the quantities given in the

problem. This is the next serious-advance in the development of school

children's visual concrete thought processes.

At first the teachei himself makes such drawings of the conditions

of a problem analyzed in Class, directs the,children's attention to the

method of their execution and requires them to reproduce the problem's

conditions from this drawing. Later he incre'asingly includes in, the. .

children's independent work the formulation of problems from a drawing,

and the construction of a drawing to represent.the conditions of a given

The formulation of a question for data; and the selection of data

necessary to answer this question, are included in assignments for
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independent work, as they were before. This work' must also become

gradually more complex. We cite a concrete example. The children are

given the conditions and numericalodata:

On one day a ,store sold eight boxes of apples; on the
second day it sold four.

The assignment is formulated thus:

Formulate a Aquestion such that the problem is solved
by addition:. then.change.the question so that it is solved

by division.

At this.stage of instruction., it is necessary to assign the chil-

- dren increasingly more often, the task of independently constructing

problems of a definite type. These assignments will be formulated as

follows:
A

Compose a problem on increasing a given number:by

several times; or compose a problem for whose solution it

is necessary to.use division according to contedt, etc..

Ia...the opposite assignment, when it is necessary to select the

proper numerical data for a given question, it is very iMportant to

use material from the children's ewn observationseveryday numeri-
.

:cal data.which they have encountered in solving the preceding problems

from the teXtbook, numerical da'ta drawn from class excursions,.et

If this material from life, which may be used as a basis for the

construction of problems, is Systematically accumulated, if these

numbers are fixed, written in special notebooks, used for making posters,

etc., All this material will help in organizing the children's inde-

pendent-work in class and will allow the teacher to vary this work,

making the assignments simpler or more complex at his discretion.

Thus, the teacher can, for example, introduce a poster on which'

various postal rates are written; the children are asked to compose

problems in which it is necessary to calculate how much more expensive

a stamped envelope is than an unstamped one, or how much more expensive

various types of'telegrams are, etc. This assignment will be relatively.

easy for the children, since.they can draw the necessary data directly

froma consideration of the poster. Somewhat more complicated is this

assignment:
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Using this poster, compose a problem on the comparison
of numbers by division in which the precise numerical data
to be used are not indicated.

This type of assignment becomes mote complicated. if the tea 1 er gives

the children free4pm to choose any.subject, or any data from t se in
*

their notebod

The work described above involving the children's independent con-

struction of problems will strengthen the link betweenoarithmetic
o,

instruction and life. Aside from simple problems directed tbward the

formgtion of the concepts repeatedly mentioned above, the children's

independent work must also illjude the solution of compound'pioblems.

These must be both problems of new types, and those which were solved

before.

* * *

Since we limited our conside4ation to the fundamental topics of

the curricula for .the first and second years of instruction, we

\nat4ral1y could not completely describe all the aspects of assignments

for independent work, or all the methodological devices and forms

of organization used in carrying out these tasks during arithmetic

lessons.
. .

We set ourselves the goal Of merely.giving examples to illustrate

those topics which, during the course of the work, answer the require-

ments and goals, advanced in preceding chapters, for organizing chil-

drtn's.indePendent work.

4
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